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Introduction
The same day that we
returned after two months
in California – having
decided that we would
not be moving back to the
States at the beginning of
our retirement – my wife
Dorothy and I took our
property off the market …
and ordered a puppy. Fritz
the Schnauzer arrived a
few weeks later and by the
end of June, 2003, we had
entered that unique society
of dog owners who inhabit
London’s Paddington
Recreation Ground.
The society in which we were now to take our place remains a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and their
owners. The dogs represent most of the popular breeds and many
of the mutt-like mixtures – and so do their accompanying humans,
who come from diverse nationalities and from many walks of life:
professionals and job seekers, young and old, family members and
loners. They are united by their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where they
gather after exercising their animals, they often let this affection
for dogs carry them into friendships that transcend park life and
involve many of them in additional social activities.
Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I
decided to keep a daily record of his antics and the folkways of
the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have done so ever since.
I reasoned that not only would this furnish us with an insight into
the relationship of man and beast but that it would also provide a
glimpse into London life. Such a life, we know, is full of struggles
and tensions and these were certainly reflected in the chronicles

that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid and
accurate one.
Has any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my
Fritz – or his successor, Otto? Has any canine society ever
received such scrutiny? We turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for
insights into London life as it was experienced in the latter half of
the 17th Century. No wonder some wag has called me The Pepys
of Pups – for my project, with its analysis of London life as it was
experienced in the early decades of the 21st Century, is now over
seventeen years old. The present volume represents the fourteenth
version of these annual chronicles – Fantastic Dogs And Where To
Feed Them.
Fritz died in February, 2014, and I spent a good deal of time
wondering if I should ever have another dog. I was determined not
to forsake the company of all my park pals and thus, even without
an animal of my own, I continued to frequent our breakfast table
in the Rec. Then, in March 2015, Otto the puppy arrived and his
third full year in our company is a central focus of the present
account.
I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this
project, the staff of the Rec itself, our friends behind the counter
at the café, and my sister-in-law, Naomi, who assisted in editing.
Special thanks go to “London Janet,” Daisy-Mae’s mom, for
designing the cover of Volume XIV.
I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” in a traditional print format and these are all
still available either directly from the publisher at Authorhouse.
com or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from Amazon.
com or from any of the other online booksellers. These include:
Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering
the years 2004-2005.
Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and
covering the years 2005-2006.
Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and
covering the years 2006-2007.

Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and
covering the years 2007-2008.
In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new
publication format, making Invasion of The Biscuit Snatchers
(covering the years 2008-2009) available in e-book format, free
for all who want to follow this story by going to my website:
anthonylinick.com. Click here.
Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010,
was published in 2014 and is available at anthonylinick.com.
Click here.
Volume VII, covering the years 2010-2011 is called The Great
British Bark Off. It was published in 2015 and you will find it too
on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume VIII, “And Your Little Dog, Too,” published in 2016,
covers the years 2011-2012. You will find it too on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume IX, The Dogshank Redemption, published in 2017, covers
the years 2012-2013. You will find it as well on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, B.
Volume X, Dog Day Aftermath, covers the years 2013-2014. You
will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download,
click here.
Volume XI, The Paws That Refresh Us, covers the years 20142015. You will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To
download, click here.
Volume XII, A Barker’s Dozen, covering the years 2015-2016. To
download, click here.
Volume XIII, Barks & Recreation, covers the years 2016-2017. To
download, click here.
That leaves only the present version, Volume XIV, Fantastic Dogs
And Where to Feed Them.
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Thursday, June 1:
Temperatures have not even reached the sixties to this point but,
even so, Georgie is heading our way along the Morshead Road
pavement and complaining that is is “broiling.” She has in tow
one of the many dogs she looks after during the day, young Lucky
the Cavapoo and her own veteran Yorkie, Sparkie, and she will
soon be picking up Seamus the Westie as well. My own Otto the
Schnauzer, soon to be two and a half, wants to greet these pals
with his usual boisterous antics, but I manage to get him across
the street and into the confines of our famous local park, the
Paddington Recreation Ground. Soon we have reached the central
green and I can unhook the fellow – always anxious to see if any
one of his pals is available for a good chase and tussle. His cousin,
Leonard the Schnauzer, is lying in wait and there is also the eager
presence of the Staffie puppy, Honey. Having touched these bases
Otto ranges up the flanks of Mt. Bannister – the name I have given
to the artificial hill that provides the Rec with its only summit (and
so-called because it was on the old track of this place that Roger
Bannister trained for what turned out to be the first sub-fourminute mile).
We report next to the café and I join the coffee queue while
others foregather in the adjacent fenced compound – where
those with dogs have a number of tables for their exclusive use.
Numbers wax and wane, depending on weather, travel and other
commitments, but today regulars include Georgie (who has also
taken delivery on Winnie the Pug), Janet (here with her Shih-Tzu,
Daisy-Mae, and Leonard), Ofra (here with her Cavalier, Bailey),
Ellie (here with Cockapoo Teddy), Renata (here with Poodle
Maxi), Hanna (babysitting Bonaparte the French Bulldog today),
Georgie’s sister Jean, visiting from Glasgow, and eventually Clare
with her Pug, Harley. As often happens I am the sole source of
doggy treats and I soon open my blue bag. The greedy Bailey,
occupying an empty chair next to mine, manages to steal a biscuit
from the table top. Special attention is paid to Winnie – who is
fourteen today; Georgie says that Dan and Davide, her owners, are
planning a special celebration in honor of this event on Saturday.
Bonaparte distinguishes himself this morning by offering two
monumental farts – ones that have the ladies on the opposite side
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of our table screaming in protest. Fortunately they haven’t seen
the long line of drool descending from his lips.
Renata, who has been poorly, says she is feeling better but she is
still short of breath. Janet says she has been to the dermatologist
and that she has had a blast of liquid nitrogen on her nose. Ofra
complains that it has been a year since she has visited her native
Israel and that she will suffer from the strong sun as she renews
her tan. Today she receives something that could be useful on
such an expedition – a gift from her pal Ellie in the form of a jute
beach bag with her name stenciled thereon in gold glitter. “So if
you get too drunk to remember your own name,” Ellie says, “you
can just hold up the bag.” There is retaliation when Ofra says
that Ellie eats what she wants and still loses weight, “the bitch!”
Where to buy the best pitta bread, where to find parking when you
visit the local M&S, the increasingly dark plot lines of Coronation
Street – these are the themes that dominate the rest of our morning
conversation. No mention of the latest local shooting, Brexit, or
the general election scheduled for next week but these topics are
bound to surface as life among the dog people of Paddington Rec
goes on.
Friday, June 2:
The weather is again quite sultry and already I regret adding a
sweatshirt to my ensemble. Otto can see a lot of dogs near the
cricket crease but none of them seem to hold any intrinsic interest
and, while I am depositing his poo in a bin near the kiddy’s
playground, he returns to my side and we soon arrive at the café.
I do not enter this establishment, however. Instead I wait for a
number of my pals to take their seats and then I leave Otto in
their charge as I head off to recover a sack of prescriptions at the
Vineyard Chemists. As I do so I pass Toby the Bulldog – having a
tussle with his favorite football. His owner asks me where my dog
is. “He’s having coffee,” I reply.
When I return a few minutes later I do go in for my cuppa. The
early morning lineup here has disappeared – and so have all the
members of the café staff. Served at last I return to our table just
in time to see Bailey clawing away at my bag of meds, enjoying
the extra leverage of an empty chair next to mine. I put the
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prescriptions out of reach and he then starts to rake way at my
blue biscuit bag. In addition to Ofra we also have Ellie, Janet,
Georgie, Jean and Anahita with us this morning. Much time is
spent discussing Seamus’s recent haircut – which most of us find
too fussy. Anahita thinks that Otto looks thinner after his recent
grooming. He is more than delighted to have her Elvis, a Maltese,
as his wrestling partner and the two have a lengthy tussle.
Ofra and Ellie are again discussing major moments in the delivery
room; Ellie’s oldest daughter is now nineteen and she arrived
home at such a late hour last night that mommy couldn’t sleep and
had to seek solace in a Mars Bar at 2:00 am. Problems in eyesight
and hearing are discussed – with many tales of unhappiness over
faulty glasses and deficient hearing aids. Today there is also some
discussion of next Thursday’s general election – with surprise
registered over the improvement of Labour’s chances in the polls.
I suggest that even if he became Prime Minister Jeremy Corbin
would have a great deal of difficulty in implementing much of
his agenda, a fate currently being experienced by Donald Trump.
Of course there is also discussion of the American president’s
decision yesterday to pull the U.S. out of the Paris accords on
climate change. (The U.S. can now join Nicaragua and Syria as
the only non-signatories.) Someone suggests that Trump may still
consider the dangers of climate change to be a scientific hoax but
even if it were there is still the problem of poor air quality in the
lungs of this generation. Hanna is just arriving as the rest of us
now depart. Tomorrow I will have something for her since, as I
open the front door of my building, I discover, at last, the heavy
box containing all those copies of The Dogshank Redemption.
Saturday, June 3:
After a sultry afternoon punctuated by rain the skies have
brightened considerably today and it is far fresher. I strap on my
backpack (containing seven copies of the new book) and head
for the green – which is full of Saturday dogs out to enjoy the
pleasures of all this open space. Dan is here with bike and Winnie
but most of the other dogs are unknown and Otto takes some
time seeing how each will respond to his stealing their balls or
pissing on their owners. (Missed!) There is quite a weekend crowd
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forming outside the café but I manage to insert myself in order to
join the coffee queue – and things move along rapidly enough.
In addition to Dan we have Georgie, Jean, Janet, Ofra and Wendy
this morning – with Nigel eventually arriving with little Elvis.
Otto is ushered out onto the green so he can get in some good
chasing with his pal; Nigel spends the entire session on his feet,
dealing with a client on his mobile phone. Winnie, whom we try
to keep in earthbound mode, Bailey and Flora the Pug are my
chief customers. When Dan gets up to complain about his coffee
we need to remove his sandwich – which Bailey is about to claim
as his own. Georgie has brought Flora (who keeps trying to tackle
her dog sitter by grabbing a leg), Melanie’s Rufus and her own
Sparkie. Tom plucks his Max from the entrance to our compound
before the usual furious exchange of barked insults spoils our
peace.
I begin to sign copies of The Dogshank Redemption, distributing
all of those I have brought with me and promising to bring more
copies tomorrow. Many of those present have been to a belated
birthday celebration for Georgie at a Thai restaurant on Boundary
Road – there were evidently some ill-tempered exchanges here
and only the food earns praise. Wendy says that because of
Renata’s breathing problems and the fact that the adjacent hotel
is undergoing reconstruction the holiday that these two were
to undertake to Tenerife had been postponed. Dan says that his
partner flies back from Phoenix today and that Davide will shortly
be able to swim with the pigs in the Bahamas. (No mention of a
possible cabin crew strike at BA.) In the wake of Donald Trump’s
withdrawal from the Paris climate protocol there is further
discussion of the problems of air quality. Someone says Stephen
Hawking predicts major breathing problems within a century but
Dan assures Janet that by that time she will have not only new
lungs but the body of twenty year-old – so no need to worry on
that score.
Sunday, June 4:
It is another dark day in London town for, once again, terrorists
have launched an attack on the innocent – first by driving into
walkers on London Bridge and then by attacking revelers in
4
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Borough Market with knives. I learned of the incident only when I
opened an email from Gavan this morning – having turned my TV
off just before the attack last night – and I have now spent an hour
or so watching news coverage of the event (six killed plus three
terrorists shot) before Otto and I hit the streets. Dan and Davide
have just driven up with Winnie and have joined Georgie and Jean
on the Morshead roadway. I let my dog join this party but when
we reach the green I re-hook him since cricketers are on their way.
I am waiting for a first poo but it takes a long time in coming and
by this time we have climbed up the flanks of Mt. Bannister. This
diversion does have a dividend for I can catch my first sighting
of Stephen’s mostly Maltese pair, Will and Grace. Oh to have a
daddy who is also a makeup artist for Will has ears and tail dyed
in blue and Grace has the same in pink.
With Davide returned from Phoenix Dan has now organized
a fourteenth birthday party for Winnie. Slices of chicken are
provided for the dogs (Hanna has brought some too) and there is
a cake for the dog owners – who are supplied with whistles and
party hats. Dan decorates a little table with balloons and poses all
of us and our dogs behind this site for a group photo. Ofra reports
that Bailey is not to have any treats as he is on a new medication
for unknown allergies. For that matter Winnie is not in the best
of shape since she has another bladder infection. Somehow Otto
escapes from our compound and I get up to search the horizon for
any sign of him. I can see Stephen out on the green, gesturing in
my direction and here Otto is. He is allowed to return to this spot
when Nigel arrives with Elvis.
I have debated whether or not to persist with business as usual – in
this case the distribution of copies of The Dogshank Redemption
– but I had promised Nigel a copy and he is only here on the
weekends and so I have put books into my knapsack. (Ofra and
Hanna also get their copies today.) Dan says he too wondered
whether to go ahead with Winnie’s party; his reasoning, like that
of so many of us, seems to be that major variations in our life
patterns is the best way of giving a victory to terrorism. I ask
Davide about the possibility of a BA cabin crew strike and he
says that one is scheduled for mid-June but not by his fleet. Dan
reports that his shower problems have at last been remedied; even
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I haven’t had any water cylinder problems in the last two nights.
It has been a beautiful fresh and sunny Sunday so far but now it is
time to go home and turn the TV on again.
Monday, June 5:
Last night I even watched some of the memorial concert in
Manchester, part of the nation’s preoccupation with terrorism
and its aftermath – I would probably never have seen Take That
perform before a live audience under other circumstances. This
morning is it definitely cooler, with a strong wind whipping across
a park that is searching for any sign of blue in the gray skies
overhead. Otto is an object of special fascination for a chocolate
Lab, who follows him to the far side of the green. In the center
of this space some twenty dogs are at play and we join this group
briefly. Oscar, the young Schnauzer, is here too and he has to
chase off the Lab. One of the owners is saying, “Don’t you wish
dogs could talk?” My response is, “Yes, but there would probably
be a limited subject matter.”
“The Professor,” or so the rest of the staff refer to him, is
behind the counter at the café this morning but Lurch finishes
off my cappuccino and I join a very small group under our blue
umbrella – just Davide, Georgie, Jean, Ofra and Renata, who
receives her copy of the new book. Ofra tells me that Bailey is
again nil by mouth – “Yes, but have you told him that?” is my
response. Indeed, the insistent Cavalier, using the empty chair on
my left, is always threatening to climb into my lap in search of
treats and I have to tip this chair forward in order to discourage
such attentions. Georgie, who says that today is Lucky’s longpostponed grooming, also takes delivery on little Patsy, the longhaired Chihuahua.
Ofra has baked some biscuits and these are passed around. Renata,
who is wrestling with her phone since she would like to add
Georgie’s email, finds this treat irresistible and so does her little
Poodle, Maxi – though I am not sure that Ofra is best pleased
when much of her efforts in this category end up inside the dog’s
mouth. Davide also has his phone out and he is soon happy to
report that his schedule has been changed and that he will begin
a long expedition to Rio on Wednesday. Jean will be travelling
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back to Glasgow early this afternoon and she and Georgie begin
to make an early move for home. Unfortunately Otto manages
to escape while they are doing so and I have to follow. To make
matters even more awkward it is only now that Anahita arrives
with Elvis. Well, there is a small bit of compensation as we head
for the Essendine exit, where the noisy Max is playing with a
stick. Otto knows that owner Tom always has a treat at hand and
so he rushes forward to receive a handout as we reach our gate.
Tuesday, June 6:
Well, this is a good way to remember D-Day – an all-out blitz by
the weatherman. The rain began even before Otto and I had our
late night walk and it seems to have been wet ever since – with
high winds and dark skies. We have to do it, we have to get the
dog outside, and so I strap his raincoat into place and button
mine on as well – today is one of those days when I really wish
the zipper on this garment worked better. As we hit the streets at
our normal hour I can see that the porch lights are still on at the
Morshead Mansions. Otto seems to be trailing well behind me as
we cross over to the park side of our street but this is only because
his raincoat has already come apart.
As we walk up the Morshead roadway there is a scene of
devastation, with branches and leaves from the overhanging trees
littering the tarmac. We pick our way through this mess and out to
a deserted green. These conditions have not prevented one of the
trainers from setting up his boom box in the sheltered bandstand –
as if the wind didn’t provide enough noise. I can see that Davide
has just crossed the grass with Winnie and when we arrive at the
gate to our compound I note that Janet, buried in waterproofs, is
also here. I ask her if she is really staying for coffee today and
she says that, after all the effort of getting here, she certainly is. I
decide I won’t – the blue umbrella is effective against vertical rain
but this morning the moisture is as much horizontal as vertical. To
make my decision an even more difficult one I can see that Janet
has brought Otto’s pal, Elvis, with her this morning.
We continue along the back passage, Otto making good progress
in spite of the wind in his face. As we pass under the cypress trees
he at last pauses for his poo; this is one of the most sheltered spots
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in the park. There is no indecision as we near the Essendine exit
– he trots on out of the gate as though he, too, would just as soon
enjoy the comforts of home. Just as we near of our door a lost
chap with a map on his phone seeks my assistance in finding his
way to the Carlton exit. Upstairs I get out the dog’s purple towel
and remove my trousers, which are soaked through. Already I
can see that one little pot in the bedroom has sailed off into floral
history.
Wednesday, June 7:
A second pot went fly-about in the TV room as well – I really
liked that pot but the flowers (spent carnations) were no great loss.
High winds continue to prevail in Maida Vale this morning but
rain came to an end at noon yesterday and it is again dry today.
The park is still a place of fallen leaves as Otto and I reach the
green. Here I am surprised to see the usually sedentary Teddy rush
forward to play with my dog. Ellie is walking with Stephen and
the tie-dyed Will and Grace and we follow this party around the
grassy perimeter. Otto has a talent for disappearance this morning
and eventually I locate him back in the center, where there are
quite a few dogs at play. One of these is Binky, here with Janet,
and it is a bit of a surprise when the doe-eyed Cocker pins the
Yorkiepoo puppy Jimmy to the turf.
They have already opened the café by the time we arrive and we
are soon seated under our umbrella. In addition to Ellie we also
have Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Hanna and even Linda sits down
today. She has her neighbor’s Jack Russell, Chica, in her lap
but her elderly Schnauzer, Pepper, is allowed to join the biscuit
queue. I ask Ofra if Bailey can have any food today. She has been
worried about his stiffness and even blood in his stool and he has
been treated at the vet. He seems fine today and he is certainly
able to climb into my empty chair and help himself to the contents
of my blue bag when I get up to give Ellie her copy of the book.
Ofra has provided a sack of soft chews for me to administer;
Flora likes these too. Otto (who has real teeth) is still content with
Shapes but he also keeps up an insistent shrieking whenever an
alien Beagle appears outside our bars. Perhaps he has taken his
cue from the girls’ gym classes who have been allowed to play
their games opposite our setting – the girls shriek a lot too.
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I get some more phone advice from Ellie. She and the others are
focusing their thoughts on tomorrow’s general election – which
seems to be, like the recent American version, a choice between
the lesser of two evils – if you can figure out which side is likely
to cause the least mischief. This is an election overshadowed by
all the recent acts of terrorism and there is also some consideration
given to uneasiness over the presence of so many Middle
Easterners in our midst. Georgie says that after she dropped Jean
off at the railway stations she took the Number 18 bus home.
Behind her she could hear prayers to Allah being recited, an
unnerving atmosphere that persisted all the way to her stop –
when the devout one got off the bus with her! Dan says that if he
doesn’t like the look of the other passengers in his tube train, he
switches carriages at the next stop. Is this the world in which we
now live?
Thursday, June 8:
After yet more wind and rainfall during our late night walk I
have had an uncomfortable night – occasioned as well by Cathy’s
discovery at noon yesterday that the ensuite toilet was no longer
functioning. Complicating matters is that this morning I expect the
annual visit by Naomi and Adrian, whom I always install in the
master bedroom, to which the bathroom in question is an adjunct.
Well, after making a number of changes in the position of things
within the flat I receive a message that my in-laws are an hour and
half late and that noon is now their likely arrival time. No need to
worry about them arriving while I am in the park – to which Otto
and I repair at our usual time.
It is a mostly gray day, though the sun makes a sporadic effort,
and I am back in leather jacket and scarf since it is by no means
warm. Dan is just ahead of us with Winnie, to whom Otto must
always offer good morning kisses. Ellie is at the exact same spot
in her circuit of the green as yesterday but Otto disdains any
contact with Teddy and heads for the cricket crease. Here Janet is
arriving with a miniature Elvis, a Maltese belonging to Anahita’s
neighbor. I have seen a picture of “Elvis’s girlfriend” before but
this is the first time we have met the uniquely named Toka-Boka.
I try to get Otto to follow me in the direction of the café but he
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is waylaid by other temptations, including a tumble with little
black Beanie. In addition to those already mentioned we have
the participation of Georgie, Ofra and Dimitri this morning, with
Melanie spending a great deal of time chatting while her Rufus
remains on lead. I begin dishing out the soft chews to Bailey and
Winnie but when Dimitri takes delivery of a toasted sandwich
there is a quick change of allegiances. Poor Lucky, shorn and
snipped, sits disconsolately on Georgie’s lap, his head in a plastic
cone.
Ofra and Ellie are comparing notes on an eyebrow enhancer and
this fascinates Melanie. The subject soon turns to today’s general
election – with a number of those present having cast postal
ballots and others still undecided. Dan seems to like Theresa May
but Janet says that there have been so many changes of policy that
the prime minister can no longer be trusted. Others are worried
that a Labour government would mean higher taxes. No one
seems willing to make a prediction on the outcome – the lead in
the polls enjoyed by the Tories just a few weeks ago evidently
shrinking rapidly. Then there is a distrust of polls now anyway,
with the Brexit surprise (not to mention the victory of Donald
Trump) in everyone’s memory. “We will have an entirely different
conversation at this time tomorrow,” Janet notes – and she is right.
Ofra has brought me some chicken and I put this is my knapsack
as we prepare to head for home. The first thing I must do is call
Pimlico Plumbers.
Friday, June 9:
I am utterly exhausted, after a very eventful day. The problems
began with an anxiety-ridden sleep that had me up at 5:00 in the
morning. The plumber did arrive in a most expeditious manner,
replacing much of the inner workings of the en suite toilet. He had
just left when, an hour-and-a-half late, Naomi and Adrian arrived.
I spent much of the afternoon getting them settled – though we
take did Otto with us when he had lunch at Le Cochonnet. At
6:15 Linda arrived and she and I headed off for the Barbican and
a fabulous concert by the LSO (Brahms’ Second Piano Concerto
and Nielsen’s Fifth) – followed by a splendid visit with my old
friend, conductor Michael Tilson Thomas, back stage. It was
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raining a bit when I took Otto out for his late night walk and by
this time exit polls were dominating the TV screens and we had to
watch until almost midnight before getting some needed rest.
I feel as though I could use a lot more this morning, when my
relatives accompany me to the park. Inside the Morshead Road
doggy compound dog walker Zoe is standing atop an earthen
mound, trying to get all of her charges into a group photo. There
are also lots of dogs out on the green and Otto and Leonard are
soon wrestling with a Staffie-Shar-Pei pup named Lucky. At our
compound we soon have a lively turnout – with Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan, Ellie, Naomi, Adrian, Anahita, Hanna and Dimitri.
Linda also comes by with Pepper and Chica; she is off to Basle
for a brief trip this afternoon. Janet has brought Leonard and
Ellie the Cocker and Georgie has Conehead Lucky and Karen’s
Coton, Dudley. Dan again draws a chair up next to mine so that
Winnie can have unlimited access to my blue bag. Bailey is more
earthbound but he is soon distracted by Naomi’s toasted bacon
sarnie.
I turn over to Janet three more signed copies of the book –
which she will distribute later today; Dimitri says he wants a
copy too and this makes me wonder if we have printed enough.
Conversation this morning is dominated by the general election
which seems, at this moment, to have resulted in a hung
parliament – with the diminished Tories poised to form a coalition
with Northern Ireland’s Democratic Unionists. Labour did well,
but not well enough, the Lib Dems picked up only a few seats,
the Scottish Nationalists also lost a lot of seats (making a second
independence referendum less likely) and UKIP won no seats at
all. Turmoil reigns and most of those present are already dreading
the prospects of another general election in the near future.
While we are discussing these matters it begins to rain and Lurch
comes out to crank up our blue umbrella. The downpour is only
momentary and we are soon able to head for home; the visitors
have museums and shopping on the agenda. I want only a very
quiet day at home.
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Saturday, June 10:
A lovely, sunny June morning greets us as Otto, accompanied by
three humans, heads for a crowded Saturday park. I can see Dan,
sitting with Janet and their dogs on the cricket crease, and I urge
Otto to give them all a greeting – which he does. They are soon
heading for the café and so we follow. In addition to Janet and
Dan (and the in-laws, of course) our morning ensemble will also
include Wendy, Hanna, Georgie, Ofra and Nigel. In the confusion
of a long Saturday queue Naomi and Adrian’s food order gets
lost and they have a long time to wait before being served their
breakfast.
Today Janet has Toka-Boka again, as well as Dudley and DaisyMae, and Georgie has brought Sparkie and the Yorkie, Chester.
Nigel’s presence means that Otto has unlimited access to Elvis
and the two begin battle with a roar. Later I can see that Nigel has
brought these dogs out to green and that he is throwing sticks for
them to fetch. This also means that they are a bit behind in the
biscuit queue, though I think they both do a good job of catching
up. Once again Dan stations an empty chair next to my right arm
so that Winnie can be in the best possible position to demand
treats. (She also barks at me several times when I am slow off
the mark.) Perhaps this annoys Daisy-Mae, sitting on Janet’s lap
in the next chair, and soon the sassy Shih-Tzu is growling at her
old friend in a most menacing manner. When I give Daisy-Mae a
biscuit Janet is certain that she only wants this in order to launch a
pre-emptive attack on any passing dog – who may have no interest
in this prize whatsoever – and the biscuit is whipped away before
this scenario can unfold.
It helps to have a friend in the ticket business because, while
they wait for their missing food, Dan makes arrangements on his
phone for Naomi and Adrian to pick up passes to this afternoon’s
matinee of Mamma Mia! Election talk has almost subsided by
now but Georgie does agree that she is quite happy that any
thought of a second Scottish independence referendum has been
placed on the back burner. Nigel says that his daughter is leaving
soon for three months in New Hampshire, where she will be a
lifeguard at a summer camp. He himself is heading for a formal
dinner with a niece in Cambridge tonight. Hanna is alarmed that
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he might be served swan at this meal but when he researches
the menu on his phone it turns out that there will be nothing on
offer more exotic than sea bass. He has turned Ofra on to various
brunch delicacies available at Raoul’s deli on Clifton Road. When
she says she is heading here next he says that there is no point – as
he has already bought up for himself all the items that she might
desire.
Sunday, June 11:
Early morning clouds have parted and we now have a lovely
sunny Sunday in the park. There don’t seem to be any cricketers
about – just signs warning us to be on the lookout for flying balls.
Instead, legions of youngsters are pouring into the park with their
hockey sticks; they are accompanied by bemused parents – mom
and dad wouldn’t dare confound these serious-faced kids with any
attempts at levity. I remind Adrian that they have just opened the
door to the café and he has a rare weekend opportunity to join a
short queue. This time the food orders come in a timely fashion.
Again we are eleven at table – our own party of three plus Janet,
Georgie, Anahita, Nigel, Clare, Wendy, Hanna and Ofra. Caroline
comes by to ask if Janet can look after Leonard today; already
she has Daisy-Mae and Toka-Boka with her. Georgie has Sparkie,
Dudley and Chester again but Clare has brought not only her
own Harley but her daughter’s seven-month-old French Bulldog,
Pingu. The latter is only about half as big as her larger cousin,
Bonaparte, who is here with Hanna today. Of course Otto has eyes
for Elvis only, and these two begin a long face-off, amid squeaks
and growls, both in our compound and out on the green. I have
brought with me some lamb jerky from Philadelphia and these
soft chunks go down well with the dentally challenged dogs like
Bailey. While I am signing books Bailey climbs onto an empty
chair and buries his nose in my blue bag.
Nigel reports on a splendid evening in old Cambridge, though he
was also able to see highlights of the World Cup qualifier between
England and Scotland, a match that took fire only after seventy
minutes when England finally scored a goal – only to fall behind
to two late penalty kicks before pulling even with an equalizer in
added time. Naomi and Adrian answer questions about our trip
13
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to Wales tomorrow (and their successful expedition to Mamma
Mia!) There is still some chatter on the subject of the election, my
in-laws having seen by now all the comedy shows in which the
principal players (and Donald Trump) have been mocked. Like
all my American guests they are always a bit taken aback by the
profanity and graphic nature of UK TV shows; Naomi says that
Americans would never give a disabled Alex Brooker his own
show. I realize that at this same time tomorrow I will be turning
my Otto over to Georgie, who will be looking after him for only
a few hours before he begins his week’s stay with Rob and Linda.
That means that, with our walk in Wales beckoning, I will now
miss quite a few days in the park.
Tuesday, June 20:
As we resume our park life temperatures begin to soar for we
have returned to a London heat wave – one whose full fury is in
abeyance due to some welcome cloud cover. Otto, whom Linda
returned last night at about 9:00, seems to have survived his
separation quite well and he would really enjoy a resumption of
his usual Rec routines but I can see problems from the outset. We
are well into the school sports day season and not another dog is
anywhere in evidence on the green. I can also see that workers
are refurbishing the gym on the Randolph walkway and this
means that the only source of water for our dogs is the café itself.
Most ominous is a quick visit to our compound by councilor Jan
Prendergast, who wants to gather us together some time soon – the
underlying message being that pressures against the freedom of
our dogs in this overused space are again growing.
Today the gang includes Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Renata, Anahita,
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and, of course, Naomi and Adrian. Otto thinks
that Rocky the Maltese is Elvis but soon the real thing is present
and so he does get in some exercise at last. Rocky’s mom has, in
our absence, delivered baby Jake, and much fuss is made over the
infant – though there are no chairs left in our compound for mom
and her friends. Georgie reports that Otto got on quite well during
the day he spent in her flat; he evidently spent some time with
Janet on another occasion. Today Georgie has Seamus, Chester
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and Lucky – the latter is at last cone-free. I am told that I was
missed greatly by the dogs – at least my blue treat bag was – and
Bailey insists on making up for lost time.
We are asked on a number of occasions about our trip and I can
report that we had a very successful outing on the Anglesey
and Pembrokeshire coastal paths, completing 52.5 miles in
increasingly warmer weather, often under very strenuous walking
conditions. It is obvious that there is still a great preoccupation
with recent London news, a lethal attack against worshippers
outside a mosque in Finsbury Park and a tragic fire in which
perhaps 80 people perished as Grenfell Tower went up in flames in
North Kensington. Janet in particular is obviously upset over the
slow response of Kensington and Chelsea Council – which, she
says – has the resources to rehouse the survivors. It is not a direct
march home today as, accompanied by the others, I need to pay a
visit to the bank and a market (Naomi hanging on to Otto) before
returning home for a day of recuperation.
Wednesday, June 21:
Yesterday’s torrid temperatures dipped a bit as darkness fell but
it is obvious we are in for another scorcher today – with talk
of a heat wave that may rival the arid summer of 1976 (which
I remember very well). After a chat with Cathy my in-laws
accompany me to the park where Adrian hives off to the café.
Dan and Davide are lying on the grass near the cricket crease and
Naomi and I head here first – so that Otto can give Winnie his
customary fulsome greeting. Adrian arranges to pick up the coffee
bill for all of the dog people as he and Naomi honor, for the sixth
year in a row, their non-existent dog in Philadelphia, Phantom.
They have picked an expensive day for this gesture since we have
a very substantial turnout this morning – more chairs have to be
brought in from the forecourt to seat an ensemble that includes we
three, Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy, Ellie, Hanna,
Anahita, and Jan, the owner of the little curly white dog named
Daisy. Ellie reports that her Teddy may need an operation on
his anal glands and this has been scheduled for next week when
her youngest daughter has an internship at the vet’s. In addition
to the occasional bite from someone’s sandwich there is also a
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major assault on my treat bag from Winnie, Bailey, Sparkie, and
Leonard. To my surprise Daisy-Mae, on Janet’s adjacent lap,
joins this needful chorus – barking at me until I find just the right
tidbit. Otto has Elvis to play with so he is not much in evidence. I
note that if dogs off-lead are banned in Paddington Rec that these
wrestling sessions with his Maltese pal may become my dog’s
only form of exercise.
Travel news dominates the discussion this morning as Davide
shares a video he took of the swimming pigs of the Bahamas.
Naomi and Adrian are off to Paris tomorrow and we learn that
Ellie, Ofra, Yara and several other partying play-pals will have a
long weekend in St. Tropez next month. Heat-coping strategies
are then reviewed but some of these have to be tested immediately
when Naomi accompanies me on a long-delayed expedition to
Sainsbury’s. We take a tardy bus but traffic as we near Ladbroke
Grove slows to a crawl, a consequence, we are lead to believe, of
all the re-routing needed in the wake of last week’s disastrous fire.
After sitting in the broiling sun waiting for a cab home I can at
least be assured that the dogs of Paddington Rec will be well-fed
in the weeks to come.
Thursday, June 22:
Today’s departure for the park is a melancholy one – for by the
time Otto and I return Naomi and Adrian will have made their
departure. Otto has enjoyed their visit tremendously and they
certainly made a great fuss over my dog – perhaps it is just as
well that he doesn’t have to witness their final moments in Maida
Vale. Temperatures are a bit fresher this morning as he and I
reach the green. Today there are no school groups but a tractor is
cutting grassy circles and I decide not to let the dog run forward.
Instead we begin a grand circle on lead. Otto makes friends with
a Beagle named George and by the time we have reached the far
end I can see Ellie sitting on a bench, with Teddy at her side. Not
surprisingly the subject of dogs on lead is on everyone’s mind.
I tell Ellie that if we have to share surfaces with the legion of
pounding park joggers – with every one of our animals on lead
– that they can rename this place Paddington Recreation Ground
and Fracture Clinic.
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I have an odd feeling as I stand in the queue and pay for my own
coffee this morning – I haven’t done this in a long time. Outside,
in addition to Ellie, we also have Janet (here with Ellie the
Cocker, Daisy-Mae and Leonard), Georgie (here with Sparkie and
Lucky), Dan, Davide, Ofra, Wendy and Hanna. I don’t particularly
care for Bailey scratching my bare arms in his attention-getting
antics. What he would really like is some of that sausage-shaped
biscuit cake that his mommy has baked. Again Daisy-Mae insists
on treats from my blue bag, then she snarls in protest over the
proximity of some nearby dog, hops down and squeezes through
the bars. A few minutes later Janet begins to wonder where her pet
has gone and goes off in search – we have to call her back because
Daisy-Mae has re-entered the compound when Georgie opened
the gate.
Conversation returns again to the aftereffects of the Grenfell
Tower disaster – where a final death toll is complicated by all
the unregistered subletting tenants. Dan defends the re-housing
efforts of the civic authorities. There is much interest in a findraising recording of “Bridge Over Troubled Waters” by a cadre
of pop stars organized by Simon Cowell. I note that I am a bit
weary of all these celebrities pushing themselves forward to share
the limelight with every fresh set of victims, a cynical analysis
that deeply offends Janet. There is a psychological term for this
wallowing in the tragedies of others – “excited misery” – and Dan
says that the death of Princess Diana was an excellent instance of
this phenomenon. (Hanna says she is still convinced that Diana
was murdered.) A rumble of thunder sets us on a homeward path
– our own journey accompanied by a chance meeting with Linda,
here with Pepper and Chica. How empty the house seems when
we have at last reached home.
Friday, June 23:
Temperatures have dropped considerably overnight and, even in
the bright sunshine, a cooling wind makes life in the park very
pleasant this morning. I count seventeen dogs at play as Otto
and I cross the green but none of his pals seem present today and
so we continue on to climb the flanks of Mt. Bannister, where
Dan is sitting in the sun with Winnie. Soon Janet crosses the top
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of the hill with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard and
the presence of the latter permits some spirited chasing for the
Schnauzer lads. A woman is sitting on a bench nearby with a Jack
Russell and Otto now turns his attention to this fellow, stealing his
ball and then taunting him with it. This is Otto’s idea of real fun
but eventually I have to return the ball to its proper owner – for it
is time to head in for coffee.
As I wait for them to open the doors of the café I notice, for
the first time, that there is a notice seeking applications for the
position of “waitress / coffe maker.” I had heard that Zen had
moved on, but does this mean that Metty has finally run out
of relatives? When Ofra arrives with Bailey I tell her that this
could be her chance – since she is always trying to get behind
the counter for one reason or another. We are joined by Dan and
Janet, of course, but also by Ellie the human, Wendy, Georgie
and Hanna – who has brought me two bagels from Soloman’s.
Georgie has Lucky and Seamus in tow – and she will be heading
home with Winnie (in her baby buggy) and Rufus, soon delivered
by Melanie. The latter, standing behind us, spends five minutes or
so discussing shopping opportunities in France and then I tell her
that she is in violation of the anti-hovering rule, that she is giving
all of us stiff necks, and that she needs to pull up a chair and sit
down. In fact she soon heads to work – after enduring a thorough
licking of her ankles by Seamus. The naughty Westie has already
sent Georgie off in search of a water pistol, anything to depress the
constant barking. Seamus (and Leonard for that matter) are both
barking at the play of Otto and little Lucky, who is at last allowed
to run around the tables.
Wendy’s vacation plans are discussed – with the trip to Tenerife
having been called off. Dan says, incidentally, that he lived, as a
Thompson rep, on Tenerife for a year or so when he was twentyone. He adds that Davide is off today to another island, Ischia,
with some old pals. Ellie and Ofra are also discussing travel
arrangements for their Riviera holiday; these seem to be very
complex and may involve commissioning a private helicopter.
I still seem to be recovering from the exertions of my recent
walking holiday so I welcome, at last, a move for the exits – and
another day of napping.
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Saturday, June 24:
Skies remain on the overcast side and once or twice a few
raindrops fall but on the whole it is mild enough to be pleasant
outside – and the sun is working its way through the clouds. I
unhook the dog when we reach the green and he dashes across
looking for someone to play with. This turns out to be one of Zoe
the Dogwalker’s charges, Heppy, a nine-year-old Coton. “Don’t
piss on him while he’s trying to poo!” she advises this chap,
who has zeroed in on Otto as he squats at the far end. It takes
me a while to catch up with this scene and in the meantime Otto
has disappeared – having sensed somehow that Janet is around
the corner with Daisy-Mae and Leonard. It takes me a while to
locate the poo but in no time the Schnauzers are chasing one
another. Then a chap comes onto the green with a delightful black
Schnoodle, Indie. At seven months she is a girl after Otto’s heart
and he has a good time chasing her until it is time to go in for
coffee.
For a Saturday there is a modest turnout in the café queue and,
indeed, this is true of our table as well – with only Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Hanna and Shane at seats under the blue umbrella – though
Vlad is back at his little table behind us. Shane’s little black Bullet
is so tiny that he can squeeze through the bars at will and he does
go walkabout on a number of occasions. Bailey, Otto and Leonard
are insatiable in their demands on my blue bag this morning.
Several coffee customers denounce this morning’s version of
this beverage (mine is fine) but I do note that if only Ofra would
take that position as café barista she could straighten things out
to our satisfaction in no time. Georgie says, “Tell Naomi that this
morning’s poached egg earns only a 2.0.” Indeed, this almost
hardboiled specimen is folded into its own toast and transformed
into a sandwich as we speak. She admits that yesterday, as she
attended to the needs of all the dogs in her flat, she began to
wonder where Winnie had gotten to – finally realizing that she
was still sitting in her buggy on the front porch!
Janet notes that, in the wake of the Grenfell Tower fire, residents
of a number of tower blocks in Camden Town have been ordered
from their own flats so that deficient cladding – which had
contributed so disastrously to the inferno in North Kensington –
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can be replaced. This topic leads onto property issues in general.
Ofra says that no sooner had they begun repainting the hallways
in her building than people began to move in and out, scraping
the walls with their boxes. Closer to home people are wondering
where loos will be located in the building behind us. The old loo
entrances have been bricked up and this looks very strange to us
after all these years. Shortly before 10:00 I announce an early
departure. I am supposed to receive Gavan’s August athletics
tickets today. They were first “delivered” on Wednesday, that is
I received a note from the post office that the envelope had not
been left because a signature was required – even though I was
obviously at home when the mailman pushed the card through
my letter box! Getting this precious envelope delivered a second
time (with demands for Gavan’s ID among the necessary steps) is
proving to be a major nightmare and I had better get home as soon
as possible. It doesn’t help matters that at this late moment in park
life Nigel arrives with Elvis.
Sunday, June 25:
Of course a day of waiting for the arrival of the missing envelope
was completely wasted – as no delivery took place at all. I
know not to expect anything today so I can relax a bit, shower
and shave, and view the damage (cushion moving, wastebasket
foraging, Post-It pad chewing) that has occurred while I was in
the bathroom. It is again a somewhat overcast morning and the
short-sleeved shirt I have been sporting lately is barely adequate
protection against a cooling breeze. Dan is just leaving the park,
after delivering Winnie to Georgie, as we enter. Otto rushes across
the green and then follows me as I make my way back to the café
– already opened for the Sunday morning clientele.
Our morning ensemble begins with Georgie, Janet, Ofra and
Dimitri, then Nigel and Anahita arrive a bit later and so does Rob,
here to reclaim Pepper since he and Linda were at a wedding
yesterday and the shrieking Schnauzer has spent the night with
Georgie. He, Bailey, Flora and Winnie are my chief customers
this morning – Otto and Elvis begin a marathon play period as
Nigel takes them back onto the green. When he returns he says
that he was much impressed by the way Otto repeatedly drove off
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any dogs who in any way menaced Elvis. (This earns Otto a new
nickname, “The Enforcer.”) The owners of Simon the Cocker take
the little corner table this morning and for some reason this sends
Sparkie into orbit.
I remind Dimitri that I owe him a copy of the latest book. He
says he knows he is unreliable in his attendance at our morning
sessions and that he is not losing any sleep over his failure to
claim his copy. I promise to bring him one tomorrow – “and then
you can catch up on any missed sleep while you are reading it.”
(By contrast, Anahita says that she has made a chart showing
which owner goes with which dog as she works her way through
early volumes.) Ofra says that she is soon to take daughter Lee to
Euston – so that the latter can attend a wedding in Manchester. As
well, she says she has now booked her traditional long vacation
in Israel for next month. Janet reports that after the investment of
£80 in lottery money we have won nothing but additional lucky
dips. Georgie complains that there was nothing to watch on TV
last night. I agree but note that this at least allowed me to catch up
with some of those programs I recorded while away. As we get up
to leave someone notes an unclaimed set of keys on the tabletop.
These must belong to Rob, it is soon discovered, but the sighting
of a distant Linda, now crossing the green with Chica, gives us
something to do with them. A few minutes later, as Otto and I near
our gate, I am able to tell Rob that he can reclaim his keys (and
his wife) if he returns to the café.
Monday, June 26:
Otto and I have a lovely sunny morning ahead of us as we make
our way to the gates of the Rec. I can see quite a number of dogs
out in the center of the green, including many in the care of Zoe
and her dog-walking partner, and I urge Otto to join the pack.
My dog rushes forward and manages an early morning pee on a
kneeling Zoe’s shoe. I tell her that some day this incident may
make an appearance in a volume of “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” – a copy of the ninth sequel (intended for
Dimitri) in my hand as I speak. Otto does have some fun with
the other dogs out here, including fellow Schnauzers Barney and
Oscar, and then we head for the café.
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I am the first to be admitted to the café this morning, with Georgie
soon behind me and Ofra, Ellie and Renata soon entering as well.
(That means that the dogs of this trio are here as well.) Anahita
arrives and that means it’s Elvis time as far as Otto is concerned.
(Janet is off playing tennis.) There is an unusual moment soon
after these people have taken their seats. Ellie, missing the warmth
of the sunshine after sitting down in the shadows of our enclave,
insists on a quick migration to a park bench just beyond the old
loos. I don’t know how Georgie is meant to eat her poached egg
out there and Ofra is also unwilling to move but we do lose Ellie,
Renata and Anahita. Their places are taken by Dimitri and Linda,
who sits down with Pepper and Chica. Every now and then I can
see Otto racing by with Elvis but my dog is absent for most of the
session this morning. Bailey, Flora and Linda’s dogs are happy to
eat all the treats this morning.
Ofra says that she is having major scheduling problems since, at
the same time she is booked to join Yara and Ellie in St. Tropez,
she and husband Ricky have been invited to a friend’s villa in
Corsica and if she went here the host, a pilot, would be able to
fly her to Israel in his private jet. (Anyway she says that she is
afraid that Ellie will want the Riviera high life and she would
much prefer a home barbeque with Yara – we should all have
these problems.) Meanwhile our own pilot, Dimitri, surprises us
by revealing that he is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy in
Annapolis, where he was a varsity wrestler. He walks toward the
exit with me and Linda and it is the latter who notices that my
dog has again befouled his bum. That means that the first order
of business, as we at last make our return, is a quick trip to the
bathtub.
Tuesday, June 27:
It’s overcast and gray (with rain threatened for later in the day)
and I am actually back in a sweatshirt for the first time in weeks
as Otto and I head for the park. On our left legions of screaming
schoolchildren are watching their fellows in various sporting
activities and on the Morshead roadway Georgie is walking
with Sparkie, Lucky and an empty baby carriage – Winnie’s
homebound transportation, no doubt. I have a lot of trouble getting
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Otto to follow me across the green; he prefers the periphery where
he can put his arms around the necks of dogs much bigger than
himself, like Labs and Boxers. Eventually he agrees to follow me
around the eastern end of the green and, after more visits in the
center, we end up in our compound at last.
Our morning group includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellie,
Dimitri, Wendy and Hanna – plus a chap with two Dachshunds,
including an arthritic fellow in his own baby buggy, Bobo. I have
encouraged Otto to follow me over to the café because I have
heard the name “Elvis” bandied about but the Elvis in question
is a lovely Shih-Tzu chap belonging to one of the two ladies
sitting at the corner table. Ellie the Cocker, Bailey, Winnie, Flora
and Otto are active petitioners at my knee until the gents receive
their toasted sandwiches – when there is a mass defection. Ellie
reminds us that today Teddy will have that operation on his anal
glands.
I remind Ellie that we have barely forgiven her for yesterday’s
defection, asking her just how Georgie was supposed to eat
her poached egg on a park bench. “I would have held her plate
for her,” is the response. Ellie and Ofra are trying to figure out
where they can get the best deal on Euros. Janet is outraged
over a deal involving pounds sterling – Theresa May’s bargain
with the Democratic Unionists which will see Northern Ireland
suddenly get a new cash injection as the rest of the UK cries foul.
Hanna and I are discussing another kind of foul from the recent
Azerbaijan Grand Prix – during which Sebastian Vettel received
only a ten-second drive through penalty after running into Lewis
Hamilton in a fit of rage. (Hanna, naturally, blames Hamilton for
applying the brakes in front of his rival while the drivers were
following a safety car.) Finally, I ask Georgie and Janet what they
think of the new market inspector on EastEnders for yesterday we
saw the return, after many years, of Robbie Fowler. Their response
is barbed – why hasn’t Dean Gaffney used the intervening time for
some acting lessons?
Wednesday, June 28:
There has been much rain in the last few hours and, indeed, Otto
and I were rained on yesterday during our afternoon and our late
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night walks as well. Cathy reports that it is not raining now but I
do wear my rain jacket (the dog’s in my pocket) as we head for the
park on a muggy gray morning. I let Otto off the lead so that he
can rush forward to greet other dogs. These include park veterans
Lucky the Corgi and Jack the Jack Russell – here with owner
Kevin in his “I’m Allergic to Bullshit” t-shirt – and Winnie, here
today with Davide. Otto rushes across the green to see if there are
any play-pals out here but, finding none, he does respond to my
call as we head for the café. Hanna joins me outside the door of
this establishment but by the time we are admitted our coffees are
already waiting for us on the countertop.
In addition to Davide and Hanna the morning turnout includes
Ofra, Janet, Ellie and Wendy. Ellie reports that Teddy has had
one anal gland unblocked and may have to undergo more serious
surgery in the future. She has brought some special food pellets
for her pet but some of the other dogs are happy with these too.
Janet has both Daisy-Mae and the Cocker pair of Binky and Ellie
this morning. The Cockers, Bailey, Winnie and Otto are soon
haunting my blue biscuit bag. Daisy-Mae takes no sustenance this
morning but she is sustained in her sovereign grumpiness as she
growls at the other dogs from the safety of Janet’s lap.
Ellie says that daughter Ilana, who witnessed Teddy’s procedure
on the second day of her internship, has found the whole
experience very stimulating. Ellie has to deliver one of her girls
to Heathrow soon and she gets lots of advice, especially from
that chronic commuter, Davide, on how best to do this. She and
Ofra are themselves heading for their St. Tropez holiday in a
week or so – Ofra has to be reminded that they are leaving on a
Thursday not a Wednesday. Others suggest that Ofra should begin
her packing now; she says that it is true that on her long trips to
Israel she starts packing two weeks before departure. In fact she
spends most of the session doing research on her phone. “Tom
Jones is in Israel,” she reports. (“Of course he would want to visit
Delilah’s homeland,” I observe.) Georgie reports that she has an
appointment with a new doctor today and this is just as well as she
has been experiencing tingling sensations on one of her arms.
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Thursday, June 29:
The recent rain has disappeared but no one would call it warm
as Otto and I make our usual morning pilgrimage to the park.
Neither impromptu footie players (displaced by another school
sports day on the main pitch) nor the lawnmower provide much
impediment to progress on the green this morning but I don’t trust
the black Jazz who, though on lead this morning, has a reputation
for intemperate behavior. I keep Otto on lead, therefore, and
we gradually circle around to the Randolph roadway – where
workers on the gym conversion are struggling to make as much
noise as two sets of teenage rounders players. Janet is here with
Ellie the Cocker, Daisy-Mae and Leonard and I do let Otto off the
lead so he and Leonard can chase one another.
In the coffee queue Ellie the human is trying to explain to the
Professor what an “Ofra coffee” is – not an easy task. (An “Ofra
coffee” is a macchiato served in a teacup rather than the usual
mug.) While Janet and I are picking up our orders Renata rushes
in, sees the long queue, and asks us to order her a tea – but we
are too far along in the process and have to disappoint. Outside
Georgie, Ofra herself and Hanna are also present. Hanna wheels
Winnie, still in her baby carriage, up to an empty spot on my left
so that the greedy Pug can have immediate access to the treat
bag – this strategy works quite well (for Winnie) whose feet
never touch the ground during this morning session. Bailey, Ellie
the Cocker, Leonard and Otto have to work a bit harder for their
handouts. Georgie has brought Lucky with her and the youngster
is allowed off her lap so he and Otto can have a good wrestle. Otto
enjoys battling with the little fellow but Lucky takes advantage
of his freedom to squeeze through the bars. Fortunately he is still
attached to his lead and this makes it easier for Georgie to affect a
re-capture.
The morning’s conversation begins with a complaint that
football will again interrupt the TV schedule tonight. Last night
ITV was certain we would prefer Chile versus Portugal to our
favorite soaps and tonight we will get more of the same. If sports
is the opium of the people, I assert, surely we are sufficiently
anaesthetized already. Georgie is without her usual poached egg
since she is scheduled for a blood test later this morning – part
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of the follow up to yesterday’s medical visit, which is described
in full. For some reason the ladies continue the medical testing
theme, moving on to smear tests and mammograms with a great
deal of graphic detail. After a while Renata turns to me and says,
“How much of this are you going to put on your book, then?”
It doesn’t take me too long to come up with a response – “Very
little.”
Friday, June 30:
A lovely sunny morning brings the month of June to an end
as Otto and I head for the park. A legion of school kids is
foregathering at one corner of the green but we head for the
opposite part of this broad space where no fewer than five
Schnauzers are in evidence. Leonard is here with Janet, Linda
has brought Pepper (and Chica) and the feisty Oscar is here to
undertake his usual hopeful efforts at domination. Faith, the owner
of Max the Jack Russell, is sitting on the grass cuddling DaisyMae. She tells the fighting Schnauzers they are not to behave in
such a boisterous manner in front of the queen. “The queen?” I
respond –“you haven’t seen her at work.”
With all the mommies in the park I want to make sure I am near
the front of the coffee queue and so I head for the café next, with
Janet in front of me, Ofra behind and, by the time I have received
my cappuccino, a queue curling around a corner. A workman is
doing brick work in our compound but this is evidently good news
– they are widening our area by removing a number of fences so
that our space will run up to the gym wall itself. (I can see that
there is a large gap under one of the gates now and I can well
imagine all the escapees taking advantage of this.) In addition to
those already mentioned Dan, Georgie, Ellie, Hanna and Anahita
are here this morning. Hanna has brought Bonaparte with her
and the French Bulldog is soon in a biscuit queue dominated
by Leonard, Winnie and Bailey. Anahita has brought Elvis and
this is certainly an agreeable outcome for Otto. She says that at
yesterday’s visit to the vet on Mill Lane (where she met Ellie’s
interning daughter) Elvis was pronounced slightly overweight.
(But he needs the extra weight to withstand the attentions of my
pet.)
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Ellie and Ofra (who has brought a chocolate cake) are discussing
their forthcoming holiday in France – which bikini do they pack
now? Ofra says that her Ricky is already worrying about the mess
that his missing wife will not be able to clean up and wondering if
he should schedule an additional session with the cleaner. “Don’t
let her touch my i-ron,” Ofra insists, “nobody touches my i-ron.”
At this point the café’s surviving female barista comes out to pick
up our empty cups and to remind Ofra that she has failed to pay
for this morning’s coffee. Ofra has forgotten that she has forgotten
but at least the barista gets the last piece of cake.
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What a line-up. From left we have Ellie, Daisy-Mae,
Leonard and Elvis.
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Saturday, July 1:
We begin another month in the Rec with a quick march up the
Morshead roadway. It is rather chilly and I regret my failure to
bring a jacket – but who would want to do this on the first day
of July? Otto rushes across the green where some rug rats are
crawling along the cricket crease. (How many points are deducted
if your dog pisses on a baby?) Fortunately Otto keeps moving all
the way to the far side, where Gus, the veteran Schnauzer, comes
out to greet him. Both Georgie with Sparkie and Dan and Davide
(with Winnie) are heading for the café and so I put Otto back on
lead so we can join them there.
They seem to be a bit slow in opening the doors of this
establishment and by the time they do so there are ten customers
mulling about outside. (This being the civilized UK they now
form a queue in the exact order of their arrival.) Of course such a
lineup is no challenge for Ofra, who arrives to tap Georgie on the
shoulder with her tardy coffee order. Ofra has brought the little
suitcase with his name on it for Bailey since it contains some soft
chews – as if I didn’t provide such foodstuffs for our gummers
at all times. Dan puts Winnie into a chair on my left so that she
will not miss out on these treats and throughout our session the
demanding Pug barks at me when I am slow off the mark. Tracy
comes by with Bullet but does not stay for long; Nigel comes
by with Elvis and he too disappears quickly – but only back to
the center of the green, where he has taken Otto as well. Janet is
evidently going to be looking after Elvis for some time soon. I tell
Nigel that this is great news for Otto, who is guaranteed extended
access to his little pal.
We are sitting this morning under our usual blue umbrella (hardly
needed on such a gray day) but the workmen have completed their
job of expanding the borders of our compound – yesterday it was
up to the gym wall, today our space also ends at the windows of
the café itself. Janet now distributes four £5 scratch cards, part of
a new strategy in our weekend lottery ventures. This is actually
a successful gambit since we win £30 after Davide and Georgie
have completed their scratching. Ofra has not had such good luck
and to get over her disappointment she puts Bailey in her lap. The
naughty Cavalier responds by eating a paper napkin and then by
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putting a foot into a coffee cup – which deposits its contents all
over Georgie’s shoes. This seems to be the signal to make our
way for the exits – with Daisy-Mae rolling over in the grass and
Winnie insisting on being carried to the car.
Sunday, July 2:
It’s a lovely bright and fresh morning in Maida Vale as Otto and
I make our usual park entry. I can see that Nigel is already here
with Elvis and when we reach the cricket crease we meet Karen
and Dudley as well. I tell Nigel that it is appropriate that I should
encounter an accountant this morning for I have just been mulling
over my submission to this week’s New Yorker cartoon caption
contest. (Two mounted knights are marching along a road with a
legion of men in suits behind them and one says to the other, “Yes,
they were pretty ineffective at Agincourt but our next home game
is against the I.R.S.”) I share this version with Nigel, whose usual
battles involve H.M.R.C. and he enjoys it very much. He is not
so amused, however, when he discovers that Elvis has just rolled
in some dog poo and he spends some time trying to clean this
adhesion off his white pet – Nigel has just had his car cleaned and
Elvis has just had a bath. As we near the café I find Ofra sitting
on the grass with Bailey. I tell her that this is a very vulnerable
position – by which I do not mean that here she is likely to be
throttled by Otto’s lead but that she is likely to be pissed on.
Other members of the morning ensemble include Janet, Georgie,
Dan and Hanna. Georgie has brought Jo Lynn’s voracious Tilly
– but the Border Terrier is allowed only one biscuit. Daisy-Mae,
on Janet’s lap, is barking at me for treats this morning; she seems
to like the hard little chews that Janet gave me yesterday. For
the toothless ones I have softer fare – as Bailey soon discovers.
In order to advance Winnie’s claim on the blue bag Dan again
places her in a chair on my left, even lifting her up in the air and
thrusting his pet in my direction. Sparkie is content with Shapes
biscuits but Otto and Elvis are more interested in wrestling than
food. Elvis can squeeze through the bars but Nigel soon picks him
up since one of the bruisers involved in a major dogfight recently
is being walked by. I note that there are new signs on the gates to
our compound, ones that remind everyone that this is an area for
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dogs and their owners. They look official but Janet says they are
actually the work of Clare, who has found our place filled up with
other café customers – some of whom have sniffed at the entry of
Harley.
Janet says that the music being blasted from the sports fields
yesterday made it impossible to hear one another’s conversation
during an afternoon coffee session. (I could hear the intrusive
backbeat in every room of my house all day yesterday.) Georgie
says that she feels like an expedition today and, since she has her
eyes on two chairs she has spotted at a shop in Camden Town, it is
decided that she and Dan will use this afternoon for a walk along
the canal. Georgie thinks the chairs could replace a two-seater
sofa in her sitting room but I want to know what the dogs will
think of this – since the sofa is a favorite resting place. Georgie
thinks they would find the chairs equally comfortable. By the time
we are ready to make our move the cricket players have begun
their Sunday match on the green so we need to skirt this space on
our way to the gates.
Monday, July 3:
Temperatures are mild enough but it remains overcast throughout
the morning session in the park, a site that once again hosts
dozens of screaming school groups – with sirens blasting away
from the running track pitch.
There are quite a few dogs out on the green but none fall into
the play-pal category so, after we have observed these goings on
for a while, I re-hook the dog and we head off in the direction of
the café. Already I can see Georgie, with Sparkie, Seamus and
Lucky, heading for our compound at the café. I sit down under the
blue umbrella and wait for the doors of the café to open. When
I do join the queue Ofra comes in to fetch some paper napkins –
Seamus has had an early morning episode in phlegm-spitting.
Janet is off playing tennis, Ellie phones in her excuses (something
about being too tired after all the weekend socializing) and so
numbers are very much reduced this morning – just Georgie, Ofra
and Dan. The latter again places Winnie in a chair on my left but
she now begins such a litany of need, barking at me for treats non31
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stop, that Dan removes her from this chair after all. She is forced
to share space at my knees with Bailey – whom Ofra describes as
so loopy that she has to keep an eye on him whenever they are out
walking. “He always seems to know where I am,” is my comment.
Otto gets plenty of biscuits as well but he has a chance at some
exercise with little Lucky, who, still on lead, enjoys a good tussle
under the tables with my pet.
Georgie reports that she did buy those two chairs in Camden
Town yesterday – following a long walk along the canal with
Dan. She also reports that when they got home she was surprised
to note that Jo’s Tilly was nowhere to be found! A frantic search
was undertaken and Tilly was at last discovered. She had jumped
into Georgie’s laundry basket (no doubt searching for food) and
couldn’t get out. I wonder which of the dogs will be the first to
try out the new chairs, which will be delivered today. This leads
to a lengthy discussion with several nominations on which fabric
is best able to withstand the attentions of our canines – leather,
suede, and velvet are all nominated. Georgie says that her own
Sparkie will be the first to try out the new chairs and, so saying,
she gathers up her charges and heads for home to see if this
prediction is correct.
Tuesday, July 4:
I am having one of those lightheaded mornings but I can still
remember that, as this is the Fourth of July, it is time to fish Otto’s
USA bandanna out of his wicker hamper and tie this securely
around his neck. It is a warm and sunny day in the park – with
more screeching kids on the track and a lively ensemble of dogs
on the green. Foremost among these potential play-pals is fellow
Schnauzer Oscar and he and Otto are soon into domination mode
– standing on one another’s heads. I follow Otto all over the place,
waiting for that necessary poo, and then I use the enticement of
Elvis to get my pet to head for the café.
Ellie, who says it looks like we have moved from a bedsit to a
three-bedroom penthouse – a comment on all the extra space in
our compound – is soon joined by Ofra, Georgie, Davide, Janet,
Renata and Hanna. Teddy, it turns out, is headed for the vet’s –
where another attempt will be made to clear his untreated anal
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gland. He takes no part in the feeding frenzy, one that sees Bailey,
Winnie, Ellie the Cocker, Otto and Elvis making repeated visits
to my knee. Caroline comes by with Leonard and he joins this
queue as well. Some hardhats from the company in charge of the
reconstructed gym come by to admire their own handiwork and
Janet is careful to thank them for their efforts in our compound.
Ofra hasn’t quite mastered the fact that she, Ellie and Yara are
leaving early Thursday morning for their Riviera holiday. Much
advice is offered to Ellie on how to make certain Ofra leaves with
ticket, passport, and clothes. “You’d think I never flew before,”
Ofra protests, “I’ve never forgotten my passport.” “What about
the time you left it in a taxi in New York?” Janet asks. “Oh yeah,
but we had already landed by then,” is Ofra’s defense. Since travel
is on the agenda Davide says that he is flying to Milan to attend
the birthday dinner of a high school friend – who doesn’t know
he is coming. He also wants to remind all of these other travellers
to take their health cards with them, cards that identify them as
European citizens entitled to medical care from other European
countries. (I applied for such a card years ago but they wouldn’t
believe I was part of the NHS system since I didn’t have a UK
passport.) “Anyway,” Janet adds, “after Brexit such cards will be
useless. It’s going to be a real shambles.” Among those present,
I know, are several “Leave” voters but this morning they have
nothing to say.
Wednesday, July 5:
Cathy arrives to tell me that it is already quite warm outside and,
indeed, I am back to short sleeves as Otto and I hit the bricks
on a bright Wednesday morning in Maida Vale. Ahead of us
on the Morshead roadway I can see Dan (who will head off to
work soon), Davide and Winnie – and Otto always likes to rush
forward so that he can kiss the Pug on her head. Ahead of us I
can see footie players on the green – a fact that also earns Dan’s
disapproval, especially since the pitch on our left is completely
empty. I am worried about the dog pissing on all their sideline
gear and so we steer a course around them and head for the café
– where shouting workmen are installing cables near the former
loos.
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In addition to Davide, we have Ellie, Ofra (referred to by her pal
as “the Boss”), Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Anahita. I am kept busy
doling out treats to Bailey, Winnie, Ellie the Cocker and Otto –
though Sparkie agrees to accept a few Shapes biscuits, as does
Daisy-Mae. Janet says that there is still fallout from an earlier
incident, a major dogfight involving Milo the Boxer/Mastiff. As
well, she notes from the Facebook site dedicated to the dogs of
Paddington Rec that a woman has threatened to name and shame
the owner of the dog who attacked her own pet – though in this
case the thug was only a Jack Russell. Otto and Elvis have a good
session-long tussle and Otto further distinguishes himself by
gobbling down both the flea and the worming pill I have brought
with me this morning.
Ofra seems to remember that she, Ellie and others will be
departing for St. Tropez tomorrow though she has forgotten her
booking reference and so she can’t join Ellie in seat selection on
the telephone. Ellie is urged by the others to keep an eye on her
friend and Janet tells both of them she doesn’t want to see their
antics trumpeted on the front page of The Sun. We begin to discuss
TV fare and I tell the others that I have discovered a new channel,
CBS Reality, one dedicated to forensic documentaries like “Clergy
who Kill” and “Wives With Knives” – I am not sure of the exact
titles. Janet and Georgie say they watch as well, always fearing
total addiction to such programming. While we are on the subject
of TV I can add that yesterday, during out late afternoon walk
in the park, I saw coming toward me none other than (Sir) Tony
Robinson, once Baldric on Black Adder, more recently host on
dozens of history and archeology shows. It’s documentary heaven
these days.
Thursday, July 6:
I am already suffering from the return of hot weather but, as
Otto and I head for the park, I realize that there are other health
problems as well since I do feel lightheaded (for want of a better
word) far too often these days. I am just as happy, for instance,
to head directly for the café and a seat in our compound – though
this does mean that Otto, on lead, is in a vulnerable position and it
is hard for him to defend himself against the marauding challenges
of Oscar, who is soon standing on his pal’s head.
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Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Davide,
Dan – and the latter’s visiting mother, Christine. With Bailey at
home this means that I have only Winnie to satisfy in the softchew department. Otto is eager for treats this morning but he is
fortunate that Lucky is here for some spirited play. There is a
loose tennis ball in our compound and Otto pretends that this is
a prize worth chasing him for. Lucky, still on lead, accepts this
challenge, and, to my surprise, so does Seamus. In the expanded
dimensions of our space there is even more room for pursuit
games like this.
Christine is complaining that she doesn’t enjoy visits to
overcrowded London these days – especially if she has to make
that epic journey from Essex on the Central Line. (Dan says he
thinks this will improve when Crossrail is at last ready to roll.)
Another important transportation link, the Heathrow Express, is
now mentioned in the context of the journey to the airport being
undertaken as we speak by Ellie, Ofra and friends. (They had
refused to use this option, against everyone else’s advice.) The
girls now report by text that their taxis are stuck in a traffic jam.
Then Ellie texts Davide that Ofra has left her glasses and her hat
in one of the cabs – we warned Ellie to keep an eye on her pal.
Then Ofra texts with the message, “Don’t believe everything Ellie
says.” There may have been more of these exchanges but I now
have to make an early departure because British Gas wants to
install a new gas meter between 10:00 and 2:00. I had better make
that call to the Randolph Surgery as well.
Friday, July 7:
Well, I did get that appointment at the Randolph Surgery – but
as my doctor is on holiday, it may be some time before this takes
place. In the meantime I am trying to drink lots of water, a useful
strategy under any circumstances as it is quite hot in London.
Otto doesn’t seem too affected as we head for the green, passing
the ubiquitous school sports day (with loudhailer summoning
contestants to the girls’ high-jump) on our left. At the far end of
the green we meet the irrepressible Beanie and she and Otto have
some good chasing and tussling before it is time to head for the
café.
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Janet is waiting in front of the doors of this establishment, soon
opened by Lurch with the comment, “You’re waiting for me? Why
don’t you wait in the pub?” In addition to Janet other morning
participants include Georgie, Hanna, Linda, Anahita, Renata and
Dimitri. You would expect that Otto and Elvis would resume their
epic wrestling match but they are rather subdued this morning –
perhaps it is too warm. Both Janet and Georgie have brought extra
water for the dogs this morning; this means they won’t have to
bring their begging bowl into the café. One could imagine that,
at the conclusion of the £700,000 refurbishment of the gym, we
could then use the new toilets as a water source, but, wait a minute
– Janet says that the only toilets will be for gym “customers” and
not the likes of us.
Janet will be playing tennis with Linda and others later today –
just as long as this doesn’t interfere with the delivery of Otto’s dry
food, which Linda always picks up at the vet’s. Hanna and Dimitri
are discussing hot weather cuisine and Hanna and Renata then
discuss the whereabouts of Wendy – is she in Ireland or Turkey
these days? Renata has brought for Georgie some redundant
earrings and these are gratefully received. Anahita says that she
and Nigel are heading for Greece soon and she also remarks that
it has been a long time since she has seen my hair – since I have
taken my baseball cap off in an attempt to feel a bit more of the
breeze. I now need to get home, open some windows and drink
some water.
Saturday, July 8:
Well, let’s see what has happened since our last report on life in
Maida Vale. Linda came by in the afternoon – they didn’t have a
giant sack of the dog’s dry food at the vet’s but a smaller version
will keep starvation from the door. Our late-night walk was
another exercise in urban disappointment – fireworks from the
Elgin Avenue end of the street, every one of the fluorescent ceiling
lights of the newly refurbished school building blaring away at the
windows of the nearby residents of Morshead Mansions, darkened
pavements following the failure (a month ago) of the nearby
streetlights, a large fox rifling through the garbage lying next to
the black bins near our usual park entrance. As if this were not
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enough dislocation for one night we (I mean much of the borough)
were awakened at 4:00 am by a hovering helicopter shining its
searchlight (for twenty minutes) into the dark recesses of Maida
Hill.
There are also problems as Otto and I make our way into the Rec
itself. First we encounter the busy Beanie; this would be alright
were it not for the fact that she is playing with the burly Milo – I
am afraid that the latter, on the loose this morning, will try to
interfere in any play between the black pup and my dog and I
therefore have to pull Otto forward with some vigor. The green,
of course, has been occupied by an encampment of kiosk keepers
and fun rides (including a Ferris wheel) – here to offer the local
version of a fête held as a fundraiser for the St. John’s Hospice.
I need to pull Otto away from this incursion as well and head
directly for the café. Here we are joined by Janet, Georgie, Hanna,
Dimitri and Anahita. The latter bravely takes Otto and Elvis out
into the middle of the green, the cricket crease, so I know that my
dog will get in some exercise.
Janet, who insists that the helicopter was hovering above
her house, also reports being disturbed in her sleep by this
intervention. Considering the loss of sleep no doubt felt by
hundreds of our fellow citizens, I tell her, “Let us hope that they
were at least pursuing terrorists and not some teenager on a stolen
Boris bike.” While we are discussing such matters Vincenzo
comes by with his Thomas, who has been under treatment for a
seed embedded in a paw. This leads to a long discussion of the
high price of veterinary services hereabouts, naturally. Stephen
also passes by with the coiffured pair of Will and Grace; I can
see that the tails and ears of this Maltese pair have received a
new rinse – blue for Will, lavender for Grace. Winnie, Bailey and
Leonard are my chief customers this morning. Out on the green
they are now beginning sound checks for the day’s intrusive
musical accompaniment and it is time to make a move.
Sunday, July 9:
In fact, there was no musical bombardment from the park
yesterday; far noisier were the footie players – impossible not
to know a goal has just been scored if you live within a block of
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the Rec. Today, as Otto reaches year two-and-a-half, the wagons
have again circled the green but they are much reduced in number
– we have gone from fair to poor. It is still not possible to reach
the cricket crease easily so we remain on the margins and make
our way directly to the café. Here our morning group will include
Hanna, Janet, Georgie, Dan and Nigel.
Dan has an announcement – for last night, before heading off to
Japan, Davide presented him with a silver Tiffany’s engagement
ring! The two have been together for eighteen years and we have
heard talk about marriage on a number of occasions but this is the
closest we have actually come to this ceremony; even now, Dan is
talking about waiting another two years. “Just don’t end up on an
episode of Wives With Knives,” is my advice. Dan says that news
of the engagement is supposed to be a secret but it appears that
Davide added something about it to Yara’s Facebook page so who
knows who knows now. Nigel announces that he and Anahita will
celebrate the latter’s birthday on Ibiza (not Greece) next week. He
adds that his niece will be there too but he has already said he will
not be taking part in the club scene here. Some say that Ibiza now
caters to all ages and types and I ask, to much amusement, what
the libraries of Ibiza are like.
At one point Nigel takes Otto out onto the grass so that he and
Elvis can have some fun. In fact Otto is also having lots of fun
with Lucky; the pup, still attached to his lead, seems to enjoy
wrestling with my dog’s head. Bailey, who has already left a
patina of dog hair on Georgie’s new chairs, is the first to seek my
blue bag – followed by Winnie, Sparkie and Bonaparte, here with
Hanna today. (Hanna is delighted that Lewis Hamilton will start
only eighth in today’s Austrian Grand Prix.) As we begin our walk
home, one in which a distracted Otto fails to produce a second poo
until we have left the park far behind, I pass several interesting
vehicles parked on the margins of the green. First we have JenJen’s mobile cupcakery and then (eat your heart out, Ibiza) a
mobile book van! At least today is the last day for all this Fayre
nonsense – fête accompli.
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Monday, July 10:
It is a lovely summery morning, not too hot but bright and breezy,
as Otto and I head for the park – making sure we have dropped
our blue recycling bag onto the pavement first. The green is a
bit of a mess. Four or five large pieces of machinery have yet
to be removed after yesterday’s festivities and the western end
is in preparation for the arrival of another group of kids, here to
celebrate their sports day. I keep Otto on lead as we begin to circle
this space but by the time we have reached the Grantully gate
Anahita has come up behind us and I free Otto so he can play with
Elvis. As well, a long-legged Schnauzer cousin, Max, joins in. As
we make our way over to the café we meet Valeria, here with her
Poppy. Valeria has just been in a cold and rainy Moscow, a matter
of some disappointment to this sun-loving northerner – I learn for
the first time that she is from Archangel.
Again there is a small turnout under the blue umbrella –
even Janet is missing today because of tennis (her own, not
Wimbledon). Indeed, only Georgie, Dimitri, Anahita and Hanna
have made it. Georgie reports, with some annoyance, on this
morning’s adventures in dog-sitting. She says that just before
heading out Bailey peed all over the hall and that Harley pissed
once and crapped twice. Clare’s Pug is here now – he should be
called Burley – and he is an insistent customer at my knee. Flora
is in the same category and Otto and Elvis are not far behind.
The dogs have a lot to say to the passers-by but there is very little
wrestling – unless you count a brief food fight between Otto and
Flora.
Some workmen are inspecting recent handiwork in our space and
Hanna reminds them that we could really use a water tap here.
She is in a manic mood after yet another Finnish victory – Valtteri
Bottas in yesterday’s Austrian Grand Prix. Dimitri says that he
has only a few days to come up with a cow costume, something
needed for one of Isabella’s theatrical efforts. Many suggestions
are offered on where he might rent such an outfit – he says he
has made such costumes from papier maché but these take a
long time to dry. Anahita reports that Shane, Bullet’s owner, has
returned from France covered in mosquito bites. This reminds me
of my walks in the Michigan woods with my former student, Jay,
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a Chippewa Indian. We used to fantasize over the conversations
of these pests. Bite me and we could hear them say, “Mmmm….
white meat.” Bite Jay and they would say, “Mmmm….original
recipe.”
Tuesday, July 11:
Otto has a close look at the porch of a nearby building and what
he sees does merit a second look. Indeed, we often do encounter
Georgie here – on a mission to pick up Seamus – but this morning
she has not only the naughty Westie on lead but also Lucky,
Sparkie, Harley, and Bailey – and she has an empty baby buggy
in which to ferry Winnie home. I volunteer to hang on to some
of these animals but she says she has control of the lot and so
we continue on to the park. Indeed, here Dan is just preparing to
leave – with Winnie an immediate object of interest to Otto, who
again rushes forward to cover the dowager Pug’s head with kisses.
Thereafter he makes it to the distant margins of the green and,
after a distant poo, rushes to greet Ellie the Cocker, just coming
down the hill with Janet and Daisy-Mae. (Otto’s version of a
greeting involves stealing Ellie’s ball and then taunting her with
it.)
Vlad is here this morning – having missed a number of days
as he changed his London Underground assignment from West
Hampstead to Willesden Green. He takes his little table behind us
and that leaves me as the only male in an ensemble that includes
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy, Hanna, Renata and Anahita.
Ofra is here to reclaim Bailey, who whines piteously whenever
she makes a move. Soon he discovers the biscuit bag and he and
Winnie are soon scratching away at my sleeves – yes, it is cool
enough for a sweatshirt this morning. Elvis and Otto spend some
time out on the green and then they have a tag-team mugging of
little Lucky. Anahita is certain that this is really causing Lucky an
injury and she plucks Elvis from the fray but I am sure that Lucky
is just charmed by this attention.
Anahita will be celebrating her birthday this week but, since she
and Nigel depart for Ibiza this afternoon, she is celebrating this
event now – buying everyone’s coffee and pouring into plastic
glasses a concoction of orange juice and Prosecco that she has
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brought with her. Ellie and Ofra have brought some nougat for the
table from their St. Tropez holiday. Videos of the girls at play are
passed around the table and we get a thorough review of a holiday
that seems to have been very successful – though the participants
are dead tired. Georgie announces that she has now ordered a new
settee – to go with her new chairs and that she will be visiting
daughter and grandson in Hereford this weekend. That means that
Janet will inherit much of the menagerie, as well as Elvis. Janet
now says to me, as we conclude our festivities, “What’s the matter
with your eye?” It seems that my right eye is bloodshot and now I
have a new malady to worry about – it never ends.
Thursday, July 12:
Well, I decided I had better let someone look at my eye and
so, after the dog’s afternoon walk, I took the underground to
Marylebone and reported to the A&E department of the Western
Eye Hospital. I had been a patient here a number of times and so
I was prepared for a wait – in the event I was there for about two
and half hours. I have a sub-conjunctival hemorrhage of the right
eye – but there is no treatment, no drops needed, and they say the
condition should clear itself in three to four weeks. There was
an unusual dividend to this visit. When the triage nurse took my
blood pressure he beamed that I had produced figures worthy of a
teenager. But 118 over 61 is the lowest I have ever registered and
this confirms to me that the lightheadedness I have been suffering
from recently may mean that this reading is too low for me.
It was pouring rain when I left the hospital (I took a cab home)
and rain was still falling during our late-night walk as well.
This morning skies are a bit brighter but, on the whole, this is a
somber enough day – as the yahrzeit candle burning in the kitchen
memorializes the tenth anniversary of the passing of my Dorothy.
There are a few drops still falling when we reach the green and I
hurry on to the shelter of our blue umbrella, Otto following along,
attentive to my whistle. We have a rather meager turnout at the
café – just Ofra, Georgie, Janet and Hanna. (Ellie has had to rush
home in order to deal with a parking crisis facing her cleaner.) A
woman in a headscarf, having detected Bailey at her feet in the
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coffee queue, asks if dogs belong in here. Ofra asks her if she is
afraid but the answer is, “No, but it’s a question of hygiene.”
Ofra is still not quite certain when she will be starting on her long
summer holiday in Israel but she says it’s certainly not Saturday –
since she is flying El Al. It turns out that she is leaving on Sunday
and there is some question of what to do with Bailey on this day
– since Georgie will be away on her visit to Hereford; Hanna
volunteers to look after the old fellow. (I have a geriatric lineup
at my knees today: Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie.) I have to give a
report on my visit to the eye hospital and I note the irony of a visit
to this NHS site yesterday since this much needed institution was
twice the focus of news stories last night – an investigation will be
made into the use of infected blood in cases involving thousands
of patients in the 70’s and 80’s and there are terrible staff
shortages facing the NHS today – with underfunding reducing
the likelihood that people will choose medicine as a career and
Brexit set to deplete the number of candidates even further. (Here
I can add that as many as five people at a time had to stand in
A&E reception yesterday since demand outstripped the supply of
chairs.) Well, the skies have brightened at last and I can still make
it to Sainsbury’s if I get a move on.
Thursday, July 13:
A beautiful, sunny morning greets us as Otto and I head for the
park. On our left, as we make our way up the Morshead roadway,
today’s legions of little people are lining both sides of the footie
pitch. I don’t hear any manic public address announcements and
that would be a great improvement over yesterday’s punishing
regimen – in which all day, for blocks away from the Rec – you
were greeted with starting pistols, live commentary of races in
progress and announcements such as “sixth form girls for the high
jump” – well that was probably “to” not “for.” Out on the green
there is an ill-tempered dogfight between two smaller chaps but
we avoid this problem and, accompanied by Beanie, we cross to
the far side. Thereafter Otto follows me as I make my way back to
the café. They have clearly opened the doors early since a number
of my friends are already sitting with their coffees – even though
it is not quite 9:30.
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There is a very respectable line-up this morning: Janet, Georgie,
Dan, Davide, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and Dimitri. Georgie has
brought three dogs with her – Sparkie, Rufus and Seamus – and
Janet has the same number… Daisy-Mae, Elvis and her friend
Lyndon’s French Bulldog, Dolly. Janet says that Daisy-Mae has
taken exception to Dolly’s presence in the household, though
– by way of contrast – she and Elvis seem to have bonded. Ellie
reports that her Teddy got her into serious trouble this morning –
having penetrated the building site behind us in order to produce
an illegal poo. Bailey, for his part, is circling the table, looking
for feeding opportunities. I have to tell Dimitri that the reason
he has a Cavalier under his elbow is that there are a few pieces
of uneaten toast on the plate in front of him. Otto is an eager
participant in the biscuit queue at my knee; his play with Elvis is
somewhat restricted because Janet has left the lead on the Maltese,
fearing an escape through the bars.
Today is the first time we have had the opportunity of
congratulating Davide on the recent engagement – he wears a
ring too. Dan is still showing off his version – “that replaces the
kitchen in Sardinia,” Davide explains. (The lads are breaking the
news to the rest of Dan’s family at a barbeque this weekend.)
Ofra and Ellie are still reminiscing over their recent holiday in St.
Tropez. “Ah the problems of modern womanhood,” I tell Janet
– after Ellie has complained about the perilous journey needed
to reach the bistro with high heels on cobblestones. Vincenzo
now comes by with Thomas; even though the latter is on lead he
is making such slow progress (soon accompanied by our lot as
we make our exits) that there is a serious chance that a business
meeting scheduled for ten minutes from now will not take place.
Opposite the clubhouse, by the way, a new group of youngsters in
shorts and white shirts is preparing for their sports day. Surely we
have only a week or so to go in this summer phenomenon.
Friday, July 14:
It’s a gray day and, though warmer temperatures are on their
way, it is still cool enough for me to wear a sweatshirt for our
expedition to the park. I can see Ellie, phone glued to an ear as
usual, making her way over the green and I encourage Otto to
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check Teddy out. The Cockapoo responds by chasing after my
pet and Ellie, impressed, says, “Look, Teddy’s found his legs.”
We continue on around the green, Ellie quizzing me about my
upcoming walk in Yorkshire, which has its first full day a month
from today. By this time Otto has made his way up to the top of
Mt. Bannister and, as he is squatting, I know I have to follow –
good practice for the Yorkshire Wolds, I would say.
Again we have a lively turnout under the blue umbrella – with
Ellie, Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Dimitri, Wendy and
Hanna in residence. Georgie has brought Seamus, Sparkie and
Lucky and the latter has a great time being pursued by a hardcharging Otto. Janet has Leonard with her and, in spite of the fact
that he has a leg bandage after enduring an insect bite, Caroline’s
Schnauzer also enjoys a good romp. After Davide dispenses
chunks of his toasted cheese sandwich the dogs all line up at
my knees and I am kept busy dispensing treats. Winnie, one of
these customers, takes exception to the presence of Sparkie in the
adjacent lap and she barks and he growls in a classic “you looking
at me?” face-off. Ellie is the first to leave this morning – today
Teddy will have that long-delayed operation on his troublesome
anal glands.
Much of the conversation is devoted to the care and feeding of
somebody else’s dog – with Bailey heading for Georgie’s house
after Georgie returns from Herefordshire and Valeria coming
in to see if Janet can keep an eye on Poppy. We then discuss a
shootout in the Old City of Jerusalem – Ofra is not sure she will
be going there on the holiday that begins on Sunday – but Ellie
has a daughter there now. There is also some discussion of acid
attacks on passersby in Islington and nearby locales – these seem
to be increasing in frequency these days. Closer to home the
new Sardinian restaurant on the Harrow Road gets a sour review
from Hanna. Dan has been researching the kind of cart that all of
Georgie’s dogs might fit into and Ofra chides him for spending so
much time on the phone. “Pot, kettle and black come to mind,” is
his response and, as if to prove his point, it is now necessary for
Ofra to check something on her phone. It is still breezy and dark
and people want to know if there is any rain likely.” “No rain,”
Ofra reports definitively.
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Saturday, July 15:
And she was right – there was no rain yesterday and I doubt that
we will have any today, though it remains rather overcast as Otto
and I head for the park. I am looking forward to a kiddy-free
green, since this is a Saturday, but, of course, I am bound to be
disappointed – for today there is a group of pre-teens at one end
practicing their lacrosse skills (lacrosse?) and at the other end
three guys are hunkered down on the grass with their boom box
disturbing the peace. Otto does find solace in the presence of little
Beanie and these two have a merry chase – with Beanie jumping
up onto her mommy’s bench whenever she needs a breather.
I can see Dan and Davide heading for the café and here we report
as well. The lads have brought not only Winnie but Sparkie – part
of the process of transferring the senior Yorkie to the care of Janet
– as Georgie heads off for Hereford. Ofra has already handed over
to Georgie a bag of food for Bailey, who will be turned over to
our Scottish friend sometime tomorrow. Janet, meanwhile, has not
only Daisy-Mae, who grumpily occupies her own chair throughout
the session today, but Elvis and Dolly. We know that Daisy-Mae
doesn’t like the visiting French Bulldog but I am surprised when
Otto also gets into several bust-ups with the visitor. (Maybe it’s
all that heavy breathing and farting.) Hanna takes Dolly into her
lap in order to comfort the pariah – as the other dogs continue
their search for fodder. Otto insists on a number of biscuits but he
is also in the right position to claim chunks of Davide’s toasted
cheese sandwich.
Hanna is having problems with her phone – which insists that it
is 31 degrees in London; Davide proves that it is 17. He is using
his phone to look up vital information for Ofra, who has forgotten
which airport she is leaving from. He says that Heathrow Express
tickets are actually very cheap if you buy them well in advance – I
did not know this – but Dan says that the completion of Crossrail
will provide some real competition for this service. The boys
are quizzed in detail over the menu for this afternoon’s family
barbeque. They have bought some of those wonderful custard tarts
from the Portuguese bakery on the Golborne Road – only to learn
that Dan’s sister is bringing a cake. (“You can always bring the
tarts here tomorrow,” is the collective suggestion.) Ofra says she
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is hoping that her sisters will sell their mom’s flat in Jerusalem
sometime soon – since even the Shekel is doing well against the
sinking Pound. It is a sad moment when we have to say goodbye
to our Israeli friend – she doesn’t return to these parts until
August 28.
Sunday, July 16:
It’s an overcast morning in Maida Vale but it is pleasant enough
– short-sleeve shirt weather – as Otto and I head for our usual
park entrance. Here Beanie is just entering with her mommy and
these two dogs begin their tackle and chase games well before we
have reached the green. This space is crossed and near the cricket
crease we meet Caroline with Leonard. She says that a second
all-Schnauzer walk on Hampstead Heath, last Sunday, produced
29 canine participants. Now Janet comes running onto the green
– since Elvis has escaped her control and is nearing the Grantully
gate. Otto and I continue on to the Randolph roadway and we are
the first to open the gate to our compound.
Joining us this morning we have Janet, Davide, Wendy, Dimitri
and Hanna. Janet has again brought Daisy-Mae and Dolly, as
well as Elvis – having left two other boarders at home. “I don’t
know how Georgie does it,” she sighs. In particular there are
problems with Dolly – whom Daisy-Mae hates and, indeed,
these two have one bust-up and it looks like Dolly and Otto are
eyeing one another suspiciously. (Dolly is going home today, to
Janet’s great relief.) When the dogs are not eating they are very
noisy – especially Otto, who wants to play with some of the other
dogs out there, and Seamus. Daisy-Mae starts to bark at me for
sustenance; she seems to like the Schmacko strips I have added to
my blue bag today.
Davide spends some time with a review of yesterday’s barbeque.
He reports that Winnie exhausted herself waiting for the next
scrap – even gobbling down a chunk of wild boar sausage – and
that one of the little guests managed to flood two rooms of the
house after fiddling with the bidet. Dimitri says he has been
entertaining a sports writer friend and this reminds me that this
morning, as I was spinning through some of my sports channels,
I came across a jowly, middle-aged chap with white sideburns
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discussing football transfers. Then I realized that this was Gabe
Marcotti, who, almost thirty years ago, wrote sports copy for me
– from the ASL Standard to the Times of London. As we get up
to make our homeward journeys we can see a woman, cuddling
a little dog and complaining to a guard that her pet has just been
attacked by some much bigger dogs over near the playground. We
give this group a big miss as we make our way across a corner
of the green – where, while our backs were turned, cricket has
broken out.
Monday, July 17:
It is another lovely, sunny morning in Maida Vale as Otto and
I descend the stairs with our blue recycling bag and head for
the park. Only small groups of school kids seem to be active
this morning and the green, for once, is completely empty. We
begin our crossing of this vast space but soon it is evident that
I have been mistaken in my optimism. Mounted on his steed a
lawnmower jockey is beginning to raise a cloud of dust as he
begins his pointless circles – in this dry weather the grass needs
no cutting whatsoever. Meanwhile the jolly security guard is on a
mission; he has to move a lone sunbather from her position on the
grass – as though she would allow herself be to be run over by the
advancing juggernaut without this intervention.
There is some confusion at the café as well since the doors are
wide open ten minutes earlier than usual – though there is no one
behind the counter. Janet is off playing tennis, Ofra (we know)
is in Israel and so our morning group is a modest one today –
Georgie, Dan, Ellie and Hanna only. Teddy is wearing a plastic
cone as he settles into Ellie’s lap. He has a check-up today but he
looks rather unhappy and the other dogs are made quite uneasy by
his changed appearance. Georgie, back from Hereford, reports that
Bailey has twice peed on her carpet and there is much discussion
on the origins of this behavior – with abandonment issues and
senility among the principal nominees. Otto tries to get Bonaparte,
here with Hanna, into a little byplay but he has more success with
little Lucky.
Hanna snags an area manager and they have a conference on the
placement of the compound’s planters – which will die for lack
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of sun in their present positions. She reports that they are talking
about putting in a tap so that we can have water for the dogs; no
mention of the loss of the toilets (where we used to get water) in
this part of the park at all. Perhaps it is Teddy’s bloody behind
that sets them off but soon there is a lengthy discussion on the
phobia (shared by Ellie and Georgie) for this red liquid in general.
Georgie reports that when little Lynne cut her head and called
for help mommy had to lie down on the kid’s bed after viewing
the wound. Ellie says she refused to accept her recently delivered
first child until the nurses had cleaned the baby up, wrapped it
appropriately (“and taught it the alphabet,” I add). Melanie now
enters the compound with a noisy Rufus. She has recently lost a
half-sister and this loss is compounded for her by family feuding
and the fact that she was living in this sister’s flat and, without her
own name on the lease, she may have to move. Lots of advice on
what to do next is offered up and then, the lawnmower at last in
retreat, we cross the green and head for home.
Tuesday, July 18:
Sunny summer weather persists as Otto and I make our way over
to the park, pausing to note that workmen are now in the process
of sandblasting the stonework of Morshead Mansions. My heart
sinks as we reach the green – where rounders is occupying some
high school kids near the café and a volleyball net has been set up
for the amusement of others. We manage to skirt this activity and
reach the far end, where Janet has just arrived with Elvis, Ellie
the Cocker and Daisy-Mae. Otto and Elvis pal-up for a bit but
these days there is far less intensity in their play and no one seems
bothered when Ellie leads the charge over the dry grass in the
direction of the café.
In addition to Janet, we have Georgie, Ellie the human, Hanna and
Renata at our table this morning. Renata says that, to her surprise,
she has just discovered that her Maxi will be ten in September.
She is trying to send a photo to Hanna, here with Bonaparte again,
but she needs the assistance of that phone maven, Ellie, to get the
job done. Janet says that Elvis will be going home today and she
takes a picture of the Maltese to memorialize the moment. Winnie
is scrabbling away at my knee, that is the knee not occupied by a
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black Cocker’s chin. There is a lot of unclaimed poo on the bricks
of our compound this morning (Georgie cleans up quite a bit of it)
and Janet wants Clare to make another sign reminding owners to
pick up after their own dogs. I suggest that perhaps we don’t want
to advertise the fact that pooing is a regular feature of café life –
and Ellie agrees.
Ellie is planning a trip to Lake Como and she is trying to arrange
dates for some Teddy-sitting with Georgie – I think Janet will
end up with the Cockapoo at some time during this assignment.
I suggest that Como residents can, as Dorothy and I did, have
a day trip to Milan but Ellie feels that there is nothing to do in
Milan except visit the designer boutiques. (“Well, that would be
real hazardous duty for you,” I reply.) Truth to tell, it is not that
easy to conduct any form of conversation this morning since
builders are drilling behind us and the rounders kids are screaming
and shouting with every movement of the ball. As we begin the
homeward journey I can see that much younger kids are lining
the track for their sports day and there is an outburst of intense
drumming needed to set the mood. I can hardly wait to get home
where I have to deal only with loud TV, crying babies, tree
grinding and the rattle of distant washing machines.
Wednesday, July 19:
Just before it was time for our late-night walk the rains came
– just a precursor, as it turned out – and Otto and I managed to
complete our stroll without getting too wet. Within a few minutes,
however, the storm started in earnest and it was a wild night –
with lots of thunder and lightning. Fortunately Otto, at least at this
stage, is able to withstand this assault without the great distress
felt by his predecessors and so we had a decent night of it. It is
still overcast and quite humid as we make our way into the park
this morning. On the far side of the green we meet Poppy, but this
pal of Otto’s youth doesn’t seem interested in play anymore. So
we continue on to the café, where the doors are just opening.
We have a lively enough turnout for a weekday morning. It has
been a while since Yara joined us at coffee time and today we
also have Ellie, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Davide, Wendy, Nigel
and Anahita. Teddy is still encased in his conehead but Ellie has
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brought with her a cushion for him to sit on – in case there are
any leaks from that injured bottom. (I chide her, Yara and Anahita
for wearing lightly-colored trousers to the park after an all-night
rainfall.) Many of those present report that their animals suffered
considerable distress during last night’s storm. Daisy-Mae kept
pawing the carpet (as my Fritz used to do) and Bailey peed in
Georgie’s bedroom again. Otto and Elvis do have a little fun
chasing one another around our space; Lucky squeezes through
the bars and Georgie has to get up and retrieve him. There is one
change to our world today and it is most welcome. They have
installed a water tap against the gym wall and so we will be able
to appease canine thirsts without bothering anyone else.
Davide is quite worried about the deteriorating mental health of
his dad and Ellie says that, in the case of her father-in-law, it was
clearly time for a change in power-of-attorney when this landlord
began sending monthly checks to his tenants, instead of receiving
them. Travel is another popular topic, with Nigel and Anahita just
returned from a successful spa holiday on Ibiza, Ellie and Yara
still showing videos of the girls-go-mad holiday in St. Tropez,
Wendy about to attend a wedding in Istanbul, and even I have to
secure train tickets for the walking holiday that Gavan and I will
have in Yorkshire in August. Charing Cross is one of my stops in
one of those lightning itineraries that I have planned for myself
as Otto is retuned to Cathy’s care at the end of our park session.
The cash machine, the bank, the post office near Trafalgar Square,
Rymans, Cotswold outfitters, the Stamp Centre on the Strand, the
newsagent and Starbucks are all a part of this itinerary and I can
tell, as I make my way homeward shortly before 1:00, that I will
be there before Cathy leaves. In fact it is beginning to rain again
but that’s all right; if needed it I have an umbrella in my backpack.
Thursday, July 20:
It has been a humid night and I have left a window open in the
bedroom – Otto seems to enjoy this – but at dawn temperatures
drop and by the time we are ready for our morning in the park I
can see that it is dark enough for more rain. A distant sighting of
the green is cheering enough – for over a dozen dog owners are
occupying the central ground without any competition. Foremost
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among those standing here we have rock royalty in the figure
of songstress Heather Small, here with her little Nina. Janet and
Anahita are also out here and Otto, after checking out all the other
dogs, gets in some practice mugging on Elvis.
Soon it is time to head for the café – where Ellie is checking
her phone and reporting that rain is indeed supposed to return at
10:00. Also present we have Janet, Georgie, Davide, Hanna, and
Anahita – well, that is the list of seated passengers. When it begins
to rain at 9:55 (five minutes early!) a new contingent arrives to
stand under the blue umbrella: Melanie with Rufus, Clare with
Harley and Pingu, and a woman who has a black Cocker named
Stanley. Pingu takes little time in discovering the biscuits, almost
climbing into my lap in her eagerness. There are other forms of
treat on offer… Davide’s toasted cheese sandwich and pellets
issued to the convalescent Teddy in Ellie’s lap. Georgie has
Seamus and Flora this morning and Janet has brought Leonard so
there are plenty of customers for the more traditional fare offered
in my blue bag.
Behind us workmen have re-installed a temporary fence so that
they can clean the gutters of the gym. Anahita wants to know
if any of us has watched last night’s episode of Joanna Lumley
in India but Janet says that Joanna, with her plummy grandeur,
gets on her nerves. (I agree.) Soon the others are making lists of
celebrity singers they can’t stand – no mention of Heather Small
but Lulu (Georgie’s bête noire), Kate Bush and Katie Melua all
have their detractors. Pet insurance, more weather predictions and
the state of Bailey’s urinary habits also appear on the conversation
agenda. The sun breaks through and many of us decide on an
early departure if this, indeed, is a break in the rainfall. But we
can’t escape our compound just yet – with hundreds of little kids
marching past (and waving to the dogs) on the way to their sports
day.
Friday, July 21:
A cooling breeze is holding the temperatures down on an
otherwise bright and sunny morning as Otto and I head for our
usual morning rendezvous in the Rec. Georgie is just coming
in behind us with Sparkie and Flora so I unhook my dog and he
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rushes forward – soon encountering Dan and Davide with Winnie.
Out on the green itself there is a lively scene – with lots of dogs
about. Otto and Oscar spend some time standing on one another’s
backs and then Elvis is discovered as well. When it is time for me
to head for the café Anahita follows – but she soon returns to the
cricket crease with a cup of tea for Ellie, who prefers to stand in
the sun rather than take a seat in our breezy compound.
Also present this morning are Janet, Wendy and Hanna. Elvis
manages to squeeze through the bars on a number of occasions
and this is clearly a matter of some frustration for Otto; whenever
Anahita brings him back my dog leaps in the air in order to lay
claim to his favorite dog-toy once more. Hanna has again brought
Bonaparte – who poses for photos on Dan’s phone with a green
tennis ball in his mouth. Hanna says that at home she makes the
French Bulldog wear a little girl’s t-shirt – so he won’t scratch
himself. Ellie at last returns to us with Teddy and I want to know,
“Is it true, Teddy, that you can receive signals from outer space on
that satellite dish you’ve been wearing for a week now?” The dogs
investigate the water bowl – filled for the first time by Davide
from the water tap behind us.
With great ceremony Dan presents to Janet a photo of himself as a
teenager – I don’t know what she is supposed to do with it. Davide
reports that his dementia-beset dad goes to a day-care center these
days and that this is a great relief to his mom. I ask him if he
realizes that today is an unusual one in the annals of UK airspace
– controllers predict that this will be the busiest day for air traffic
in the nation’s history. (Davide says he’s just as glad he is not up
there today.) The record volume is due to the start of the summer
holiday season for UK schools and, indeed, this morning there is
not a single school group in evidence in the park. Janet, Georgie
and I have been watching Piers Morgan’s programs on women
who kill and we compare notes on the last of the series – aired
last night. This somehow reminds others that O.J. Simpson, who
escaped a murder conviction himself, will now receive parole after
serving nine years in a Nevada prison for armed robbery. Closer to
home Georgie reports that a gang of teenagers has raided Hamish
II. Seeing them flee in Georgie’s direction two chaps sitting at Le
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Cochonnet then rushed to her defense (and that of all those dogs
on lead). They weren’t interested in the robbery itself.
Saturday, July 22:
The rains returned last night – though this did not seem to have
discouraged thieves from breaking the windows of a BMW across
the street. Both Otto and I had to don raingear for our expedition
but the moisture was light enough. (Highlight of the walk came
when I turned around to see a young, half-grown fox about to
overtake us on the pavement. When he spotted the dog there was
an abrupt change of direction.) This morning the sun has made
a tardy appearance but it is quite fresh out on the green – where
Otto is summoned by Janet, here with Ellie the Cocker and DaisyMae.
At the café we are joined by Georgie, Davide, Dimitri, Hanna
and, eventually, Nigel and Anahita. Georgie has brought Sparkie,
Dudley and Bailey and these dogs are all interested in the contents
of my biscuit bag. The dogs are very noisy this morning, with
Flora barking furiously at every passerby and Otto squeaking
in excitement as some stranger dares to pass the bars. It is just
as well, therefore, that Nigel takes Otto and Elvis out onto the
green for some real play. From my chair I can see these dogs,
and Leonard and Oscar, milling about at the feet of the other dog
owners. Janet reports that Ellie, an overnight guest, insisted on
sharing the pillow last night and Georgie, who is suffering from
tummy problems today, says that Dudley was also a bed pest last
night.
Davide is off to San Francisco today and it is obvious that he is
not a great fan – he doesn’t like all the hills and the troublesome
weather. With their vast experience in aviation he and Dimitri
spend a lot of time comparing difficult landing sites all over the
world. There is some discussion of the soaps – what mischief is
Max up to on EastEnders? Meanwhile, it is agreed, this must be a
dark day for the cast of Saturday Night Live – with the resignation
of the Trump’s oft-ridiculed press secretary, Sean Spicer. “Don’t
worry,” I reassure Dimitri, “if Spicer’s replacement is required
to offer those same distortions of reality favored by the current
administration SNL will soon have a new topic for satire.”
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Sunday, July 23:
After a rainy Saturday Otto and I have the pleasure of some sunny
weather as we near the Morshead gate – these days this is always
a dispiriting sight for the garbage overflow has become just
another banquet for the foxes and they never clean up their mess.
Janet, having taken Ellie the Cocker and Daisy-Mae to Regent’s
Park, is just parking her car nearby and the Cocker is now in a
spirited chase with Otto. Dan comes in behind us with Winnie and
we are all soon strolling across the almost empty green. I notice
that my dog’s bum is beginning to suffer from clogged bottom
syndrome and that a trip to the bathtub later today would really be
in order.
In addition to Janet and Don our morning ensemble also includes
space for Georgie, Wendy, Hanna, Nigel, Anahita and, eventually,
for Linda. The usual canine suspects are present but today we also
have the presence of a large Beagle named Oscar – whose daddy
parks him with us while sitting outside the bars with a baby. Otto
tries it on with the Beagle and this eventually works and there
is some happy play – joined by Bonaparte, who even wants to
mount the newcomer. Otto disapproves of this development and
drives the French Bulldog away, then he spends some time out on
the green with Elvis. It means that he doesn’t have as many treats
from the blue biscuit bag as usual and by the time he returns to
the queue he is out of luck. The same fate befalls the late-arriving
Leonard and, of course, Pepper and Chica. Winnie, in Dan’s lap,
is mightily annoyed at all the activity under the table and takes
this out this frustration by biting Dan’s hand. (At least we have
no teeth involved here, only gums.) Dan says that, given Winnie’s
intemperate nature, she would long ago have been put down if she
were not a very small dog.
Linda says that last night she and Rob saw a play, Ink, about
Rupert Murdoch’s purchase of The Sun. Dan notes that, after its
transfer to a new venue, he will soon be selling tickets to this
production. In the meantime, he tells us, his parents are clearing
the family home, recently sold, and that he has had to reclaim
many childhood treasures. He also reports that Davide’s dad is
now living permanently in the local care home. For his own part,
he is organizing a sunset cruise on the Regent’s Park Canal for a
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number of his non-park pals but there is a problem. The operators
of this rent-a-boat service, fearing the effects of alcohol of the
seamanship of the renters, have limited this boat for eight people
to two bottles of Prosecco – which Dan denounces as far too
meager a supply of grog. To solve this problem he now wants
Georgie to meet the boat, mid-course, and lower more alcohol to
the revelers from a nearby bridge. This sounds like a wonderful
fantasy (“Yo ho ho and a bottle of Prosecco”) but I think he is
serious. In the meantime Georgie reports that there is a new ice
cream parlor between the Cochonnet and the Japanese restaurant
on Lauderdale Parade but, since they are asking £6 for two
scoops, she predicts it may not be there for long.
Monday, July 24:
There has been some early morning moisture, the skies are still
leaden, and I am wondering whether I should be taking raingear
with me – but when it comes time to depart the only addition to
my usual ensemble is that Monday morning blue recycling bag.
There are some large dogs dashing about on the green – including
the young Old English Sheepdog, Muffin – but Otto can’t see any
way of breaking into this game and so we cross to the far side
of this space. There’s not much going on here and so we make
our way up to the top of Mt. Bannister – more training for my
expedition on the Yorkshire Wolds Way – and Otto spends a lot of
time enjoying the new smells encountered with every hilltop bush.
By the time we have descended to the Carlton roadway the café is
just opening its doors.
We begin the session with a small turnout – just Georgie, Ellie
and Dan – but one by one there are additions…first Dimitri, then
Anahita, then Wendy and finally Melanie – who actually sits down
this time. I suppose Dimitri is a bit surprised to discover that
Georgie has not brought his Flora – who has already had an early
morning walk with some of the other dogs in her care. She has
brought Seamus and Lucky and the latter has a good time playing
with Otto – who doesn’t seem to mind that the young fellow is
chewing on his ears. Of course the arrival of Elvis changes the
equation and my dog is soon having a great time out on the green
– under Anahita’s supervision. These dogs return with a stick and
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this becomes a great pull toy, with even Lucky getting into the
tug-of-war game. Anahita is snapping away with her phone in
order to memorialize this play. With no toasted cheese sandwiches
on offer my blue bag becomes an obsession for our Winnie but
today even Rufus approaches me for treats.
Ellie begins proceedings by telling us that her two teenaged
daughters have had another fight, fisticuffs on the stairwell, after
one “borrowed” a new top from the other. (The borrower also
made off with Ellie’s new eyebrow pencil.) Melanie says that
she has now decided to give up her sister’s flat and that she (and
Rufus) will be moving to Highbury on August 7; she also finishes
her work at the South Bank Centre then. She says that she will be
returning to Maida Vale when she needs Georgie to keep an eye
on Rufus but it is obvious that we will soon lose another park pal.
For her benefit Dan describes in detail all the advanced planning
needed for his canal cruise on Friday – including a delivery
from Pizza Express and a rendezvous with the booze-delivering
Georgie. It is pointed out that the boat has no toilet aboard and
many suggestions are made on how to handle this problem – short
of pissing overboard. “Well,” I suggest, “after only a short time
you will be able to use an empty Prosecco bottle.”
Tuesday, July 25:
The pale sun is streaming through the trees as Otto and I follow
Dan and Winnie up the Morshead roadway on another fresh
morning in Maida Vale. Dan is just here to deliver Winnie before
heading off to work and already he is on the phone dealing with
some office crisis. The juggernaut lawnmower is circling the
green and this depresses all canine activity so Otto and I continue
along the walkways to the far end. Here we meet a chap with
a wonderful amber-colored fluffy Chow puppy whose name,
we soon learn is Chow Mein. She is only thirteen weeks old.
Up behind us come Anahita with Elvis and Janet with Ellie the
Cocker and Daisy-Mae and soon we are heading for the café.
They are just about to open the doors of this establishment and I
am the first to be served. Our table grouping begins with Hanna,
who has an appointment and leaves almost immediately, then
Janet, Georgie, Anahita and Wendy. Two women are seated at
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a little corner table as well and their handsome Shih-Tzu is, of
course, also named Elvis. Our own resident representative of this
breed, Daisy-Mae, looks quite unhappy this morning and it is no
surprise when she snaps at the head of Flora, who is waiting her
turn at my knee, and a fight ensues. I manage to pull Daisy-Mae’s
chair back and this puts some distance between the combatants –
soon peace is restored and Ellie, Winnie, Otto, Elvis and Flora are
soon in feeding formation. Otto, who had a great play period with
Ellie and Leonard during our afternoon walk yesterday and a visit
from Linda and Pepper in the late afternoon, concentrates on Elvis
this morning and there is even an extra session out on the green
under Anahita’s supervision.
Georgie announces that she has a headache this morning – “I
feel like I’m at home but my lights are out.” Anahita has sent
me lots of the photos and two videos taken here yesterday and
she says that some are spoiled because the surfaces, on which
the dogs were playing, looks so grotty – I suggest the wonders
of Photoshop if this really bothers her. She has brought some
dry pellets and this creates instant popularity when she opens
the pouch. I find it interesting that she takes time to review her
first impressions of the park – which she characterizes as replete
with moaners, “a psychotherapy park.” I suggest that this is not
far off the mark and that, as a Recreation Ground, we have to
realize that venting is just another form of recreation for many of
our dog-walking fellow citizens. When the others begin to leave
I remain behind with Georgie, who is awaiting for the arrival of
Zoe the Dogwalker. This is because on Tuesdays Zoe takes Flora
on a weekly visit to a nearby hospice – another instance of canine
therapy.
Wednesday, July 26:
Otto is overcome with excitement as Cathy arrives for her weekly
battle against the disorder of our lives. Outside it is very gray,
there are already some umbrellas at attention, and no one wants to
linger for long out on the green. Ellie is here with Teddy, due to
have his stitches out today, and Anahita is accompanied by Elvis.
Fortunately they have opened the doors of the café a bit early and
I am soon in a short queue. Ellie says that, in Ofra’s absence, there
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is now such a thing as an “Anahita” coffee as well, but the one
man who might understand the import of such a request, Lurch,
is off today and neither Vicky nor The Professor knows what is
meant by such a request. The Professor isn’t certain what I mean
by my “regular” order – even though he has been serving me for
weeks – and Vicky clearly disapproves of any departures from the
menu offerings.
Under the blue umbrella we also have Janet, Georgie and Shane
this morning. The latter’s Bullet is still adept at squeezing through
the bars and spends much of the session out on the walkways.
Lucky too can squeeze under the fence, though he doesn’t go far.
That leaves Elvis, who punctuates his play with Otto by squeezing
through the bars and taunting his pal from the other side of the
fence. Anahita notices for the first time that I have a growth on my
right knee – namely Ellie the Cocker’s chin – and throughout our
session I have that pathetic face staring up at me, as though she
had not been fed in weeks. Janet says that Ellie took fright just at
the sight of another dog this morning and ran for the nearest exit,
stopping, fortunately, just before hitting the streets.
Holidays are discussed, those recently completed and those in the
offing. But mention of all these European sites beings on a general
discussion of Brexit, a process that grows ever more troublesome
and complex every day. Janet tries to get Ellie to admit that she
would vote differently today but I’m not sure she would. You can
tell that for some voters England’s love affair with Europe has
been seriously compromised by too many Europeans over here
– clogging up the hospital wards, demanding benefits, staking
out their own empires within these borders. Janet tries to point
out that there is a net gain in productivity due to the presence
of such migrants but it only takes one lurid tabloid exposé for
such sentiments to be undermined for good. While such weighty
matters are under investigation the rain has come on with a little
more intensity and it is clear that my own Wednesday morning
errands will have to be accomplished briefly and close to home.
Thursday, July 27:
I did see the sun once this morning but by the time Otto and I
are ready to hit the streets gray has returned to the skies of West
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9. Out on the green there is a dedicated posse of dogs and their
owners and this means that we have a number of candidates for
play among the assembled animals. In fact Janet, here with DaisyMae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard, provides a number of these
temporary foes. Also present is a new neighbor for Janet in the
form of Olive, the Spaniel. (A close look at this lassie provides a
bit of a mystery: Olive is a brown and white dog but why does she
have a mane of red hair?) Otto now crosses the green for a second
poo (all those treats from last night’s visit to the chippie having
their effect, I can see).
We are the first to penetrate the café compound, where workers fill
our waiter bowl for us – since tape prevents us from approaching
the new tap. Ellie the human, Georgie, Janet and Shane are
eventually joined by Clare. Shane, here with Bullet and Rhianne’s
Otu, notes the reduced numbers – so explanations have to be
made… Ofra in Israel, Davide delayed in San Francisco, Dan at
work, Wendy in Istanbul – after Dan has printed and delivered
her boarding pass. Georgie has four dogs at home but even so
she has Winnie, Seamus and Lucky with her this morning. Lucky
and Otto are soon into a marathon play period and it is great fun
to see how my dog lets the much smaller Cavapoo have his turn
on top. (At one point Otto gets hold of the empty plastic carton
that sometimes serves as a substitute water bowl and he makes
this an object of play as well.) Winnie keeps up a non-stop appeal
for treats, barking at me for forty minutes. Compared to this the
beseeching efforts of Leonard, Otto, Harley and Ellie seem modest
indeed.
Georgie has much to report this morning. She has finally had that
tooth extracted, the one that has been bothering her for months.
She is expecting the plumber sometime this afternoon. She had
an almighty struggle this morning with the key to the building
where Seamus lives – only to realize that she was trying to get
into my building next door. And she will take delivery today on a
wagon, ordered by Dan, one in which she can pull along three or
four dogs at a time. For her part, Janet says that tennis instruction
is over until September – but she may have got that wrong since
is waiting for a new hearing aid. Ellie says her mother needs one
too – but she is resisting attempts at testing. Ellie also passes
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around her pink phone so that we can all see a picture taken of a
low roof at home – where a lazy brown fox can be seen having
an afternoon snooze. This leads to a discussion of recent fox
sightings in and near the park – which many of us have made
recently. I am actually getting chilly by this time and, as the sun is
still tardy in its morning duties, it is time to get a move on.
Friday, July 28:
Otto and I twice dodged the recurrent rainfall during our street
forays yesterday and it looks okay this morning as well – with
some sun breaking through on an otherwise crisp morning.
At the Morshead gate we meet Christopher walking with that
park veteran, Ziggy, and the latter’s great-granddaughter, Noli.
Christopher says that the wonderful Bedlington-Lurcher cross is
now close to twelve and that he has taken on a new lease on life
in chasing around after his much younger descendant – though
last night he had some back problems as a consequence. Out on
the green I can see Janet heading toward me with Daisy-Mae and
Ellie. She says she isn’t certain whether Ellie wants to play with
Otto or just to see if she can get an early biscuit out of me – but
these dogs are soon chasing one another all over the place. I have
noticed that every morning two chaps with plastic cones have
sectioned off a quarter of the green in which to practice their
footie skills. I mention to Janet that this occurs while there are
three football pitches in the park – not one in use – but she says
that no doubt these lads would have to pay if they used one of
them. Otto steals one of their cones and we have to retrieve it for
them.
Again we have only a very small turnout this morning – just
Janet, Georgie and Hanna. Georgie is the last to come and we
are anxious to see her arrive since Dan took delivery on the new
puppy wagon last night and she is expected to use it to bring
Winnie with her this morning. Soon, indeed, we can see her
dragging this contraption along the walkways. When she arrives
she says the old pushchair is easier to manipulate though the
wagon might be useful if she ever has two or more dogs who need
assistance. Certainly Lucky needs no such help and the lively pup
is soon mixing it up with Otto. He manages to get tangled up in
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the sticky tape the workmen have been using to cordon off parts
of the worksite behind us and Georgie has to get up to detach him.
Then she has to get up a second time to remove a shard of ancient
tennis ball from his mouth. Then she has to get up to retrieve
Seamus, who has escaped our compound because the workmen
have failed to close a gate. Ellie soon has her chin on my knee
and Winnie is soon barking at me for even more treats. I tell the
others, as I look into those bug-eyes staring up at me, that the first
creature who ever rose from the primordial slime – in order to
stare at the earth and to contemplate whether it was worth growing
legs to climb onto its surface – must have looked just like Winnie.
Hanna, who has brought me some Friday bagels, asks Georgie
about those plans to lower booze to the cruising revelers on the
canal this afternoon but Georgie says that the fear of rain falling
into an open boat has led Dan to cancel this project. Another
travel crisis seems to have overtaken Davide, still not back from
San Francisco – though the cause for this delay is not known. We
discuss the return of Lucy Benjamin to the cast of EastEnders and
I remind the others that years ago photos of the stars of this show,
including Lucy, no doubt, used to decorate the walls of George’s
Fish Bar on the Shirland Road. When it is time for us to leave
Georgie experiments with putting Lucky and Daisy-Mae into the
wagon with Winnie. In fact, given Daisy-Mae’s dilatory habits at
return time, this could be a useful strategy but both she and Lucky
have soon jumped out of the moving vehicle, leaving only Winnie
to enjoy a solitary, regal status here.
Saturday, July 29:
It’s a nice enough morning, with some sun and very little wind, as
Otto and I arrive for our Saturday sojourn in the park. The green
is almost empty but Otto, leaping in the air in delight, can hear his
name being called – as Janet, here with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the
Cocker, comes forward in greeting. Otto has some nice play with
Ellie and then Natasha, here with her Miniature Pinscher, Millie,
also makes an appearance. Millie can always remember my biscuit
bag and she stations herself at my feet; in this case I do open the
bag for her (and Ellie). Meanwhile Otto, following Janet toward
the café, passes the cricket crease, where a chap is instructing a
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toddler in the finer points of golf, and manages to offend this chap
by pissing on an abandoned carryall.
Our morning group includes Janet, of course, but also Dan,
Davide, Georgie, Hanna, Nigel, Anahita and a late-arriving
Renata. Dan wants a thorough report on how the doggy-wagon
worked yesterday and he is soon researching other forms of
canine-carrying vehicles. Davide has ordered his toasted ham and
cheese and he is therefore a popular fellow; it also means that
there is some relief for me, though I manage to keep busy with
disbursements from my blue bag. Anahita tries to tease Elvis by
placing Dudley on her lap but Elvis doesn’t care. Instead he and
Otto have several play periods back on the green, under Nigel’s
supervision. The noisy Max comes by and he and Dudley are
soon having an intemperate exchange through the bars. As often
happens at such moments the episode concludes with Max being
lofted onto Tom’s shoulder and marched on out of here.
Travel dominates conversation again. Wendy is due back from
Istanbul and Davide is supposed to fly to Sardinia (if he can get
a seat) to visit his father in the care home where he is currently
a resident. Travel plans for Davide are bent out of shape
because of his tardy return from San Francisco – it turns out that
mechanical problems on the incoming flight were responsible
for the long delay. Hanna is also making preparations for a trip
to Helsinki next month but Davide’s assistance in booking seats
is compromised by her technology phobia. Davide wants her to
send him a photo of her passport but she doesn’t know how to
do this and Dan spends fifteen minutes trying to show her how
to complete this process. The headlines on the tabletop tabloids
carry the news of the passing of the fatally damaged infant Charlie
Gard, whose fate became the subject of international debate when
the distraught parents, unable to accept the inevitable, fought
through the courts every decision proposed by hospital staff – with
the Pope and Donald Trump weighing in as well. Georgie thinks
the parents have made a meal of all this but the soft-hearted Janet
says she refuses to judge.
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Sunday, July 30:
Rain dominated the weather for much of the afternoon and well
into the evening yesterday. Otto had his raincoat, as did I, during
our afternoon walk and I retained mine for a trip to the barber’s
– but our late night walk featured only wet streets and some
prospector (not a fox this time) mining the treasures to be found
in the recycling bin. This morning we soon catch up with Dan and
Winnie on the Morshead roadway and continue on to the almost
empty green. Otto considers the possibility of chasing three crows
but it is just as well he is more interested in standing on Oscar’s
back – for Hanna claims that the crows are her “dogs” and that
they recognize her and wait for her to arrive each morning with
almonds and other treats.
Hanna is just in front of me in the coffee queue and I can hear
her complaining that they have only broadsheets on offer in
the paper rack – no Mail, no Sun and this is a matter of deep
disappointment. Janet (who has just sent us an email reminding us
that lottery money is due), Georgie, Dan, Renata, Debbie, Wendy
and Nigel make up the numbers this morning. I have brought with
me some duck treats from Philadelphia and these go down well
with the dentally challenged dogs. (Thereafter Winnie, in Dan’s
lap, snarls with vicious intent at Sparkie on her left and Maxi
on her right.) For his part, Sparkie rejects his usual pink-colored
Shapes biscuit, then he reconsiders – and eats four of these treats.
Nigel takes Otto and Elvis out onto the green and, in spite of the
fact that there is no one else about, they manage to steal another
dog’s ball and make off with it.
Renata has summoned Debbie because she is having trouble with
her wi-fi connection and Debbie goes to work on Renata’s phone.
“Look, Renata,” she says, “you’ve just got an email from Janet.”
“Yes,” Renata responds, “but she always just wants money.”
Debbie, we learn, has a new job – “The magic has gone from your
retirement,” I tell her. Nigel tells us that he is soon flying to Tel
Aviv in order to meet up with son Jenson, who is touring Israel
these days. In the meantime he shares photos of a Manhattan
menu sent to him by daughter Anoushka. This place seems to
specialize in macaroni and cheese and there are mouthwatering
photos. For our immediate gratification we have some mini63
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baklavas brought back from Istanbul by Wendy. She says that the
famous wedding took place during an electrical storm, one that
put an end to planned fireworks and a boat trip. I am the first to
make a move for home but the journey is fraught with difficulties
as Otto, again, ends up with (1) poo clinging to his backside and
(2) a date with the bathtub as soon as we get home.
Monday, July 31:
Wonderful clouds in myriad combinations cross the blue skies as
Otto and I head for the park on the last day of the month, a bright
Monday in Maida Vale. The dog is such a creature of habit – for,
even though the vehicular gates of the Morshead roadway are
wide open, he passes these by in order to enter the Rec by the
much narrower pedestrian version beyond. No one would call
it warm, though it is nice in the sun as we cross a largely empty
green. With no one else about I decide to undertake a journey
behind the tennis courts and then up to the top of Mt. Bannister.
As we descend to the Carlton roadway I can begin to see why
the wider gates were open this morning – there are three or four
lorries unloading equipment for the new gym and surrounding our
café; it is hard to find a way into our compound and our view is
blocked by one of these trucks parked against our fence.
An intemperate woman I have never seen before asks me if it is
okay to sit down at our table and seems somehow dissatisfied
with my invitation to do so. She is accompanied by a Pom named
Leo, whom Otto would really like to chase – though Leo is made
to occupy his own chair throughout much of the session. Also
present this moment we have Georgie and Ellie, with Shane
and a pal seated at a little table behind us. When Sean goes in to
order his coffee his Bullet begins a litany of distressed chirping
– even though he can see daddy just inside the café door. “He
has abandonment issues,” Shane says. (Georgie says that her late
husband used to complain about separation anxiety as well until
he found the door of the nearest pub.) I don’t have that many
customers for my blue bag today, just Winnie, Seamus and Otto.
Today the latter is not going to get any decent exercise.
Tomorrow Ellie and Robert will begin a week’s holiday at Lake
Como and Teddy, having already spotted the suitcase, has begun
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to fret. There is still some discussion of the ill-fated wedding
attended recently by Wendy in Istanbul and this reminds Shane
that when he got married the registry office caught fire and a
special dispensation was needed for the ceremony to take place
in the foyer. Shane says that he lived for four years on Ibiza and
that the popularity of this place among the Brits has made it a
very expensive proposition these days. The huge lorry, in whose
shadow we have been sitting, looks as though it might be finishing
its mission – though some paperwork needs to be signed – but it is
all too late for us for it is time to make a move. Out on the green I
can identify a wandering Will by the blue dye on his ears and tail.
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Tuesday, August 1:
A new month begins with a wonderful, bright morning – with
very pleasant temperatures and lots of sunshine, though I am a bit
surprised to see a Japanese matron with her parasol lofted. I can
see another giant lorry parked in front of our compound at the café
but, fortunately, it is just pulling away and heading for Morshead
Road. As we reach the green we encounter Anahita and soon
Otto is having an early play period – with both Olive and Ellie
the Cocker joining in. (This activity is soon suspended while my
dog, a man on a mission, heads for a far corner in order to offer
up his first poo.) As we are milling about near the cricket crease
Zoe, here with three or four clients, chides us for being late and
claiming that she has been here for the last hour. I counter that
I am, in fact, two minutes early. Dan now comes onto the green
with Winnie and two of Georgie’s charges, Dudley and Sparkie
– while Georgie is picking up Seamus. When she returns to us
she calls for Sparkie to join her but he, too, has both hearing and
vision problems these days and it takes a while before he rushes
off to greet his mommy – albeit at great speed.
Metty, complaining of all the vacation-time changes in personnel,
is breaking in a new barista and this certainly slows down the
service (and I end up with chocolate sprinkled on my cappuccino).
In addition to Dan and Georgie we also have Janet, Anahita and
Wendy at breakfast this morning. Again a workman has left a
gate open and there have been several escape attempts while we
were waiting for our coffees – though Otto was not among them,
perhaps because he is obsessed by the presence of his pal, Elvis.
These two have a marathon session, sometimes inside our bars,
sometimes out on the green. Anahita has brought some bone
marrow treats and everyone gets one – including that park veteran,
Beau, one of that famous family of Newfoundland dogs. Beau
comes in with her owner, who takes a seat at a corner table and
waits patiently for his bacon sandwich, which – when delivered –
inspires visits to his table by a number of our dogs. Of course I am
kept busy satisfying Winnie and Ellie.
Wendy has brought with her six of the tiny eggs that her surviving
hen has laid and Dan, Georgie and Janet each take two. Dan
reports that Davide will help in the transfer of his dad to a new
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care home in Sardinia today; the chap seems to like to dance and
there will evidently be new partners for him here. Dan seems
reconciled to the notion that no further research is needed into
vehicular assistance for Georgie – who seems quite content with
Winnie’s baby buggy for the moment. She tells us that, in addition
to the three dogs she has with her in the park, there are four more
at home. Included in this number is Teddy, who seems quite
miserable over his abandonment, and Bailey – who has spent
an hour scrabbling away at a biscuit that had rolled under the
washing machine. Meanwhile no one knows where Karen has got
to – her Dudley should have been picked up yesterday.
Wednesday, August 2:
I begin the morning with a quick dash to Vineyard Chemists, Janet
keeping an eye on my pet, because yesterday, after a long-delayed
appointment with Dr. Berger, I was able to deposit a prescription
request there. Dr. Berger, after taking my blood pressure several
times, agreed that perhaps this was on the low side and we are
experimenting, therefore, with deleting one of the three medicines
I normally take to keep my blood pressure under control. A few
minutes after my expedition I am seated in our compound with
Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Anahita and Linda, the owner of the
Chihuahua, Patsy.
Patsy spends the entire session in mommy’s lap and so does
Daisy-Mae in Janet’s lap. Asked if there is anything new to report
Janet says that no, there isn’t, and that she might as well make
something up – to wit, Daisy-Mae (undergoing a grooming as
we speak) has won at Crufts. Georgie’s response to this palpable
lie is, “You mean Scrufts.” Janet has both Ellie the Cocker
and Leonard with her this morning and both of them get in the
biscuit queue with Winnie but Leonard also has an eye on all
the foot traffic outside our gate and he sets up such a howl that
one wants to know if there isn’t some hound dog in his makeup.
Otto is chiefly preoccupied with Elvis and after a while Anahita
takes them out onto the green – a surface once more needing the
attention of the resident lawnmower after all the recent rain. Soon
I can see my dog dashing by with a long stick in his mouth.
Anahita volunteers to send me a photo of this scene but I have
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to tell her that I am not receiving emails from the good folks
at AOL– this service, along with TV and tape deck problems,
bedeviling my life these days. Wendy says that a catfight on the
neighbor’s lawn has left chunks of hair behind – I say I find fox
fights even more disturbing. Georgie, it turns out, will be visiting
Glasgow at the same time as I am undertaking my next walk – and
Janet says she will be bringing in the biscuits then. I am getting
low on my own supply so, in spite of a few ominous spots of rain,
I decide I need to head for Sainsbury’s as soon as I get home.
Thursday, August 3:
Otto and I had some good luck with the weather yesterday –
for it did not start raining in earnest until I had returned from
Sainsbury’s and there was a brief break in the late afternoon, when
we dashed outside for our afternoon walk. Earlier the rain had
stopped by the time we completed our outdoor rituals at about
10:40 – but later in the day our luck changed. Almost as soon as
we got into bed I could tell that Otto was suffering from a major
tummy upset – this will explain why he disdained both lunch and
dinner – and he was the source of ominous rumbling for several
hours. This has happened before and I knew that eventually quiet
would return but it took a lot of time – and it was impossible to
get any sleep while all this was going on. About the only bright
spot in an otherwise uncomfortable evening was the discovery that
my email seemed to be working again.
Otto did indeed survive his stomach problems successfully and so
we are able to make a trip to the park at our usual time today – by
contrast when Fritz had tummy troubles we often had to walk the
midnight streets. Workmen are completing their blasting work on
the stone surfaces of Morshead Mansions as we thread our way
through. By the time we have reached the green Anahita is just
arriving from another direction with Elvis and there is a wonderful
recognition scene as the two dogs begin an hour of spirited play.
By the time we are settled into our seats at the café we have been
joined by Georgie, Hanna, Janet and the latter’s friend, Janet II.
Elvis continues to slip between the bars – if only to follow Anahita
into the café – but eventually he rushes out to snap at Thomas.
Vincenzo’s dog is minding his own business today but Anahita
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says that Elvis remembers that Thomas used to try to mount him.
(“We don’t call him Thomas The Wank Engine for nothing,” is
my response.) Also making a visit is Luna, a Beagle puppy. She
accepts a biscuit from me but Otto is mightily annoyed since I am
keeping him on a milder diet of Schmacko shards and the visitor
is forced to defend her prize against the bullying tactics of my pet.
Georgie reports that she walked one dog yesterday while nine
others remained at home. This is surely a record and it certainly
explains why our Scottish friend complains of fatigue today.
Hanna has been watching the rally cars dart through the Finnish
forests; today she is triumphantly lofting a copy of The Sun. It has
been missing from Metty’s newspaper offerings for a week, our
café proprietor evidently hoping to attract a superior clientele with
The Telegraph and The Times, but the tabloids have been offered
up again after protests. Jan Prendergast comes by for a brief visit
and we show her the water tap that has been installed; Hanna
says that she has told the park workers to move all the planters
up against the greenside fence so that we will have a windbreak.
(But some would just as soon get rid of them and others feel
that this will block our view.) After close to an hour under the
blue umbrella we make a move for home. Otto squats for a quite
satisfactory poo – so perhaps he is on the mend.
Friday, August 4:
Just as we hit the streets (after a happily normal night) I can see
Linda, heading for home with Pepper and Chica, and so I am
able to bring her up to date with a number of bits of newsworthy
matter: Tuesday’s visit to the doc, yesterday’s visit from my
Israel-based friend, David Maisel, and the news – received just
this morning – that Michigan Janet is planning an extended visit
in November. Heading our way with Sparkie and Lucky on lead
is Georgie, here to fetch Seamus. Out on the green itself there
are lots of dogs but I can see some problems as well, two groups
of exercisers lying on their backs – including two women on the
cricket crease. I decide to keep to the margins, lest Otto decide
that any prone object on his green needs to be baptized, but I
can see that many of the other dogs, without lifting a leg, are
nevertheless climbing all over these ladies – who seem to be more
amused than annoyed.
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In addition to Georgie we also have the participation of London
Janet, Hanna and Anahita this morning. Otto makes up for any
loss of exercise time out on the green by engaging Elvis in another
epic wrestling match, one interrupted every now and then by
the smaller dog’s squeezing through the fences. (Elvis is wise
enough to do this after receiving his biscuit – since this means
that Otto will not have a meltdown over any unclaimed crumbs.)
Lucky spends much of the time in Anahita’s lap, then he returns
to Georgie’s lap – even though this is also occupied by Sparkie.
Daisy-Mae opens her lips wide enough to accept a Schmacko
shard from me but she doesn’t chew it for the next ten minutes.
When she does so and when Hanna sees her licking her lips the
latter fills her coffee saucer with water – and I have to hold it
under the little madam’s chin while she slowly empties this vessel
with her tongue. Meanwhile there is a tremendous amount of
noise this morning – especially from Leonard, here today with
Janet.
Janet announces that she has a new hearing aid and I remind her
that she will soon miss that time when certain voices failed to
reach her. She says that she has spotted a new service available
near Sheldon Square, where Nigel and Anahita live, free
water taxi rides to explore the canal for a couple of hours on
Wednesdays and Fridays – she is warned by the others that she
may need to book for such a treat. Georgie announces that it has
been a year and five months since she gave up smoking – though
she still misses it. Hanna is disappointed not to find Davide in our
numbers since she wants to pay him back for the Finnish flight he
has booked on her behalf. (Davide has returned from Sardinia but
he is off on a flight to New York today.) Hanna has also brought
something for me, my Friday supply of bagels from Soloman’s
and these are gratefully received.
Saturday, August 5:
An hour or so before departure there is a brief shower but by
the time Otto and I are ready for our day in the park it is bright
and sunny, though warm only in the direct sunlight. The green is
occupied by dogs and their owners only, through the numbers are
small, and Otto finds no obvious play-pals as we make our way
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to the far end. We are a few minutes early and so I propose an
expedition to the top of Mt. Bannister, one soon accomplished.
By the time we have descended to the Carlton roadway they have
already opened the café and I can see Georgie heading our way
with Winnie in her pram chair and Sparkie and Patsy on lead.
Janet soon arrives (with Daisy-Mae and Leonard) and she follows
me into the café, where the Professor is saying that he much
prefers our mild weather (even including the frequent rain) to
the soaring temperatures that are currently punishing much of
southern Europe. Otto and Leonard don’t seem to play any longer
and Patsy rejects any efforts in this direction so it is just as well
that Nigel (and Hanna) soon arrive with Elvis. He and Otto are
soon battling it out on the bricks of our compound – though there
is no sequel out on the grass today. Leonard, as usual, leads the
chorus of disapproval – barking at all the other dogs as they pass
by. By now the refurbished and expanded gym has reopened but
there are always a lot of gym users who can’t figure out where
the entrance is now – they want to enter our compound but this
leads only to a brick wall and we have to redirect them to the new
entrance, where the old loos once stood. I can see directly through
the new structure and even see people climbing Mt. Bannister.
We made the local ITV news last night – well, the Rec’s Carlton
Road exit did for, against all expectations, it does seem possible
that the development company responsible for pulling down the
historic Carlton Tavern may be about to rebuild this structure.
(Jan Prendergast was interviewed as part of this item.) Janet, who
says that we also made the newsletter of the Westminster North
Labour Party (a letter about the noise created by all the shouting
and music-playing personal trainers), now adds that we have won
nothing in last night’s EuroMillions lottery and that she will be
bringing scratch cards in tomorrow. Nigel will be joining son
Jenson in Israel on Monday and he and I share reminiscences of
visits here in the late Seventies. Nigel visited occupied Sinai, as
did I, but he never saw an Israeli soldier set fire to some shrubbery
in an attempt to replicate the burning bush, nor did he have the
company of an elderly worshipper who paid this chap to carry
two large stones from the summit of Mt. Sinai so that he could
have the Ten Commandments carved thereon for placement in his
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synagogue in Mississippi. Nigel says that he has also heard from
daughter Anouschka, who is working at a summer camp in New
Hampshire and complains that even though the kids pay $9000 for
the experience they get only powdered eggs for breakfast! Here
we could dine on escargot for a snail is slowly making his way up
the side of one the raggedy planters, a trail of slime behind him.
Sunday, August 6:
After a day of intermittent showers we welcome another beautiful
morning, with bright sun and mild temperatures. As we stroll up
the Morshead roadway I detect something quite unusual. Except
for some birds twittering in the rose garden there is not a sound
– no personal trainers shouting instructions, no portable boom
boxes, no screaming children – just blissful quiet. Otto rushes out
into the middle of the green and touches noses with a number of
dogs; then Janet arrives with Daisy-Mae only. Soon we can see
Dan crossing the green – pushing his bicycle as Winnie trots along
– and Georgie with a basketball team on lead: Sparkie, Teddy,
Patsy, Bailey and Lucky.
I am the first to reach the coffee counter, with Hanna soon behind
me. She gets brown toast when she has ordered white so they
bring her a second portion and the dogs are the beneficiaries of
this gaffe. Dan takes charge of tearing the rejected brown toast
into little pieces but not before Patsy has made off with a whole
slice for herself. Teddy is still wearing his cone – to keep him
from licking his bum – and Dan asks him to raise his head so that
he can sink a piece of toast on a three-point play. Anahita now
arrives with her sister and nephew Aaron and this means that Otto
can now mug Elvis, inside the bars and outside as well. Winnie,
who seems to have had a new burst of energy of late, hectors me
relentlessly for treats while Bailey uses an empty chair to go after
crumbs on the tabletop. Bonaparte abandons his family out on the
green and bangs the gate open so that he can visit his Aunt Hanna
and get a few biscuits into the bargain.
Janet has brought some scratch cards with her and we have a
go at rubbing away at these; in the end we have won £8 – after
spending twice as much to buy the cards in the first place. Dan
announces that he has been selling off every piece of junk in his
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house on eBay; Hanna wants all the details on how he does this so
that she can repeat the exercise. Davide, we learn, has had a visit
with Liz in New York – he returns today and takes off for the same
spot later tonight. Dan reveals that he will join Davide on a long
Rio junket next month and that the two will again take Winnie
with them to Sardinia, also in September. Conversation turns to
last night’s 100 meters final at the World Athletics Championship
– with disappointment registered over Usain Bolt’s coming in
only third in his last race at this distance. I tell the others that on
Saturday Gavan and I will attend the last night of this sporting
extravaganza – one to which a quarter of a million ticket requests
were evidently made.
Monday, August 7:
We have had a very bad night, well, I have, as it was deemed
necessary to have a helicopter hover overhead for half an hour
at 1:30 in the morning. Otto slept through it all, even when the
windows were rattling. It is a gray and chilly morning as, groggily,
I deposit the blue recycling bag on the pavement and head for the
park. Just ahead of us we have Georgie, with Sparkie, Patsy, and
Seamus in tow, and I release my dog before he manages to get all
the leads into a tangle. Winnie now begins to follow me on her
rickety legs – no doubt hoping for an early handout from the blue
bag – and it is better that we simply avoid the green this morning
and head for the café with Georgie and her charges.
They have opened the café five minutes or so earlier than usual
and Georgie and I have soon placed our orders. There is no one
else about this morning – even Janet is off playing tennis – but
after a while Bob, the chap with two Dachshunds, comes in and
sits down with Bobo and Baxter. Bobo, like Winnie, has mobility
problems, and rides in her own buggy. Sparkie is unnerved by this
and barks resolutely at this visitor, then he jumps into my lap, then
he finally accepts a biscuit, then he rolls over on his back and he
and Otto kiss one another sweetly. Otto would really like to get
Patsy into some purposeful play but she resists this with some
spirit. This leaves only Winnie to spend the entire session between
my legs, staring up to me with her buggy eyes as she waits for the
delivery of the next treat.
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It is hard to imagine that next week’s turnout will be see any
improvement in the dog people’s attendance record – with
Georgie, Hanna, Davide, and Ofra joining me in various holiday
activities. Georgie says that Janet will be taking over the dogsitting duties and we all wonder how she will cope – I’m sorry
that I’m going to miss this. Bob and Georgie now discuss their
own triumphs over the demon weed – Georgie’s victory was even
mentioned to me yesterday by John the Window Cleaner when he
called to set up his next visit. There doesn’t seem to be any reason
to linger for long this morning so we are soon making our way
down the Morshead roadway. On our left I can see that even the
rose garden has become a no-go area for those interested in restful
contemplation. In one area “prambulators” are being put through
their paces by a personal trainer and in the adjacent space a flautist
is practicing his scales.
Tuesday, August 8:
Yesterday was not an easy one – for I never recovered from
the loss of sleep, but at least the night was a bit easier, though
the helicopter did return for a short while about midnight. This
morning it is chilly and gray and I should be wearing a jacket
– even in August. As Otto and I reach the green I can see Ellie
heading our way with Teddy and we wait to accompany them on
a circuit of the perimeter – no point in crossing the green itself
since the lawnmower is buzzing about. Ellie describes her Lake
Como holiday, with complaints about having to walk uphill to a
restaurant in scorching heat and this reminds me that this time
next week I should be climbing in and out of the Yorkshire Wolds.
(Tell people you are going to Yorkshire and they wonder how
many cream teas you are likely to be served; answer: none.)
By the time we have reached the café we can see Dan, with
several of Georgie’s dogs on lead, and just behind her, Georgie
herself pushing the baby buggy that will be Winnie’s ride home.
Janet arrives as well and so there are five of us today – a bit
better turnout than yesterday when only Georgie and I were
here. Indeed, after a while Anahita arrives with Elvis, and Otto,
who really had no real exercise yesterday, is soon tossing his
pal around – to the great fascination of a dad and daughter who
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are staring from a window in the caff at this spectator sport. (By
contrast we can now see through the gym’s window at all those
efforts to undo the damage caused by too many carbs.) At one
point Anahita takes Elvis and Otto out onto the green but, because
of the recent mowing here, they return to us with green paws.
Winnie, still manic, keeps up a non-stop barracking at my feet,
hoping for yet another handout, and at one point Dan puts her into
the baby buggy just to calm her down. All the dogs seem to be on
edge this morning so between their barking and the lawnmower’s
roar it is often hard to hear.
Conversation begins with a comparison of notes on the care and
feeding of dementia patients – with Davide’s dad and Ellie’s
father-in-law both suffering from this condition. Anahita reports
that Nigel has now gone off to a family reunion of sorts in Israel
and that Elvis is now the only man about the house. Georgie
goes over in detail the lineup of dogs whose care Janet will soon
supervise while Georgie herself is in Glasgow. Dan gets up to
head off for work on his bicycle and the rest of us finish off a box
of biscuits that Ellie has brought back from Italy. I am getting cold
and so I am the next to leave. When I get home I discover that my
dog has chewed off the eraser end of a pencil on my blue sofa –
but, worryingly, I have no idea where the eraser itself has gone.
Wednesday, August 9:
Well, I have detected no signs of stomach distress in my pet – so
perhaps there are no ill effects from the ingestion of any pencil
parts. We have other problems – for an all-day rain has started
well before it is time to head for the park … a perfect day for the
quarterly visit of John the Window Cleaner. I strap his raincoat
on Otto and don my own rain jacket and, with my Selfridge’s
umbrella aloft, we head out at the normal time. Just ahead of us
we have Georgie – today with Seamus, Patsy and Sparkie – all in
their raincoats as well. Otto follows along for a while and then he
heads across the sodden green in order to find a good poo spot.
At the café we also have Janet, here with Daisy-Mae and Leonard,
and Ellie, with Teddy snuggled into a blanket on her lap. The
dogs do a fairly good job of remaining under the blue umbrella;
rain does not seem to have dampened appetites. After a while
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Patsy’s owner, Linda, having returned from a wedding fete on
Sicily, comes to reclaim her dog and she sits down with us –
indeed several other dog owners take temporary shelter under our
umbrella. Hanna comes as well. She says that she has had another
chat with the area manager (do we not deserve our own manager
anymore?) and he has agreed that the windows that separate us
from the straining exercisers in the gym should be frosted.
The early conversation, for some reason, is devoted to the
misbehavior of close neighbors – with a number of tales of unpaid
rents, squatters, and damage to property. But the dominant topic
has to be the weather for the rainfall intensifies, moisture falling
in sheets, little rivers forming at our feet and the gym roof gutters
overflowing. (Hanna has been telling them that they need to clean
these out regularly – but has anyone listened?) Ellie is afraid that
her mother is out in this deluge but, after repeated attempts, she
can’t make contact on the telephone. Georgie and Janet make
a break for it but I remain seated, hoping for some letup in the
downfall. After I have been seated for an hour I decide that I have
to follow these ladies and so we re-enter the storm. Naturally Otto
still has a second poo in him and this means that he needs to walk
on the grass (as opposed to keeping to the shelter of trees). I have
to get out his purple towel when we get home. This is an unlikely
day for an impromptu bath for he is scheduled to have a real one
this afternoon – when the other Linda takes him for his grooming
at Primrose Hill Pets.
Thursday, August 10:
We have survived a day of non-stop rain, a relentless pounding
falling from dark skies. When Linda returned a wonderfullygroomed Otto, damp and chilly in the mid-afternoon, I decided
to turn the heat on – and this was welcomed by both of us. Our
late-night walk, at about 10:45, took place on deserted but dry
pavements and this morning there is even a little sun. I can see
Dan and Davide heading for our gate but I manage to get Otto
into the park before he can be distracted by them – or by Winnie
herself. As we near the green Caroline is the first to compliment
Otto on his spiffy appearance. I let him off-lead so that he and
Leonard can chase one another around a bit and then we head
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for the cricket crease. Janet has just arrived with Daisy-Mae and
Elvis and she leaves the latter in my care as she goes off to book
a tennis court. Elvis and Otto have a good scuffle, though at one
point I can see that Otto, nearing the new automatic front door
of “The Fitness Suite,” has actually triggered this portal – and it
looks for a nervous moment that Elvis will actually enter.
They seem to be opening the café a bit earlier these days so at
9:25 I am able to join the coffee queue. Outside we have Janet
(though not for long), Dan, Davide, Ellie and Hanna. Ellie says
that she had to get up twice during the night to re-tie Teddy’s
conehead – since he keeps trying to reach his bum, which is
evidently infected after his recent surgery. Winnie is delighted
that Davide has ordered a toasted cheese sandwich but when this
is finished she approaches me for more treats. Otto, Elvis and
Sparkie are also in this queue and today these animals actually
exhaust my treasure trove. Lucky squeezes through the bars at one
point and Georgie has to get up and retrieve him. There are a lot of
noisy little boys outside the compound this morning, winding up
the dogs and helping to create a barking frenzy.
Ellie, Dan and Davide are given the assignment of seeing if they
can’t increase the number of rings on my iPhone – before it goes
to Voicemail – but the conclusion is that I need to get help from
Vodaphone. Davide gives us a detailed picture of the care home
where his father now resides and then he accepts from Hanna the
money he has advanced in booking her ticket to Finland – she has
been carrying it around for a week. Davide does remind Hanna
that on the eve of her departure she needs to go on-line to check
in and select her seat but this advice triggers a major meltdown
since Hanna has no computer, hates technology, and remembers
the good old days when airline staff were there to help you at
check-in. Suggestions that she use her phone to complete some
of these tasks are rejected with increasing panic. “You have to
understand,” Dan offers, “that Hanna still draws her water from a
well.” I do remind Hanna that I should not be on tomorrow’s bagel
list – for I expect that I will be having lunch with Gavan, who
arrives tomorrow morning.
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Friday, August 11:
Gavan arrives at about 8:00 and is already taking a much-needed
nap by the time Otto and I head for the park. It is a lovely morning
again and very pleasant out on the green. Here we await Janet,
descending from our hilltop with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Elvis.
The latter provides some early exercise for my pet – who then
spots Linda, here with Pepper and Chica. We tease Linda about
wearing white trousers to the park and then it is time to enter the
coffee queue.
This morning we are represented by Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ellie
and Hanna. I am kept busy doling out treats to the assembled
canine contingent but Davide offers some relief when he receives
a toasted ham and cheese sandwich. On three occasions Elvis
squeezes through the bars and Janet has to get up to fetch him.
Georgie has brought Sparkie, Rufus and Flora and the latter gets
into several scraps with Otto. For that matter Daisy-Mae launches
a lightning attack on her houseguest, Elvis. One of the security
guards pauses to ask if anyone has heard anything about a more
serious dogfight in the park yesterday but none of us have heard
anything about this.
People keep opening the gates into our compound in their search
for the repositioned gym entrance but we always manage to get
them re-started and none of them lets any our our dogs escape.
Travel plans again dominate the conversation, with lots of advice
from Davide on how much of the local currency it is necessary
to take with you. Janet, who has several cruises in the offing,
complains that there is often a substantial tipping surcharge aboard
her ships and that drinks are very expensive. I tell her not to worry
because (remembering Dan’s resupply strategy) Georgie will row
out with additional booze whenever it is needed. This morning’s
session, by the way, is not our only visit to the park today, for
Gavan and I. accompanied by Otto, return to the compound for
lunch at 1:00 and I take the dog out for a stroll (and a face-off with
Oscar) at 4:30 as well.
Saturday, August 12:
Otto loves it when Gavan visits and he has been having a
wonderful time following us around. Not wanting to abandon
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him in the evening, therefore, we ordered a pizza delivery – after
Gavan brought back with him Marty, another former student.
With Gavan I also attempted to get started on Facebook – my
chief purpose is that this platform will enable me to see if there
are any good pictures of my park pals and their dogs, ones I
might be able to use as illustrations in the future. I feel like
Hanna after this struggle with technology – but how must that
canny veteran, Davide, have felt when his efforts to register with
Barclay’s interactive site an account that would offer payments (to
the Sardinian condominium in which he and Dan are building a
house) were repeatedly rejected because of his use of “profanity.”
After repeated rejections he finally spoke to a real human being
who admitted that his registration had been rejected because
condominium contains the word “condom.” I guess Barclays
prefers unprotected sex.
Dan and Davide have already noted my Facebook presence as
we meet on our entry to the park this morning, another bright
but fresh morning. The green is almost deserted and Otto has to
wait until we have checked in at the café before he can find any
canine companionship. In addition to the lads we also have Janet,
Georgie, Hanna and Anahita with us this morning – and Vlad
returns to take up his position behind us. It is the first time he has
seen the expanded compound. Otto, I can tell, is obviously upset
by all the trip preparations at home and he seems to take it out
in fights with Winnie and Seamus. He does better with Elvis and
Anahita does take these two out onto the green for some play. She
soon returns, however, with a borrowed twelve-week-old Yorkie
puppy named Fifi, who is passed around so everyone can offer a
greeting. Also present this morning in the nine-month-old Tibetan
Terrier, Winston.
Travel plans are discussed in detail – I can’t remember a more
thorough desertion of our usual park haunts by so many of us.
Ofra has been in Israel for weeks, Georgie will leave for Glasgow
later today, Gavan and I depart for Yorkshire tomorrow (after a
night at the World Athletic Championships) and next week we
have Davide on a flight to Bangalore, Hanna on one to Helsinki,
Ellie beginning a holiday on Santorini and Anahita returning to
her ashram in France. For me there weighs down all the anxieties
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of travel, which I feel so keenly these days, and the first of these
soon plays itself out at about 11:30 when Linda comes by to
fetch Otto, who will be looked after by her while I am away. I am
almost in tears and I haven’t packed yet.
Wednesday, August 23:
I enter the park this morning, having returned to London on
Monday after a very successful jaunt on the Yorkshire Wolds
Way with Gavan. Otto remained with Linda for one more night,
returning to me yesterday at noon and soon resuming his normal
routines. He has been on holiday too, one might say, for he finds
so much stimulation with Linda and Rob, not to mention Pepper
– who is thirteen today. This morning it is uniformly gray in the
park, though the dog scene is lively enough as we reach the green
– where Janet offers the first greeting. She is accompanied by
Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Popcorn – just delivered to her care by
Valeria, who is off on holiday.
I must say that Poppy has matured rapidly. He is quite large and
sedentary – quite a change from a puppyhood that featured a lot
of chasing and forays into distant parts of the park. Otto will find
more challenging competition these days from some of Georgie’s
dogs. She has four at home but she has brought Sparkie, Flora
and Lucky and it is the latter who enjoys a long period of chasing
and wrestling with my fellow. Wendy is also here – presenting us
with some of the tiny eggs laid by her Hetty – and Shane comes
in with Bullet. I understand that Teddy will be reclaimed by Ellie
today but there are still many holiday defections: Ofra, Hanna and
Anahita among them. I also learn that, his father failing, Davide
has flown off this morning to Sardinia. With Gavan’s help I have
joined Facebook and among the recommended faces here (one
contact in common) are all of Davide’s friends and relatives.
I have to answer many questions about my recent adventures
and, to be honest, I am quite exhausted from those eighty miles.
This weekend we have the Notting Hill Carnival and, as usual,
we hear a repetition of all those anxieties that bedevil our part
of the world – which is prey to the noise and the crowds of this
festival. Janet is already fretting about where to park – though her
street is usually banned to anyone who doesn’t have a residence
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parking permit. The park is full of announcements about another
event heading our way, but this time we are talking about the Rec
itself – an athletic competition sponsored by Queens Park Rangers
(including five-a-side football) with all proceeds going to the
victims of the Grenfell Tower disaster. I follow the ladies as we
get up to make our morning exit – I get to look forward to another
day of drilling and pounding downstairs, though I could really use
some peace and quiet.
Thursday, August 24:
Sun has returned to the Maida Vale skies as Otto and I head for the
park on a cool Thursday morning. Otto would really like to play
with a lively young Staffie out on the green but I am always a little
uneasy about this breed and so I urge him to keep moving on over
the greensward. On Mt. Bannister we encounter Janet, descending
the hill with Daisy-Mae, Poppy and the Tibetan Terrier, Kramer.
She says that her arms are tired from the pulling of the latter two
animals, though she dares not let them off lead because she is not
certain they would come back if called. In addition she seems
somewhat bleary-eyed from lack of sleep – as a dog across the
road from her flat kept up a nonstop barking until 1:00 am last
night.
She, Georgie and Ellie, back from Santorini (and complaining of
the huge drop in temperature) are the only members of our group
present this morning. Otto has very little in the way of play …
Kramer sits at the gate and stares at the green, Lucky jumps into
my lap once and thereafter settles into Janet’s lap, and Winnie is
only interested in hectoring me for treats – keeping up a non-stop
barking in my direction throughout our session. Teddy, of course,
never budges from Ellie’s lap and Daisy-Mae, sitting in her own
chair this morning, comes alive only to beg for a few Shapes
biscuits. It is a pity that Hector, the smallest Schnauzer, doesn’t
come inside – for he does like to play with Otto.
Ellie reports that her younger daughter has done quite well in her
school exams and that she will celebrate by taking her camping
gear to the Reading Festival – though Ellie is worried about the
presence of so many druggies at this venue and the possibility
that terrorists could be using such an occasion for another one
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of their atrocities. I have to provide additional details on my
Yorkshire walk – no camping for me – and while I do so tractors
are moving trees over to the landscapers who are adding them to
the expanded bluebell wood in the former Grantully doggy area.
Janet says that she is going to see Jesus Christ Superstar today
and this leads to a consideration of other musicals. I mention that
I was greatly impressed by an Albert Hall Proms production of
Oklahoma!, which I have been watching on the telly. This inspires
Janet to provide us with a spontaneous version of the show’s first
memorable hit, “Oh, What a Beautiful Morning” – whose lyrics
she obviously knows well.
Friday, August 25:
Still rather groggy after taking those Tylenol PM pills last night
I head for the park with my loyal dog. Truth to tell, he has not
had the best of times either – for yesterday he twice threw up, a
discharge that, unfortunately, failed to find the floor, leaving a
mess for me to address today on my bedspread and on the orange
sofa in the sitting room. I usually starve a dog who has suffered
from such episodes but the mysterious thing about Otto was that
his poo was just fine and at dinnertime he was ravenous – so can
we hope that this episode is concluded?
Shortly after arriving in the park three sources of sound are
identified. Ahead of us the lawnmower is circling the green and,
as usual, driving the dog owners away from their favorite point
of congregation. On my right the morning flautist is practicing
his scales and, as Otto has just turned around, one of the
groundskeepers, hearing the nearby piping as a kind of charm,
says of my transfixed dog, “He must think he is a snake.” In
fact, Otto is not listening to the flute but to the familiar protest
bark of Winnie, who is just being lowered from her pushchair by
Georgie – who also has Lucky and Flora with her. By the time
we have reached the café Janet has arrived with her trio of DaisyMae, Kramer and Poppy. These ladies are my only companions
today but at the adjacent table Linda, the owner of the longhaired
Chihuahua, Patsy, also arrives to have coffee with Jan Prendergast.
I try to ration Otto’s treats this morning; he does get in some play
with Lucky and Patsy.
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An inventory is taken. Ellie is at home, waiting the arrival of
a new refrigerator. Hanna has returned from Finland but she is
at home with a cold. Davide will return from Sardinia today. I
note that I have received a message from Ofra – if only I knew
how to answer it. (I need Facebook for Dummies – if there is
such a volume.) We discuss recent TV viewing. I note that last
night I watched a 2010 documentary on the making of Father
Ted – learning that neither Dermot Morgan nor Ardal O’Hanlon,
specialists in stand-up comedy, had much acting experience before
they appeared in this comedy classic. Janet also reports of her
visit to Jesus Christ Superstar. She says that just as the crucifixion
scene got underway she suffered a severe cramp in one leg – “So I
could really sympathize.”
Saturday, August 26:
I could have been down to a short-sleeved shirt today, for we
have a lovely, warm and sunny morning in the Rec. Janet is just
entering on our left and she, her charges, and Otto and I head for
the green – where there is already quite a crowd of owners and
their dogs, including two Schnauzer cousins for Otto in Leonard
and Oscar. Also present is an unnamed Whippet whose great sport
is brandishing his ball and getting the other dogs to chase him.
Several of them do, including Otto, but there is no chance that
anyone will catch this speedster. I am waiting patiently for Otto’s
first poo but he keeps getting distracted, by, for instance, Georgie
and her charges. Karen is making a rare appearance here with her
Dudley but after giving Otto a nice cuddle she heads for home.
Several faces not seen in some time are among us this morning
– including Hanna, Nigel and Anahita, and Dan and Davide. The
presence of Elvis’s owners excites Otto no end and first Nigel
and then Anahita takes this pair out onto the green for yet more
exercise. In their absence we have Rufus trying to hump Kramer
and Flora and Winnie attempting to get my attention with their
ceaseless need for treats. Dan has brought with him the ultimate
selfie-stick. This one has a video camera mounted at its extremity
and Winnie (and all the rest of us) are memorialized – with several
of the involuntary actors telling Dan where he can shove his
stick. The dogs are not the only feeders this morning; not only
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do we have Dan and Davide and their toasted cheese sandwiches
and Georgie’s ubiquitous poached egg on toast, but the latter has
remembered to bring in some shortbread from Scotland, Hanna
has brought chocolate from Finland, and Anahita has brought
some biscuits from France.
Dan shows me a video of all the dogs that he has posted on
his Facebook site and Davide shows me how to answer Ofra’s
message here. On her flight to Finland Hanna has spotted a dutyfree item that she wants and Davide says he will try to get it
with his ten percent discount. (He is soon off to Buenos Aires.)
Georgie says she expects to be back at work next week, though
she doesn’t know yet what assignment she will have in ferrying
special needs students to their schools. Nigel reports that in
Anahita’s absence he took Elvis to work with him every day and
that the Maltese insisted on occupying his own chair, his paws
on the conference table, whenever his daddy met with clients.
Dan says that the police have told him there will be no further
action taken – following his altercation with that bus driver. He
adds that he would really like to see a gay movie in the West End
today but he has trouble getting anyone to go with him. “What’s
it about?” someone asks. “It’s about a man and a fairy,” Dan
replies. “I thought in your world,” I tease, “that these two were the
same.” We begin our homeward march after this and as we do so
Janet shares the sad news that the veteran Pom called Sparkie has
passed away.
Sunday, August 27:
Though it is back to sweatshirt weather it is still pleasant enough
in our park when Otto and I make our usual morning appearance.
At the gate on Morshead Road there is an enthusiastic greeting
party made up of that acceptable face of Staffiedom, Honey. We
continue on to the green and here Cecil B. DeMutt, a.k.a. Dan,
is lying on the cricket crease and continuing his filming of The
Greatest Pug Show on Earth. “Remember the rules, Otto,” I
suggest, “if it’s lying on the ground you can piss on it.” These
words soon prove their prophetic power because some chap has
left a bag on the grass and Otto is only the first of three dogs to lift
his leg in its direction.
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There is plenty of exercise for my dog this morning for Nigel
and Anahita have again brought Elvis – the two dogs evidently
manage to circle around the building behind us without anyone
noticing them. At our table we also have Dan, Janet, Georgie and
Hanna – and yesterday’s shortbread makes a return appearance as
well. Sparkie arrives for some Shapes biscuits – curious how he
likes the pink ones best. Winnie, as usual, makes an encampment
at my feet and barks vociferously; it’s just as well I have restocked my supply of treats for the dentally challenged. Dan tries
to distract her from this obsessive behavior but it’s no use. Even
after I have tied up the blue bag and repeated the word “finished”
over and over she persists. For that matter, Otto, a late arrival after
his play with Elvis, has to be given the same message.
Thanks to Davide’s help I have received a further message
in reply to my own to Ofra yesterday and I am able to give a
definitive pronouncement – our Israeli friend returns to London
on the last day of the month and we should be able to see her in
the park on Friday. Hanna wants to know how the Finnish drivers
have qualified for today’s Belgian Grand Prix – but I only know
that Lewis Hamilton has pole position. After we have been seated
for half an hour or so Linda comes into our enclosure with Pepper
and Chica and right behind her there is Gavan, back from a
holiday in France. He is able to spend a few hours with me before
flying back to the States so after his shower and repacking we
have time for lunch at Le Cochonnet. I do not take Otto with me
and that spoiled brat issues a spirited cry of protest as we depart
without him.
Monday, August 28:
The house is a bit empty, with Gavan having flown back to
the States, and the park is a bit empty too – at least there is no
organized activity on this Bank Holiday Monday. The dog owners,
taking advantage of this rare opportunity for some wide-open
spaces, are here in great numbers. Otto rushes forward to see who
might be on the green and he is soon being pursued, to his delight,
by a Cocker Spaniel puppy – also named Otto! Soon joining in the
fun is a speedy Whippet named Noodle. There is a lot of spirited
chasing out here but eventually I hook my pet for our trip to the
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doggy compound at the café. Metty’s brother has returned from
Kosovo while Metty himself is on holiday – and it isn’t long
before I am heading back to our table with my cappuccino.
Janet is off playing tennis and Dan is at work so it is just Georgie
and Hanna today. Georgie has brought Rufus, Sparkie and Lucky
with her this morning and the latter provides Otto with his next
play-pal. It always looks like a one-sided mugging but Lucky
keeps coming back for more – when he is not squeezing through
the bars in pursuit of some passing dog. Rufus soon discovers the
pleasures of the biscuit bag, raking away at my bare right arm in
pursuit of a steady supply of treats. Several people come into the
compound to fill up their own water bowls from our convenient
tap. Georgie passes over to me a bag of soft dog chews purchased
by Dan– with Winnie’s toothless mouth in mind.
On several occasions we have to remind exercisers that there
is no point in staring at a bare brick wall and that they will find
the entrance to the gym where the toilets used to be. Hanna and
I discuss yesterday’s Belgian Grand Prix, which was won by
Lewis Hamilton. Hanna is debating whether or not to head for
Meanwhile Gardens, on the canal, which she often visits during
Carnival time. (The first day of this festival, honoring the victims
of the Grenfell Tower disaster, seems to have gone off without too
much trouble – they will be blessed again today with wonderful
weather.) Georgie says she needs to get home and tidy her place
up in anticipation of the visit of an electrician tomorrow. I have
nothing more exciting than the washing machine today. As Otto
and I head for home I notice that, unusually, the recyclers have not
picked up any of the blue bags on our local pavements.
Tuesday, August 29:
Another lovely sunny morning greets us as Otto and I reach the
green of Paddington Rec. Otto can hear his name being called by
Janet, here this morning with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Elvis, and
he rushes forward to greet these dogs – and Lucky (the Corgi) and
Jack as well. “I am walking around clutching this poo poo bag,”
I tell Janet, “because I haven’t seen any action in this department
so far this morning.” This situation does not last for long and Otto
is soon able to give his undivided attention to all his canine pals.
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There is another group of animals to our east but soon they drift
over in our direction and we are surrounded by dogs.
I am the first in the coffee queue this morning and as I sit down
I can observe a rather meager turnout again – just Janet and
Georgie, initially, then Hanna and Ellie arrive as well. The latter’s
Teddy has had a spiffy grooming; as usual he spends the entire
session on mommy’s lap. Daisy-Mae, due to for a dental checkup
according to Janet, occupies her own chair this morning – she
has an excuse for such lethargy since this is her second visit to
the park this morning. Flora, Lucky (who repeatedly jumps in my
lap), Leonard and Otto line up for treats from my blue bag. When
he is not eating Otto gets in some good wrestling time with Lucky
and Elvis. One of the gardeners comes by and asks if the dogs
will hurt him if he comes inside our compound to fill his watering
cans. Georgie fills these up for him, lugging the filled cans over
to the fence with the comment, “This should do wonders for my
bingo wings.” (Elvis, for some reason taking exception to our
visitor, squeezes through the fence and chases after the fellow.)
The women have each had a domestic crisis and we hear full
details. Ellie (who receives a call from her younger daughter’s
school on the subject of which A-levels should be attempted next)
says that caterpillars are destroying her box hedges and she is in
search of a useful antidote. (Clifton Nurseries say that they are
out of this product, otherwise known as “Spray and Pray.”) Hanna
says that a bee got into her house and she had a lot of trouble
getting it to depart – a struggle that ended when it flew into a
spider’s web. Georgie reports that the electrician she expected
at 7:30 this morning called at 8:30 to say he was working today
in Southend. And Janet says that she was awakened at 4:00 this
morning by a fox fight outside, a visceral shrieking that soon had
Kramer joining in.
Wednesday, August 30:
Temperatures have dropped, the skies are leaden, and predictions
call for rain today – not the best news for someone who wants to
go to Sainsbury’s. I let Otto loose on a green that is totally empty
unless you count that abandoned baby baby carriage – no, I’ve not
offered a redundant “baby” here … this is one of those tiny toys
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that toddlers like to push around. Otto soon spots some familiar
faces, human and canine, and he rushes over to the café, where
Janet, Georgie and Anahita are foregathering. Again I am first in
the coffee queue.
Hanna soon arrives. She is steaming because she has received a
letter on House of Commons stationery from local M.P. Karen
Buck. It contains an update on the fate of EU nationals in the
wake of Brexit negotiations and a questionnaire but Hanna says
that she is a Tory and Labour have no right to contact her. I
explain that the electoral register doesn’t specify party and that
Karen is contacting her merely as a constituent. There are some
complaints on the mawkish attention paid by the TV stations to
the twentieth anniversary of the death of Princess Diana – and
other TV fare is discussed as well. Both Janet and Hanna have
seen a program on animal rescue in which a five-kilo Shih-Tzu
needed to have two kilo’s worth of matted hair removed before it
could be re-homed. Janet says she won’t mention the “R” word
but she is only one of those present who may be wondering when
the promised moisture will fall. These days it is the moisture
provided to Texans by Hurricane Harvey that also commands our
attention – with special concern for the fate of our former dog
owner pal, Houston resident Cheryl.
Otto has a good time roughhousing with Elvis – who keeps
squeezing through the bars. Daisy-Mae, perhaps out of sorts from
another grooming, snaps at Flora and there is a furious fight.
Shane comes in with Bullet but the tiny black Poodle is much
reduced in caliber after a thorough grooming. Rufus, Flora, Otto
and Leonard are among my chief customers today but all of the
dogs make a racket whenever another animal passes by. You can
imagine the noise that comes with the admission of that veteran
Alsatian, Red (who always has his favorite ring toy hung around
his neck).
This is my clue to make an early departure. I have decided that
if it is not raining by the time I get home I will make a dash to
Sainsbury’s but when I announce my intentions to Cathy she
says that the refrigerator has just died! She has been defrosting it
weekly but it has failed to turn back on this morning and this is
my signal to make that long-delayed call to British Gas, to whose
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Home Care services I subscribe. They can’t come for a week. By
the time I have completed my call the refrigerator is back on but I
decide I don’t want to do a big shop under such circumstances and
so I head out with the laundry for the 123 Cleaners and I pick up a
few things at Pinky’s as well. As I walk home it begins to rain.
Thursday, August 31:
We end the month with a lovely, sunny morning – not exactly
warm but comfortable enough in the sun. I can see an impressive
number of dogs and their owners just beyond the cricket crease
and we head here first. In fact Elvis is among the dogs and he and
Otto are soon in the grip of their manic wrestling mania – others
who do not know these dogs think they are actually fighting.
More ominous, however, is a brief confrontation between my dog
and Milo the Mastiff, who shows his teeth when Otto approaches
his toy. It’s just as well that Otto now has to go off in search of a
proper poo spot. By the time he is satisfied they have opened the
doors of the café and I can report here next.
From my vantage point at the head of the queue I can see Ellie
running up the Randolph roadway (on her bum ankle) and I am
certainly curious about the origins of this haste. It turns out that
she is only trying to get ahead of some of her pals so that she can
pay for the coffees this morning. When I return to our table I have
to report that they may call him The Professor but, if so, he is an
absent-minded one since the lovely fellow can’t remember what
my standard order is. This morning, in addition to Ellie, we have
Dan, Davide, Anahita, Hanna, Janet and Georgie – it’s almost
like old times to have this many at breakfast. Davide has brought
Hanna that duty-free item she has been craving – it’s some form
of moisturizer, I think. Dan again has his selfie stick and camera
with him and he shows us some recent videos, including one
he has taken of himself performing household chores – just so
Davide can never say he does nothing around the house. Georgie
says she will learn more today about the two kids she is to ferry to
school starting on Monday. We have a long discussion on recent
developments on EastEnders – with news of who is leaving the
show and nominations for who should be leaving it.
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Otto cannot get enough of Elvis this morning but it is one of
those days when Anahita keeps intervening in the action – lest
her precious pet really suffer – and the effect of this is that Otto,
frustrated by the removal of his pal, attacks with vigor repeatedly
– instead of getting over this initial passion in one go. When he
is not wrestling Otto joins the food queues – along with Seamus,
Leonard, Lucky and Winnie. The latter is also entranced by the
arrival of the toasted cheese sandwiches and Dan lowers a strong
of cheese which the Pug slowly swallows like a bird sucking
on a worm. Daisy-Mae has a go at Leonard, who has his paws
on my right knee. Someone has a go at Otto as well, but this
happens only as we walk down Morshead Road at the end of the
session. Some graffiti removal specialists are trying to sandblast a
pavement that has been stained by the run-off from earlier fencerail painting. They have brought a giant lorry with them and inside
the cab of this monster a tiny Jack Russell becomes apoplectic
over the presence of my dog below. Otto, of course, never even
realizes that he is the object of such rage.
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Friday, September 1:
One could not ask for better weather with which to begin a
new month in the park for today we have sunny skies and mild
temperatures and an altogether pleasant atmosphere abounds – as
long as you don’t count the personal trainer, putting his client
through his paces on the cricket crease with the aid of a boom
box. Otto spots some people he knows, Davide and Janet, and
rushes over to greet them and their dogs. This leads to an early
entry into our spot at the compound, so early that they have yet
to open the café. I am standing around at my place at our table
when I am surprised to discover that my dog is again out on the
green. It takes me a while to figure out that this time the gate that
used to lead to the gym entrance has been left open – no doubt by
someone mistaking a brick wall for a glass door – and my dog has
used this as an escape route. I go out to fetch him and as I do so
whom should I meet but Ofra, returned at last to us after weeks in
Israel.
She has soon joined me in the coffee queue but at least Bailey
does not penetrate the café this morning. Maxi, here with Renata,
does. This morning we also have Janet and Davide, of course,
but also Hanna, Georgie and Jo Lynn. Janet has brought Leonard
with her this morning and he outdoes himself in barking at every
passing animal. Seamus is not far behind in this category, but he
also pushes to the front of the biscuit queue, mistaking my fingers
for his treat, as usual. Jo’s Tilly and Janet’s Daisy-Mae accept one
biscuit each and this leaves the bulk of the snacking to Leonard,
Otto and Winnie. Lucky spends much of the session in my lap and
he gets a few biscuits as well.
Ofra gives us an update on her time in Israel – which she finds
very expensive these days. I have remembered to bring in some
£2 coins I have saved for her and Janet collects several month’s
worth of lottery money. Hanna has brought some biscuits
purchased recently at Soloman’s and these are passed around.
They are rather bland and it is no wonder Davide is soon dunking
one of them into his coffee cup. I remind Jo that I still owe her a
copy of The Dogshank Redemption and that if she will only email
me on the eve of her next visit to the park I will bring it in for her.
As we make our way to the exits we encounter Linda, just arriving
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with Pepper and Chica. Linda made a nice visit last night and I
shared with her all the pictures taken on my recent walk. Ofra says
I am still tanned from this venture.
Saturday, September 2:
Another lovely morning beckons as Otto and I head up the
Morshead roadway. There is a bit of a chill in the shadows but
warmth returns as soon as we reach the sunny green – active
with dogs at play. Among these we have a Schnauzer quartet this
morning for Otto is soon surrounded by Oscar, Leonard, and a
newcomer named Snowy. (I don’t know why; he is just as gray
as all the other fellows.) Caroline fills Snowy’s owner in on the
next scheduled Schnauzer walk on Hampstead Heath and Snowy
follows us over to the café.
Georgie, just ahead of me in the coffee counter, agrees that it is
a bit of a surprise that we are the only customers here – for on
Saturdays we usually have a mob. We are joined soon by Davide,
Ofra, Janet and Hanna. Georgie has Sparkie, Rufus and Flora
with her and each of these citizens is soon in the biscuit queue.
Winnie and Bailey, the soft-chew crowd, are equally insistent.
Snowy is introduced into this melee but the resident dogs make
such a fuss over the newcomer that his owner ties him up outside
our compound. Otto is desperate for someone to play with and
when the tiny Maltese Rocky comes in he is pounced on with such
fervor that he too is soon removed. (We have to tell Otto that, no,
that was not Elvis.)
Davide asks for advice on who repairs mobile phones around
here – since he has cracked the camera lens on his own model.
(The advice… try one of the many spots on or near the Kilburn
High Road.) Ofra says that she has been suffering from a rash and
there are instant diagnoses – everything from heat to lice. (When
the latter is proposed I ask Davide and Georgie if they don’t
want to change their seats now.) Travel plans are also discussed
since tomorrow Janet undertakes a brief visit to Bergerac and
on Monday Davide flies off to Rio – this time accompanied by
Dan. Also under discussion is the epidemic of acid attacks on
Londoners – some as a part of robberies, some just for the fun of
it. Further afield we talk about the number of weather disasters
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around the world – including the devastating floods in the Gulf
States. I wonder what that climate change denier, Donald Trump,
has to say about all this but somehow I am reminded of St.
Augustine’s remark about those wicked Romans, who – even after
being sacked – persisted in their evil ways: “They have missed the
profit from their calamity.”
Sunday, September 3:
The sun does offer some brightness (though little warmth) but we
know that rain is also on the way. Otto and I have arrived a bit
early today and so there is plenty of time to cross the green and
continue on to the heights of Mt. Bannister. Initially it is a Baileylike Cavalier who excites my dog’s interest but by the time we
have dropped down to the Carlton roadway it is Georgie, coming
up the path with Rufus and Flora, who draws his attention. So we
re-climb our hill and gradually make our way over to the café. The
doors of this establishment are already open and we join a short
queue – where one woman has just ordered eight croissants.
Davide comes in behind us and so does Dan – who wants an
orange juice with ice on the side. When Davide repeats this
request Lurch says the ice machine is broken and when the room
temperature juice is delivered a few minutes later Dan insists
that they must have some ice and marches back inside. (They do
have some in the kitchen, so he is vindicated in his insistence.)
Ofra and Hanna also arrive and we begin a session dominated by
unusual objects. First there is Dan’s selfie stick, constantly in use;
Dan even wants to know if he can film Davide at work when the
two take off for Rio tomorrow morning. Then Dan has a plastic
pouch with four or five home-grown tiny cherry tomatoes – which
he offers for £1 each or £ 2 for three. Ofra also has an unusual
offering. She says that yesterday she was looking after a ten-yearold girl and to keep her amused she decided to see if she couldn’t
make her own lipstick out of a box of crayons she had brought
back from Israel. She says that she took two and, adding coconut
oil, melted them in the microwave and poured the concoction
into a redundant tube. She passes this product around our table
and Hanna not only uses it on her lips but asks for a special color
to be made from melting two other crayons. Ofra has a lot of
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trouble telling her story since she is teased mercilessly by the rest
of us – “Ofra’s Crayon Lipstick… a minute on the lips is a great
hardship.”
The real Bailey has taken a chair next to mine and he and Winnie
are persistent in their demands for food – with Flora, Rufus and
Otto not far behind. Slowed by her intake Winnie takes forever
to follow us out of the park and Davide eventually picks her up.
Otto surprises me by offering no second poo this morning – even
though we make it all the way to our gate with me clutching a poo
poo bag in my hand. Here I wish Dan and Davide farewell – for
we won’t see them tomorrow. Davide says that Dan is planning to
get off the return flight next Sunday and join the throng in Hyde
Park for the Last Night of the Proms. Then he adds that there may
not be any stand-by seats on the return leg and that he may have to
leave Dan behind.
Monday, September 4:
A light rain began shortly before our late-night walk and it is still
spitting a bit now as Otto and I make our way into the park on a
dreary Monday morning. We cross the green and Otto manages to
touch noses with several dogs, including the burly Milo. Then he
starts to follow Ellie (who has her umbrella up) and Teddy but he
is distracted by the arrival of Leonard. A few minutes later Ellie
has completed a circle and is being hailed by her pal Ofra, who is
just climbing down from Mt. Bannister. Now we are in a position
to follow these ladies to the café, which is just opening its doors.
In addition to Ellie and Ofra we also have Georgie, Hanna and
Anahita with us this morning. Georgie has inherited one of Janet’s
regulars, Ellie the Cocker – who is back after a long holiday on
the south coast. She also has Seamus and Lucky with her – and
five more at home. The presence of Elvis is a stimulating one
for Otto and my dog is soon on the attack. Elvis is wearing a full
blue body suit and Otto seems determined to strip it off his pal.
Bailey uses an abandoned chair to rake away at anything on the
tabletop that might be edible, including his mommy’s purse. Ofra
is boasting that her dog never forgets anything and I am reminded
of what they used to say of the Bourbon dynasty – “They forgot
nothing and they learned nothing.” Lucky, taking a leaf from
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Bailey’s playbook, climbs onto the table top from another empty
chair.
Georgie says that her first day back at work was a frustrating
one – since one deaf child doesn’t start school until next week
and the other wasn’t at home. Ofra admits that she has made no
progress on her new lipstick business but when she says that she
has a supply of all-healing Dead Sea mud at home I want her to
expand her empire. She can make lightning visits to the homes
of pimply teenagers and apply her precious mud to the afflicted
face – “Let’s call this business ‘On The Spot.’” Somehow the
subject of camping comes up and Ellie says that the only time
she participated, when her kids were young, she brought her own
double duvet to sleep in – no wonder they call this “glamping.”
She adds that her girls wouldn’t budge until the local hens laid
some eggs and so dad Robert snuck out and bought some eggs
at the local market. These were planted under the hens but the
youngest daughter wanted to know, “But daddy, how was the hen
able to lay an egg with a date stamp on it?”
Tuesday, September 5:
The weather is hard to outguess this morning – occasional sun,
yes, but also deep gray skies and some evidence of recent rain in
the streets. Otto and I pass Georgie as she goes to pick up Seamus,
little Lucky at her side. By the time we get to the green we are
joined by her, by Anahita and by Ellie. This means that Otto gets
in an early play period with Elvis but, to everyone’s surprise,
Teddy joins in as well – getting his exercise for the month of
September over once and for all. The ladies head directly for the
café and by the time we arrive at our blue umbrella the doors are
just opening.
Ofra is also here; she says that her Bailey occasionally stares up at
her as though he can’t quite remember who she is and she wants
to know if the same thing happened when he was in Georgie’s
care. The answer is yes and this leads to Georgie’s assertion that
Bailey is, in fact, suffering from a canine version of Alzheimer’s.
I have to say that Bailey has no problem in remembering where
the treats are and he soon leads a parade that foregathers at my
knees. Lucky jumps into my lap and thereafter he disappears,
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to Georgie’s great distress – he has somehow squeezed through
the bars and gone off to play with other dogs at the foot of Mt.
Bannister. Anahita opens a gate so that Otto can join Elvis out on
the green and, as so often happens, this aperture is used by Elvis
to come into our compound. Only after we have been seated for
some time do we discover that Georgie has a third dog with her
– this is another long-haired Chihuahua, Mimi, whom she plucks
from a deep handbag.
Those of us who belong to the Facebook fraternity have all seen
pictures of Janet’s feet at poolside in France and of Dan, sipping
an aperitif aboard the flight to Rio. I ask Georgie if she had any
better luck in picking up students this morning and she says that
there was an answer when she rang a doorbell this morning – but
school for this child begins tomorrow. Speaking of tomorrow I
tell the others that I may or may not be able to join them since I
expect the refrigerator repairman some time in the morning. Today
I want to follow Georgie as far as Hamish II on Castellain Parade
so I can make a few last-minute purchases while she holds onto
my dog’s lead. This is accomplished with dispatch but why does
Otto wait for a passage over the pavements to offer this third poo?
Wednesday, September 6:
Today we await the visit of the British Gas refrigerator man but
there is no sign of him when, at 9:15, it is time to head off for
our morning in the park. Linda is just leaving with Pepper and
Chica as we enter but it is the green we seek and here we soon
share the space with a very large contingent indeed. I can count
fifteen dog owners out here – it’s easier to count them than their
dogs – and, indeed it’s like a back-to-school day for the latter. A
number of park veterans are out here including Ziggy and Noli
and the Weimaraner pair of Pasha and Chicca. (Pasha looks almost
arthritic as she creaks along.) Leonard, Chow Mein and Elvis are
also present and Elvis accompanies Otto as we make our way
over to the café. Here the little Maltese begins to bark at the same
gardener he chased just a few days ago – to give this guy credit
(“He wants to bite my leg!”) he doesn’t turn his leaf blower on in
retaliation.
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It takes a while for our lot to filter in but first we have Anahita,
Ellie and Ofra, then Dmitri and, almost half an hour late, Georgie
– she has come in order to turn Flora over to Dmitri after a long
stint as the Pug’s babysitter. Bailey makes a meal of all the soft
chews in my blue bag; the latter has a hole in it but that just means
that I don’t have to untie it in order to produce treats. Leonard
comes in for some biscuits as well and then, when they have
exhausted themselves, Otto and Elvis show up at my knee as well.
Anahita, who manages to knock her coffee off the tabletop (just
missing me and my phone) is snapping away as she attempts to
capture this scene. I point out that on the lip of the café overhang
the wooden owl is still in position and at its feet four pigeons
(which the owl is supposed to scare off) are nestled – Anahita
takes a picture of this as well.
Georgie reports that she is late because the office would not send
her a car until the mom phoned them to confirm that her child was
going to school today. Ofra has baked some quite delicious thin
biscuits with fruit and nuts (and neither butter nor sugar) and these
go down well. She says that she is on a mission – trying to find
a new man for Yara. There is a great deal of conversation about
cosmetic procedures this morning and I zone out a bit but, feeling
it is time to relieve Cathy of British Gas waiting duties, I do hear
one suggestion as I get up to leave. Ofra says that your teeth
should be the same color as the whites of your eyes – to which
Ellie adds, “Unless you have jaundice.”
Thursday, September 7:
The fridge man from British Gas arrived just as I was off to
complete a missing blood test at the Randolph surgery yesterday
and he was still there when I returned a few minutes later. He
thinks it might be a thermostat problem and will return on the 14th
to install a new one. The refrigerator is working so I have decided
that today I must visit Sainsbury’s – since I haven’t done so since
well before my Yorkshire walk. It is not supposed to rain today
and there is even a little sunshine as Otto and I cross the green
which, like yesterday, has a lively canine turnout. Over on the
Randolph roadway he can see Ofra walking with Bailey and we
have soon followed them into our usual positions at the café.
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We are soon joined by Ellie, Anahita, and Hanna but Georgie
is again almost half an hour late. She has brought Seamus and
Lucky with her today and it isn’t too long before I can see Seamus
squatting next to a redundant gate in order to deposit one of his
patented patio poos. Anahita gets up to clean up this mess – as
Georgie has just taken delivery on her poached egg on toast. (“I
ordered it on white bread this time, just to keep the kitchen staff
on its toes.”) Ofra has brought some digestive biscuits with her
and there is some debate on whether it is possible to eat just one
of these. The issue is similar to one discussed in the coffee queue
– where the ladies agree that the more you eat the hungrier you
feel. I suggest that we have only to observe the behavior of the
insistent Bailey, as he scratches away at my knees, in order to find
an illustration for the latter phenomenon.
Georgie, still spitting feathers, says that she was late this morning
because her driver, claiming he was unfamiliar with the area,
insisted on putting his trust in an unhelpful Sat-Nav – even though
she kept telling him he was going in the wrong direction. I thank
Anahita for forwarding to me photos and a video taken here
yesterday. (I can see why Otto seemed exhausted after yesterday’s
wrestling match with Elvis.) I tell her that my refrigerator
repairman was an Iranian and, at my request, she says she will
send me a photo of the postage stamp in which her father, a
famous figure in the war against Iraq, is featured – so I can share
this with my repairman when he returns with my new thermostat.
As a follow-up to yesterday’s discussion on cosmetics Ofra and
Ellie have made a visit to the relevant counter at Selfridges.
While they are on the subject of shopping Ofra says she loves the
M&S on West End Lane – “They have everything I need and the
manager is so handsome.” It is clouding over (we will have a little
rain later in the day) and so it is time for me to head for home and
begin that epic shop at Sainsbury’s.
Friday, September 8:
The sound of rainfall is unmistakable as Otto and I make our
early morning preparations for life in the Rec. I am wearing my
rain jacket and I have stuffed Otto’s version of this garment into
a pocket but, in fact, the moisture has just about come to an end
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by the time we reach the green. Ellie is just passing in front of us,
the last to have an umbrella upraised, and we accompany her and
Teddy on a circuit of the wet grassy scene. By the time we have
passed the entrance to the bluebell wood we can see Janet heading
for us with Leonard, Elvis and Daisy-Mae. The latter looks like a
dirty floor mop – this is her second visit to the park this morning
– but Elvis looks very stylish in his blue boiler suit. Janet reverses
herself and follows us in the direction of the café; we also pick up
Ofra by the time we have completed our circle.
Lurch has spotted me and, even though Ellie and Ofra are ahead
of me in the queue, I am the first to receive a coffee cup. Outside
we are also joined by Dmitri and by Hanna – who has been out
on the green feeding her “dogs” – that is a pair of loyal crows.
Georgie again makes a tardy appearance and again she blames the
driver, who arrived half an hour too early for the pick-up and then
refused to budge from the slowest lanes on the busiest streets. I
tell her that I have received an email from Naomi, wishing Sparkie
(who isn’t here today) a happy thirteenth birthday. Georgie says
the coffees will be on her tomorrow. This is one of those days
when I fear I may need to change my trousers as soon as I get
home – since I have all those wet canine paws on my knees.
Lucky spends much of the session on my lap and Teddy, on Ellie’s
lap, actually shows an interest in my blue bag and I have to hand
him several treats today.
Ofra has brought a cake she has just baked with a £13 jar of
Nutella serving as the chief ingredient. (Don’t ask me why a jar
of Nutella could cost so much.) Food therefore serves as an early
topic as Ellie admits to binging on crisps last night. We do learn
something new from this tale, however … Ellie actually makes
her own salt and vinegar crisps by sprinkling these ingredients
on plain crisps – in order to deepen the culinary experience. She
now objects mightily to Dmitri’s breakfast, two fried eggs and
beans, because he has added a croissant to this ensemble instead
of the required toast. After we have exhausted food as a topic the
conversation returns to an earlier theme, the devastation caused by
Hurricane Irma; today there has been an earthquake off the coast
of Mexico and a tsunami is predicted as well. Nature seems to be
in revolt these days but here I do see the sun once as we get up to
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leave. By the time we have neared home, however, it is beginning
to rain again. Linda is just driving by with Pepper and Chica in
her back seat and she pauses to greet Otto and to promise that she
will stop by for a drink and a chat this evening.
Saturday, September 9:
I wonder how much longer I will be able to head for the park
without a jacket of some sort– for today, though it is bright and
sunny, there is a bit of a chill in the air when Otto and I reach
the green. We reach it but do not penetrate its surface for, to my
surprise, there is a cricket match in progress. I am surprised for I
had thought the season for this sport might be over by now, they
usually play on a Sunday not a Saturday and they have started
far earlier than usual. So we make our way around the margins
and, outside the gate to our compound at the café, Otto spots our
visitors from yesterday afternoon, Linda with Pepper. (She also
has Chica in tow.) Otto has not done a poo yet so Linda takes his
lead and heads for the heights while I usher the biscuit-seeking
Pepper into our space.
In honor of Sparkie’s thirteenth birthday the coffees are on
Georgie today. There is a useful turnout this morning – Janet,
Ofra, Hanna, Shane and his dogless friend, then Dmitri and,
eventually, Nigel. I am kept busy, as the only source of puppy
provender, in emptying my blue bag of treats … Shapes for the
ones with teeth, softer chews for the Winnies and Baileys of the
group. Nigel is here to reclaim Elvis and this means that he has
to fight for the attention of his own dog with Otto, who wants to
keep Elvis all for himself. Shane has brought Bullet, of course,
but these days he also has charge of Bliss, the Chow. A number
of the male dogs in our company are excited by her presence,
particularly Rufus. The birthday boy, seated in Georgie’s lap, has
a wonderful scene with Otto as the two keep up a non-stop kissing
session with their tongues.
Janet has brought some French biscuits; these go down well
though the food police suggest, “These aren’t biscuits with butter,
they’re butter with a little biscuit mixed in.” Ofra, who has been
having a thorough cleanup at home, arrives with a shopping bag
full of redundant clothing and I end up with a scarf and a long102
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sleeved t-shirt. I remind my benefactor that tonight sees the return
of Strictly Come Dancing, one of our favorite TV shows. She
says that this is good news but it is also a reminder that winter
is on its way. She then goes on to exchange impressions of their
recent trips to Israel with Nigel. The latter says that he loved every
moment of his recent trip and that Tel Aviv now has some of the
best food in the world. There is a lot of discussion on the topic of
the various airlines’ private lounges. Ofra says that BA’s entry in
this category is truly inferior to the hospitality offered by El Al. At
this point I get a good laugh out of our commercial pilot, Dmitri,
by asking, “And what kind of a lounge does FedEx maintain?”
Sunday, September 10:
Otto, trotting across the green, is a man on a mission. He is
actually searching out a good spot for his first poo, his nose intent
on selecting just the right spot on the fragrant grass, but there are
distractions. Every time I think he is ready to squat another dog
comes racing by and this means that Otto has to join the chase or,
even better, serve as the object of the chase himself. To further
his chances in the latter category he manages to steal some other
dog’s ball – but mostly he is engaged in a long period of play with
a lively Beagle named Oscar. The Beagle’s mom, also pushing a
baby carriage, is trying to get her pet to head for home but I tell
her there is no use – “He’s having too much fun.”
At the café we have a good Sunday turnout – with Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan, Davide, Dmitri, Wendy, Hanna and Nigel taking seats
around our table. Nigel’s presence means that Elvis is also active
and, indeed, he and Otto are taken outside for some more chasing
on the green. Otto seems to be in demand as a play partner for
Caroline also asks he if he can now join Leonard out here as
well. Leonard would really rather come into the compound – his
insistent barking tells us so – because he knows that I am the
bearer of biscuits. Eventually he is admitted and joins a mob of
dogs who want my attention: Ellie the Cocker, Sparkie, Flora,
Winnie, Bailey and Otto as well. Daisy-Mae is undergoing a
grooming in Janet’s lap and I try to tempt her with some treats
from my blue bag but she disdains all offerings. Dan notes
several knots in the Shih-Tzu’s fur and Janet says that, in fact, an
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appointment at the groomer’s has been made for Tuesday. “You
missed a bet,” I tell Dan, “you should have said that a trip to the
groomers is fine, Janet, but while you are there can you make an
appointment for Daisy-Mae as well.”
Nigel is sharing with Ofra lots of photos taken on his recent
holiday in Israel. Dan and Davide bring us up to date on their
recent trip to Rio – we have seen pictures taken at the restaurants
here on Facebook. Dan also tells us that he did succeed in
attending the Hyde Park festivities held as part of Last Night at
The Proms. Davide says that he actually spotted Dan in the crowd
during the TV broadcast; I didn’t but then I wasn’t expecting to
see Dan in clown-face. I note that I was reminded how lucky
we are to have the BBC last night – for I watched five shows of
exceptional quality here, each appealing to a different audience
… Pointless Celebrities, the first installment of Strictly Come
Dancing, the news, Last Night at The Proms and Match of the
Day. Janet now passes out scratch cards and after some purposeful
rubbing our syndicate has won some £30. Wendy concludes the
session by saying that she has two fertilized eggs in an incubator
and she is hoping that she will soon have a companion for hen
Hetty.
Monday, September 11:
Rain has given way to a blustery day with sun and cloud in equal
proportions. I do decide, for the first time in months, to wear
my leather jacket and, as we overtake Dan and Winnie on the
Morshead roadway, Dan says that he is wearing long pants for the
first time in months as well. There are lots of dogs at play on the
green – including a Havanese named Trudeau. I am soon spotted
by an enthusiastic Beanie but I can’t stop since I need to keep an
eye on Otto, who is searching for a suitable poo spot. By this time
we have reached the pavement on the far side of the green and
here we find Ellie and Teddy, whom we accompany as they round
a corner and head for the café.
In addition to Dan and Ellie we also have Ofra and Dmitri with
us this morning – Georgie has a hospital appointment, Janet is
playing tennis and Davide, according to Dan, is home, shivering
in bed. (I suggest that he is not ill, he’s just suffering from change
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of climate shock.) After a while Anahita arrives with Elvis and
this is good news for Otto, who soon enters his manic phase. Elvis
responds by squeezing through the bars in order to taunt Otto
from a protected position. Anahita responds by placing her pet in
her lap and teasing Otto by dangling Elvis just out of reach. Otto,
who ate very little yesterday, does a good job with the biscuits this
morning and Flora, Bailey and Winnie are frequent customers as
well. Ellie reports that Teddy has had an instant shower – after
rolling in something nasty while out with Robert yesterday.
Ellie has brought some digestive biscuits; she says that the colder
the weather the more you need to eat – and she will be taking her
winter coat out of the closet when she gets home. Dmitri wants
to know what he is allowed to order when he goes into the café
– remembering the ridicule he had to endure when the food-style
police mocked his beans and eggs with croissant instead of toast.
Recipes are also exchanged – lasagna and moussaka among them.
Anahita gets to hear about Dan’s adventures at Proms in the Park
on Saturday and this reminds her that a few months ago, as she
was walking Elvis in Hyde Park, she was approached by another
dog walker who asked her about Elvis’s breed. She was sure she
had heard this voice before but it took her only a little while to
understand that she was being addressed by Jeremy Irons!
Tuesday, September 12:
Otto begins his morning in the park with a new lead. I have had
this sterling object for almost two years, fearing that Fritz’s old
lead was no longer working, but the latter staged a recovery (it
was just wet) and remained in service for quite a while thereafter.
But I have noticed that it is now increasingly threadbare and I
don’t want it to break at some inconvenient or dangerous moment.
Hence the change today. I keep Otto on lead for some time, as
a matter of fact, since there is a lawnmower out on the green –
which we just circle today. Karen and Dudley are doing the same
thing and Otto gets a rapturous greeting from his auntie. We are
a bit early so when we have reached the café I decide to unhook
the dog at last and he and Poppy, staging a comeback, enjoy some
good chasing before it is time to enter our compound.
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This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Davide, Anahita, Ofra, Ellie
and baby Jake’s mom – who also arrives with that cousin of Elvis,
Rocky. Elvis is here of course and he and Otto have their usual
tussle, breaking off every now and then to haunt the biscuit queue
– where I am active in addressing the needs of Ellie the Cocker,
Winnie, Lucky, Bailey and even a visiting Leonard. Davide has
brought some more soft chews that Dan wants me to add to my
blue bag; there are also some sandwich snacks that the dogs get
to enjoy. Daisy-Mae, in Janet’s lap, begins to bark at me and I do
manage to please the fussy lady with some Schmacko shards.
For some reason there are three kinds of biscuit available for the
human participants in this scene, though culinary maven Ellie tells
Ofra that she is not allowed to dunk any of them in her green tea.
Davide reports that he still needs attention on the camera function
of his phone but, even more ominous, Dan’s camera, the one that
has been making such an intrusive presence at the end of his selfie
stick, is broken as well. Travel plans are now discussed as Dan
and Davide are again taking Winnie to Sardinia at the end of the
month, Janet is off on a fjord cruise next month and Anahita will
take off next week for a return visit to Iran. “You have to bring
back some Iranian biscuits,” Ofra insists. “Biscuits,” I interrupt,
“how about bringing back some Iranian caviar?”
Wednesday, September 13:
A blustery night has given way to a bright but breezy morning as
Otto as I head for the park. Reaching the gate just in front of us I
can see a woman pushing a baby’s buggy and my first thought is
that this must be Georgie pushing Winnie. I am wrong – it’s only
a baby. Otto has to sniff every leaf as we make our way out to the
green but at last we arrive. I stand on the cricket crease while Otto
joins the chase, then we head for the Randolph roadway, where
Ofra and Ellie are sitting on a bench, soaking up the sun. Anahita
is soon here as well and this means that there is some early Elvis
action before it is time to report to the café.
For a midweek morning there is a good turnout – for in addition
to the three already-named ladies we have Janet, Georgie, Hanna,
Dan, Davide and Dmitri. It takes me a while to tip Bailey out
of my chair; he doesn’t seem to understand that I can’t open the
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biscuit bag until I have taken my seat. Soon he is scraping away
at my arm – just as well that I am wearing my leather jacket, the
one which bears almost a decade’s worth of his claw marks on its
sleeve. Bailey is soon joined by Ellie the Cocker, Flora, Winnie
and Leonard and a newly-groomed Daisy-Mae condescends to
take a few soft chews from the safety of Janet’s lap. (Janet has
posted a picture of the Shih-Tzu on Facebook, one that shows the
sulky madam fresh from yesterday’s beauty parlor.) Otto and Elvis
enjoy a play period out on the green supervised by Anahita.
Georgie reports that for the second day in a row she has been
given a school run assignment – even though no students
materialized. She, Janet, Dan and Davide have been to a
performance of Forty-Second Street last night and they seem to
have enjoyed the show very much. Ofra and Ellie are dreaming
of the banana cake they sometimes buy in the food hall of
Selfridges but Ellie says that unless they can buy it the moment
this emporium opens its doors the cake will never make it to the
park intact. Anahita reminds us not to bring any biscuits with us
tomorrow because it will be Nigel’s birthday and she is bringing
the cake.
Thursday, September 14:
From one of my windows, as I rise shortly after 7:00 this morning,
I can see half a dozen puzzled athletes wondering why no one
has bothered to open their gate into the Rec. In fact we usually
see park activity begin shortly after 6:00 – another change in the
schedule undertaken without any reference to what this might
portend for the park’s neighbors. By the time Otto and I are on our
way to the park, a few hours later, entry problems seem to have
been resolved and we can follow Dan and Winnie – whose waddle
now involves as much side-to-side motion as forward progress.
Caroline is just leaving with Leonard and the two Schnauzers have
some early chasing to accomplish first. I can see the birthday boy,
Nigel, on the Randolph roadway with Anahita and Ellie and, after
scooping up a poo, I head his way with the poo sack in one hand
and a birthday card in the other. “One of these is for you,” I say.
Drinks are on Nigel this morning, of course, and our ensemble
includes Anahita and Ellie but also Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna
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and a young mother with a toddler named Ollie (and no dog).
Ollie is fascinated by all the doggies and some of them, including
Otto, would just as soon snag that snack he has in one little hand. I
am busy dispensing treats to Winnie, Bailey, Ellie the Cocker and
Lucky, who sits in my lap in order to see what might be available
on the tabletop. Otto and Elvis are soon engaged in an epic
wrestling match but every now and then Elvis squeezes through
the bars and taunts his pal from a position of safety. Also outside
the bars is Stephen, walking with Will and Grace. I ask him if he
knows that they are actually reviving the famous TV series in the
States – with the original cast. He says he does know this and that
he is happy for there is a whole generation who don’t understand
how his dogs got their names. I do learn something new. I had
always thought that Will and Grace were Maltese but Stephen says
that they are half Maltese and half Chinese Crested Dog.
As promised, Anahita has brought some goodies with her this
morning – two boxes of muffins and a gluten-free Victoria sponge.
I tell Anahita that I was puzzled by a clue in my crossword puzzle
– “acted like a Persian” – discovering at last that the answer –
“mewed” – was a reference to a breed of cat and not the country
to which Anahita returns for a visit in a few days. After having
nothing to do for the last few days Georgie tells us that she had
two jobs, involving five children and two schools, this morning.
Janet announces that she will be taking Ellie the Cocker as well as
Daisy-Mae with her when she visits her sister in Kenilworth later
today. I have given Janet the assignment of producing a cover
for Dorothy’s novel, which Naomi and I have been editing for
publication on my website.
Friday, September 15:
This has been a week of sunny skies and chilly temperatures
and there is no change today as Otto and I head for the park. Out
on the green there is a lively scene and Otto is soon spoiled for
choice. Beanie is his most persistent partner (when she is not
jumping up on me) but after a while Otto spots Dan crossing
the green with Winnie – they are heading for Ellie and Teddy,
sitting on a bench in the sun on the Randolph roadway. Winnie is
introduced to a passing Pug named Melvin and, characteristically,
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she greets the newcomer with a head-butt. Otto follows and
continues on up the slopes of Mt. Bannister for a second poo,
then he accompanies me over the top of the hill and down to the
Carlton roadway. There is quite a mob awaiting the opening of
the café doors and, as soon as this act is accomplished, I join the
queue.
Unfortunately Teddy and Bailey join the queue as well, a matter
of some discomfort for the women in headscarves at the head
of the line. Outside, in addition to Ellie and Dan, we also have
Ofra, Georgie, Anahita, Renata and Hanna. Georgie has Lucky
with her and you can tell that this youngster has been taking
lessons in deportment from Winnie – since he spends most of the
session barking at me for biscuits. When Lurch delivers Georgie’s
poached egg Otto manages to escape – in order to catch up with
an outside Elvis – and eventually Anahita takes both of these dogs
out onto the green for some more play. Later I am greeted by the
unusual sight of Anahita carrying my pet across the grass on a
return journey. She explains that in a fight over a loose ball my
pet was more than usually assertive and she has decided to avoid
further conflict by picking the bruiser up.
I suggest that we need a gold star for Ellie, who has confounded
all expectations by showing up at our table every day for two
weeks in a row. She says she would rather be sitting on some
sunny Mediterranean balcony but we know she’s only kidding,
don’t we? In other news Ellie says that her older daughter,
Georgia, is getting ready to begin business studies at Sussex
University (not engineering at Exeter) and that Teddy, seeing the
suitcases, is already showing signs of distress. Georgie has again
had a long morning of it, with two jobs to complete instead of the
usual one, but she seems less distressed than earlier this week.
There is some conversation on the subject of one of her former
employers, the Truscott Arms on the Shirland Road. This pub has
had a checkered history of late, but, after several closures, it seems
that a young entrepreneur has now bought this establishment and
wants to turn it into a trendy gastro-pub. Dan, meanwhile, has
been tapping away at his telephone and the session ends with the
unhappy news that at the Parsons Green underground station a
bomb has injured over twenty people.
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Saturday, September 16:
It is a cold and gray morning as Otto and I make our way onto the
great green in Paddington Rec. The place is deserted. I decide to
keep Otto on lead as we circle this space, making a mental note
that my dog’s bum certainly needs some attention in the bathtub
when we get home. After our circuit we arrive at the cafe – and
there is no one here either. The café is open and I have only a
very little wait for my coffee but when I return to our table our
compound is still empty. Eventually I can see Ofra and Debbie in
front of the clubhouse and Nigel is not that far behind them – but
that is it.
I am the only one with a coffee cup this morning. Debbie has
Lucky with her this morning but she doesn’t linger for long. Ofra
calls Georgie, whose absence is a mystery, but we learn in this
fashion that our Scottish friend is awaiting the delivery of a new
sofa. Nigel says that he can’t stay for long since he has to prepare
scrambled eggs for twelve – a birthday breakfast for his niece.
He is here long enough for some spirited play between Elvis and
Otto, much of it out on the green. In their absence Bailey become
my sole customer this morning; Debbie, falling back on the
meager provisions allowed her Pucci, allows Lucky only one treat.
Elvis and Otto do eventually join the queue; Nigel says that out on
the green this pair terrorized all the other dogs. I’m sure this is an
exaggeration but I do say, “They don’t call them the Reggie and
Ronnie of the canine world for nothing.”
Debbie says that the magic of her retirement has again lost its
glow and she now works mornings for an Australian entrepreneur
in Eaton Square. Ofra says that Ricky wants to celebrate Rosh
Hashanah in Israel and she has been given the assignment of
looking for a cheap flight for herself – he will already be there on
business. Nigel is quite upset over yesterday’s terrorist attack at
Parsons Green, one for which ISIS has claimed responsibility, not
knowing what can be done to counter such random events and still
keep the city functioning normally. We agree that the explosion
could have been so much worse – the bomb failed to detonate
properly and there were no serious injuries among the 30 victims.
Ofra has parked her car on my side of the park this morning so
we walk with her toward our exit gate. On several occasions she
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has to break off the conversation since the mostly deaf Bailey,
confused by this new route home, has gone missing.
Sunday, September 17:
A cool and gray morning ushers us into the park on a gloomy
Sunday. When we reach the green I can see a number of dogs at
play in the middle but, for some reason, Otto shows no interest in
joining them and so, still on lead, we just complete another circuit
on our way to the café. I can see Janet, here with Daisy-Mae
and Ellie the Cocker, and this is a bit of a surprise since I didn’t
expect to see her until tomorrow. Heading up past the clubhouse
I can also see Ofra with Bailey and Georgie with eight-year-old
grandson, Oliver. Georgie has Sparkie and the Yorkie Chester with
her, while Oliver is walking Seamus.
By the time we are settled into our compound it is easy to see that
the turnout will be far more respectable today – with Dan, Davide,
Hanna and Dmitri bringing the total to nine. Unfortunately none
of the dogs present represent suitable play pals for Otto – though
he tries it on with several of them. Eventually he reconciles
himself to the other chief canine activity here, snacking. Sparkie,
Flora, Bailey, Ellie and Winnie soon join in. Dan and Davide say
that Winnie seems to be suffering from another bladder infection,
a diagnosis arrived at when the elderly Pug peed all over their
duvet last night. Janet reports that Ellie the Cocker, whom she
took with her on the visit to her sister, twice jumped into the local
river for a delighted swim. Janet adds that she is back a day early
because she is soon to take part in a new dog-sitting session and
wanted to meet the dog before accepting the assignment.
An arrest has been made in the Parsons Green terrorist bombing
but no one seems interested in talking about it this morning.
Dan asks Janet if she will order for him from Amazon Prime a
replacement for his broken camera. Georgie reports that she took
Oliver to the Rain Forest Café near Piccadilly Circus yesterday
and Dan asks Oliver if he ate any crocodile there. Ofra seeks
advice on where she might find a beach without black sand in
the Canaries. Davide says that he had an unpleasant time of it
on the return flight from Riyadh – when the passengers, many
of whom began to divest themselves of traditional garb as soon
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as the plane took off, treated him like a servant, snapping their
fingers in impatience. Finally I have to get an update on the soaps
from Georgie. She missed a great scene on Coronation Street
Friday when Maria, encouraged by her love rival Eva to knock
the hell out of a piñata, received a shower of brown liquid and the
immortal (if untruthful) line, “I told them I wanted milk chocolate,
not chocolate milk.” I also want to know why Jake keeps trying to
murder Jane on EastEnders. Georgie says it’s because she framed
him for the murder of daughter Lucy, even though she knew it was
her own son who had done Lucy in. Fair enough, then.
Monday, September 18:
A dark morning shows signs of brighter moments as Otto and I
(and the blue recycling bag) make our descent to street level at the
start of another week in the Rec. I unhook the dog so that he can
rush forward to greet Winnie and a number of additional dogs at
the margins of the green. He shows little interest in the animals in
the center and even Leonard gets only a passing notice – though
in this moment Caroline tells me that yesterday there were 32
Schnauzers assembled for the latest walk on Hampstead Heath.
Otto seems to be a man on a mission this morning and so, quite
rapidly, we reach the Randolph roadway, turn left at the tennis
courts, pass through the parking lot and turn left again for our
passage to the café.
Otto actually enters this establishment – perhaps because Bailey
and Teddy are already in the queue – but I get him into our
compound before heading inside myself. Those poor women
in headscarves are performing a tarantella in order to avoid the
attentions of Bailey – who can soon transfer his focus to my
blue bag. (There is an additional confusion since Shane is sitting
in my usual seat and the dogs think he must have the treats this
morning.) Janet is off playing tennis but today we do have Ofra,
Ellie, Davide and Georgie – with Vlad, back from his holiday
on Rhodes, at a little table in the corner. (Behind him, for some
unstated reason, they are ripping out all the bushes that stand
between our compound and the new entrance to the gym.) Otto
and Lucky have a good time playing at our feet – when they are
not joining the snacking queue, where Bailey and Winnie are also
active.
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Vlad has brought some fig-infused Turkish delight – well, I
suppose it can’t be called Turkish if it comes from Greece. Ellie
reports on the installation of her eldest daughter at a Sussex
University dorm Saturday. She says she was overwhelmed by the
rough trade, with its piercings, shaved heads and tattoos – who
qualify as students these days. Davide says that we shouldn’t
judge people by their appearance but I feel that you can gain
an insight into character – if that character considers personal
appearance to be the paramount purpose in life. Ellie says that she
will have to return next week with a chest of drawers since there
was so little space in the room for Georgia’s clothes. Ellie adds
that she was so exhausted by this Saturday assignment that she
spent all of Sunday in her pajamas. Ofra, for her part, passes on
to Davide the assignment of finding a cheap flight on Thursday to
Israel. Davide punches away at his phone and he does find a return
flight to Tel Aviv from Luton for only £206. But do we really
know anything about Wizz Airlines?
Tuesday, September 19:
There was a light rain falling during our late walk last night and
streets are still damp as Otto and I make our way up the Morshead
roadway. I can see that a direct assault on the cricket crease will
not be possible since a lawnmower is slowly circling this space. A
circuit of the green is also problematic since there is a huge mob
of school children foregathering near the bandstand and, on the
grass opposite, bleachers have been erected. I do think it is a bit
early in the school calendar for a sports day but these youngsters
are here only for the school photograph. My next best choice is to
head in the direction of the café and here we have Leonard lying
in wait. As we enter our compound Ellie says that two drunks
have been rolling around amid their empty beer cans on Mt.
Bannister and that she has alerted the security guards about this
presence.
In addition to Ellie we also have Janet, Dan, Davide and Ofra this
morning, with Georgie – still spitting feathers – a late arrival after
another complex work assignment. Lucky’s owner delivers her
pet to Janet, who will pass him on to Georgie, but before this can
take place Otto at last finds someone he can mug. I am kept busy
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doling out treats to Leonard, Bailey and Winnie; the latter has
been to the vets and is on antibiotics again. On Friday she begins
another expedition to Sardinia with Dan and Davide. The latter
has a return flight to L.A. to get through first. Janet says that this
is the second time she has been to the park this morning, having
earlier been here with Ellie the Cocker and her latest client, Hank.
The latter is a Sporting Lucas Terrier – yes there is such a breed,
but you’ll have to look it up.
Ofra slips a tenner into my pocket; it looks like a drug deal but
she is just paying me back for the five £2 coins I slipped to her
earlier. She says she hasn’t booked her flight to Tel Aviv yet but
today might be the day. Ellie says that today she will have an eye
test and this leads to a thorough discussion of the vision problems
of all those assembled here today. Ofra is advised to wait until her
next birthday, when an eye exam will be free. This is only one of
the things to look forward to – Ofra is always talking about the
free bus pass and there is some speculation that she may never
get off that bus once this pass arrives. Georgie has remembered
to bring the Turkish delight with her and many of us are soon
sprinkled in a shower of powdered sugar. As we get up to leave
it can be noted that, stumps and all, the bushes have now been
cleared from their old spot between our compound and the gym
entrance. Janet says she has asked the workmen what they intend
to do with the spot, where they are still digging, but they have
declined to offer any response.
Wednesday, September 20:
Although it is rather gray this morning we have been promised
a dry day and this is good news for me since I plan a major
expedition to Oxford Street when today’s park session is over.
We meet Linda, here with Pepper and Chica, just as we enter
our gate – she notes that perhaps it is time to arrange for another
grooming for the fuzzy Otto. I cross the green with my dog but he
has spotted some familiar faces on the Randolph roadway and so
he does not linger for long out here. Elvis is one of these faces and
so there is some early play before it is time to enter our compound
and get in the coffee queue.
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Our compound has undergone yet another transformation in our
absence since the large planter tubs have been dragged in front of
the two gates we use most often, necessitating new and awkward
entry and exit points. One consequence of this new arrangement
is that someone, getting used to the new gates, manages to let
Otto escape and I can see him waiting for me outside the café’s
front door as I wait for my cappuccino. Today we have Janet,
Georgie, Ellie, Nigel, Hanna and Vlad – it seems that Ofra has
indeed joined Ricky for New Year celebrations in Israel. The dogs,
including Seamus and Lucky (here with Georgie) are particularly
noisy this morning – barking en masse at any moving presence
outside our bars – with the rest of us calling for silence repeatedly.
Georgie, only a few minutes late this morning, says that with
multiple pick-ups and deliveries, a schedule always under
revision, and the necessity of taking a bus at the end of her stint
(she used to be dropped off by her driver) she might as well have
a full-time job. Nigel has been listening to Donald Trump’s speech
at the United Nations, a truth-telling session admixed with the
usual bluster and threats, and he thinks The Donald has made
several good points. Nigel and Ellie have both been preoccupied
with getting daughters settled at Uni this week – in Nigel’s case
daughter Anoushka is sharing a house with roommates in Leeds
and in Ellie’s case this installation actually brought her into
contact with the first Co-op supermarket in her life – she says she
was surprised by the quality and choice, which did not meet her
downmarket expectations.
I am the first to leave, prepping Cathy on her own leaving protocol
should I not be back before her stint is finished – things like
shutting the door to the sitting room and placing a box over the
letter chute lest any Schnauzer be tempted to open the post. I have
only six stops on my itinerary and I have a mostly successful
Oxford Street expedition – if only the sought-after items hadn’t
changed their positions since I was last here. (The frustrations of
such shopping puzzles have much to do with the move to on-line
shopping, no doubt.) With two huge and heavy shopping bags
and a backpack full of merchandise I take a cab home – where
Cathy has waited long after her usual leaving hour because Otto
had begun his abandonment whining. I do get a rapturous greeting
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from my dog – as though I had been gone three weeks instead of
three hours.
Thursday, September 21:
The sun has returned to the Maida Vale skies – though no one
would call it warm today – and we have to say goodbye to the
summer. Otto again bypasses the canine action in the middle of
the green – though the arrival of Poppy does stir some signs of
recognition and a little chasing at the far end. Then Otto spots
Ellie walking with Teddy and he follows this pair for a while, soon
rushing down the Randolph roadway at some speed. I can’t tell
why he should do this but my guess is that he has spotted someone
he knows. In fact it is Janet, here today with Daisy-Mae and Hank,
and now it is time to follow this grouping in the direction of the
café.
Joining Ellie and Janet we also have Dan, Hanna and Clare, here
with Harley the Pug. Dan fails in his efforts to silence Winnie,
who is standing in front of me and barking imperiously for treats.
When he puts her on his lap she now barks at the neighboring
dogs, furious that her source of sustenance has been foreclosed.
There are other claimants on my blue bag – Lucky, Otto, and
Harley among them. I find it interesting that the shaggy Hank is
the first to jump on my knee – he doesn’t even need the example
of my regular customers to know where the treats are. After we
have been seated for a while the owner of the little Schnauzer,
Hector, comes in and Hanna swoops Hector up into her lap for a
grand reunion. Daisy-Mae, the Greta Garbo of dogs, sits on her
own chair at her own little table in the corner.
I describe some of my adventures on Oxford Street yesterday –
Ellie says that most of her visits to Selfridges involve the food
halls, which I missed altogether. She also reports that there may
be bedbugs in the dorm room occupied by her collegiate daughter;
you can tell she is warming up to a fight with all of Sussex
University if this is true. Dan describes some of the itinerary that
he, Davide (and Winnie) will undertake starting on Saturday –
they are evidently having a stop-over at Mount Blanc. Many of
those present have been watching a TV series on how to stay
young. I haven’t but then I did walk 80 miles at age 79 (he said
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modestly). One of Janet’s tennis friends actually opens a gym
window in order to confer with her occasional partner. Finally,
after all that palaver, Ofra, we learn from Ellie, has flown to Tel
Aviv on BA, not Wizz Air.
Friday, September 22:
Well, the first day of autumn is far more pleasant than many a
summer predecessor – sunny, pleasant temperatures, bright blue
skies. Ahead of us I can see the Spanish woman who owns Lucky
hunting for someone to pass her pet to for a little daycare. Georgie
will end up with the little fellow but these days she is rarely here
at this early hour and that means that Janet will have to take
temporary custody. She is soon among us, with Hank, Ellie and
Daisy-Mae – and Otto gets in some good chasing near the metal
gazebo. In front of the gym workmen are laying bricks in much of
the area recently stripped of foliage but we somehow manage to
work our way around them and enter our compound.
Two women are sitting at one of our round tables, one with a
blonde toddler named Laurie and one with a delightful long-haired
Dachshund puppy named Mungo. The latter is ensconced in his
mommy’s lap but eventually he is put down so that he can explore
this space and the other dogs can have a good sniff. Lucky and
Otto soon begin to wrestle, though every now and then the smaller
dog wants a time out, using an empty chair next to me to bark out
his demands. (I tell him, “The part of Winnie is taken.”) Hank is
also a steady customer as is Ellie the Cocker. Ellie the human is
missing today (as is Ofra) but we do have Janet, Hanna, Georgie
and, at his little corner table, Vlad.
Laurie is soon seated in a highchair and using a spoon to scoop up
drifts of babycino. Then he makes a game of spinning his saucer
on the tabletop; I keep waiting for it to end up as potsherds but
it somehow survives. Hanna has brought with her some slices of
a cake she has baked, a kind of experimental version of one she
expects to bake for a MacMillan Cancer Support coffee morning.
She learns that Mungo’s mom is a first-time dog owner and advice
about diet and exercise follows. By the time she has offered a
warning on the dangers of fox poo it is a wonder that this woman
still wants a pet. Our return journey is marked, as it often is, by
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chance encounters with other dogs – as they exit and enter the
park. First we have the noisy Max, then the ebullient OES, Muffin,
then the mischievous Beanie and finally by a second Max, this one
a Jack Russell. Of course at such moments I am trying to get home
in an orderly fashion and Otto would just as soon stay and play.
Saturday, September 23:
About half an hour before our morning in the Rec there is a light
shower and I decide to put my rain jacket on (with Otto’s version
in a pocket). In the event these garments are not needed – but the
rain jacket does provide some protection against the chill of the
morning. Today is one of those days when park life is dominated
by the culture of the personal trainer. In the bandstand boxers
are pummeling one another, a young woman is using a fragile
low stone wall for step aerobics, one trainer is putting his charge
through exercises on a park bench and another has commandeered
the entire Trim Trail space, in which an exercise apparatus has
been erected, for his personal use – and yet another has attached
a stretch-rope to the little metal gazebo. You stroll among these
masters of the sweatshop at your peril.
I soon discover that my last minute change of outer garment has
had one uncomfortable dividend – there are no poo poo bags in
the rain jacket. I have to rely on emergency measures at such
moments – that is the blue bag containing the dog treats has to be
torn apart so that I can perform my clean-up duties. Janet gives
me some replacements when we sit down at the café (which is
advertising for a new chef in its windows). We are joined by
Georgie, here with Sparkie, Bailey, visiting Pugs named Elsie
and Peggy, by Hanna, and eventually by Shane and a friend.
They are accompanied by Bullet, Rocky and a Dachshund named
Rufus. Otto thinks Rocky might be the missing Elvis but that is
certainly not going to work. I have to take all the treats out of
my pocket and pile them up on the tabletop – they are soon gone
this morning and none of the dogs can believe they have eaten
everything. Janet has brought Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and
Hank; the latter tries to climb into my lap in pursuit of biscuits.
Janet reports that, after a session of Daisy-Mae worship, Oscar
the Schnauzer has run out of the park, his owner in pursuit and,
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since they haven’t been seen since, she is quite worried. She has
her camera out so that she can send the daily photo of Hank to his
owners. Georgie says that she remembers the name of the Pugs
with reference to soap opera characters, Elsie Tanner and Peggy
Mitchell – Peggy the Pug is also a blonde, for instance. There is a
natural transition from this subject to recent events on EastEnders,
where, last night, a character from the Eighties made a sudden
reappearance. Georgie says she recognized the actor playing
the villainous Wilmot-Brown (I didn’t) but she and Janet can’t
remember this character’s first name. Janet says that if anyone can
remember this it would be me. I come up with “James” and Janet
immediately tests this theory with the aid of Mr. Google. I can’t
remember many of the names of towns I have walked through but
I am spot on with this answer.
Sunday, September 24:
As we enter the park on a beautiful, sunny Sunday morning we
have to step over the ripped garbage bags that litter the pavement.
In this case there is no doubt whom to blame for this mess; it is
Mr. Fox and, in fact, during our late night walk he stepped through
the bars, spotted us, returned to a safer space within the park and
stared at us brazenly as he sat on the Morshead roadway. Otto
was apoplectic, naturally, but he seems to have recovered his
usual aplomb this morning and we are soon marching over the
surprisingly empty green. I can see Janet, with Ellie the Cocker
and Hank, heading for the Randolph exit, and I am therefore quite
surprised to discover Daisy-Mae, all by herself, outside the gate
to our compound. Soon Janet, realizing she is missing someone,
returns to reclaim her pet. She says that Daisy-Mae just decides
that she has done enough walking and stages a sit-down strike, as
today.
Georgie soon arrives with Sparkie and Chester and we have
Hanna and Nigel here as well. The presence of Elvis energizes
Otto but when Nigel says he wants to undertake another circuit
of the green it is decided that Otto can accompany this party. We
have a lot of problems getting this expedition underway. First
Otto won’t go out of our compound, then Elvis comes in, then
they both go out and both come in again. After about five minutes
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I can see that Otto has grown anxious about the separation and
has come dashing back to me. I let him in and he joins the biscuit
queue, where Hank and Ellie are well ahead of him in their treat
consumption. Linda also comes in with Pepper and Chica and
these dogs get biscuits as well.
Janet says that after a heart-stopping ramble among the whizzing
cars on Randolph Avenue Oscar the Schnauzer was at last
cornered, with five other citizens helping his tearful owner in
the recapture of his pet. Oscar has been sentenced to two weeks
on lead – though I can’t be sure that the naughty fellow is going
to associate the crime with its punishment. Several of us have
watched the first night of competition on Strictly Come Dancing,
a marathon affair with fifteen contestants, and there is some
discussion on how each fared and reflections on the absence of
Len Goodman as head judge and, of course, the passing of host
Bruce Forsythe. Both Janet and I have just received, in change,
our first version of the new plasticized £10 note. With all changes
in currency there comes the problem of when older versions will
no longer be accepted (I have this problem every time I visit
Sweden) and, in particular, when the old £1 coin will cease to be
useful. Georgie thinks she remembers October, but is that October
1 or October 31?
Monday, September 25:
I can see umbrellas at attention as I peer through the window for
the first time this morning, but by the time Otto and I are ready to
deliver our blue recycling bag to the pavement, the moisture has
come to an end – though it remains gray and humid throughout
our session in the park. Ahead of us on the Morshead roadway we
have Shane and his Bullet and Otto dances forward in greeting
– continuing across the green, where, after dumping Beanie on her
back, he continues to the far side. He is startled a bit by a phalanx
of lady joggers, thundering along the pathways over here. One
of them says, good-naturedly, “These dogs are just like babies;
they never look where they are going.” It seems as though Otto
would just as soon follow Beanie out of the park so I put him on
lead and we pass behind the tennis courts and through the parking
lot and the little doggy exercise area in order to reach the Carlton
roadway.
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At the café there is a very meager turnout, just Georgie and Ellie
initially – though Hanna does show up just when the rest of us
are ready to leave. Shane notices these poor numbers as he passes
by and so we have to explain that Janet plays tennis on Monday
mornings and that Dan, Davide, and Ofra are all away. Georgie
has brought Seamus and Lucky with her and the latter provides
Otto with some useful wrestling competition. Lucky can still
squeeze through the bars and as Georgie and I are standing at the
coffee counter he streaks by in search of his surrogate mommy. I
sprinkle some tiny dog treats onto my knees in order to satisfy the
hunger of Otto and his pals.
Ellie reports that, indeed, she has undertaken another drive down
to Sussex University – where she has already determined that her
daughter’s dorm room needs a tidy-up. (With all of these trips to
Brighton, I tell her, it’s just lucky that Georgia wasn’t admitted to
St. Andrews.) Georgie tells us that, at home, she still has the sofa
that is now redundant after the delivery of its successor, but she is
reluctant to call the council to arrange for its removal because the
dogs, especially Bailey, like to lie on its cushions. Bailey should
be going home tonight, or so Ofra has told her, but Ellie now says
that Ofra is not coming back to London until tomorrow – a typical
instance of Ofraic confusion. Only as we get up to head for home
does the tractor, outside our gate, cease its whining noise – the
task of moving all the extra earth from the spot in front of the gym
completed at last.
Tuesday, September 26:
As we pass the Morshead Road doggy area Otto spots his
disgraced cousin Oscar, allowed off-lead in here at least. The two
dogs have much to say to one another, through the bars, and then
we continue on to the green – where I can count up to fifteen dog
owners milling about as their animals have a great play period.
Janet is out here, taking delivery on Lucky, and this means that
Otto has someone to chase and mug. It looks like an unequal
contest, though observers can’t see that this process always ends
up with Lucky asking for more or that Otto allows smaller foes
their turns on top. In the meantime Dave, owner of little Sid,
who always exchanges fulsome greetings with my pet, describes
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Otto as “a barrel-chested bully,” and even Ellie says that if Lucky
resembles a cricket player Otto is definitely into rugby.
Janet, Georgie and Ellie are the only visitors to our doggy
compound this morning. Janet has brought with her (for my
blue bag) some large doggy treats in the shape of sausage rolls;
these prove to be very popular and even Daisy-Mae and Ellie the
Cocker manage to get their teeth into these specimens – it’s just
as well that there are no dentally-challenged dogs in the line-up
today. Otto and Lucky resume their wrestling, joining Ellie and
Seamus in barking at passersby. In the latter category there are
lots of pounding pram moms but one wonders how they will get
on when the park expects hundreds of visitors for some event
tomorrow. They are erecting tents in front of the clubhouse now
and Metty has evidently been warned that there will be coffeeseekers as early as 7:00 tomorrow.
Teddy, stationed in Ellie’s lap, refuses his own dry pellets –
hoping for something better, no doubt. Ellie says that at home her
Robert indulges the little fellow in all of his food fantasies. While
Janet is noting that it is only in the park that Daisy-Mae sits in her
lap, Ellie says that Teddy likes to sit in her lap at all times – since
this means that she can’t leave the house without him. I mention
that this afternoon I have to leave Otto as I go off to have a haircut
and that I plan to roll one of the new sausage rolls down the hall
as I depart. Janet now reports that Renata has been involved in a
traffic accident – when a car rear-ended her Mazda Miata and the
force of this collision pushed her into the back of a car in front as
well. Janet says Renata was not injured by that they are saying her
car, a spiffy convertible that was her pride and joy, is a write-off.
Wednesday, September 27:
We don’t have to go to the park today – it comes to us in the form
of loud music throbbing away at 7:30 in the morning. Today is
National Fitness Day, as signs that went up only yesterday, have
informed us, and I have to assume that the unwanted noise must
be a necessary part of fitness. When it is time to accompany Otto
on his morning exercise (“everybody active”) I spot Linda just
ahead of us with Pepper and Chica and we accompany this party
on a circuit of the green – the dog owners have been excluded
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from their usual activity, with security personnel standing guard
in front of a giant TV screen so that there is no mistaking their
exclusion.
The café, with Vicky in charge, opened at 7:30 this morning to
deal with the hordes of Fitness aficionados, though she says that
they have failed to materialize so far. I sit down with Ellie, Ofra
and Janet – Georgie never makes it this morning. Jan Prendergast
stops by to say hello and I get to vent a bit about this imposition
on neighborhood life. Our councilor says that she has told them
they they started too early and that the music is too loud and so
I feel a bit better. She asks if the neighborhood wasn’t leafleted
about this activity but I have to tell her that, even though I live
within yards of the Rec, I received no such advanced warning.
Janet has taken delivery on Lucky again so he and Otto have a
good play period while we drink our coffee. I have off-loaded
some of the puppy sausage rolls brought in by Janet yesterday and
I mix these with at least three other kinds of puppy treat in my
disbursements.
Ofra, who is deeply tanned, says she really worked on this in
Israel since she knows that she will not see bright sunshine for
some months now. She also adds that she is already fretting
about the post-Yom Kippur meal she must prepare – the soup
alone takes two days. Perhaps there is a natural transition from
chicken soup to the subject of hatchlings at Wendy’s – but no
one knows if the chicks have emerged yet. Janet raises the death
of Corrie actress Liz Dawn – who played Vera Duckworth for
thirty-three years. I tell the others that I met Liz once – shortly
after our migration to the UK she was opening a gaming arcade
on Portobello Road and I actually got her autograph; I wonder
what became of it. Behind us, meanwhile, they are ramping up
the backbeat as they attempt to inspire groups of school kids
into making some dance moves. The master or ceremonies is
none other than track great Colin Jackson and after he has made
introductory remarks he gives way to a minor pop star who, before
offering us one of his numbers, passes on to the kids a lesson on
the charms of the double negative.
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Thursday, September 28:
It is hard to tell what the weather will be this morning. After a
rain that fell through most of the night (catching us on our latenight walk) the sun is now making an occasional appearance – but
there are still dark periods as well. Many leaves have come down
during the night and some of these are being blown into useful
piles as we make our way up the Morshead roadway and onto the
green. Otto eventually discovers that Lucky is here with Janet and
he manages to get in some early tussling on the wet grass while
Daisy-Mae, sitting on the Randolph roadway, looks imperiously
on.
There is a surprise when we reach our compound – the chairs are
still inside the closed café. The Professor soon appears and this
deficiency is repaired; he even takes our orders while he is at work
with the chairs. Ofra soon arrives and Georgie is only ten minutes
late today but Ellie, who is in the park, is meeting a friend and we
never see her at our table. Bailey sits in an empty chair on my left
and soon he is into his beseeching mode. Lucky is not far behind
but he adopts an even more brazen approach – jumping into my
lap so that he can be only a few inches from the blue bag. Otto is
not jealous of this arrival but after a while he does grow frustrated
– why are you up there when you should be down here, wrestling
with me?
They seem to be lining up chairs on the green for some ceremony
and the flags celebrating National Fitness Day are still out there
but I have to say that most of the noise had died down by the
time I returned from Sainsbury’s at noon yesterday. I also learn
that if we had been here at 7:30 we could have had Strictly judge
Darcey Bussell leading the exercise session. Ofra evidently had
her photo taken with Colin Jackson and the evidence for this is
passed around on her phone. She adds that one of the reasons for
her recent trip to Israel was to sign the papers confirming the sale
of her late mother’s flat – the end of an era. Another landmark
has evidently been achieved at Wendy’s house – two chicks
have hatched after an intensive period of incubation. Janet is the
first to depart today, heading over to the courts to see if she is
needed as a tennis partner for anyone. Otto and I follow Georgie
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in the opposite direction – I still can’t tell if we are due for any
additional rain.
Friday, September 29:
An early morning rain has been falling for several hours when
Otto and I, rain jackets and umbrella in place, have to make
our usual park entrance. Banners still decorate one end of the
green, even though Fitness Day is history, but the unhappy
weather has mitigated against any canine presence out here. I
decide to undertake a circuit, a process impeded somewhat by
the appearance of a crouching Beanie, who needs to be chased
even though my dog is still on lead. (I wish these dogs would not
wrestle at my feet – either I will step on one of them or they will
trip me up.) By the time I have completed my circle the rain has
stopped.
A sour woman is sitting at our table, with two dogs milling about,
as she waits for the café to open its doors. When she gets up to
order her coffee I follow but I can see a mishap in the making.
Janet has just arrived with Daisy-Mae, Lucky and Elvis in tow,
and as she opens the gate on the green-side the smaller of this
lady’s dogs makes a run for it. The woman has spotted this as well
and rushes outside to recover her pet – who has now been joined
by the larger dog, who has made an easy escape because this
gate doesn’t close properly. Janet reports, when everyone is back
in place, that this is the second time she has received a tonguelashing this morning as, earlier, her charges have run onto the
tennis courts, earning Janet a stern lecture – even though she says
that the gate had been left open here and the dogs can’t read. Ofra,
Ellie and Georgie are also here this morning and I am soon at
work satisfying canine hunger pangs. The dogs are very noisy this
morning, barking at all and sundry. I notice that Otto seems more
interested in mugging Lucky than in wrestling with Elvis. Perhaps
this is why Lucky, who looks like a drowned rat, spends much of
the session in my lap – now I will have to change my trousers as
soon as I get home.
The ladies spend a lot of time comparing methods for cooking the
humble potato – I remember when it was rice that received the
same attention. The food story of the moment involves chicken
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(no, not Wendy’s) since the UK’s chief supplier of chickens to
supermarket chains has been exposed as rather lax in its hygiene
and dishonest in its sell-by date labeling. (The conclusion – by
the time you have nuked your chicken you probably have nothing
to worry about.) There is also some discussion of the passing of
Playboy entrepreneur, Hugh Hefner, at age 91. Janet says that
on the news last night she recognized an old-friend, a model and
manager, who was being interviewed on her experiences in the
Playboy world. By the time we are ready to leave the sun has
actually made an appearance. We have been preceded in our
departure by the sour woman and her two dogs. She has left the
gate open.
Saturday, September 30:
Another very dark morning is showing some signs of brightness
as Otto and I head for our Saturday morning in the park. Out on
the green a large black Lab has just lifted a leg against a woman’s
track pants but she just laughs; I have two thoughts …. great
that she just laughs and, even better, great that it wasn’t my dog
who has committed this crime. This crime, but he has just stolen
another animal’s tennis ball and he has his eye on a radio operated
mini-sports car that some kid has whizzing up and down the
Randolph roadway. I distract him with the arrival of Janet, who
has Elvis, Leonard and Daisy-Mae in tow and we rise to meet
them – discovering that Oscar, still on lead, is up here with his
daddies.
Georgie is just arriving at the café with Sparkie (whom we
usually see only on Saturdays these days), Seamus and a new
long-term boarder, Ada, an eighteen-month-old Schnauzer lady,
who immediately exercises a certain fascination for my pet. With
Elvis also in evidence I am sure that Otto has plenty to distract
him as I head off for the Vineyard Chemists, where I have some
prescriptions waiting for me. This is a well-timed visit since here
they offer to give me this year’s flu shot – saving me a long wait
at one of the Randolph Surgery’s open days. By the time I have
returned to the café we have also been joined by Lisa, here with
Flora. Our dogs, as usual these days, are more interested in the
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passing parade of other park dogs than they are in snacking – and
it is another noisy morning.
Janet reports that Caroline’s cat, who went missing for days and
then returned with a broken leg (after a collision with a car) has
had the limb amputated and is still in hospital. There seems to
be a profound knowledge of the prognosis in such cases since
both Janet and Georgie are regular viewers of TV shows in which
talented vets seem to produce miracles. Other TV fare now comes
under investigation, with particular attention to last night’s edition
of Gogglebox. One of the reasons I like watching this show is that
now I don’t have to watch most of the programming under review.
Hank is now outside our compound and the dogs are offering such
a vociferous greeting that it is hard to collar them all when it is
time to leave. Georgie reminds me, before I start off with Otto,
that my meds are still lying on the tabletop.
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Sunday, October 1:
Again Otto and I have encountered a light late-night rain and
again it is gray, damp and threatening as we begin another month
in the park. At our usual entrance gate we meet up with Georgie
– who has Sparkie, Dudley and Ada with her this morning and
there is an initial exchange of shrieks and tangled leads. Out
on the green Otto again steals another dog’s ball but his chief
entertainment comes with a face-off against Leonard and Elvis –
whom Janet has brought with her today. These two dogs hunker
down side-by-side facing Otto as we watch to see who blinks first.
In fact it is Leonard who makes the first move – whereupon Otto
rushes forward to attack Elvis.
Am I invisible? I am used to Ofra pushing to the front of the
coffee queue, but Vlad as well? The latter, fearing the return of
rain, sits with us today; Dmitri is here as well and a woman with
two hockeyettes and three dogs (one missing a leg) takes a little
table behind us. Ada is not behind in coming forward, joining the
biscuit queue and sparring a bit with Otto. We now have three
shrieking Schnauzers rushing the fences whenever there is a need
for protest – Leonard remains the noisiest of the lot. Meanwhile
Dudley, Flora and Bailey are scratching at my arms in an attempt
to speed up the distribution of foodstuffs. Dmitri is impressed by
the persistence of Bailey, who uses an empty chair to rummage
through the tabletop goodies.
Dmitri tells me that his real name is Dimitrios but I have to tell
him that my spellcheck makes this an unlikely choice. He has
returned from the Continent via Eurostar from Brussels and will
soon make a quick return as well but last night he wanted to be
present when daughter Isabella had a spot in a cabaret lineup;
she likes the music of the 70’s and sang “Hotel California” and
“You’re So Vain.” Ofra describes her day of fasting and offers
some end-of-fast dividends, a cake soaked in brandy (“Good – I
like to drink before flying a plane,” says Dimi) and, for me, a
tub of chopped chicken liver. (Ofra is still upset that no other
member of her family would attend synagogue with her at this
holiday time.) There is some speculation on who might be the first
celebrity to be ejected in tonight’s Strictly results show – but no
one wants to make a prediction.
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Monday, October 2:
I could have used a scarf this morning because there is a
chill wind blowing across the otherwise sunny landscapes of
Paddington Rec. Banner poles are still erect, though listing a bit,
on the green – they have been here since National Fitness Day,
adding just one more element in that spate of advertising that
greets one increasingly on one park surface after another these
days – “Everyone Active – but pay us first.” Otto dashes as far as
the cricket crease, greeting Olive and Lenny’s Wheaten Terrier
Cleo, and then he spots Ellie walking with Teddy on the Randolph
roadway. Teddy actually chases Otto for a bit – thereby getting in
his exercise for the month of October – but soon there is a major
distraction in the form of Sanchez, a thirteen-week-old English
Bulldog puppy. Otto plays with this big-pawed sweetie for a bit
and then we head for the café.
In addition to Ellie we also have Ofra and Georgie. Mondays are
the latter’s early day in the new work week – Janet, by contrast,
plays tennis on Mondays. The veteran hoverer, Melanie, also
comes by for a visit; she has evidently not moved to Highgate,
as expected; her Rufus has much to add to the barking brigade.
Shane also makes a flying visit, though he does sit down. Otto
tries to get in some good wrestling with Lucky but the latter
squeezes through the bars and this is so frustrating that when
Georgie goes out to bring him back, my pet goes overboard in
his attacks and he has to be lectured on “playing nicely.” Lucky,
Bailey and Otto seem to be the only animals interested in my blue
bag this morning.
Georgie, who last week abandoned the poached-egg-on-toast
routine for a bacon sandwich, chooses a sausage sandwich this
morning – but she doesn’t seem to be enjoying it much and the
bacon and tomato sandwich that Ellie and Ofra share also earns
unsatisfactory reviews. Ellie has several important bits of news
to add to the conversation. First, Teddy finished off September
with eighteen holes of golf as he followed daddy from hole to
hole at Wentworth, an exhausting experience evidently. Then,
in Brighton, daughter Georgia is complaining that there are no
sushi restaurants here – undoubtedly a mistake. Georgia, to the
distress of all the others members of the family, has dyed her her
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black (“She looks like a Goth on drugs”) but she has changed her
own bed. Ofra says that she has urged her Lee to experiment with
cosmetic alterations but Lee remains a devotee of the natural look.
Out on the green Shane is shouting that he has just been injured
by park leaves – which are blowing up a treat – and that we are all
witnesses. In fact, the wind has knocked over the banner poles –
proving that an ill wind can blow some good.
Tuesday, October 3:
The morning is a sunny one, though it is quite chilly and I have
remembered to wear the gray scarf that Ofra passed on to me
last month. Otto is excited to see Lucky, making his way up the
Morshead roadway ahead of us, but when we reach the green we
encounter Ellie, walking with Teddy and the latter chases around
with Otto a bit as we complete a circuit of the green. Well, not
quite complete – for by the time we have reached the Randolph
roadway Otto has spotted Janet and he has left our party in favor
of one that includes Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Lucky –
yes, in the interim, Lucky has been passed on to Janet who will
pass him on to Georgie. Much time is spent out in the middle of
the green now – where the sun is providing a little warmth and,
indeed, Ofra and Ellie would really like to bring their coffee
out here in preference to our usual spot beneath the shady blue
umbrella.
Georgie, complaining of slow-moving traffic, eventually arrives
and we also have Anahita with us this morning – back from almost
two weeks in Iran. Otto has a good time playing with his friend,
Elvis. I am kept busy supplying the dogs with treats from my
blue bag but one of these is mistaken by Anahita for a forbidden
piece of chocolate and she snatches the treat from Elvis’s mouth,
turning almost white in her anxiety as she does so. The others
have to assure her that there is no way Elvis could have gotten
any chocolate here and, as Janet says, a dog has to eat a great deal
of the stuff for there would be any danger. Relaxed a bit by this
reassurance, Anahita then takes Otto and Elvis out onto the green
for about ten minutes of play.
Anahita has brought with her some human treats from Iran –
including some fresh cashews, the nut embedded in an outer
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skin, and some lovely date biscuits. She passes around photos
of her mother’s home and the ladies discuss whether or not is is
safe to travel to Iran these days. Is it safe to travel to Barcelona,
where there have been riots as Catalonia expresses an interest
in independence – or Las Vegas, where the death of close to
60 people at an outdoor concert dominates conversation? The
massacre, with 500 also injured, came at the hands of a citizen
with automatic weaponry – firing from the Mandalay Bay Hotel –
and, as an American, I have great difficulty dealing with the vexed
question of how it can be that there is no impediment to such
unregulated amassing of deadly arsenals – with such devastating
effect. On a happier travel note, Janet announces that tomorrow
she will be off on her brief Norwegian cruise.
Wednesday, October 4:
Otto has not had the best of nights – for shortly before it was time
for us to retire I noticed that he had disgorged most of his evening
meal onto the carpet between hall and sitting room. There was
no foam or bile present and the only other worrying sign came
when he left the bed for half an hour or so after midnight. This
morning I discover a second throw-up spot, a corner of one of the
living room sofas – it is my good luck that Cathy is due shortly.
She too has a complaint – the bins outside the Essendine entrance
to the park have mysteriously disappeared and since she always
leaves with a bag of garbage this could be a problem for her if
this situation prevails. The bins are still in situ at the Morshead
Road park entrance when Otto and I arrive for our morning in the
Rec a few minutes later. Just as we reach the green a lively Yorkie
engages my pet in some spirited chasing and then we continue
on to the cricket crease. Naturally I am concerned over the state
of the dog’s poo – another telling detail in any analysis of real
stomach problems – but Otto’s contributions in this category are
just fine, though he is again having problems squeezing them out.
Ellie and Ofra are again sitting on a bench facing the green,
staring into the sun, and Otto rushes over to greet them before we
shift our attentions to the café itself. Wendy, here with Renata’s
Maxi, is already in the queue and eventually we are also joined
by Vlad and Lisa. Otto has no one to play with but he does show
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considerable interest in my blue bag – actually another good
sign. In his shadow other dogs come forward for their treats as
well – Bailey and Flora foremost. A surprising new entrant in this
category is Teddy, who is soon nosing around the blue bag itself,
and he accepts a number of Schmacko shards after selecting an
empty chair on my left. Ellie is wondering where Lucky is – since,
with Janet away, she has promised to keep an eye on him until
Georgie arrives. But a phone call reveals that Georgie isn’t going
to make it here at all today and Lucky duties can be deferred until
tomorrow.
Ellie has brought some Lotus biscuits (“sounds like they should
come from Taiwan,” she says) and there is some confusion over
whether it is permissible to dunk these in tea as well as coffee.
Wendy says that only one of the fertilized chicks has hatched but
that her Hetty has, indeed, taken on her maternal duties and all is
well in this category. Ellie reports that her mother has fallen in the
street and hurt nose and eye – though, fortunately no bones were
broken and the faller has refused to see a doctor or go to hospital.
Ellie’s own bones come under examination as she complains that
her bum ankle has been giving her problems and she may need
another injection. She really needs an ankle replacement but she
and the specialist have quarreled over what surgery to perform –
with Ellie rejecting a procedure that would mean no more high
heels. (The specialist has complained to her GP that the patient
seems more concerned with her footwear than her foot.) It takes
us a while to make our exit this morning since a number of dogs
show an interest in my pet. Among these is the delightful English
Sheep Dog, Muffin. Muffin lives in a basement flat on Elgin
Avenue and that means that, a few minutes later, when I need to
fetch laundry from 123 Cleaners, I pass her twice as she stares
longingly from her gate.
Thursday, October 5:
Otto seems to have recovered most of his lively demeanor after
a quiet night, one that ended a day of self-imposed starvation
– he did eat his “lunch” after we returned from our late-night
walk. I never heard any tummy rumbling, his poo remained
solid enough and Cathy has done a good job on the sitting room
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stains. This morning he is running up and down the hall with a
toy in his mouth but I am a bit worried about the weather – fortyfive minutes before departure the skies darken dramatically, the
winds increase in intensity and there is a brief but violent shower.
Fortunately this is the last of the stormy weather and the sun is
shining brightly as we head for the park a few minutes later.
Otto dances across the green and considers his options. A lady
jogger is heading down the slopes of Mt. Bannister and he takes
exception to her use of the mobile phone, growling suspiciously.
I divert him with the promise of an ascent of this peak ourselves
and soon we have reached the top and begun a descent to the
Carlton roadway. Ofra and Ellie have arrived by the time we reach
the café but, as Teddy and Bailey are waiting their turns in the
coffee queue, Otto is the only figure inside our compound when I
return with my coffee. Shane has been here with Bullet but after
comparing O and E to two Cinderella witches, he departs. Lucky’s
owner comes in to hand her pet on to Ellie and a few minutes later
Georgie, Seamus in tow, takes delivery on the fellow – but she has
a hospital appointment and doesn’t stay. That means that the only
other tablemate this morning is Ellie’s friend, the woman with the
nine-year-old Schnauzer named Millie. The woman’s name, to
add to our confusion is also Elly; perhaps, because of her Greek
ancestry, I shall call her Hellas Elly.
After we have been seated for a few minutes Stephen comes
by with Will and Grace; asked where he has been, he answers
Catalonia – another reflection on this region’s attempts to distance
itself from Spain. (Stephen was in Barcelona during the recent
riots.) Today there is a lot of chatter about London restaurants –
as our Ellie attempts to make a reservation for Sunday using her
mobile phone. Ofra says she is devoted to Nobu but not the one
in New York, only the one in London. (Ellie says the best Nobu
is in Malibu – so there.) Otto, having been deprived of all play
partners, tries to amuse himself by stealing Millie’s orange ball
but this doesn’t really work. Curiously, as we begin our homeward
march, we meet a second lady Schnauzer. This one is a black,
fourteen-week-old puppy named Winter. As we pass the outdoor
exercise area I can see Christopher seated on one of the squeaky
chairs while Ziggy and Noli wait patiently trackside.
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Friday, October 6:
Although it is quite chilly this morning there is also a bright
sunshine to provide some cheer and by the time we have reached
the green we are ready to enter a lively canine scene. Before
we can do this we meet Ellie with Teddy and Lucky – the latter
having been turned over to Ellie for transfer to Georgie a little
later. Ellie is also in the middle of a phone conversation so
perhaps she doesn’t need the additional problems that come when
Otto mugs Lucky. I take the latter’s lead and now we head out to
the cricket crease and on to the Randolph roadway. It is too early
for a transfer to the café so we just follow Otto, who turns right
at the tennis courts and leads us uphill until we have arrived at
the green again. Now we can see the characteristic red and black
silhouette of Ofra, standing in front of the gym, and we head here.
Ellie is reluctant to let Lucky off-lead, even here – where he can
squeeze through the bars – so I hang on to him while she fetches
my coffee. Soon Georgie arrives, with Ellie the Cocker, and we
also have Lisa and Linda. The latter comes in with Pepper and
Chica and we talk about an expedition to Regent’s Park this
afternoon. Ellie objects to the leaf-filled water bowl and Ofra
refreshes this with fresh water from the tap on the wall. Lucky
now jumps into my lap, the better to peek into my blue bag but
this gesture is resented by Otto – who would prefer to have his
play-pal closer to hand (or paw, perhaps). Bailey, Ellie, and Flora
keep me busy with their demands for treats and even Teddy, in
Ellie’s lap, eyes the blue bag with intent.
Ofra is suffering from toothache this morning and what to do
about this, given her fear of dentistry, dominates our morning
conversation. Ellie doses her friend with a painkiller but this is
unlikely to last for long since Ofra says she actually has a hole
in the the affected tooth. They evidently sell some temporary
filler at Boots (“Hole-Be-Gone”?) but this is also but a shortterm expedient. At last Ellie picks up the phone and tries to
make a dental appointment for her friend – unfortunately the
next available opening is not until next Tuesday. Georgie is
complaining of the cold so we now get up to make our homeward
journeys – Lisa walking with us as far as the Morshead gate
before turning Flora over and heading back to the gym. My
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additional exercise will have to wait for this afternoon’s walk in
Regent’s Park.
Saturday, October 7:
Well, Otto had a wonderful time in Regent’s Park yesterday
afternoon. Pepper trotted along gamely but my dog ran back
and forth, pursuing a toy and chasing after Linda and son Liam,
who had just finished his MA work at King’s College. The dog
certainly slept well after all this exercise but today he seems ready
to go for another lively morning in the park. It is a cold and gray
day but the park is full of people. They have removed the final
banner poles from the green – that’s the good news – but the bad
news comes in the form of the boom box of a personal trainer who
is broadcasting to the rest of us from his perch in the bandstand.
Otto tries it on with a number of dogs, looking for someone to
chase, and Natasha’s Millie tries it on with me – hoping I will
make an early move to open the blue bag.
We have a better turnout at coffee than I might have expected
– even though Ellie never comes on the weekends, Hanna has
been battling a virus, and Janet won’t return from her cruise until
tomorrow. Dan and Davide are back and Otto is delighted to have
Winnie to kiss again. Georgie is here with Ada, Sparkie, Flora
and Daisy-Mae and Nigel has brought Elvis. Wendy is here again
with Maxi and I hang on to the Poodle’s lead while she is inside
getting her coffee. Ofra is here with Bailey and her sore tooth –
nevertheless she manages to use only one side of her mouth to
down a Sardinian nougat with honey and nuts. The dogs are soon
lining up for treats and Daisy-Mae, in Janet’s empty chair, is
barking at me as well. At one point Nigel takes Otto back onto the
green so that he can run around a bit with Elvis.
Nigel is just back from attending a memorial service in Pittsburgh
for an uncle, Allan H. Meltzer, one of America’s most influential
economists, and he describes his dispiriting experiences with
Delta Airlines. Of course we hear in great detail (illustrated with
videos) of Davide and Dan’s recent expedition to Sardinia –
Winnie evidently had a wonderful time. Georgie keeps saying that
she needs to get home in order to make preparations for a visit
from daughter Lynne and Ofra says that the coat she is wearing
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comes from Uniqlo and is intended for a sister in Israel – but she
is trying to see if it is warm enough (Ofra must be the only one of
us who wants it to be colder than it actually is this morning). Dan
now objects to the problems with the compound’s gates and agrees
that we need to shove the planters around ourselves in order to
restore our original configuration. It takes quite a while to reach
our exit gate – with Daisy-Mae thinking she should be heading
for home rather than back to Georgie’s and Davide (off to Mexico
City next) having to go back to fetch a walk-shy Winnie.
Sunday, October 8:
For the first time in months I decide to abandon my baseball cap
for a black wool knitted version – though it is bright enough
outside and there is even some warmth in the sun. Otto rushes up
the Morshead roadway to greet Winnie, here with Dan, and then
he has to endure the attentions of a Jack Russell named Jack –
though this is not the elderly brother of Lucky the Corgi. We cross
the green and by the time we have reached the Randolph roadway
Otto has a found a little dog to chase. This fellow belongs to a
lady with a baby buggy and from this she plucks a toddler – who
is delighted to be included in the play of these animals. At one
point the little boy picks up a stick – which Otto gently plucks
from his tiny hand.
At our morning table we have Dan, Anahita, Nigel, Ofra, Lisa,
Georgie and the latter’s visiting daughter, Lynne. Georgie has
brought Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and Ada with her and the latter is a
particularly lively presence today. She wrestles with Otto, insists
that I open the biscuit bag, jumps into my lap, climbs up onto a
shoulder and leaps gracefully back to earth. When Anahita takes
Otto and Elvis out for some more exercise on the green Ada
squeezes out too – and Georgie has to get up to retrieve the little
madam. Anahita, incidentally, is amazed to see Daisy-Mae joining
in the feeding frenzy, barking at me for more of the treats she
enjoyed yesterday. Winnie, Flora and Bailey are also active in the
nosh category – it’s just as well I remembered to add a lot of soft
Schmackos to my blue bag this morning.
Dan has brought with him a folder full of receipts and he spends
the entire session getting advice from our accountant, Nigel.
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Lynne says that the party she came to London for was so dull
that she came home early and sober and is now able to hold
down a full English. I tell her that the first thing I notice about
her this morning is that she had gone ash blonde with age. Given
Ofra’s dental problems it is not surprising that teeth dominate
the morning’s conversation. Anahita says that she received a
temporary crown while visiting her dentist in Birmingham and
that she managed to dislodge it while flossing later that night. A
friend then recommended an Iranian dentist here in London and
he opened his surgery on the weekend in order to deal with the
emergency. He turned out to be an old friend, though someone
she had not seen in thirty years. They had much ancient history to
revive and the chap couldn’t help reminding her that one of her
rejected suitors now owns half of Harley Street.
Monday, October 9:
Georgie is standing on the pavement with Seamus as Otto and I
and our Monday morning blue bag hit the streets. A few minutes
later my dog is dashing across the green and I have to focus
closely on the spot where he squats; he is well ahead of me but
these days scattered leaves provide landmarks to aim for as, a
man on a mission, I brandish my poo bag. Over on the far side
of the green we meet Ellie and Shane and Otto joins a squad that
includes Teddy, Bullet, Chester and eventually Bailey, who has
just danced down from the heights of Mt. Bannister. It looks like
the café is open and, indeed, I flip the sign myself, but once we
get inside I can see they haven’t even raised the metal shutter
on the other side of our usual counter. Soon we are assembled at
tableside – Georgie, Ellie, Ofra, Dan, Anahita and, back from her
cruise, Janet.
Since I have last seen her Georgie has taken delivery on another
one of her regular charges, Patsy, the long-haired Chihuahua, and
Janet, even though she is waiting for her food to arrive, gets up
to fetch Lucky, who will also be added to the menagerie. When
Georgie goes inside to order her coffee she turns Patsy over to
Ofra since the little madam, who can squeeze through the bars, is
a well-known escape artist. Patsy, still on lead, sits of Ofra’s lap
and when Georgie returns there is an immediate mystery – Patsy
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has jumped off and disappeared! There is immediate panic as both
Georgie and Ofra rush out to the Randolph roadway in search of
the escapee – though in doing so they leave the gate open and
when Anahita rushes out to join the chase both Otto and Elvis,
sensing a great game, join the pursuit as well. As I get up to check
on Otto’s whereabouts Dan climbs aboard his bicycle and takes
off for Randolph Avenue, where Patsy has been dodging traffic.
A few minutes later Otto, showing good sense for once, is seen
rushing back to me and in his wake comes Patsy herself. Dan
has evidently made a lunge for the little lady, torn his jeans and
scraped his knee, and even now the Chihuahua eludes capture –
calmly squeezing through the bars and back into our compound as
though nothing has happened.
Georgie and Ofra are both in an agitated state – indeed Georgie’s
hand is shaking as she drinks her coffee. It’s just as well we have
something else to talk about – first a robbery at Karen’s flat, where
the lax security of the painter seems have been a contributing
factor, and then Janet’s troubled cruise. As she collects lottery
money from us she says that none of her party of four had noticed
that, because of the time change when they arrived in Oslo, they
had an hour less than they had anticipated and the charms of dutyfree meant that when they finally noticed all this they could only
watch their connecting flight gathering speed on the runway. Of
course there were problems with luggage but the chief complaint
involved the high price of everything in Norway. “Everyone talks
about a Norwegian version of Brexit for Britain – heaven help us,”
she concludes. Dan shares some of the video footage made during
the recent visit to Sardinia, Anahita shows me lots of photos
taken during a recent Maltese convention, and Janet answers final
questions about her Norwegian holiday. Asked if she saw the
northern lights she says, “Well, I thought it was just smoke, bit I
guess this is what I was looking at.”
Tuesday, October 10:
I get to add a blocked shower drain to refrigerator problems as
my Tuesday begins with another depressing chapter. It is equally
gray outside, though dry enough, as Otto and I get ready for our
morning in the park. At such moments an excited dog almost
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always grabs one of his toys and dances to the front door with
this object in his mouth. He drops it on command, sometimes he
needs no command, but today as we descend our stairs I can see
that he has taken a toy with him and that I will have to stuff it into
a pocket as we hit the streets. Out on the green there are lots of
dogs and Janet has brought both Ellie and Elvis – early onset Elvis
I call this opportunity. After a little byplay out here, however, Otto
rushes off to greet Poppy and then we even have a little play with
young Winter, whose ears are inside out.
At the café we have Ellie the human, Ofra, Janet, Georgie and
Wendy. Again I take delivery on Renata’s Maxi while Wendy is
getting her coffee. Renata herself should be home from hospital
sometime today. The dogs soon line up for their treats and I am
kept busy dispensing biscuits and chews. No animal escapes today
– Elvis, our most likely candidate, seems to be too chunky to
squeeze through the bars these days. The noise produced by these
animals is considerable; they seem to have a special antipathy to
passing Alsatians and even the lapdogs, like Teddy or Daisy-Mae,
join in the chorus – Otto, Seamus, Elvis and Lucky providing the
principal protest vote. I explain to the others that, though I plan
to be here with my biscuit bag tomorrow, Otto will be absent – as
Linda, who drops by to confirm these details, will be taking him to
the groomers at about 9:00.
Today is Ofra’s long-postponed dental appointment and so
perhaps we are seeing for the last time her attempt to eat half a
sandwich with half a mouth. (And they say dogs resemble their
owners – when, in Bailey’s case, it is the other way round.) As
often, the conversation focuses on the problems associated with
the treatment of Alzheimer victims, with Peter, Davide’s father
and Ellie’s father-in-law providing specific examples. With this
dour note there is no transition to another dark topic, the social
problems faced in many a European nation as the consequence of
mass migration. Ellie thinks that money should be spent making
the country of origin into a livable proposition – but as the
migrants come from one failed state after another it is hard to see
where you might begin here. Both Georgie and I are getting cold
and so it is decided to make a move for home.
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Wednesday, October 11:
There is no relief from the gloom of life’s little disasters, the
refrigerator and drain problems having been joined by internet
access issues and the news, relayed to me by Cathy at 9:00, that
our local post office will close for good tomorrow. The quality of
life in our world (and that of many another Londoner) continues
to deteriorate with the closure of banks and pubs and now the post
office – but there are plenty of new estate agent offices. I will not
be taking my dog to the park this morning since, only five minutes
after Cathy’s arrival, Linda comes to take Otto to the beauty parlor
in Primrose Hill. I have promised to make an appearance at coffee,
however, and so – after summoning Pimlico Plumbers – I take off
only ten minutes later than usual.
Our morning group includes Janet, here with Leonard, Elvis and
Daisy-Mae, Ellie, here with Teddy and the Georgie-bound Lucky,
Ofra with Bailey and Wendy here with Renata’s Maxi again. Elvis
seems a bit puzzled that his pal is not here this morning but the
others are only interested in treats from my blue bag. Ofra asks
Janet if she has Daisy-Mae’s wire comb with her and when this is
produced she begins to groom Lucky and then to work on the ears
of her own Bailey. For some reason – and I am sure that this has
nothing to do with Otto’s absence – the dogs are far quieter this
morning and only Lucky kicks off.
Ofra, for whom I have another bag of £2 coins, reports that she
will be having a root canal next week and that, in the interim, she
is on antibiotics. Wendy reports that Renata is, indeed, home from
hospital, and that if anyone would like to contribute to a welcome
home bouquet, she would be happy to accept offerings. I have to
answer many questions on my schedule since the others know that
I usually employ Cathy-Wednesdays for errands. Today I have
been promised a visit from Pimlico between 10:00 and 2:00 and
that means that I had better head for home.
Thursday, October 12:
Well, we think we have a diagnosis – but the blocked drainpipe
investigated by Pimlico Plumbers yesterday at noon needs to
be dealt with from the outside and access to it requires passage
through a padlocked basement storage area and the building’s
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management has left the only key with my (missing) downstairs
neighbor. This is not a life and death emergency – both the bathtub
and the toilet in the master bathroom are not affected and, of
course, I have a second bathroom as well. I use it this morning,
with a curious Otto quite uncertain about an en suite space that he
normally never penetrates.
With a pale sunlight streaming through the yellowing trees it
is pleasant enough in the park this morning and Otto has soon
crossed the green in search of someone to chase. Both Janet
and Ellie are standing out near the cricket crease but after a few
minutes we make our accustomed transfer to the café and soon we
are joined by Georgie, Lisa, Wendy, Ofra and Davide. Lucky is
delivered to Georgie, who already has Seamus, and Otto falls on
his little pal with great vigor. Bailey is soon scratching away at my
jacket sleeve while Ellie the Cocker and Leonard, here with Janet,
line up at my knee. Georgie is just taking delivery of her poached
egg on toast and I can reassure her that yesterday the government
formally announced that it was okay to eat runny eggs – since
English eggs seem to be salmonella-free these days. Davide
sends his toasted cheese sandwich back so that it can be doublenuked and this is a matter of some frustration for Winnie, who
won’t wait for the cheese to cool properly when the sandwich is
delivered a second time. (I can see that Otto, too, is clandestinely
licking a corner of this treat.) I tell Janet that, unlike her good self,
whom we met in the park during our afternoon walk, not one of
the other members of our group has noticed that my dog has been
to the beauty parlor. The dogs are also attracted by the presence of
alien animals outside our fence; one of these is Zorro the Pug – I
have not seen him or his mommy, Debbie, in some time.
Janet has to retell the story of her Norwegian misadventures to
Davide, who is always interested in flight details. I bring the
others up to date on my plumbing saga and Ellie and Ofra, as
they often do, are comparing restaurant notes. Georgie says she is
heading for Paddington Station, where she wants to buy a present
for young Oliver and Janet says she is heading for the tennis
courts to see if anyone there needs a partner. Shopping is also
a topic but Davide says that those who think they can purchase
designer knock-offs in Italy need to know that Italian customs will
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not only seize such items but fine the possessor. Ellie is reminded
of the time she and Robert were offered “real” Rolex watches in
Sharm-el-Sheik but Ofra bristles – “You’ve been to Egypt but
you’ve never been to Israel; you’re not my friend anymore.” I tell
her that I was able to do both at the same time since my only visit
to Sharm came when it was still occupied by the Israelis.
Friday, October 13:
Well, perhaps we have made some progress on the plumbing front
for I have had a chat with my downstairs neighbor about getting
access to the exterior pipework – they have just had a baby down
there so Matthew will be home all week on paternity leave and
should be able to let Pimlico pass through his lock-up on Monday.
(I have also made an appointment for my semi-annual dental
check-up for next Thursday.) This morning we have a gray Friday
the Thirteenth; I am checking on the temperature in the flowerpot
thermometer when, across the street, I see that Ellie is already
walking in the park with the usual male outrider. Otto and I have
soon penetrated this space ourselves and here comes Ellie again –
though Alaska’s owner had been replaced by Michael, the kitchen
supplier. Otto is soon having a good time with Ellie the Cocker.
Elvis, here with Janet (as is Olive), is having a great time trying to
pick up a plastic drinks bottle that still has a lot of water in it.
I can see Ofra, no doubt looking for her pal, but by the time I
have admitted Otto, Ellie the Cocker and a visiting Leonard to our
compound, Bailey has lost contact with his mommy and entered
the café where, in some puzzlement, he buries his nose in the
burkas of several women in the queue – who take this infraction in
good spirit. Ofra has by this time noted her pet’s absence and even
gone back to the parking lot to look for him. They are reunited at
last and we soon have Janet, Ellie, Georgie, and Davide as well.
Georgie has brought only Patsy and Seamus and there is some
confusion over the whereabouts of Lucky. A phone call reveals
that his owner has had a car failure while delivering a daughter
to a school in Ealing and that the poor Cavapoo is locked up at
home. After we have been seated a while a trio comes in with a
five-month-old bruiser named Buster. Though he is four times
larger than my pet Otto decides to welcome this visitor with a
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little byplay – with Buster seeming to enjoy this experience,
though he is still on lead. There is also the usual shrieking and
barking at passersby. Today even the ancient Rebel, now fifteen,
earns this outburst.
The owner of Patsy comes in to retrieve her pet and to complain
about misadventures on her return flight from Venice – no one
mentions Patsy’s recent perilous escape effort. (Patsy is in for an
unpleasant return for there is now a rat-chasing black kitten at
home.) Davide has a few days off but he has to spend today trying
again to get the camera on his phone repaired. Kitchen repairs, a
topic that also has my interest, come up as the next item on the
agenda; everyone has a story about the installation of their own
version of this room – Janet says she doesn’t like hers any more
because it is blue. Georgie takes delivery on her poached egg,
earning a lecture on her overuse of the saltshaker – to which she
reacts with some asperity. Ofra again has a package of biscuits
with her but when she gets up to use the loo – the nearest one
now being found in the distant clubhouse – Bailey jumps into
her empty chair and rakes this treat toward him. As we get up to
make our way home there are some comments on the weather – a
warm weekend is expected and then the aftereffects of an Atlantic
hurricane should be here on the thirtieth anniversary of the great
hurricane of 1987.
Saturday, October 14:
Well, we are still waiting for all that promised warm weather –
though there is some sunshine this morning – as Otto and I head
up the Morshead roadway. Otto is straining away at his lead, for
some reason, and when I unhook him as we reach the green I can
see why – Georgie is nearing the café with Sparkie and Ada and
Otto has to pursue this grouping at great speed in order to
touch noses. Thereafter he resumes his usual spot near the cricket
crease; even before Otto has had a chance to squat, Elvis, here
with Janet, rushes out for the usual assault. Also present this
morning is a lovely twelve-week-old Golden Retriever puppy
named Bella. This is the first day, after the requisite injections,
that she has been allowed to play with the other dogs and she is
certainly enjoying the outing.
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In addition to Georgie and Janet we also have Davide, Ofra and,
back among us after almost two weeks, Hanna. Ada is the first
to insist on sustenance, again climbing into my lap in order to
advance her chances. There is some discussion on this young
Schnauzer’s name. Her pink ID tag spells it “Aida” – even though
Georgie insists that it is pronounced Ada. Davide, remembering
his Italian opera, addresses her as Aida and he does get a reaction.
Sparkie, whom we see only on the weekends these days, is eager
for his share of pink biscuits – he doesn’t seem to like the white,
brown or black versions. Winnie and Bailey are on soft chews, of
course, though there is a break in the action when Davide’s toasted
cheese sandwich arrives.
Hanna, who is still complaining of headaches, hears from Davide
that Dan is at home with a cold and she has some interesting
advice (after predicting that Davide himself will be next) – cut
up some onions and leave them in a dish in the kitchen since they
have to power to absorb any alien bacteria. In other health matters
Georgie says she has a CT scan scheduled for Saturday and Ofra
says that antibiotics have ended her tooth pain. Francesca is here
with some dogs I don’t know. It has been years since I have seen
her, let along daughter Valentina. Ofra reminds the latter that,
as an infant, she used to sit in Ofra’s lap; now she is a buxom
ten-year-old. (Hanna says she didn’t look like that until she was
fifteen.) There remains one other urgent item of conversation –
the demise of the old £1 coin. Tomorrow is supposed to be the
last day for its circulation but there are still plenty around and the
question remains – will they really be accepted on Monday and, if
so, will we still be receiving them in change?
Sunday, October 15:
It’s a gray day and that temperatures might rise into the 20’s
today seems more than unlikely so far. There isn’t much going
on in the center of the green, though there are lots of parents and
kids streaming into the park, and after a little Beagle byplay Otto
discovers that Linda is on the Randolph roadway with Pepper
and Chica and that Janet is heading this way with Daisy-Mae and
Elvis. The door to the compound is open and many of the dogs
rush in here on their own in furtherance of their chasing games. I
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ask Janet why she has been in charge of Elvis these last few days
and she says that Anahita and Nigel are attending a glamorous
birthday party in Turkey.
Georgie is also here with Seamus, Sparkie and Aida and we also
have Ofra with Bailey, Dan and Davide with Winnie, and Hanna
with a full English breakfast. At the coffee counter I use two old
£1 coins in partial payment for my cappuccino. Janet has baked
some scones – which are served with cream and both strawberry
and raspberry jam. Bailey tries to snag a piece of scone himself
and Davide teases the greedy Cavalier by offering him a piece of
lemon. The toasted sandwiches are shared with the dogs but I am
kept busy dispensing treats myself. Otto shrieks whenever there
is a crumb to fight over – you would think he is starved at home.
Winnie is in a foul mood and, sitting in Dan’s lap, she snarls at
poor Sparkie – who growls back until it is time to jump for safety
into Georgie’s lap.
Janet has brought with her scratch cards as well as scones and
a lot of scratching takes place. Ofra complains that she is at a
disadvantage in this activity because she is left-handed but later
she discovers that a coffee spoon works far better than a coin. In
the event we win £25 for our £30 investment – which is better
than we usually do. Dan says his cold is much better and that he
and Davide have had another fight, both “saying things we don’t
really mean.” “As you do,” Janet adds philosophically – “every
day,” I conclude. Today, indeed, they are quarrelling over whether
to have lunch with Dan’s parents – who have sold the family
home and will be moving soon. Ofra says that she had better get
going before Ricky adds any more to her homebound shopping
list and this is a signal for a mass departure. Before we go Hanna
presents Dan with a special baggage tag in the shape of one of
the Village People. He is delighted but Davide says that now
there will be more ambiguity over which of the passengers at the
baggage carousel is gay.
Monday, October 16:
A day of watchful waiting – no not for the tail end of Ophelia
the hurricane – but for the Pimlico Plumbers, who are due to
resume their battle against my blocked drain between 10:00 and
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2:00. I am afraid that Otto will not have a lengthy stay in the park
because of this but he was the beneficiary of a long walk in the
park with Linda, Rob and Pepper yesterday afternoon – I had just
spotted them parking their car at 3:00 or so and, after our walk,
they joined me for a libation at the conclusion of our stroll. This
morning is unseasonably warm (no need for that gray scarf) with
a mixture of sun and cloud as we make our way over the fringe of
leaves at the edge of the green. Otto almost lifts a leg against the
back of Zoe’s dog-walking partner, who is kneeling – always a
vulnerable position out here. Thereafter my dog searches about for
someone to play with and, failing in this quest, we make an early
entry into our compound at the café.
This morning our breakfast ensemble includes Georgie, Dan,
Davide, Anahita, Ofra and Ellie. Georgie discovers two poos
under our table, a souvenir obviously left over from yesterday
afternoon, and this is cleaned up with napkins, wet-wipes and a
sluice from the doggies’ drinking bowl. Dan reports that Winnie
has been suffering from a bloody nose again – there is nothing
wrong with her appetite as we see when she begins to suck in that
thread of melted cheese lowered from Davide’s sandwich. Otto
gets to play a bit with Elvis and also with Lucky, who is soon
delivered to Georgie by his Spanish owner.
Anahita has brought some delicious sesame cookies from Turkey
and she spends a good deal of time bringing us up to date on her
brief holiday in Bodrum. We then move on to discuss weather
predictions – interesting that the fear of high winds should come
on the 30th anniversary of the hurricane of 1987. I remember this
well, though I was in Derbyshire and Dorothy (who should have
been celebrating her 77th birthday today) and Toby had to endure
a wild night without me; even so the winds were so strong the
next day that I had to reverse directions with my student group
on the White Peak Way when we kept getting blown off the trail
to Mam Tor. Next on the agenda we have some discussion of the
latest sex scandal, this one involving producer Harvey Weinstein’s
long history of abusing casting couch wannabes. It is noted that
as despicable as Harvey’s behavior might have been it shows us
something of the quest for celluloid fame that the whistle was
blown so infrequently and weakly – thus enabling the predator to
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go on to victim after victim. Well, I have warned the others that
this will be a short visit and so, shortly before 10:00 I head for
home and more waiting.
Tuesday, October 17:
Well, I have had a successful shower in the master bathroom – so
let us hope that Pimlico Plumbers have (at great expense) at last
solved the blockage that has bedeviled matters here for the last
few weeks. It is slightly cooler this morning, though sunny and
pleasant nevertheless. At the top of the Morshead roadway Otto
and I encounter Ellie walking with Teddy and Shane. Today we
do not accompany them since I have spotted quite a number of
dogs out on the green and I suspect my dog might enjoy chasing
about among them. This he does. I note that one of Zoe’s charges,
Jimmy – the dog who accidentally knocked Anahita over a few
months ago, is actually named Jimmy Choo.
Our morning group is foregathering in our compound by the time
we have left the green; today we will have Anahita, Ofra, Ellie,
Janet, Georgie and Hanna. Georgie has arrived with Seamus only
but soon she takes delivery on Lucky and Otto has a chance to
mug Lucky and to wrestle with Elvis as well. Anahita agrees that
her pet has put on a little extra weight and, indeed, he doesn’t
seem to be able to squeeze through the bars anymore. DaisyMae can and does so; then she resumes her place on Janet’s lap
and barks at me imperiously, rejecting some ersatz bacon strips
in favor of some Tasty Bite pellets. These are also a favorite of
Bailey. Hanna offers the skins of her fried tomatoes to the dogs
and in Ellie the Cocker she finds a grateful taker. Hanna says that
she offered some of this to Otto a few days ago and he seemed to
enjoy this treat as well.
Ofra, who spends much of the time in a Hebrew conversation
on her mobile phone, is clearly unnerved by the prospect of
today’s root canal. Janet says that she is seeking a tooth cleaning
appointment on Thursday for Daisy-Mae – I tell her I already have
one for myself on that day. There is much conversation on the
unusual atmospheric conditions we Londoners encountered midafternoon yesterday. The high winds had gathered up Saharan dust
and grit from forest fires in Portugal and turned our skies pink
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and yellow, a most eerie effect. Well, we have finished the last of
Anahita’s sesame seed biscuits from Turkey, so I guess it is time
for us to make a move for home.
Wednesday, October 18:
I hate it when rain falls on a Sainsbury day – as it is doing now – 
just as Otto and I head for the park on a dark Wednesday morning.
Today I had planned to walk to the bank, then use the tube to
Kensal Green, then walk another fifteen minutes or so to the
market – all of this is bad enough in the wet but the real problem
comes when I have to wait for a minicab to take me and the
groceries home, a process that has me standing in the Sainsbury
parking lot with no shelter whatsoever. So, there may have to be
some strategic rethinking – perhaps I can just make it as far as the
bank today if things clear off a bit. Now I spot Ellie and Teddy as
they circle the head of the running track and together we make
our way around the green, picking up Janet, who has Daisy-Mae
and Leonard with her this morning. We reach our compound at the
café and discover, to our considerable annoyance, that they have
now padlocked the only gate facing the green.
Ofra is waiting for us and, while we are waiting for Georgie,
Lucky’s Spanish owner comes by to deliver her pet. “Yorgie
not here yet?” she says. (That’s all right, she refers to my pet as
Ottowa.) In fact Lucky is very noisy today and Janet tries to quiet
the fellow down by putting him in her lap. His role is then taken
by Leonard, who wants to bark at every other passing creature,
human or canine. This means that the only animal whose priorities
remain with my blue bag is Bailey. There is an empty chair next to
mine and he is soon helping himself to bacon strips. Janet reports
that she has made a dental appointment for Daisy-Mae for next
Tuesday.
In fact Janet is considering a trip to Cornwall soon and Ellie will
undertake a Greek holiday – complaining that she can’t stand
this weather and needs some heat. Ofra joins this chorus – it is a
distraction for her from the necessity of returning to the dentist
for another attempt to complete yesterday’s root canal – two
roots taken care of then but a recalcitrant third root still needing
attention today. “Yorgie” finally makes an appearance but she says
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she has already had coffee – there being so much time between
the two parts of her pickup duties that she and the school bus
driver have had time for a cuppa on the way. The rain is even
more pronounced as we make our way out of the park and it is
so dark that the porch lights of Morshead Mansions have turned
themselves on. Maybe I can go to Sainsbury’s after my visit to the
dentist tomorrow.
Thursday, October 19:
“Well, did you go to Sainsbury’s yesterday?” My interlocutor
is Ellie, whom we spot over near the café after Otto and I have
crossed the green on a damp and humid gray morning in Maida
Vale. I explain that I had to put this mission off since it rained all
morning long and, indeed, rain returned in the wee small hours as
well. It is 9:22, as we can see on the neon digital clock inside the
gym, and so it is decided to undertake another circuit of the green
itself with Otto and Teddy. I have to say that for someone with a
bum ankle Ellie maintains a rapid pace indeed and we have soon
completed our circuit and met up with Ofra, just coming down the
hill with Bailey. They have just opened the doors of the café and
we are soon hunkered down under our blue umbrella.
Janet, Wendy and Georgie join us and, near the end of our session,
Claire and Renata come as well. Georgie has Seamus with her and
he leads the baying bunch in his constant barking today. Janet has
taken delivery of both Rufus and Lucky – though these animals
may end up at Georgie’s flat later in the day. I am at the very end
of my supply of soft chews – this is why I must go to the market
today (I have plenty of human food) – and Bailey does a good job
of finishing off the faux-bacon shards. Teddy leans across the table
to seek this treat as well – disdaining the breakfast pellets brought
by his mommy. Lucky is still attached to his lead and his lead is
still attached to Ellie’s chair; even so, he manages to appear at my
knee as well.
Ofra has to field many questions on her visit to the dentist
yesterday. The elusive third root failed to yield to the prospecting
dentist and the tooth will have to come out today. Ofra has been
offered either a morning or an afternoon appointment and she
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agonizes over which to take for most of our meeting – eventually
choosing the morning slot. In the meantime every form of dental
disaster is trotted out – to my especial annoyance. “Do you realize
that you are rehearsing all these details in front of a man who is
seeing the dentist at noon today?” Thereafter the ladies switch
to nails – with Greece-bound Ellie even pulling her boot off so
that her pedicure can be admired by all. Janet says that she finds
a pedicure a waste of time. (I have to tell her that the file of dog
photos she turned over to me for use in Volume X contained no
photos at all.) Georgie complains that she and her driver were
given the wrong pick-up address this morning and this threw
the entire schedule out of synch. Asked about her recent hernia
operation Renata starts to undress so that we can all see the scar
– to unanimous cries of protest in the “too much information”
category. Just as I am about to head for home (and a day of
necessary errands) it starts to rain again. I wait it out for a few
more minutes but it still raining when my old photographer friend
Richard Dunkley stops me in the dry vestibule of the clubhouse
to discuss a project he is interested in getting underway – a
documentary film on the dog people of Paddington Rec!
Friday, October 20:
Well, it has stopped raining, though I have to say that yesterday
we had more than our fair share. It was raining as I left the
morning session in the park, it was raining as I started out for my
semi-annual visit to the dentist, it rained on us during Otto’s late
night walk. It was also a day of non-stop activity for, after the
dentist, I took two buses to Sainsbury’s, replenished my supply of
dog treats, carried all fourteen bags upstairs without Cathy’s usual
assistance, put everything away and by then it was time to take the
dog out for his afternoon walk. This was accomplished without
rainfall, fortunately, but there was one mystery when I heard a
loud “Well done!” from a passing jogger. This was my old English
Department colleague, Keith Millman, and his remark referred
only to an event twelve days in the past – Michigan State’s defeat
of Michigan at Ann Arbor, an event Keith no doubt hopes to see
replicated when Penn State takes on the Wolverines this coming
weekend.
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Though there is no rain today it is chilly, damp and breezy and
there is very little activity on the green. Otto and I start a circle
and eventually we join Janet, here with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the
Cocker – Ellie the human is off to warmer climes with the start of
a week in Greece. When we reach our compound at the café it is
obvious that our wishes have been answered at last – our old gate
system has been re-established and all we have to do now is push
the tables around a bit. No one knows how this transformation was
wrought but one of the park-keepers actually comes by to make
sure we are happy now. In addition to Janet our morning line-up
includes Georgie, Ofra, Dan and Anahita. Otto is soon tussling
with Elvis, who manages to escape several times, dancing around
the bars while Otto tries to keep up on the inside – Elvis’s role
as personal trainer re-established at last. Now that I have a new
supply of soft chews Dan presents me with an extra bag of Tasty
Bites and these are gratefully accepted by Winnie and Bailey. At
one point Georgie begins to panic, having lost track of Lucky –
but, in fact, he is sitting in an empty chair opposite her own.
While we are on the subject of dog exercise Janet reports that
Olive the Spaniel has her own Fit-Bit and later her owner reports
that yesterday Olive ran for 120 minutes! Caroline now comes in
with Leonard and reports that at a third run on Hampstead Heath
last Sunday there were 55 Schnauzers in attendance! Ofra now
says that her troublesome tooth has at last been extracted; I note
that if she loses another one on that side that her tongue will soon
poke though –just like Bailey’s. There is already some discussion
of Christmas schedules but I remind the assembled planners that
we also have another event to look forward to – Michigan Janet
is heading our way and there are plans for a festive Thanksgiving
feast on November 23rd. Georgie is already in a good mood as we
make our way down the Morshead roadway – it is half term and
she will be off next week.
Saturday, October 21:
There was rain again during our late night walk and, much to my
surprise, there is a shower out of a seemingly blue sky just as
we are ready to depart this morning. Fortunately the sun prevails
and we are soon marching up the Morshead roadway amid all the
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fallen leaves – with Chester the Yorkie following along slowly.
There is no one on the green and so we begin a circuit of this
grassy space – encountering Nigel with Elvis near the Grantully
gate. Elvis, who is due for a bath later this morning, is wearing a
blue boiler suit and he and Otto trot along behind us at their own
pace.
When we arrive at our compound there is a group of occasional
visitors, including big Buster on lead, and this is a problem since
they don’t trust their dog to play nicely and they are sitting at
some of the seats usually occupied by our lot. Eventually they
clear off and we are able to resume our usual posts – with Janet,
Dan, and Ofra at one table and Vlad sitting behind us. (Georgie
has a hospital appointment.) Nigel wants to tire Elvis out since the
Malteser will be among the guests at a new dog-friendly restaurant
owned by one of Nigel’s clients in Parsons Green. This means that
this is a frustrating morning for Otto, who can see his friend out
on the green without being able to reach him. I don’t know if this
has anything to do with an ill-tempered punch-up featuring my
dog and a naked Winnie beneath my chair.
Dan is still sticking his selfie stick in our faces. In Vlad he has
someone who has not yet seen the video made during the recent
Sardinian holiday and so his phone comes out once again for
another broadcast. Dan says he had to stay in all day yesterday
in order to take delivery on a new toy, a Nest – a £300 household
temperature device that is intended to replace your finger on
the thermostat. There is much discussion on a perennial topic
– which do you prefer, the bus or the underground? Janet and
I like the speed of the underground; Ofra and Dan much prefer
the bus. (There has been much concern of late that the air in
the underground is saturated with nasty particulates.) I am still
waiting for Otto to do a poo and as we start for home I am led on
a merry march through all the wet leaves before the dog can at last
sniff out a suitable site for this activity.
Sunday, October 22:
Although there is some sunshine in evidence it is quite cold this
morning and I am thinking that I could really use my wool hat and
gloves. Otto and I crunch through the fallen leaves at the near end
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of the green and, finding no one about out here, we continue on to
the Randolph roadway. Here Otto finds Oscar the Beagle and the
two have a good time chasing one another along the foothills of
Mt. Bannister. Here someone has scattered slices of bread; these
are presumably for the birds but they are not what dog owners
want to see, though perhaps the foxes will inherit this windfall. I
can see Janet and Karen descending from the heights with Dudley
and Daisy-Mae and when Karen insists on a cuddle with Otto both
he and Oscar (and, perforce, Oscar’s owner) join a long, halting
circuit of the green as we follow these ladies.
Georgie is heading up the Morshead roadway with Sparkie,
Chester and Aida but we reach the café before this party. Here I
discover the Professor adding to his job description by raking up
all the fallen leaves captured by the fences of our compound. I
manage to get into the café itself soon after it opens its doors –
there is soon quite a queue behind me. In addition to Janet and
Georgie we are actually joined by Vlad today. (The ladies think
they have seen Ofra in the park, but we never see her among us
today.) Sparkie makes up for all those mornings he has been left
at home by insisting on a non-stop diet of pink Shapes biscuits.
Aida is also a very greedy lass, scratching away at my hands and
sleeves and jumping into my lap in order to shower my face with
kisses. Otto tries to engage Chester in some play but the little
Yorkie is having none of this and better luck is found in some
face-offs with Aida. The dogs also manage to patrol the fences
with their intemperate warnings whenever alien animals approach.
Janet says that the best we could do in last night’s lottery action
was to win one lucky dip and, indeed, we have done so poorly this
year that her plans to use our winnings to pay for our traditional
Christmas lunch at the pub will have to be scrapped. She, Georgie
and I have had a look at Strictly Come Dancing last night and
Janet and I have also watched Gogglebox – so there is some
conversation on these matters next. Vlad shares with us the photo
of a Labradoodle puppy belonging to his American nephew. There
are plenty of little dogs for us to dodge as we head for home but,
as well, there are a number of encounters to sour the experience.
First, just as we reach the Morshead roadway, we encounter a
late-arriving Nigel and Anahita. This is unfortunate – for Otto has
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spotted Elvis and now is not the time for additional play. Then as
we near our exit gate a woman leading a senior citizen in a dog
coat says to me – “Shorten your lead; you’re dog is aggressive and
mine is very nervous.” Otto, of course, has not even seen the dog
in question and Georgie, who overhears this idiocy, looks like she
is about to say something – but she bites her tongue.
Monday, October 23:
I do don my black woolen cap as Otto and I make our preparations
for a morning in the park – it is chilly and gray outside. I drop an
empty cardboard box and my blue bag on the pavement before we
cross the street. Then we make our way up the Morshead roadway,
soon arriving at the green – where two members of the garden
staff are attempting to blow all the leaves into manageable piles.
Otto can’t find any pals amid the dogs in the center and so, as we
often do when we have the time, we undertake a walk – heading
straight up to the top of Mt. Bannister and down to the Carlton
roadway. By the time we have reached the café Otto can see Elvis
and I can see Georgie, Dan, Davide, and Anahita, just arriving.
I am the first customer inside the café this morning – soon hearing
Boyat tell a new barista (on my behalf), “Medium cappuccino,
no chocolate.” Ofra comes in behind me with Bailey and now I
am addressing myself to the Cavalier’s demands for sustenance,
a need soon echoed by Winnie, Otto and Elvis. I notice that Elvis
often takes his treat back through the bars – in order to enjoy
his biscuit without interference from any other animal. Anahita
does take Elvis and Otto out onto the green for a nice play period
in the middle of our session. Soon passing our fence is Stephen
with Will and Grace. This pair is resplendent in bling-besequined
jackets and their ears and tails have again been dyed blue and/
or pink. Their presence invites some attention to the revival of
the famous TV comedy from which these dogs have derived their
names – Naomi has seen the first three episodes but none of the
UK channels has picked the show up yet.
Hanna arrives and soon we have her tapping away at the nearest
café window, summoning – through gestures that would be
celebrated in a game of charades – someone to come outside and
crank up the umbrella – as a light rain is beginning to fall. Boyat
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soon responds to this request and we are under cover at last. Much
of the morning conversation is devoted to various local building
projects, particularly new housing. I note that as I searched for
my first bus stop at the junction of Abbey and Belsize Roads
on Thursday I was amazed at the presence of a number of huge
projects, some still underway, colossi that are certainly changing
the character of this corner of West Hampstead. As we get up to
leave I can see that Dan has detached his camera from the selfie
stick and he now has it mounted on his bike helmet. Remembering
an ancient encounter I remind him that if Sir Paul McCartney cuts
him off again he’ll now have definitive proof of the infraction.
Tuesday, October 24:
It remains on the gray side, though mild enough, as Otto and I
complete our journey to the park. Here we encounter Linda, just
leaving with Pepper and Chica – in fact we walked around the
green with Linda and Pepper yesterday afternoon as well. Most
of the leaves have been collected from the surface of the green
as Otto dashes across in search of any familiar canine faces. It is
one of those mornings when there doesn’t seem to be anything
of interest to the dog and so he agrees to follow me to the café,
where we are the first to arrive.
I have already returned with my coffee as other seats are claimed
by our group – with Ofra arriving with Bailey, Davide arriving
with Winnie, Janet coming with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Ellie
the Cocker, and Georgie coming with Lucky and Seamus. Davide,
who has a bad cough, takes delivery on a toasted ham and cheese
sandwich and this means that there is some relief for me – the
dogs soon swarming at his feet and Winnie shoving the rival
snackers out of the way with her shoulders. Daisy-Mae is getting a
grooming from Janet in the chair next to mine and I am surprised
when, after summoning my attention with some spirited barking,
she accepts and immediately eats some Shapes biscuits. Near the
end of our session Melanie (who has not moved after all) comes in
with her Rufus.
Davide says that he has to work on November 23rd – so he will
miss Thanksgiving again. His next assignment this week is on
Sunday, when he flies to Hong Kong. Ofra says that her Ricky has
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been offered a trip to Japan but it is unclear if she is included in
this junket. Janet reports that she has booked a table for twenty at
the Bridge House on December 3rd when the dog people will enjoy
their annual Christmas lunch. She and I have a conference on the
cover of Volume X in “The Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle.
It seems that all of the regular characters have earned a place as
cover dog by now and it may be necessary to begin a new rotation.
Since her only cover featured Daisy-Mae getting a bath in a tub
of muddy water I suggest that perhaps this time Janet may want
to choose a shot of her Shih-Tzu as she emerges from the beauty
parlor. “Daisy-Mae,” Janet says, “you are going to be famous.”
We wonder if this news will come as some consolation for the fact
that tomorrow Daisy-Mae has an appointment for teeth cleaning
from the puppy dentist.
Wednesday, October 25:
It is surprisingly mild today and the sun is making a real effort as
well. An American woman, having just parked her car, stops me
to ask if I have any spare poo bags – I give her two since she has
two dogs. Davide is just entering the park with Winnie and we
walk together up to the margins of the green. Here Otto makes
a mysterious run to the right, a mystery soon solved when I spot
Anahita in front of the bandstand with Elvis. Davide has brought
with him some leftover chicken pieces and these are shared out
among the dogs, now also including Daisy-Mae – as Janet snaps
away in an attempt to gather pictures for her famous calendar.
I can count twenty dogs at play out on the green this morning –
including a lively Golden Retriever lady named Daisy.
I can see Georgie heading our way – with no dogs, just an empty
baby buggy. “Either that’s for Winnie,” I observe, “or Georgie
has had another one of her phantom pregnancies.” By the time
we have reached the café Ofra and Vlad have also arrived for our
usual morning session. I am soon kept busy finding soft chews
in my blue bag for Winnie and Bailey – though Davide’s toasted
ham and cheese provides some competition. Bailey is insistent
on helping himself to any treats going and he uses empty chairs
to advance his predations, often falling into the gap between the
chair and the table. For that matter Winnie, on her weakened back
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legs, also falls over backwards at one point. Otto and Elvis enjoy
some good wrestling. Elvis does squeeze through the bars when
it is time for him to eat his biscuit – but he doesn’t think he can
squeeze back through the bars when this process is complete and
Anahita has to get up to open the gate.
In the human treat department Ofra has brought some home-made
confections with her. It is hard to describe these little balls –
halfway between candy and cookie –objects made of dates, nuts,
lemon peel and tahini. People who like dates enjoys this offering
considerably but Georgie rejects this effort. Ofra says that Ellie
has reported great weather in Greece and that she has replied by
pointing to our own good weather here. Davide has a doctor’s
appointment and that is why Georgie will be taking Winnie home.
Of course today is Daisy-Mae’s visit to the dentist and Janet
makes an early departure. By the time Otto and I are ready to
leave we are on our own and so I suggest we use the ancient back
passage walkround. I’m not sure that Otto enjoys all the activity
back here, too many kids on half-term holiday and too many very
big dogs, but we at last make it home.
Thursday, October 26:
Otto’s discomfiture, if I can call it that, continued throughout
most of the day yesterday. He didn’t want to face other dogs,
ones he didn’t know, when we entered the park in the afternoon,
he disdained his food bowl and he spent most of the day sleeping
deeply next to me. There were no signs of tummy trouble and,
indeed, he did eat his dinner after we returned from our late night
walk. This morning he seems to be his old lively self as we head
for the park – where Melanie is just entering with her Rufus. She
is wearing a New York Yankees cap and I have to tease her a bit
about the failure of the Yankees in the American League playoffs.
She says that she isn’t a Yankee fan and that she just picked up the
cap in a discount bin, wearing it on all those mornings when she
hasn’t had time to comb her hair. “Is this a light rain or just mist?”
she asks me.
After crossing the green Otto heads up to the top of Mt. Bannister
again, racing down on the other side to greet Ofra and Bailey, who
have just arrived. Also present in our dog palace this morning
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we have Dan with Winnie, Anahita with Elvis, Janet with DaisyMae, Dudley, and Leonard and Georgie with Tilly, Seamus and
Lucky. Elvis is wearing a jacket and that means he can’t squeeze
through the bars – though Anahita takes him and Otto out onto the
green where they can sop up all the moisture on their paws. Tilly
takes a biscuit and several fingers at the same time; soon she and
a returned Otto are squabbling over every crumb. Janet reports
that Daisy-Mae had four extractions at the dentist yesterday. This
means that her concerned mommy is not in any mood to hear
about Ofra’s loss of one tooth last week – and Janet’s mood is not
brightened when Dudley, clawing away at her arm, manages to
dislodge several inches of hot coffee. All of the dogs insist on nonstop barking today.
Georgie, having taken delivery on her ritual poached egg,
complains that she can smell shit; several of the other diners on
her side of the table agree, but the source is not discovered. Dan,
having a clean-up, offers up a bag full of redundant electronic
equipment but there are no takers. Later today he will rewire a
light fixture for Janet and there is much amusement to be had from
the picture of Janet suddenly turning the power back on while he
is at work. (She has motive – since Dan has offered her a man’s
electric shaver from his bag of goodies.) Melanie comes in with
Rufus and there is more conversation on the subject of her Yankee
cap. Dan says he has one just like this but when he wore it and a
Boston Red Sox towel to the beach on Cape Cod the locals were
aghast. Ofra’s date balls are analyzed again – with Dan proposing
an alteration in the nut choice. Ofra insists that any deficiencies
are due to the addition of too much tahini but this is not a readily
provable thesis. “I can’t stand the smell of this shit any longer,”
Georgie insists – thus inaugurating an early march for home.
Friday, October 27:
The sun is shining brightly and there is even some warmth
provided to those who have arrived, as have Otto and I, onto the
combed surface of the green. Otto meets some new young pups
and has a good chase, even managing to steal a ball from one of
these little fellows. If I think back to this gesture, as performed by
earlier pets, I have to say that it is far easier to recover purloined
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property from Otto – who has already dropped the ball by the time
we have reached the cricket crease. He now spots some familiar
figures over on the Randolph roadway and we head here next,
soon joining Davide, Georgie and Janet as they make their way
over to the café.
Ofra soon arrives, surprised that she is in position to enter the café
as soon as its doors open – no need to sneak into the queue today
– though, in fact, it is Bailey who enters first. Hanna some joins
us and I ask her to have a look at some photos on the wall, ones
which seem to point to a reconstruction of the playgrounds, with
the addition of a wading pool for the kiddies as well. Ironically,
a mock up of the latter is placed directly below an ancient sepia
photo of a similar pool that once graced the Rec – it was gone
long before we started using this space thirty-five years ago.
Outside Dmitri soon arrives with Flora and Anahita comes with
Elvis and nephew Aaron, who is celebrating his ninth birthday
today. Aaron wants to play in the current playground and Elvis
wants to follow him and this is a matter of some frustration for
Otto, who would prefer it if his pal remained behind. There are
no food fights today but I am kept quite busy as I dole out the
treats. Georgie has determined by now that the powerful fecal
vapors are coming from the explosive backside of a be-sweatered
Tilly. “Does she have a problem?” Hanna wants to know. “No,”
I interrupt, “Georgie has the problem.” “My eyes are watering,”
Georgie confirms.
Hanna has brought some coffee-flavored sweets from Iran and
these are passed around. (Yes, this is Hanna, though it is Anahita
who has recently been in ancient Persia.) Anahita announces
that as part of his birthday celebrations Aaron will visit Madame
Tussauds today. Dmitri reports that he and his bag got separated
during his recent stint for FedEx and he had to buy new clothes in
L.A. I have a technical conference with Janet as we discuss issues
involved in producing versions of Dorothy’s novel and Volume
X. As we begin our march home I notice that Anahita has taken
Elvis into the playground and that he is swaying gently on one of
the swings. She says that she has run out of juice on her phone
and both Janet and I produce our own versions of this device and
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snap away. (This is, of course, evidence of a crime – for dogs are
embargoed from this part of the Rec.)
Saturday, October 28:
The night seems to be endless – but that is because the
digital clock in the bedroom, one that adjusts to time changes
automatically, has decided to fall back the required hour a whole
day before this gesture is actually needed. I am worrying about
what to do tomorrow, when the dog will want to go out at his
normal time – and it will only be 8:15 or so (clock time). Today
we have bright sunshine again but the temperatures have taken a
nosedive and I even zip up my jacket as I cross the juicy green.
I remind Otto that I can see Davide coming in with Winnie and
Janet with Daisy-Mae and he takes off at great speed to greet these
new arrivals.
I am the first of our lot to reach the coffee counter – which costs
me an unnecessary £2.50 since Anahita soon arrives to pay for
everyone (else’s) coffee in honor of Aaron’s birthday. Nigel comes
in to grab The Sun, passing this on to Hanna soon thereafter. Ofra
is also here, as is Georgie – who has brought Sparkie and Teddy
with her. There are some questions on the whereabouts of Ellie,
who should have returned from Greece last night, but I remind
the others that she never comes here on the weekends. “Yes,”
someone says, “but what about picking up her dog?” Aaron goes
off to have some fun in the playground and Anahita makes sure
she has Elvis in her lap – since she knows that her pet would
otherwise insist on following the lad. After ten minutes or so she
decides to experiment with this thesis. She places Elvis on the
tiles and he immediately squeezes through the bars and sniffs the
air. Then he takes off at great speed for the playground. When
Nigel gets up to make sure that his dog is not going to get into
any trouble over there Otto squeezes through the gate as well
– in order to follow Elvis. Later I can see that Nigel has taken
these dogs out to the center of the green for some more exercise.
Georgie says that when Aida, who has now gone home, first came
into our compound she had to bond immediately with fellow
Schnauzers Otto and Leonard. Citing this breed affinity Janet says
that, in fact, she is sure that dogs are racists and that she is bound
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to get into trouble for using this word. “Write that in your book,”
Ofra says. “I don’t agree with this,” I respond, “but I will write it.”
Remembering scoldings of yesteryear, when I failed in my
expected duties, I formally remind Ofra that the clocks will
change tonight. She says that she dreads this wintertime loss of
afternoon light and Nigel agrees. Ofra has suffered a domestic
accident when the rice boiled over and inundated much of the
kitchen – she got burned as well in the middle of this crisis.
Davide reports that the sale of the house belonging to Dan’s
parents has fallen through again but they are moving to nearby
accommodation tomorrow anyway. This leads to the problems
that occur whenever there is a move with all that junk we have
accumulated over the years. I point out that if there were easier
ways to dispose of junk we would all have far less clutter at home
– citing a long forgotten moment when the City of Westminster
actually brought in skips for people to use for a few days of cleanup. Well, I remind the others, I will see them tomorrow under even
brighter skies than we have now – as we wait for our coffee until
10:30 (body time). I may have to take Otto out twice tomorrow
morning.
Sunday, October 29:
Well, I don’t have to take Otto out twice this morning – indeed I
am very pleased that his body clock offers no challenge to the real
clock – which, of course, has to be turned back an hour in room
after room. It is not quite as cold on this gray morning as it was
yesterday but it is still cool enough. Janet is just parking her car
near the Morshead gate and inside it we have the unique site of
three men in black lining up for a photo by a fourth – obviously
some sort of promotional opportunity. Otto crosses the green and
disappears into the bushes at the far side; he does respond to my
summoning whistle but thereafter he is all over the place and
eventually I place him on lead. Coming down the hill now we
have Janet with Daisy-Mae and Caroline with Leonard and the
latter does provide some good chasing opportunities for my pet.
Our morning line-up includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra,
Dmitri and Hanna. Georgie has only Sparkie with her today and
he and Otto play that weird kissy-face game with their tongues.
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Bailey and Winnie show great affection for my blue bag, seconded
by Flora. Frankie and daughter Valentina come in to take a little
table behind us. They have with them a medium-sized brown dog
named Rosie; Otto would love to play with this lady but she isn’t
having any of it. Winnie seems to have a cold; her restricted nasal
passages (always a problem for Pugs) don’t help matters; she
honks with emphasis on a number of occasions.
Dan is getting ready for an expedition to Essex, where he will
be helping his parents move today; Davide is heading for Hong
Kong – some people will go a really long way to get out of an
unhappy chore, but at least he is letting Dan take his car. The
lads, re-united, are planning a short trip to Milan next week and
they accept suggestions from some of us who have been there on
what they might do. I have a suggestion for Janet as well – since
she will be heading mid-week for Bude in Cornwall, a site I
remember from my walk on the South West Way. Hanna says that
the qualifying sessions for the Mexico City Grand Prix tonight
have been really boring this year; I argue they are always boring.
When it is time to head for home I have to tell Otto that I have a
few errands to perform now and he is on his own for half an hour.
In front of the 123 Clearers I run into Vincenzo, walking with
Thomas. I have to tell him that Thomas, who has been poorly
of late, has a new nickname in the park, one that is an echo of
his randy humping of anything moving. “He’s called the Harvey
Weinstein of dogs,” I explain – Vincenzo takes this well but
denies that he has anything to do with Thomas’s humping.
Monday, October 30:
Although on the chilly side we have a lovely bright morning in
Maida Vale as Otto and I, depositing the blue recycling bag on
the pavement as we depart, head for the Rec. Otto tries to make
friends with every dog we meet on the way – even the large ones
like the young Buster, the mostly Mastiff with one blue and one
brown eye. I can see Ellie, her phone glued to an ear, making a
circle of the green with her Teddy but we remain near the café –
eventually welcoming Ofra, Anahita, Dmitri, Wendy, Georgie,
and, of course, Ellie herself.
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Both Elvis and Bailey manage to penetrate the café’s interior,
where Anahita is buying my coffee since I had already paid for
mine on the day the coffees were purchased for everyone else as
part of Aaron’s birthday celebrations. Anahita has picked up a
lovely brown leaf and I remind her that Gavan used to have an
app that would identify the tree from which such foliage grew if
you held your phone up to its branches. Ellie has brought with her
some Greek pasties, including a chocolate cake, and we sample
these wares. One cookie is covered in powdered sugar and there is
some suggestion that we photograph Georgie with powder all over
her mouth – and send this to Dan with the legend, “You missed a
wonderful cocaine party.” The dogs are entirely dependent on me
this morning for their treats – soon Lucky is barking at me like a
veteran.
Ellie gives us a resumé of her holiday on Aeghina and now it
is only eight weeks or so before she is off to the Dominican
Republic. Ofra wants to know if Dmitri’s flight schedule will
take him anywhere near New York since she has ordered some
bling-infused trainers, intending to have Liz bring them with her
when she comes for a Christmas visit (thereby avoiding the tax)
– though she wants to be wearing them now. Dmitri says that his
Lisa is going to the States and elaborate plans are made for Liz
to mail the trainers to Lisa so that the latter can retrieve these
treasures. I suggest that the trainers will thus have done more
travelling than they ever will on Ofra’s feet and Dimi, making an
unconscious pun, adds, “Not to mention the carbon footprint.”
Ellie says that she recently endured a restaurant meal with a vegan
and that between the inability to find anything that would suit on
the menu and the gratuitous lectures on the poisonous properties
of everything eaten by the others the meal was a real ordeal.
Others describe similar incidents, agreeing that what is supposed
to be a private choice always turns into a litany of control and
superiority. It is decided, before the topic of food is abandoned for
the day, that the unsuccessful chocolate cake will now be offered
to the café staff. Ellie is reluctant to do this but Ofra and Anahita
have no hesitation and so the transfer is made and we can start for
home.
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Tuesday, October 31:
The Spanish owner of Lucky is the first to notice, as we walk
up the Morshead roadway side-by-side, that Otto is wearing his
Halloween bandana this morning. She insists that she is going to
buy Lucky a pumpkin today and we part as she seeks out someone
to whom she can hand the family pet – destined for Georgie’s
care and attention later today. I spot Ellie with Teddy over near
the gym and I head here to remind her of the Thanksgiving feast
that Michigan Janet promises to offer on November 23rd. (Janet
is scheduled to arrive here in only eight days now.) Ellie, who
turns out to be Lucky’s designated leash-holder, notes that she
will not be able to stay for coffee this morning since Teddy has an
appointment at the beauty parlor and, indeed, she will be giving
Ofra a ride home as well.
I am the first to be admitted to the café this morning, soon settling
down for a jolly session with just London Janet, Anahita and
Georgie. Georgie has arrived with Seamus and Janet has DaisyMae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard with her this morning. The
dogs are soon haunting my knees as they seek their morning
treats; Anahita has some marrowbones as well. Elvis manages
to squeeze through the bars, to the great frustration of Otto, who
falls on his pal with great intensity whenever these periods of
temporary separation come to an end. Daisy-Mae is getting a
grooming in Janet’s lap and this makes her cross – with several
assaults on Lucky’s poor head as a consequence. Anahita is among
those who are jealous of Otto’s Halloween costume. She says that
when she gets home she is making a ghost costume for Elvis.
Anahita has brought with her the remaining Greek cookies,
the ones covered in powdered sugar, since Janet missed out
on this treat yesterday. Perhaps because she has a copy of The
Sun in front of her we are soon off on a lengthy discussion of
conspiracy theories this morning. I don’t thinks she actually
believes, with David Icke, that the royal family are descended
from a race of salamanders, but she is convinced that Princess
Diana, Marilyn Monroe and John Lennon were all victims of
some vast conspiracy and that no man ever walked on the moon.
She says that husband Nigel opposes all these views and Georgie
and Janet are less inclined to accept most of these ideas as well.
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As we start for home I have Otto on lead and this means that it is
Leonard who is free to chase Elvis, an act of betrayal as far as my
pet is concerned and one that needs to be punished whenever the
treacherous Elvis is near enough.
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Shadows lengthen as dog owners watch their pets
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Wednesday, November 1:
Cathy begins the new month with the news of a deadly terrorist
attack in New York City – one taking place in lower Manhattan
not far, so we later learn on Facebook, from the home of Danielle
the vet, whose Bella was once such a presence in our dog society.
It is a gray morning in London but not too chilly and Otto is
lively enough in his pursuit of company out on the green. Poppy
cannot be tempted at all this morning and soon I see that my dog
is heading for the heights of Mt. Bannister – so I have to head here
too. He races down to the Carlton roadway and back to the café,
where Daisy-Mae is waiting patiently outside the café door while
Janet fetches her morning coffee.
Georgie will make no appearance today but we do have Ofra,
Ellie, Anahita, Dmitri and Linda, who soon sits down with Pepper
and Chica in tow. Daisy-Mae gets a final onceover with the
currycomb – for she will soon be off for five days in Cornwall.
The Shih-Tzu eats only one Shapes biscuit but the other animals
are not so reticent. Flora, who can bang the gate open with her
nose, is among those seeking sustenance at my knee, and we
also have Bailey and Otto joining the feeding frenzy. A great
surprise is Teddy – who usually spends the entire session in
Ellie’s lap, contenting himself with pellets brought by mommy
or the occasional tidbit that I pass across the table for him.
Today, however, he takes the chair usually occupied by Georgie,
and demands treat after treat – raking away at the tabletop in
order to demonstrate his urgency. Then, when I am slow in my
delivery of Tasty Bites he begins to moan as well and later he
approaches my knee in order to further his chances. Ellie, when
she can stop laughing at this impertinence, calls her pet a naughty
dog but I suggest that he is just acting, at last, like all the other
dogs. Anahita, meanwhile, is videoing all this for our eventual
amusement. Her Elvis is up to his old tricks as well – squeezing
through the bars and taunting Otto as he races around outside.
Ofra has purchased a very expensive gel-infused wrap for the
burn on her hand – why not since it is the same one used by
astronauts, or so she tells us? Ellie says she is dreading having
to go to a bar mitzvah this weekend – much time is spent filling
Demi on on the difference between bar mitzvah and bat mitzvah.
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Ofra says that Ellie has nothing to complain of – her kids went
to Jewish schools and she had to go to dozens of these occasions.
Ellie says the real problem is that she will run into an old friend
– who once denounced her for socializing with an ex. This is a
simplified version of a complex social situation and when Dmitri
asks me if I am going to put all this in my book I have to say that
it is much too complicated. The phone rings and Ellie answers – it
is Georgie. The latter says that she is still not coming to the café
today but she will be reporting to the Morshead gate in order to
accept custody of the missing Lucky.
Thursday, November 2:
The sun is again breaking through on a very chilly morning as
Otto and I make our way up the Morshead roadway. I can see
Dan with Winnie well ahead of us and I unhook the dog so he can
cover the intervening distance at great speed. Heading our way
we have Ellie and Teddy and while she and Dan make for the
café Otto and I cross the green. On the Randolph roadway Otto
searches about for someone to play with but, failing in this quest,
he joins the rest of us in the café’s dog-friendly compound. Here I
wait for just a few minutes – when the door is opened at last.
Soon joining us we have Georgie, here with Seamus, Ellie the
Cocker and Lucky this morning, Anahita, here with Elvis, Ofra
here with Bailey, and Hanna here with The Sun. Otto gets in some
spirited play with Elvis, though the latter often squeezes through
the bars in order to eat a biscuit in peace or just to wind Otto up.
At one point I notice that while I am feeding Shapes biscuits to
Elvis Anahita is feeding Otto with some dried fish treat. Anahita
produces yesterday’s video of Teddy at table and this is passed
around the table to great amusement. There is an empty chair next
to me, with Janet in Cornwall, but it is Teddy’s mentor Bailey,
resuming his role as chief food scrounger, who occupies this spot.
In fact it is none of these dogs who earn our attention today but
a little robin, who bravely drops onto the tabletop. Crumbs are
produced for the little fellow and placed on a serving tray. The
tray is transferred to an empty table and the robin tucks in.
Ofra has brought some chocolate cake and those of us already in
our seats enjoy this bounty – though Ofra does object when Teddy
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is offered a mere crumb. (Ofra says we will not see her tomorrow
–due to another dental appointment.) The Sun carries the story
of the resignation on Michael Fallon, the Defense Secretary,
one of a number of Westminster luminaries under investigation
for inappropriate behavior with the opposite sex. This leads to a
discussion of changing standards in such matters – with agreement
that what was tolerated in earlier times is seen as abuse now. Dan
says he remembers when a man in a crowded club pinched his
bum as he walked by – “I passed by this same chap repeatedly
thereafter,” he adds. Outside our fence there is now a brief crisis
as the ancient Rebel goes missing, much to the consternation
of his owner. A few minutes later, however, I can see these two
making their way toward the exit and so, soon thereafter, we join
them.
Friday, November 3:
We are somewhat ahead of schedule this morning – the dog,
distracted by another canine across the street, never got around
to his own nighttime business and I assume he must be desperate
now. It is a lovely bright morning as we begin a circle of the green
(Otto showing no signs of desperation at all). When we have
reached the far side I unhook the fellow and he rushes off to the
cricket crease, soon mixing it up with some of the other dogs out
here. One of these is Buster and the two do seem to enjoy chasing
one another – in spite of the size mismatch. I can see that Davide
has already taken a seat in our compound so we head over here
next.
We are joined by Ellie, Anahita, Hanna, Dmitri and Georgie–
with Dan at work, Janet in Cornwall and Ofra having her stitches
out at the dentist. The Spanish owner of Lucky also arrives with
her pet and spends some time, without sitting down, explaining
how it was that, in her haste yesterday, she managed to break
a finger in the car door. (The ladies lose no opportunity of
reminding her that Lucky could really use a good grooming –
especially after she has fussed over how lovely Teddy feels.) For
his part, Teddy at last discovers Janet’s empty chair and he is soon
undertaking an assault on my blue bag – well, with Bailey absent,
someone has to do this. Ellie the human has brought some smoked
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salmon crunchies and these are added to my arsenal. Ellie the
Cocker spends most of the session with her chin on my knee and
I am very popular with Winnie, Lucky and Flora as well. Otto has
plenty of opportunities of play with Elvis and we also have a brief
visit from Sanchez, the Bulldog puppy.
Demi risks censure from the food police when he purchases a
chocolate muffin. He is impressed with this treat – “Baked five
months ago and it has so many chemicals in it that it is still
moist.” Both Davide (toasted ham and cheese) and Georgie
(poached egg on toast) have to wait some time for their food to
arrive. Ellie reports that she and Robert were recently invited to
join a bird shooting junket in Spain (you eat what you shoot) with
Yara and her latest boyfriend but as neither she nor Robert could
ever shoot any animal they declined. Hanna has brought some
food with her today – but this is for the little robin, who is a noshow today. While we are discussing these matters I notice that
the ladies are removing layer after layer of clothing – it really is a
very pleasant morning as we make our way to the exit gates.
Sunday, November 5:
Well, it would appear that I have missed a day in the park – but
this is only true in part. Saturday didn’t begin at all well. At about
5:30 am the dog began to vomit onto the bed’s bottom sheet
and I had to get up to clean the mess up. As I was making my
morning preparations in the bathroom I managed to towel off so
vigorously that I opened a blood blister on my cheek. And when
we got outside I needed to strap Otto’s raincoat into position – as
a light rain was here to stay and the green was entirely empty as
we made our crossing. I was anxious to see if tummy troubles
were also reflected at the other end of my dog but by the time
we had reached the summit of Mt. Bannister I had concluded
that he didn’t have the runs. His poo was just fine and after I had
plucked this specimen from the grass we descended to the Carlton
roadway. Here I could see Ofra, heading toward me with Bailey.
She said, “Not a nice day to sit in our coffee” – but I knew what
she meant; she was heading for the parking lot and an early exit.
I waited ten minutes or so to see if anyone else was coming this
morning but, in the end, we just had to make our way home and
turn the heat on.
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Today, life is much brighter. The dog’s tummy seems to be just
fine, he survived the first night of Double Bonfire Night without
too much difficulty and, though it is very cold, the sun in shining
brightly. He has had no exercise in some time and so I am
therefore happy that we soon find Oscar the Beagle – who actually
leaps over my pet once he is freed from his lead. There are a lot
of fast dogs on the green this morning, including a little Whippet
in an orange body suit. Best of all, after we have been out here
for several minutes, Elvis arrives and this means that there will be
plenty of play-time inside our compound. Here we are joined by
Nigel and Anahita, Georgie, Ofra, Wendy and Hanna – with Vlad
taking his own table behind us. Sparkie, making one of his rare
weekend appearances, begins snacking on pink Shapes biscuits. I
keep Otto on the softer chews this morning; he seems quite eager
for these treats but then Elvis and Bailey are not far behind.
The ongoing saga of all those sex pests among our Members of
Parliament emerges as a favorite topic this morning. The Sun is
present as the reference work of record; Nigel says that this same
tabloid is warning us of bitter temperatures to come. In health
matters Hanna says she had her flu shot yesterday and has felt
fatigued ever since, Georgie is complaining of a headache, and
Ofra reports that, in spite of her recent extraction, she can still feel
hot and cold in this area. She takes a call from Ellie and tells us
that she has attempted to respond with a Jewish accent. “How do
you do a Jewish accent?” Georgie wants to know. “In this case,”
I reply, “I would have to say badly.” Staying with Jewish themes
we then have a detailed discussion on where to go to buy the best
challah and the best bagel in north London.
Monday, November 6:
Well, we seem to have survived Bonfire Night (Part II) and with
it, hopefully, the worst of the nighttime explosions – at least
until New Year’s Eve. I must say that Otto was a star; he clearly
disliked the more percussive blasts but there was no trembling or
shaking and he ate his evening meal as usual and accomplished
his late-night walk, when noise was still a feature, without protest.
This morning we have another brilliant sunny day, though it is
quite cold and I am longing to get to the green, where the sun can
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still make a difference. Otto soon discovers some familiar faces
heading our way and, indeed, we decide to follow Ellie and her
Teddy on a complete circuit of the green. After a while we are
joined by Dmitri and Flora and, still later, by Anahita and Elvis.
At one moment we have Bailey, Elvis and Teddy milling about
inside the café – Ofra is waiting to remind a censorious Dan, who
will just be returning from a weekend in Milan, that, as Ronnie
used to say, Cavaliers – since the time of King Charles himself –
are allowed entrance to any establishment in token of their royal
connections. Georgie is waiting for us when we return with our
coffees – today she has Lucky and Seamus in tow. These dogs
are soon badgering me for treats. I note that, over the years, the
greedy canines have created a wonderful patina on the left sleeve
of my leather jacket – which looks quite elegant in the bright
sun. “Someday, everyone will want a jacket like this,” I propose.
Teddy, not a scratcher, nevertheless climbs into an empty chair
and continues his impressions of Bailey as he insists on some of
the softer chews in my arsenal. Elvis leaves the compound on
several occasions, winding Otto up, but today he seems to have
learned that he can also squeeze back in – saving Anahita from her
usual task of getting up to open the gate repeatedly.
Ellie takes a call from her mother, who usually calls with some
imagined crisis at this time every day. Today she has to report
that the cleaner has failed to turn up and this sets off a storm of
inquiring texts. Eventually it is discovered that the cleaner is just
in the front garden, collecting leaves. Next Ellie gives us a report
on the bar mitzvah she attended on Saturday. The event was held
at Harry Potter World in Hertfordshire and Ellie had to do so much
walking in her high heels that she needed to be picked up at the
exit gate, have an injection on her bum ankle when she got home,
and lots of alcohol. Ofra is the next to receive a call. Hers is from
daughter Lee, who is doing research for the wellness division of
Saatchi and Company and wants to know if she can interview any
acne-beset teenager. Dmitri says his Isabella has suffered from this
condition in the past and arrangements are made for a chat. We
begin our march home, crunching through our own leaves as Otto
and Elvis, still at it, contest ownership of an empty plastic drinks
bottle.
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Tuesday, November 7:
After making arrangements for Michigan Janet’s pickup at
Heathrow tomorrow morning I accompany Otto as we begin our
Tuesday session in the Rec. Ellie is heading our way with her
phone in an ear and for a while Teddy chases my dog – but what
started out as a circle of the green is soon aborted as Davide with
Winnie is just coming in behind us and we decide to head directly
for the café. Otto dashes forward in great anticipation for he has
spotted the owner of Baba the Jack Russell, who always has a
treat for him. “You’re just a walking food station as far as my dog
is concerned,” I tell this chap.
We have a very healthy turnout for a weekday morning – Ellie and
Davide, of course, but also London Janet, Ofra, Anahita, Georgie,
Dmitri and Vlad – with Linda coming by with Pepper and Chica
after we have been seated for half an hour or so. Lucky is soon
delivered as well and Otto pounces on the little fellow – who will
have to serve as an Elvis substitute until the real thing comes
along. Otto, in short, is having a great time, one that also includes
frequent visits to my knee; indeed he is only leading an insatiable
parade of animals who never seem to relent in their insistence on
sustenance. Janet says that at home she has been looking after
Binky and that the greedy Spaniel has managed to knock a bag
of treats off the worktop and, in Janet’s absence, scarf the lot.
On a similar theme Georgie says that Dan and Davide left some
Italian sausages and cheese when they let themselves in to pick up
Winnie – and the dogs managed to get their teeth on this treat as
well. (Georgie says she discovered this only when she innocently
stepped on some loose cheese.)
Janet has brought some shortbread biscuits back from Cornwall
and Davide has brought some biscotti from Milan. He says
that the rain was a pain but that he and Dan had a number of
memorable meals (and bought some shoes). By the time he is
finished Ofra and Ellie are planning an expedition here as well.
Ellie is complaining that her daughters have been bringing their
boyfriends home and the latter are eating her out of house and
home. “They only want to watch football all the time,” she
complains, “and I hate football.” There is also some conversation
on the ongoing sex pest allegations in Westminster. Ellie says that
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some of these charges, like “he touched my knee,” are twenty
years old and should long ago have been settled with a slap to the
chops – and then forgotten.
Wednesday, November 8:
At about 8:15 I receive a call from Michigan Janet, informing me
that her cab is just a few blocks from our front door. It has been
two years since we have had a visit and I have no idea if Otto, just
a puppy then, actually remembers her or if he is just delighted to
have a dog-loving visitor. At our usual time we three make our
way into the Rec, where Davide has already preceded us with
Winnie. After some early rain skies are brightening and the sun
is fighting its way through – but it is very cold. (Or so I think –
Janet, with her own internal thermostat, is always taking a layer
off.) Near the green we meet Lenny with Cleo and he and Janet
compare notes on some Democratic gains in yesterday’s elections
in the States.
Joining us this morning we also have Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Dmitri and
Hanna – even Georgie, half an hour late, at last comes in, mostly
to accept delivery on Lucky – who has been handed to Ellie, who
has handed his lead to me, so that I can pass him on to London
Janet. Lucky serves as Otto’s chief play-pal this morning but all
the dogs seem to be interested in my blue biscuit bag – though
only Otto gets his teeth on the chips that come with Michigan
Janet’s omelet. London Janet has brought Leonard with her and
he and Lucky share guard duties, barking in protest whenever an
alien animal passes our gate. Hanna scoops up Pepper, just arrived
with Linda, and gives him a brief Reiki treatment.
My visitor is trying to keep occupied so that she won’t go to sleep
and thus throw her sleep schedule even further off than it is now
and so, as we get up to make our homeward journey, I propose an
expedition to Sainsbury’s. Linda, with Pepper and Chica in the
back seat, agrees to give us a ride to the food palace on Ladbroke
Grove, and so she does at 10:30. We undertake a slow and detailed
perambulation down the aisles, not neglecting the dog food
shelves, and by 12:30 we are home again. Cathy is still here to
help us carry all these bags upstairs and, indeed, mostly so that
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she can catch up with our visitor, she is more than an hour behind
schedule before she finally makes it home herself.
Thursday, November 9:
Our visitor did very well in staying awake until it was my bedtime
and she is only twenty minutes or so behind us as Otto and I head
for the park this morning. It is a cold, gray day though there is
no threat of moisture as we reach the green, crossing this space
and heading for the foothills of Mt. Bannister. Here lots of dogs
are congregating and Ellie is just descending with Teddy. The
latter rushes down to see Otto (his exercise for November thus
completed) and we fall in step as Ellie does another circuit of the
green. By the time we have reached the Grantully exit Ofra has
come up behind us in her red Michelin Man hooded jacket and
now we can continue our stroll back to the café.
Joining us this morning are Anahita, London Janet, Dmitri, Hanna,
Georgie and, eventually, Michigan Janet.
Linda also comes in with Pepper and Chica and I am kept busy
doling out treats. Bailey climbs onto the tabletop to see if he can
snag a digestive biscuit brought by Ellie, and Teddy, not to be
outdone, uses an empty chair to see what he might be able to fish
out of my blue bag. Seamus outbarks all the other dogs but the
mob rushes the bars in collective protest at other passing dogs,
including a burly gray Staffie. (I have to tell Otto that he is going
to get his nose chomped if he joins in this silliness.) Georgie,
who has a bad cold, is expecting delivery of two dogs but neither
shows up and she heads for home.
Linda tells us that her Liam, whose MA thesis earned a
“distinction” designation at King’s College, is interviewing for
jobs with Members of Parliament. We also learn that Guy’s boss
wants to send Ofra’s son to Berlin for five months – a move that
mommy, suffering from early onset empty nest syndrome, resents.
Ofra and Anahita have a discussion based on the Louis Theroux
documentary film, shown this week on TV, about Scientology –
a movement which earns universal condemnation in spite of its
show biz glamour. (Anahita says she’s never watching another
Tom Cruise film.) Michigan Janet, who always seems to suffer
from the refusal of our local ATMs to accept the validity of
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her U.S. credit card, goes off to see if she has any better luck
at Barclays. This is a matter of some confusion for poor Otto,
who doesn’t see why she is heading in one direction while I am
encouraging him to head the other way.
Friday, November 10:
Some early morning moisture has dampened the streets but
the weather is improving as I make my preparations for our
morning in the park. Janet and I confer on dinner plans (though
she says she won’t come to the Rec this morning) and we are
off. I unhook the dog when we reach the green, he does his usual
poo, but thereafter he loses track of me as I continue on to the
Randolph roadway in search of a bin. I can see Otto, near the
distant bandstand, but he has some difficulty in determining the
direction of my calls and whistles. I have to head in his direction
for just a bit and then he at last spots me and comes at great speed
in the direction of the café – where members of our group are
foregathering.
This morning our assemblage includes London Janet, Georgie,
Anahita, Ofra, Ellie and Dmitri. Janet is looking after the black
Kramer this weekend; she says the fellow is unsocial in the
extreme; he doesn’t like to play with any of the other dogs,
doesn’t like to be stroked, doesn’t want treats – a kind of canine
autism. The other dogs in our company are their usual greedy and
active selves. Teddy (now assuming the role of food pest), Flora
and Bailey crave the soft chews; Otto, Elvis and Lucky have the
teeth for sterner stuff. Flora now joins Otto in a manic dance in
which Elvis, on the outside, winds his pals up into chasing him
back and forth on the inside. The dogs are very noisy but both
Elvis and Lucky squeeze through the bars in order to barrack
a passing Alsatian and this requires some rapid intervention.
Anahita says that she has been told by other dog owners not to
bring her dog into our compound because the dogs there are so
hostile and aggressive.
Georgie receives her usual poached egg on toast as the rest of
us get ready to raise our scorecards as we judge its color and
consistency. Ofra has had another go at her tahini-infused date
balls and she definitely seems to have gotten the right proportions.
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Ellie says she is looking forward to breakfast tomorrow since
Teddy goes off with Robert (though the dog does get his own
croissant) and she can have her boiled eggs and soldiers without
any Cockapoo staring up at her. The ladies discuss holiday
destinations – Marbella, Tenerife, the Maldives, The Dominican
Republic, St. Tropez – I wouldn’t know what to do with myself
on the second day of such a holiday. While we have been sitting
at our table the sun has broken through, even providing some
warmth – but there are some ominous predictions of heavy rain
heading our way as we begin our exit march.
Saturday, November 11:
The rain did arrive during the night – but it was no longer
“tropical” in temperature or intensity. Moisture is still falling as
I make my preparations for our morning in the park – with Janet
promising to follow shortly; preparations include rainwear for
man and dog and so we stolidly begin our march to the empty
and sodden green. I urge Otto to get down to business and he
eventually does so, just as we near the café. Ofra is walking past
with Bailey but after muttering something about what a miserable
day it is she continues on toward the parking lot – this seems to be
her wet weather pattern these days.
I stand inside our compound waiting to see if anyone else will
arrive and finally London Janet shows up with Daisy-Mae and
Kramer and Georgie comes with Sparkie only – that’s Sparkie
with an “S,” which here stands for Saturdays and Sundays only.
Georgie has her usual poached egg on toast and she, Janet and
I discuss last night’s TV fare, mostly Gogglebox and the soaps.
Sitting in front of the café is a chap with a Shih-Tzu puppy named
Betty; the latter very much resembles a young Daisy-Mae and so
Janet is quite excited. Daisy-Mae sits in wet discomfort on Janet’s
lap; she is wearing a plastic Remembrance Day poppy attached to
her collar. Well, she can take it off after today, for we have at last
reached Armistice Day.
Michigan Janet finally arrives after we have been seated for half
an hour and I warn her that we are not likely to remain for long.
She does want a cup of coffee but not if it means that she has
to wait in a queue with ten hockey players in front of her. So
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we begin our homeward journey, not an entirely happy process.
First there is the annoyance of a boom box in the vestibule of the
clubhouse, then my houseguest has to sit down on every bench
as her back is troubling her this morning, then the dog, his bum
already befouled, leads me on a merry chase over the sodden grass
– on which I am soon slipping and sliding, then a jogger, coming
up from behind, crashes into me as I am using the red poo-poo
box – and this with the expensively restored running track only
yards away. We use the Essendine exit and across the street I
point out the upper floor flat of the corner building – a restoration
project that has taken two years – and which is now for sale for a
mere £2,000,000!
Sunday, November 12:
Janet says she is giving the park a miss this morning – having
seen the expected temperatures and the attendant wind chill factor.
Indeed it is very cold outside, though bright enough, as Otto and I
undertake our own chilly mission. We begin a circuit of the green
but there don’t seem to be any play-pals out here and even though
I am soon able to release my pet there isn’t much to provide any
amusement. I would have been willing to continue on over the top
of Mt. Bannister but Otto turns left and heads directly for the café
– which is already open. In our compound I can see Georgie, here
with Sparkie and Winnie’s pushchair – with Winnie actually in it
this morning.
The coffee queue goes on forever, with lots of first timers puzzling
over the menu, changing their minds and dithering over the bill.
(And how is it that Ofra, who comes in five minutes after I do,
leaves the café with two coffees five minutes before I do?) Her
Bailey is soon clawing away at my knee and Otto himself is not
far behind. Sparkie also joins the biscuit queue and even DaisyMae seeks sustenance – refusing everything on offer, however.
Dan, here to retrieve his pet, notices that Winnie has another
lump beneath her jaw; this doesn’t seem to slow down her biscuit
consumption and, indeed, when she is wheeled over to receive
some Reiki treatment from Hanna, she is in perfect position to
claw away at my sleeve whenever she wants another treat. Nigel
now comes in with Elvis and soon Otto is taken out to the green
for some spirited exercise.
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London Janet is collecting lottery money on behalf of our
syndicate – but she doesn’t have change for any large notes.
(She is also about to start collecting for our Christmas lunch at
the Bridge House; we have all received our menu choices.) Dan
brings us up to date on the ongoing saga of his parents’ house sale
and, closer to home, he says he is delighted with the functioning
of his new Nest – which regulates, even by remote control, the
temperatures in his flat. Georgie reports that a groomer arrived in
her flat yesterday in order to do battle with the matted fur of little
Lucky – who should really be shaved, according to the visitor.
Ofra reports that she walked all the way from her house to Yara’s
last night – not wanting to drink and drive – and that she actually
enjoyed the exercise. The sun is able to break through the cloud
cover every now and then and we enjoy a brief moment of warmth
but, in fact, it remains on the frigid side throughout out session. As
we head for home I can see that Otto has another rendezvous with
destiny. We are having dinner with Linda and Rob tonight but first
that filthy bum needs to go into the bathtub.
Monday, November 13:
After a lovely evening with Linda and Rob – perhaps the last in
their current premises – we get ready for a new week in the park.
It is extremely cold, though bright enough, as Otto and I work
our way up to the green. There are quite a few dogs out here,
including some really big fellows, so my dog continues on to
the foothills of Mt. Bannister, where he checks out several other
potential chase-partners before heading back down to me. Demi
has arrived with Flora and by the time we get our dogs into the
compound at the café, the latter has opened its doors.
Today we have Demi, Georgie, Anahita, Ofra, and Ellie with us
– though the owner of Lola takes a little table behind us and the
owner of Winter asks if he can leave the young Schnauzer pup
with us while he goes in to get his coffee. Winter makes herself
at home immediately, if home is my lap. “You’ve made a friend
there,” her owner concludes when he returns – but I don’t know
which of us, me or Winter, is being spoken to. Anahita takes Elvis
and Otto out onto the green on several occasions this morning and
there is plenty of chasing inside the bars as well. This is the first
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time we have seen a shorn Lucky – Ofra thinks he has a mustache
now. Teddy assumes a position at the end of our table and
demands his share of the treats; others, like Bailey, Flora, Lucky,
Winnie, Otto and Elvis, at least show up at my knee in order to
begin their begging.
There is a lot of human food on offer as well since Ofra and
Ellie are sharing a toasted bacon and tomato sandwich and chips,
Davide has a toastie himself and Dmitri has a cheese omelet, a
bowl of beans and chips as well. Travel plans again dominate
conversation and I am made dizzy with all the chatter about
websites, discounts, dates and accommodation possibilities.
Dmitri seems interested in booking into the same Dominican
Republic site that both Ellie and Yara are heading for between
Christmas and New Year and Davide, who can also get hotel
discounts, begins to check out possibilities, using Ofra’s phone. It
is not easy to make our escape this morning since there are a lot of
dogs, including Beanie, who want to play with our animals as we
make our way down the roadways.
Tuesday, November 14:
It is a gray day in Maida Vale but at least temperatures have
moderated a bit as Otto and I head for the park. We cross the
leaf-littered green and, not finding any worthy play partner for
the dog, we continue on to the Randolph roadway. Here Millie
the Miniature Pinscher comes dancing up, hoping for an early
appearance of the blue biscuit bag; in fact she gets three treats,
dropping the first two (which Otto devours) before making off
with one of her own. In front of our compound gate at the café
Davide and Dmitri are in solemn conference on the subject of
holiday bookings – each tapping away at their various electronic
devices. Tied to a low bit of fencing in the courtyard we find the
Bulldog puppy, Sanchez, and he and Otto do get in a little goodnatured sparring before I can get my pet behind bars. In the café
itself Ofra, a phone in her ear, is behind the counter fingering all
the cups as she searches for the one she will accept as a suitable
for her morning coffee.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have London
Janet, Georgie, Vlad, Dan and eventually Anahita. Otto is of
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course delighted to welcome Elvis but the mischievous Maltese
manages to remain outside the bars for most of the session so
there will not be much genuine exercise this morning. I feel sorry
for my fellow for I can see him try it on with each new entrant
– Lola, Bailey, Lucky – all to no avail. I have other chores to
perform, with all those blue bag customers scraping away at my
sleeves. Daisy-Mae barks at me but won’t accept anything I have
to offer but Bailey and Winnie are not so fussy. Dan says that
Winnie has had another bad night, with blood streaming from her
nose, but she seems just fine this morning.
Anahita is asked if any of her relatives in Iran have been affected
by the devastating earthquake on the border with Iraq but she says
they have not. Dan and Janet compare notes on some Bluetooth
earphones they are manipulating and Janet announces that for our
personal investment of £1 a week in the lottery racket we have
won a magnificent £6 apiece this year! (Don’t spend it all at once.)
More efforts are expended on holiday bookings; Dan and Davide
have learned that you should never use the same website two
days in a row because it has been programmed to offer the same
accommodation you were looking at yesterday at an inflated price
today and therefore you have to pretend you are new to the site.
There are gasps of approval from the assembled coffee drinkers
over the ingenuity of this approach and Dan says that when it
comes to booking, “We’re geniuses.” I can’t help adding, “and
when you have found the best deal on some luxury booking in the
Dominican Republic perhaps you can turn your talents to world
peace, famine or global warming.”
Wednesday, November 15:
Another gray morning greets us as Otto and I make our way into
the park for a midweek classic. The dog spots Teddy and some
other dogs making a clockwise circuit of the green and he rushes
forward to join them. I trail along, catching up with Ellie at about
the time we reach the café. The doors of this establishment are
already open and I am soon joined in the coffee queue by other
tablemates. Today we have the participation of Ellie, Georgie, the
latter’s sister Jean, who is visiting from Glasgow, Davide, London
Janet and Ofra. The latter is bearing a Victoria sponge made
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with jam and dollops of cream and she does so because today is
Bailey’s fourteenth birthday.
Someone notes that a Facebook item has revealed the unhappy
news that someone has stolen Dmitri’s bicycle but the owner of
this vehicle is not present to give us an update. Janet says that she
couldn’t understand why Jean’s dog looked so unlike himself in
another recent posting – but it turns out that Ziggy is wearing the
antlers of a reindeer in the photo. While we are on the subject of
unusual apparel Ofra admits that she often undertakes Bailey’s
late night walk wearing only a shorty dressing gown and Ellie
admits that she often drives her daughter to school wearing only
her fluffy pajamas. “It does make me a better driver,” she admits,
“since I would never want to have a crash under under such
circumstances.”
A single candle is ignited on the birthday boy’s cake and we sing
a chorus of the famous song. He has had plenty of soft chews
from me – joined in his snacking by Otto, Lucky, Teddy, Winnie
and Leonard, here today with Janet. But now someone suggests
he ought to have a piece of the cake itself. His daddy has tied a
celebratory red shoelace to his collar and, fearing that he will get
his ears smeared with jam and cream as he licks out the empty
plastic container, Ofra uses the ribbon to tie his ears back. It
doesn’t help much and the shoelace ends up in the plastic dish all
by itself. Now some of the other dogs, led by Otto, want to have a
go at licking the container and before long we look up to see that
he and Lucky are having an epic tug of war over this prize. Ofra
says that it is a measure of Otto’s good nature that he lets Lucky
hang on as the two circle our table amid our hearty chuckles.
Finally I realize that I had better head for home – Michigan Janet
and I have half a dozen stops along the Marylebone High Street
beckoning us.
Thursday, November 16:
We did have a fairly successful sojourn on Marylebone High
Street but today our visitor has a chest cold and so once again Otto
and I are on our own as we head for the park on a mild but gray
Thursday morning. Coming in just behind us is Shane with Bullet
and little Rocky. Otto would like Rocky to be his larger cousin,
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Elvis, but this is not going to happen. Still, it is most amusing to
see the tiniest Maltese launch a dozen seagulls from their resting
spots in the center of the green with a speedy charge into their
midst. Otto eventually disappears over the crest of the hill at the
east end of this space, having recognized the voice of his cousin,
Leonard. The latter, still with London Janet, has been barking at a
squirrel. I can see just a tiny touch of blue in the western skies and
there are soon signs of sunshine emerging from the clouds.
Our morning group includes the aforementioned Janet, Georgie,
Jean, Davide, Ofra, Ellie and, after a while, Clare and the latter’s
daughter. Clare’s Pug, Harley, in his camouflage harness, is soon
seeking treats at my knee but the daughter’s dog, the year-old
French Bulldog named Pingu, is even more direct in her entreaties
– leaping into my lap and, in her shocking pink coat, settling in
comfortably for most of the session. Teddy is using an empty
chair at the end of the table to demand his treats but the other dogs
are milling around at my feet. Bailey acts as though he hasn’t
been fed in months, clawing at my jacket sleeve in manic protest.
Winnie is barking at me and in other ways showing no signs of
any discomfort but Davide says that nights are often spoiled by
her restlessness, her heavy breathing and her nasal discharges (and
Dan’s Nest has kept the temperature at the boiling point).
I pass around a catalogue I have just received, with many dog
products on offer and a Daisy-Mae lookalike posing in a dog bed.
Janet is taking orders for our three-course lunch at The Bridge on
December 3 – always a problem for the fussy Ofra. It is not easy
explaining to the latter what kind of fish she will get if she orders
the trout and, indeed, what “cress” means. Jean says that between
an analysis of Teddy’s anal problems and all these culinary
matters that our conversation has certainly deteriorated since
she was last here – but I assure her that only last week we were
debating the Hegelian Dialectic. Anahita now arrives with Elvis
and a bad cold but there isn’t much time for further play for Otto
since we are in the process of heading for home or, in Davide’s
case, to the vet’s.
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Friday, November 17:
It is quite cold outside, though sunny enough, as Otto and I
begin our Friday in the park. Just as we approach the green we
encounter London Janet, heading our way from the bandstand
with Leonard, Ellie the Cocker and Daisy-Mae, and Otto is soon
involved in an early morning chase. A black dog named Winston
and a Dachshund wearing a sequin-embossed coat are also part of
this melee – a very satisfying overture. I summon my dog from his
position near the cricket crease and we head for the café, where
the doors are already open and a queue is forming.
The queue buster, Ofra, manages to slip behind the counter in
order to suggest that some toast could be started while she is
waiting – Ellie and I are watching this scene with fascination and
merriment but I don’t think our drinks arrive any earlier than those
in front of us this morning. Outside we also have Georgie, Jean,
Davide and Anahita. Otto is soon enjoying his usual extended
bout with Elvis; this always includes several sessions in which
Otto must dash back and forth, squealing all the time, as Elvis
circles the compound on the outside. A little boy joins in this game
a well – but he is kicking at the dogs and making threatening
gestures and we are not entirely happy that mom lets him persist
in this behavior. According to Jean, Teddy has become a real dog
since her last visit, and he proves this today by climbing onto
the tabletop and in other ways demonstrating his insistence on
sustenance now. As well, I am kept busy doling out the treats to
Bailey, Lucky, Winnie, Leonard and Ellie the Cocker – the latter
keeps my right knee warm with her chin but, in fact, with the sun
at such a low angle, we do have some warmth reaching us from
the south.
I make some progress on the guest list for a Thanksgiving feast
that Michigan Janet is planning to cook for us on Thursday
next. Georgie reports that she has taken delivery on a new wallmounted flat screen TV, though it has not been mounted as yet.
Jean introduces the topic of booze costs in Scotland where, it
was announced yesterday, minimum prices can now be set by the
government – in an attempt to curb special offers that undermine
the health of a population suffering from too much alcohol.
There are obvious benefits from such a measure but she thinks
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it punishes the poor and that it will just encourage forays into
England – where cheaper liquor will still be available. While we
are on the subject Ofra and Ellie quiz me about my Thanksgiving
needs (or their own). The conclusion is that, for them, Thursday
night will be B.Y.O.P. – bring your own Prosecco.
Saturday, November 18:
A gray and frigid day beckons as Otto and I head for the Rec on
a dour Saturday morning. I wouldn’t exactly say that Otto is in
disgrace but his copybook and has been well and truly blotted.
The incident I refer to occurred last night, as Janet as I headed
for the American School – where my friend Buck Herron had
mounted a production of Cabaret. This turned out to be a very
gratifying experience and, as often happens, I was able to make
contact with a number of former colleagues. (And the play
featured one sailor named Fritz and another named Otto.) At a
reception in the library after the show I also met a former student,
actor Adam Bond – who reminded me that he used to write
movie reviews for me during my tenure as sponsor of the school
newspaper. When we got home, however, we discovered that Otto,
as a punishment for our betrayal in abandoning him, had pushed
into Janet’s room and chewed up her new copy of the successor
novel in the Stig Larsson saga. Janet painstakingly pasted all the
paper shards into place, hopefully proving that the dog had not
swallowed any of the book but he did have an attack of hiccups in
the middle of the night.
I was particularly proud of Janet, who didn’t cough once during
the play, in spite of her cold, though this morning, in spite of her
good intentions, she again remains behind when Otto and I take
off. There are a lot of larger dogs out on the green this morning,
including a wonderful fuzzy beast and two young hounds and Otto
seems to enjoy sparring and chasing with these fellows. Once we
have settled into our seats at the café there is further excitement
when Elvis shows up; the latter is such a wind-up merchant,
taunting Otto repeatedly from the other side of our bars. Another
new waitress is obviously dog-phobic and she doesn’t exactly
appreciate the frenzy at her feet as she delivers Georgie’s egg
and Dan’s toasted sandwich. (London Janet, Ofra, Hanna, Nigel
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and Anahita are also present today.) Dan has brought me another
package of Tasty Bites for the toothless ones – but I always have a
goodly supply of such treats for these fellows. Bailey, not satisfied
with this, however, tries to gobble up the last of Georgie’s egg
but he has stretched too far from his supporting chair and falls off
with a thud.
Dan has brought with him more financial papers for Nigel and
these are accepted by the accountant for further action at work.
Hanna distributes more of the coffee-flavored candies from Iran
but when Georgie asks where she bought them Hanna offers the
cryptic reply, “I’m entitled to some secrets.” Georgie says that she
has seen no evidence of modernization work at the old Truscott
Arms and says she doubts the property will ever re-open as a
pub. (This loss of local amenity brings to mind the closure of our
much-missed post office.) With all of his morning play on the
green Otto has still not squatted for his poo – but soon after we
have begun our return journey this chore is accomplished at last.
Sunday, November 19:
Again we face a frigid morning in the Rec; there is some sun but
today it provides little warmth as Otto and I overtake Georgie,
here with Sparkie and Seamus. We pass two Oscars, first the
unrestrained Schnauzer and then the playful Beagle. The latter
is just leaving and so, with little opportunity for play, we report
to the café – which is just opening its doors. Our compound
is crowded with visitors this morning. First we have Frankie
and daughter Valentina, here with rescue dog Rosie. They are
waiting for an Italian friend, who arrives with her daughter and a
chocolate Lab named Jack. At a second little table are two women,
a hockey-stick wielding little girl and a half Schnauzer-half
Poodle (a Schnoodle?) named Blas. At our table we have London
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Hanna and, yes, Michigan Janet.
Valentina loves all the dogs and goes from one to another in
order to give each a cuddle. She says Sparkie is her favorite –
London Janet covers Daisy-Mae’s ears at this point. Seamus is
on a tear this morning – barking at everything moving on the
other side of the bars, following Sparkie in case the latter drops a
crumb and attacking poor Jack. Dan suggests that the interaction
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between Jack and the others dogs would be improved if the Lab
were not on lead. Unfortunately Jack’s owner doesn’t speak
English so Dan attempts to repeat this conversation in Italian and
Valentina, who is fluent in both tongues, also translates. Bailey,
Winnie and Sparkie are my chief customers this morning – but
why does Sparkie accept each biscuit as though he were being
asked to swallow medicine. Otto also gets lots of treats but play
opportunities remain limited – though Blas provides a little
competition.
London Janet has brought with her seven scratch cards and
some time is spent in discovering whether the syndicate has won
anything for their investment. Ofra insists that a spoon is the
best instrument for scratching but in fact only Dan has a winner
this morning – on a card that cost £2 we have won £2! Michigan
Janet spends some time quizzing Dan on the theater line-up as
she decides whether to book a ticket or two before she departs.
TV fare comes under discussion – with emphasis on Strictly and
anticipation on the first episode of I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out
of Here! coming up tonight. Michigan Janet and I discuss our
schedule for the rest of the day and, leaving her in conversation
with Dan, I head for home. I’m cold.
Monday, November 20:
There seems to have been some moisture overnight but this
morning it is merely gray as, depositing the recycling bag on the
pavement, we head for the Rec at the beginning of a new week.
Otto makes slow work of his progress up the Morshead roadway
and when we do reach the green he has a lot of problems settling
down for his first poo – with a number of dogs convincing him
that he’d much rather play than squat. On the Randolph roadway
he finds some smaller dogs who enjoy a good romp and by the
time we have reported to the café Davide, Georgie and Jean have
already taken their seats.
Ofra, Ellie and Lisa, Flora’s owner and Demi’s wife, also join us
for our session this morning. Flora thus adds her nose to that of
Bailey and Winnie in the biscuit queue – though Teddy prefers
jumping into empty chairs in order to demand his treats. Ellie
complains that her dog has been sitting in something nasty and
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that he will have to have his bum washed as soon as they get home
– this was true of Otto last night too. Ellie gets lots of advice
on what Teddy might have been sitting on, amid a mounting
crescendo of derisive laughter – but I notice that she is not
laughing. Lucky is delivered to Georgie and he spends most of the
session in Jean’s lap. To our surprise, an animal warden working
for the council, Vicky, stops by to ask if we have any problems to
report. We don’t.
London Janet is off playing tennis and this is a problem for people
who have come to pay for lottery or lunch – an especially puzzling
mater of accountancy since friends have advanced money for
absent pals and no one remembers how much. Lisa is complaining
that daughter Isabella is facing those all-important exams and that
all of her efforts in the course work category don’t seem to matter
anymore in the British system. (Should have gone to the American
School.) Davide is complaining that there is a problem with
the water heater in the flat he owns out near Heathrow and the
plumber says he can’t get proper access. And Ofra is complaining
that Ellie now has to drive her to the beauty salon where, two days
ago, she bought some shampoo – and then forgot to take it with
her when she left.
Tuesday, November 21:
It is several degrees warmer today – you can tell this is true
because I am able to wear my baseball cap again and not my wool
hat. Michigan Janet and I produce a lot of garbage these days and
one of my tasks, as we reach the Morshead gate, is to offer up a
garbage bag as we pass the black rubbish bin. Out on the muddy
green there are a lot of dogs but the one who seems to have the
most interest for Otto is a black Lab with a stick. Otto would
really like to have a go at this object, perhaps even some tug-ofwar, but this fellow is not into sharing. Hanna comes around the
corner and, addressing my pet as “Monster,” accompanies us on
our final walk to the café.
This morning we have Hanna, Georgie, Jean, Davide, London
Janet, Ellie and Wendy with us – but Ofra, we soon learn, is
feeling poorly and will not be coming to the park this morning.
This means that only Winnie, who spends much of the session
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in Hanna’s lap, requires soft chews – Schmackos today. Teddy
continues his impersonation of mentor Bailey, jumping into empty
chairs and raking away at the tabletop. He’s been into the mud
again, but cleanup will be much easier than yesterday. (For that
matter, we learn that Flora has rolled into fox poo and even puppy
shampoo has not defeated the odor; someone suggests that it can
be countered by smothering the dog in ketchup.) Otto has a little
play with Lucky but there isn’t enough exercise on offer for him
today – and prospects don’t improve with the arrival of Linda with
Pepper and Chica.
Conversation this morning is devoted to a catalogue of disasters.
The plumbing in the flat that Davide owns near Heathrow is
failing and cannot be reached easily by the plumbers. Wendy says
that a leak from the flat above has done in her boiler and caused
considerable displacement. Ellie reports that daughter Georgia
has fallen off a ladder and broken an arm – this will require
additional investigations at the Wellington today. Linda is very
upset that one of the builders assisting in the move to St. John’s
Wood has broken a treasured chandelier. And finally, as we head
for the exits, Michigan Janet arrives at last. She is late because
her faithful curling brush has at last crashed and some form of
replacement must be sought at John Lewis later today.
Wednesday, November 22:
The house is in turmoil – with the sitting room full of furniture
needed to seat tomorrow’s Thanksgiving guests and Cathy, John
the Window Cleaner and Michigan Janet all talking at the same
time. Outside it is on the mild side, with occasional outbreaks of
sun, though there is a strong wind ripping across the green. Otto
heads across this large space, finding some fun with a very young
chocolate Lab puppy named Harley. Soon London Janet and
Anahita are descending Mt. Bannister and this means that Leonard
and Elvis are added to the mix. By the time we can get our lot
moving toward the blue umbrella the café is already open.
Ellie, standing behind me in the queue, is calling her pal Ofra,
who was feeling poorly yesterday and who is still at home in
bed. This means that once again I need soft chews for one animal
only – in this case Winnie, here with Davide. Jean and eventually
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Georgie are also here and Hanna has her tabloid spread on the
tabletop. Lucky has taken a real liking to Jean and spends most
of the session in her lap – when he is not barking at me for treats.
(It’s too bad that Jean returns to Glasgow today on the 1:30
train.) Anahita announces that Elvis must be poorly because he
slept most of the day yesterday – we assure her that this isn’t
necessarily the case and, indeed, he seems just fine as he and Otto
have their usual wresting match.
Some of yesterday’s crises have been addressed. Davide reports
that the boiler on his Heathrow flat has been fixed – though this
did involve breaking open part of the wall. Ellie says that an MRI
has confirmed a break in Georgia’s left arm. She is worried that
this may interfere with water sports during the December holiday
in the Dominican Republic but the new splint is waterproof.
(Georgia was offered this apparatus in a variety of colors; Ellie
opted for black since this will show less wear and tear and,
besides, everything goes with black.) There is no discussion of
the resignation of Robert Mugabe but much is made of the latest
TV fare. I am the first to leave this morning – Linda has promised
us a ride to Sainsbury’s Ladbroke Grove, where the last of the
Thanksgiving supplies must be purchased. As I am out walking
with the dog later that night my former student Marty drives by,
stopping to invite me, yes, to a Thanksgiving dinner at his house.
Thursday, November 23:
After a day of frantic pre-Thanksgiving struggles in the kitchen
I notice that even Classic FM is full of references to this most
American of holidays. Otto and I head for the park on the day
itself – there has been overnight rain but it is dry and sunny
now, though quite cold. The dog works his way across the green,
chasing and being chased, and we end up on the Randolph
roadway where London Janet is just arriving with Leonard, Lucky
and, and wait a minute …. there is no sign of Daisy-Mae! This is
a matter of some consternation for the Shih-Tzu’s doting mommy
and we spend some time calling Daisy-Mae’s name before the
little madam, having taken her own route to the café, appears
around a corner. Thereafter we walk together to the tennis courts
and to Leonard’s favorite tree – the one that always has one or two
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resident squirrels to bark at. As we return to the café a second time
there is more spirited play, this time involving the Boxer puppy,
Sanchez.
There is only a small turnout this morning, just London Janet,
Georgie, Dan and Davide. Georgie says that Ellie has told her
that Ofra is still stick and will have to miss tonight’s feast. (Ellie
has to head for home early in order to rendezvous with a builder.)
This means that once again I have only Winnie in the soft treats
category, though I notice that Lucky often drops his Shapes biscuit
(which Otto then gobbles up) and I would do better feeding him
smaller treats as well. Dan and Davide are still waiting for news
of the tests that Winnie underwent a few days ago and Dan uses
his mobile phone to remind the vet’s receptionist that they need to
pull their finger out over there.
I have to give a detailed analysis of the foods on offer tonight
– with great interest in the marshmallow bedecked sweet
potatoes and an anticipatory smack of the lips when I mention
that the pumpkin pie will have a lemon meringue sibling. (Poor
Davide, who heads for a flight to Sao Paulo this afternoon, is
being tortured by this recital.) Food topics remind Georgie that
the notion that the haggis is a wild animal is an ancient joke in
Scotland and Dan says that his own father perpetrated this myth
when the family went visiting in the far north. Asked by the
young Dan why the path through the heather was circular dad
responded that the haggis has shorter legs on one side of its body
and therefore it can’t run in a straight line. I remind the others
that Thanksgiving was a prominent theme on this morning’s radio
breakfast and there is speculation that, like Halloween before it,
the holiday may eventually be embraced by the English as well.
This would be an irony, I note, since the Pilgrim Fathers were fed
up with England and glad to make their escape. “I think you’ll
find,” Dan concludes, “that, in fact, they were kicked out.”
Friday, November 24:
Bright skies illuminate our pathway to the green as Otto and I
enter the Rec on a sunny but chilly November morning. Almost
immediately Teddy rushes forward to touch noses with my dog
and so we fall in step with Ellie as we make a slow circuit of the
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green itself. Along the way we encounter London Janet, walking
this morning with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker. The latter
becomes an immediate object of my dog’s form of bullying play
and the two are soon wrestling in the leaves. On the walkway
itself a personal trainer is putting his charge through a series of
crunches – Ellie is hoping that none of our dogs piss on this poor
chap, though, given the totally inappropriate site for this exercise
session, I am of two minds. Atop Mt. Bannister we also note a
shirtless chap doing his exercises – how is he not freezing to
death?
This morning, in addition to Janet and Ellie we also have the
participation of Hanna, Georgie, Anahita, and Davide. The latter,
here with Winnie, is a bit of a surprise since we had expected him
to be in Sao Paulo by this time – but he says that he was unwell
and begged off his assignment, missing not only it but last night’s
Thanksgiving extravaganza as well So did Ofra, whom Ellie has
spoken to on the phone; our Israeli friend, still suffering from high
temperatures, is calling on the doctor today. Davide reports that
Winnie has a number of infections, for which more antibiotics
have been issued; he also wants to know if she is perhaps infecting
him. Nothing wrong with her appetite nor that of the other usual
suspects. These include Lucky, Ellie the Cocker, Teddy, Otto and
Elvis. The latter usually takes his biscuit through the bars in order
to enjoy it in peace – a strategy that also succeeds in winding Otto
up every time.
With the exception of bed-bound Davide all of those present were
also guests at the Thanksgiving meal, a marvelous feast provided
by Michigan Janet, and much of our conversation this morning
is devoted to a thorough digestion of this topic. I was able to use
the occasion of this meal to produce the first proof copy of the
novel written by my Dorothy, Sight / Bites, a work that can also
be downloaded now from my website. Ironically many chapters
of this work are devoted to the preparation and consumption of
a Thanksgiving meal and even more eerie is the fact that, long
before he had appeared on the scene, Dorothy called the Miniature
Schnauzer belonging to the heroine “Otto.” Well, there is still a
lot of clean-up needed to bring last night’s version of the famous
meal to a final conclusion so I had better get home and empty the
dishwasher.
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Saturday, November 25:
After a day of recovery and restitution in my house Otto and I
get ready for our morning in the park. In Otto’s case this means
running up and down the hall with Foxy, the new squeaky toy
brought by Michigan Janet. In my case this means, for the first
time this year, donning my heavy winter coat, my gloves and
my long-johns. Yes, observing a coating of frost on the car roofs
during our late night walk I am determined to meet winter head-on
this morning. It isn’t quite as bad as I might have expected; there
is frost everywhere but it is also sunny and there isn’t much wind.
We crunch our way across the green as Otto, looking for someone
to play with, manages to steal the ball of a little dog and run off
with it – no doubt hoping that this provocation will be followed by
some spirited chasing. This doesn’t happen and it takes me a while
to retrieve the ball and by this time they are just opening the doors
of the café.
Just opening the doors and yet there is already a queue with
twelve people lined up ahead of me. Outside I join a meager
Saturday turnout – just Davide, London Janet, Georgie and
Hanna. Daisy-Mae is sitting in Janet’s lap and she is not best
pleased. She has already giving the visiting Oscar the Schnauzer
a severe telling off and now she launches an attack on the head
of the noisy Seamus. Sparkie, making one of his weekend
appearances, exhausts the dividends coming from the toasted
cheese sandwiches and then deigns to accept some pink Shapes
from me. My most frequent petitioner is Winnie. Davide says that
she follows him around the house – as though he were some sort
of mobile refrigerator – barking for treats all day long.
Conversation is devoted to a number of TV-generated topics. First
we have reactions to a mysterious incident (with some claiming
they heard shots fired) at Oxford Circus station – covered in detail
during the evening news last night. (No one seems to know what
happened but it was definitely not a terrorist incident.) Also under
consideration is this year’s line-up on I’m A Celebrity, Get Me
Out of Here! The others feel that the format is becoming tired and
predictable but I can add that Michigan Janet has been watching
with great interest. London Janet denounces Graham Norton’s
show and here too she sees the talk show format as threadbare by
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now – I have given up on such shows years ago, although perhaps
The Last Leg, which I do watch, is still in this category. Given
the depressed temperatures it is not too surprising that there is no
interest in lingering this morning. Poor Otto has not found any
worthy play-pals this morning but perhaps there will be better
luck tomorrow.
Sunday, November 26:
There is less evidence of frost on all the park surfaces but it is
still very cold as Otto and I head for the park on a sunny Sunday
morning. There are no dogs out on the green and so we begin a
slow walk on the outer perimeter, gradually working our way out
of the shadows and into the more congenial sunshine. As we reach
the Randolph roadway we meet a lively Shih-Tzu in a Christmas
sweater. This is Maya and she and Otto chase around a bit as we
slowly approach the café. Heading our way are a number of park
pals and their dogs. I pause long enough to insert Otto into our
compound before entering the café itself. The queue is much more
manageable this morning and I am soon sitting in the sun with my
cappuccino.
Joining us we have Dan, Davide, London Janet, Georgie, Lisa,
Nigel, Hanna and, making perhaps her last morning appearance
for this visit, Michigan Janet. Indeed, after a while, Maya’s owner,
Cathleen, sits down as well and Vlad comes to take up a little
table behind us. In all, this is a very respectable Sunday turnout.
Lisa has arrived to deliver Flora to Georgie, who also has Sparkie
and Seamus with her. The presence of Nigel means that, at last,
Otto has Elvis to play with; the latter is wearing a coat today and
this means that there is no escape through the bars for the little
Maltese today. Elvis also joins the food queue and I am kept busy
satisfying the needs of Winnie, Flora, Seamus and Sparkie. DaisyMae is lying in wait on London Janet’s lap and every now and
then she lashes out at one of the aforementioned diners.
Nigel has brought in a Thanksgiving thank you gift for Michigan
Janet from L’Occitane and Vlad has brought in a box of Belgrade
chocolates for London Janet. We review latest developments on
I’m a Celebrity and Strictly and our visitor plans out the rest of her
day’s schedule with advice from everyone else. Nigel has brought
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with him the taxes he has completed for Dan and Davide and there
is some conversation on whether Elvis, a frequent office visitor,
has had a paw in their preparation. Nigel says that, yes, on the line
marked “Amount to Pay” Elvis has wiped his bum. Part of today’s
schedule for Michigan Janet includes a visit to Hamish II and so,
accompanied by Hanna we head here (very slowly), also pausing
for a baguette from the nearby deli. It is cold waiting around in
the shadows so I am urging some haste in this errand so I can get
home and turn the heat on.
Monday, November 27:
The light rain that was falling during our late night walk seems
to have come to an end shortly before it is time to head for the
streets with the dog and a second recycling bag. There are still
lots of black clouds lying ominously low on the horizon but the
temperatures have moderated a bit. We begin to circle the green
but shortly after the bandstand we encounter London Janet,
uncertain if tennis is still possible this morning, and we reverse
directions. So does Ellie, whom we encounter near the clubhouse,
and thus it is with a fine canine parade (Otto, Teddy, Binky,
Leonard and Daisy-Mae) that we approach the café. Heading our
way, after a week’s absence, is Ofra –and Georgie (dogless until
Lucky is delivered) is soon coming in behind us.
“I always love it,” I tell Janet a few minutes later, “when, even
though I am fourth in the queue, I get my coffee first.” (They
often begin my order when they see me lurking outside.) Bailey
seems to think that he is owed all the biscuits he missed while
his mommy was ill. Binky, Lucky and Leonard are soon lined up
as well – I am trying to keep their wet paws off my knees. Teddy
begins the session in Ellie’s lap. (When she drops her teabag on
the tiles she tries to retrieve it by using two stirring sticks – “There
is someone who has spent a lot of time in Chinese restaurants,” I
note.) Teddy settles into her lap again but he is soon demanding
treats and after I roll some across the tabletop she puts him down
and he uses empty chairs to advance his cause. He has his eye
on the last of Georgie’s poached egg but, though he rattles her
abandoned silverware, he never quite succeeds in scarfing this
prize. We are joined for a brief time by Shane with his Bullet and
a fuzzy black dog named Alfie.
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Ofra is regretting that illness caused her to miss the Thanksgiving
feast but I can tell the ladies that there is a brief resumé of the
event on YouTube – where Dan has deposited a minute-long video
he produced during the meal. Ellie produces her phone to view
this but this device now has a very unique usage. Ofra has been
complaining that after all the recent dentistry she still has a hole
in one tooth and Ellie’s phone is used to photograph her mouth so
that she can prove this claim. Soon she is using her own phone,
as though it were a lollipop, to gather additional evidence. The
use of this instrument is not complete – for Ellie now receives the
daily call from her mother with news of the latest crisis. Today
it turns out that Ellie has failed to turn the dishwasher on – as if
this emergency can’t wait until she gets home. Otto and I are on
our own as we head homeward ourselves. Near the Essendine exit
the black Beanie dashes forward for the obligatory mugging from
my pet. A minute later she has her revenge – flattened on a black
bench she falls heavily on an unsuspecting Otto from above.
Tuesday, November 28:
The day begins far earlier than usual in our household – for Janet
awaits a cab that will take her to Heathrow at the start of a return
journey to Michigan. By 6:15 she is off and I hope, in spite of the
mobility problems, the overheating and the bothersome coughing,
that she has had a good time. Certainly Otto will miss her, though
he has the distraction of a morning in the park as a temporary
recompense. It is very cold this morning, though clouds have
departed and we have a bright (if not warming) sunshine. After
crossing the green without finding any appropriate play-partner
Otto heads to the top of Mt. Bannister and I am forced to climb
steeply up the flanks of this eminence, getting to the top just in
time to spot where his first poo of the day has fallen. We descend
to the Carlton roadway and make our way back to the café –
where the troops are just beginning to report for coffee drinking
duties.
This morning we have Janet (no need, alas, to differentiate
between London Janet and Michigan Janet any longer), Georgie,
Ofra (still looking weary after her recent bout with the flu), Ellie,
Anahita and Hanna. Lucky has been delivered by his Spanish
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owner but Otto’s initial preoccupation is with Leonard, here with
Janet. The latter’s Daisy-Mae makes an unusual appearance on
my lap and accepts several Tasty Bites before squeezing through
the bars in order to pursue two French Bulldogs. A few minutes
later she does this again – Janet has a theory that when she has
undergone a particularly stressful grooming, as this morning,
she takes her anger out on other dogs. The presence of Elvis
adds spice to Otto’s menu; this morning the Malteser is wearing
a jacket and this prevents him from squeezing through the bars,
a gesture he often performs in order to eat his biscuits in peace
outside.
One topic dominates the morning conversation – yesterday’s
announcement of the engagement of Prince Harry and the
American actress Meghan Markle. All of the ladies endorse this
coupling, an historic choice for a royal since Meghan is of mixed
race and a divorcée – not to mention a Yank. There is much
speculation on the venue and the date of the spring wedding
(before or after Kate’s third baby is born?) and I throw the cat
among the pigeons by wondering if this transatlantic union means
that Donald Trump will have to be invited. Janet is in the final
stages of gathering money for our lunch on Sunday and this
reminds me that Debbie gave me her contribution as we were
leaving the park yesterday. But Janet has another task now – a
friend comes by in tears and has to be comforted after struggling
with the logging-in system in the gym and getting unhelpful
suggestions from the staff. I follow Janet and Georgie as they
make their way to the exits. Once again Otto is broadsided by
Beanie as we near our gate and it is not easy making our way back
to an empty house.
Wednesday, November 29:
I will have to add gloves to my cold weather armor this morning;
though there is no frost there is a biting wind and, under gray
skies, we bravely head for an empty green. Such a scene is always
a matter of some disappointment for Otto, who even follows some
large dogs as they climb up on the Mt. Bannister walkway. I don’t
have to follow him today because he does agree to join me below
and by this time there are some pals coming in at the clubhouse
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end of the green. These include Poppy and – with Janet – Binky,
Leonard and Daisy-Mae. Moreover Ofra is heading our way with
Bailey and behind her there is Ellie with Teddy and the pass-theparcel dog, Lucky.
There are a number of tasks that need to be performed before I
can put my gloves back on. I need to squeeze a saccharine into
my coffee and I need to make sure that the biscuit bag is untied
and, indeed, that quantities of treat material have been decanted
onto the tabletop. Binky and Bailey are soon in begging mode,
and Otto and Leonard are not far behind. Lucky, freed from his
lead, is eyed by that opportunist, Otto, when he goes off to chew
his Shapes biscuit – since there might be a stolen crumb going.
“Leave him alone, you can have your own biscuit,” I argue. “Otto
is definitely the schoolyard bully of this group,” Ellie argues.
Perhaps this is true inside the bars; for the outside we have DaisyMae, who twice squeezes through in order to attack some passing
stranger who fails to meet her high canine standards.
Ofra, who is still coughing, says that she has a new form of
medicinal syrup – Bailey’s Irish Cream. She is going out tonight
but so is Ellie. In the latter case there is cheering news – after
several months the Clifton pub, one of those many local hostelries
threatened with conversion into flats, has reopened as a pub. And
a dog-friendly one, we are told, so there is a chance that Teddy
may be going out tonight too. Ellie says this is preferable to
leaving him at home where husband and daughters feed him too
much junk. Today he is scraping away at the tabletop in pursuit of
Tasty Bites. I suggest that he is practicing for his next trip to Las
Vegas for his gesture, at any blackjack table, would certainly be
interpreted as “Hit me!” Well, no one wants to linger on such a
bitter morning and so we can now head for home. In my case it is
to begin my Wednesday errands, including the 123 Cleaners; there
is so much bedding, plus Thanksgiving tablecloths and a pair of
trousers, that I need to carry much of this in a pillowcase and the
rest in my backpack. As I pass the porch of my neighbor Lennie
he says, “You look like you are on your way to join Shackleton’s
expedition to Antarctica.”
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Thursday, November 30:
For the last day of the month we have bright skies, lots of
sunshine, and frigid temperatures again. You can tell it is really
cold when I am wearing my sweatshirt hood over my wool hat –
the final stage would be to cover this with the hood of my winter
coat as well but I have resisted this so far this winter. Otto again
finds nothing of interest in our crossing of the green – where some
of the clumps of grass still bear the signs of overnight frost. He
then spots a number of our pals over on the Randolph walkway
and this gives me the opportunity of passing the dog’s lead over to
Janet – so that I can undertake a brief expedition to the Vineyard
Chemists, where my supply of prescriptions is waiting for me.
There are a number of questions to be endured as I plunk this
supply down on the tabletop when I return. No, I am not sick –
but, in fact, Vlad’s Biba is still in hospital, Ofra still looks poorly,
Dan has a cold and Winnie seems to be on permanent antibiotics
for her sinus infection these days. (Also present this morning
are Janet, Georgie, Davide, Shane, Anahita and Ellie.) Teddy,
in a bright red jumper, remains in mommy’s lap throughout the
session today but there is plenty of movement from Otto, Elvis,
Lucky, Bailey and Winnie. The toothless ones are getting ersatz
bacon strips these days – and all the dogs seem to benefit from the
distribution of chunks of the toasted cheese sandwiches that Dan
and David are eating.
There is no time to discuss Donald Trump’s latest tweeting folly
– the posting of anti-Moslem videos derived from a British fascist
organization and, after protests from Downing Street, his criticism
of Teresa May for not doing more to combat terrorism. No, the
really important topic would be the availability of theater tickets,
where Dan is our resident expert, during the visit of some of my
Swedish relatives in January. I am also interested in Dan and
Davide’s own schedule, since they take off for New York (and an
appointment with Bette Midler’s Hello, Dolly!) next Wednesday
– and I may have a letter that they can post for me on arrival.
Anahita and Ellie want me to send on to them photos taken by
Rob at Thanksgiving and I promise to do this. These days I never
seem to be free of online assignments – there’s a proof to look at
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from Bookprinting UK, there are corrections to be vetted on my
website, there is a search for holiday card news from the printers
in Swiss Cottage, and a number of emails to answer. So I had
better get home and get on with it.
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Friday, December 1:
It’s a new month in the park but there is no change in the
prevailing temperatures – for once again it is sunny but frigid.
Ahead of us we can see Linda, about to enter the Morshead gate
with Pepper and Chica and, to avoid a troublesome tangle of
leashes, I detach Otto from his own as we make our way up the
Morshead roadway. We begin a circuit of the green but soon we
are joined by Anahita and Elvis and as we near the Grantully gate
we cross paths with Janet and Ellie. Otto is delighted to have so
many pals so early in the day but his loyalty remains with Elvis;
soon these two are on their own at the top of Mt. Bannister.
Unfortunately (for me) Otto pauses to poo up here and I have
to ascend myself. By this time we might as well just use the
walkway to descend to the Carlton roadway and, thus, back to the
café.
In addition to Anahita, Ellie and Janet our morning group includes
Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Demi and Hanna. The sun does make
things a little more tolerable out here but I need to keep my gloves
on as I dispense treats. Bailey forgets that I have bacon strips
and he remains for most of the morning on the other side of the
table. Ellie the Cocker, Leonard, Flora and Winnie have no such
problems. Elvis shows up once or twice but he is more interested
in play than food and soon we have him adopting his personal
trainer mode – running back and forth outside our bars while a
shrieking Otto pursues him inside this barrier. Flora, not slowed
by her lurid purple and red coat, thinks this looks like fun and she
is soon running side by side with Otto as he completes his frantic
dashes. I tell Anahita that this is the most sustained exercise
enjoyed by my dog in some time.
Ofra says that she is feeling better – visitors refused to grant her
any recuperation time but they have gone now. Ellie, looking
forward to her holiday in the Dominican Republic, says that
husband Robert has never had a chance to repeat the skiing
holiday he once took her on. “I told him a happy wife means
a happy life and an unhappy wife means a lot of strife.” This
time we will actually see Ellie on the weekend since she will be
attending our Christmas lunch at the Bridge House – I have used
my meeting with Linda to secure a ride to this spot. All of this
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reminds us that the lunch is so early in the calendar this time that
Dan has not had time to organize his dreaded Secret Santa lark.
Teasingly, Demi suggests that there still might be time but Hanna
and I warn him against bringing the matter up. We soon start for
home – where I have purposely left the heat on. On the way I get
to use Sainsbury’s new nappy bag to pick up a third poo; this time
the bag comes in lurid lilac.
Saturday, December 2:
We have been promised a little warmer weather for the weekend
but there isn’t much evidence of this trend as Otto and I head out
on a gray Saturday in Maida Vale. Otto spots Georgie, passing the
clubhouse with Sparkie, Dudley and Rex, a nervous mid-sized
brown and white dog with a sweet face and a fearsome bark, and
we follow this entourage in the direction of the café. Georgie
wants to be sure that the queue of expectant customers is not
growing too long outside the still-closed front door but when we
do get inside I tell her that there are some advantages to a long
queue on a cold day – you get to enjoy the warmth of this interior
spot longer under such conditions.
Our morning group includes Georgie, Janet, Dan, Davide, Demi,
Hanna and Ofra. The latter has just come back from the car park
where a confused Bailey has returned, having lost contact with
his mommy. Janet has brought a freshly-groomed Daisy-Mae
and Elvis – since Nigel and Anahita are spending a day in Leeds.
Elvis, even with lead attached, manages to spend much time
outside the bars but he is present long enough to get the required
mugging from my pet. Dudley, Flora and Otto himself are my
chief customers; some of the other dogs are making do with tidbits
from the tasted cheese sandwiches. (Georgie’s poached egg is so
hard-boiled that it earns nil points this morning.) Demi is warming
his hands in Otto’s copious fur but I have to tell him that Linda
has arranged for a grooming for the fellow next Friday and so this
will not be possible for long.
Dan is fighting another cold and he gets lots of advice on the
best remedies. Ofra, after noting that her dog is suffering from
Alzheimer’s, tells us that daughter Lee has refused to give
mommy a Coke because this beverage causes the disease as well.
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This also leads to a conversation on the Jewish penicillin, chicken
soup. Ofra says that a successful formulation must include a lot
of neck – and this is sometimes hard to obtain. Demi is eating
another of his hearty English breakfasts – with the food police
hovering – but Dan manages to snag a restorative fried tomato
from this feast. The return journey is complicated this morning by
the presence of alien dogs in our midst – a particularly challenging
problem for Janet, who now has Dudley, Elvis and Daisy-Mae in
tow. Elvis doesn’t get along with Oscar the Schnauzer, who also
makes an appearance, and then we have darting through this mix a
nine-month-old puppy named Bolt.
Sunday, December 3:
I can’t quite tell, looking out the window, whether the early
morning rain has come to an end and I am therefore gratified to
discover that it has, in fact, done so. It remains damp and gray
outside and, worse from Otto’s perspective, there is not another
dog out on the green. We cross this squelchy space anyway and
reach the Randolph roadway, turning left to see who is doing all
that barking in our café compound. It is Seamus, of course. I let
Otto join the noisy Westie and Sparkie – who has to resist the
attempts of my pet to get some reaction out of the senior Yorkie
other than a snarl. Georgie is sitting in front of the café, waiting
for it to open its doors and discussing with an old friend the
demise of one local pub after another.
In addition to Georgie we also have Hanna, Demi, Dan, Davide,
Ofra and Janet this morning. Sparkie does join the biscuit queue,
one dominated by Bailey and Flora, but Otto manages to down
quite a few treats as well. The latter’s attention in distracted by
the arrival of Nigel with Elvis but the little white dynamo remains
outside our enclave throughout this morning session and this
must be a matter of some frustration. I keep urging the dogs not
to lean on my knees with their wet paws but I am assisted in this
goal only when the toasted cheese sandwiches arrive – providing
an essential distraction. Ofra has obviously spoken to the kitchen
staff on Georgie’s behalf because the chap who delivers her
poached egg hovers in the background while she samples its
consistency. “Can I go now?” he asks at last – finally he is free to
do so.
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Much of the morning conversation is devoted to today’s lunch
at the Bridge House. Davide says he keeps coming up with one
more guest than does Janet – who has booked the place. Dan says
he is arriving early with place cards – a sure formula for disaster
– but I don’t know how serious he is in this. To wind him up a bit
I suggest that he has only three hours and sixteen minutes left in
which to organize this year’s Secret Santa. He and Davide have
brought some “Pocket Coffee” candies from Milan; after sucking
the chocolaty outside you bite into a shot of real coffee inside. As
we make our way homeward there is, again, an incident. Nigel is
discussing tax matters with Dan and Davide when Elvis begins
to bark at a bulky Staffie wearing a winter coat. This dog, to its
credit, ignores this provocation but the owner orders his dog to
bite the Maltese (a command also ignored) and explodes with
vituperative and foul language – this while little kids are walking
by. Dan takes out his phone and takes a picture of this bully
(getting the finger in response) and goes in to report this explosion
to management. Otto, perhaps sensing the change in atmosphere,
refuses to head for our gate – no doubt thinking that if does so he
will miss the next installment.
Monday, December 4:
Well, at noon yesterday the dog people foregathered for their
annual holiday lunch at the Bridge House Hotel – sixteen of us
in all. It was a very satisfactory outing (even though Secret Santa
made no appearance this year) and the food earned good reviews.
This morning, a damp and gray one, now begins with an unusual
incident on Morshead Road, directly outside the park gate on this
side. Here we find two cars, one with its side bashed in and one
with its bonnet is ruins. No one seems to have been injured and
I can’t reconstruct what has happened, but the police are here,
handing out citations. When Otto and I reach the margins of the
green I can see an echo of an event that we experienced on our
late night walk – the sight of a squatting dog straining away at his
stool, with a hovering owner uncertain how to help the process
along. This morning it is Teddy who has blotted his bottom, with
Ellie in despair over the mess. Not to be outdone, Otto soon
experiences the same problem as he squats at the far side of the
green. I manage to dislodge much of the offending matter with a
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stick but it is obvious that both of these dogs need remedial work
as soon as they get home.
This morning we have Ellie, Davide, Demi, Georgie, Hanna and,
after we can extract her from a spot behind the counter where she
has just selected the only cup that will do, Ofra. Sparkie is making
a rare weekday appearance but he continues to seek treats and
then back away from the proffered biscuit as though I were out to
poison him. There is no such reluctance from Flora, Bailey, Otto
(who, upset over his abandonment, ate almost nothing yesterday),
or Winnie. Teddy, in disgrace, is denied both a perch on any of
the empty chairs or a place on his mommy’s lap. Fortunately Otto
is not a lap sitter but the little Schnauzer, Hector, who is soon
delivered to Hanna, does remain happily so ensconced during the
morning session.
I hand to Ofra five £2 coins, receiving a tenner in return, and to
Davide I pass on an envelope I would like him to mail for me
when he and Dan fly to the States on Wednesday. (I should have
passed on, by now, some photos I took at the lunch yesterday, but
I have not downloaded them from my camera yet.) Ellie is soon
on the phone, hoping that her groomer will take pity and accept
the befouled Cockapoo as an emergency case – Teddy was also
pissed on by another dog this morning. It is obvious that Teddy’s
complaint is all husband Robert’s fault, or so Ellie believes, since
the little fellow received two plates of chicken from a doting
daddy last night. To underline this blame game Ellie is urged to
take photos of the offending backside and send them on to the
indulgent parent. There is now an argument over the strategy of
seeking immediate help from the groomer – who hasn’t opened
up yet. Hanna says that Ellie will never get another appointment
if she arrives with Teddy in such a condition. Others suggest that
this is a groomer’s area of expertise and there is no danger of
being barred in the future. Meanwhile, I am contemplating a quick
trip to the bathtub for my pet – which should bring “Bumgate”
– as this morning’s session is being called – to an end (no pun
intended). About the only other matter of interest is Demi’s
breakfast, a lethal combination of cheese slices and tomatoes in
a toasted croissant and a bowl of baked beans to which our pilot
friend adds some Old El Paso hot sauce he has brought with him.
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After the initial horror expressed by the food police, I can only
add, “No one walk behind him today.”
Tuesday, December 5:
No one would call it warm – which is, in fact, an ominous
statement when it is recalled that they are predicting really cold
weather later in the week. Otto and I arrive before any of the other
canine visitors have taken positions on the green and so we begin
a slow circle of this space, the dog finding some fun only when a
lively Westie, on lead, agrees to a little sparring. I can see some
of our pals heading for the café and so I head here next – I am,
in fact, the first to enter these sacred premises. Boyat asks me if I
ever return to the States these days. I tell him I don’t and he says,
“Too many tornados” – to which I respond, “Too much Trump.”
There is a good turnout for a gray and unfriendly mid-week
morning: Janet, Georgie, Davide, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy, Hanna and
Anahita. The latter, still preoccupied with Sunday’s incident, says
she is afraid to bring Elvis to the Rec because he is becoming
territorial; we try to reassure her that she has nothing to worry
about in this regard. Otto gets in only a little play with his pal –
with most of the session serving as a giant feeding fest. Winnie is
barking at me for treats and Teddy is scraping the table top as an
indication that he is ready for me to roll him another Tasty Bite.
Ellie and I compare notes on the outcome of “Bumgate.” She says
she cleaned her own dog’s bum (using disposable gloves) and
did not call on the services of the groomer after all. I sometimes
wonder how she and Ofra managed to raise infants – though in
Ofra’s case it is a dog slobber than causes meltdown. I report that
Otto did go into the bathtub as soon as we got home yesterday and
that I managed my task without the use of gloves.
Davide is wondering if he can still have his family visit here in
London – given the unstable nature of his dad’s psyche these
days. Ofra says she had her Alzheimer’s-beset mom visit here and,
though “she stole my keys,” this was, on the whole, a successful
venture. Ellie says that they couldn’t fix daughter Georgia’s phone
at the Apple store and we wonder if it got into its present bent
state when she fell off that ladder. Domestic matters settled at last
we next turn to that vexed topic, Brexit. Each day there seems to
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be a new complication and the border between the UK (Northern
Ireland) and the Republic to the south is among these. Only the
DUP wants a “hard” boundary between the states and its refusal
to agree to an invisible transition is important chiefly because a
handful of DUP members of Parliament are needed by Teresa May
to give her a majority in Westminster. Several of those present
suggest that all of this is about cigarettes, with one side having
cheaper cigs than the other, a sure temptation to undertake a fag
cruise. Georgie, now into almost a second year as a non-smoker,
says that she was astonished the other day when she noticed that a
pack of 20 now costs £11!
Wednesday, December 6:
As Otto and I near the Morshead gate on this cold and gray
Wednesday morning I can see Lucky’s owner heading in the
same direction; she knows that she can just hand the lead of the
little fellow to any of us and I am determined to evade such a
role myself, hurrying my dog along in the direction of the green.
Poppy is getting some exercise, courtesy of a ball sling wielded
by his mommy, and there is no chance that Otto will get a look-in
this morning. That means that we cross the muddy green as far as
the Randolph roadway, where Ofra is just descending from the top
of the hill with Bailey on lead. (He gets so confused these days
that he often wanders off if he is not under restraint.) Soon we can
see Ellie heading our way with Teddy and, yes, Lucky. She says
the later doesn’t know how to walk properly on lead and this only
confirms the wisdom of my earlier evasive action.
At breakfast we have the above-mentioned ladies plus Janet,
Georgie, Dan and Davide; this is a rather paltry turnout but things
are likely to get even thinner since the lads are off to New York
this afternoon, and a rendezvous with Bette Midler in Hello,
Dolly! on Thursday. They are soon munching into their toasted
cheese sandwiches and this means that there is some relief for me
in the canine feeding frenzy. Winnie, Bailey and Leonard (here
with Janet) do eventually discover my knee and so does Otto –
who, however, is getting in some needed exercise as he mugs a
delighted Lucky. I am going to replenish my supply of dog treats
at Sainsbury’s later this morning.
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Dan has prepared another video, this time devoted to our Sunday
lunch, with a soundtrack reminding us that a puppy is not just for
Christmas and lots of jump cuts and colorized backgrounds. He
says he will post it on Facebook and let us know the link later this
afternoon. Ellie and Ofra have had a massive shopping expedition
and they tell us their tales of life in the Primark aisles; they seem
ready to repeat the experience later today but this time they must
be certain to hide what they buy from the covetous reach of the
young ladies in their respective families. I have far less lofty
ambitions: two-week’s worth of groceries at Sainsbury’s and,
while Cathy is still in situ, a stroll over to the 123 Cleaners to
retrieve all the bed linen used in my house recently, plus Linda’s
borrowed tablecloths. I wonder if they got the red wine stains
out….
Thursday, December 7:
It is a bit milder than I expected but it is still gray and damp –
spitting just a bit – as Otto and I head for the Rec. Otto follows
a Tibetan Terrier, who shows some interest, and we have soon
reached the Grantully gate, where Janet is heading our way with
Daisy-Mae and Leonard. Leonard, indeed, provides some early
morning competition and the two Schnauzer lads are soon chasing
one another along the margins of the green. Otto finds a stick with
which to taunt his opponent and, a piece of twig still clinging
to his chops, we make our way over to the café – which has just
opened its doors.
We are joined by Georgie, Ofra and Ellie. Georgie is here to
reclaim Lucky and she already has Seamus with her. The latter
is up to his old tricks, pooing in the corner and snatching at my
fingers in his greed. Bailey, in a blue sweater, is gobbling up the
soft chews (more of these were purchased during yesterday’s
expedition to Sainsbury’s) and Teddy likes them too. The
Cockapoo begins the session in Ellie’s lap, then he transfers his
efforts to an empty chair next to me. At one point he even attempts
a Bailey-like walk on the tabletop. “Teddy, you really have grown
up, haven’t you?” I say, “Perhaps there is still some hope for Ant
and Dec.” As usual there is a considerable amount of vocal protest
over the presence of other dogs and at one point both Daisy-Mae
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and Lucky squeeze through the bars in order to barrack a large
black dog on the other side. This time Daisy-Mae is answered in
kind and she returns to us in a somewhat chastened mood. Otto is
happy to have Lucky back and the two have a grand tussle on the
tiles.
Ofra announces that she and Rickey will be undertaking a five-day
trip to Japan in March. She gets a good deal of advice on what to
see and then we return to the topic of Christmas here. Ofra says
her kids want a Jewish Christmas this year, Chrismukah, but I
don’t know what this entails. There is a good deal of talk about
everyone’s holiday schedule and whereabouts but I get only as
far as my schedule for tomorrow. Wouldn’t you know that, just
as temperatures are set to plummet, Otto is scheduled to have a
grooming at Primrose Hill Pets. Linda will pick him up at noon
and I shall travel along as well – I need to pick up my holiday
cards from the printer in Swiss Cottage – but we can have our
usual morning in the park first. There is one sad bit of news to
contemplate as we get up to head for home, for Georgie now
reports that Hercules, the veteran Cocker belonging to Tony and
Jean-Baptiste, has at last left us.
Friday, December 8:
Well the weather people have certainly got it right today – for,
though it is bright enough outside, it is also very cold. I am
back in long underwear as Otto makes his way up the Morshead
roadway; what a day for him to lose much of his furry coat for
his grooming appointment is only a few hours away. A lively sixmonth-old black Miniature Schnauzer rushes forward to engage
my dog in a little byplay but Otto soon spots an even likelier
target for his energies, early-onset Elvis. Indeed, Anahita is
walking with her dog and Ellie near the clubhouse and even Teddy
is running around among the other dogs this morning. Janet is also
heading our way with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard.
We make slow progress in the direction of the café since the ladies
are examining photos on their phones, including ones I took at
our recent lunch. Otto and Elvis run past our gate and soon I can
see that my pet is on the flanks of Mt. Bannister, wrestling with
Beanie.
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We are joined by Georgie, Ofra and Hanna as we sit over our
steaming coffee cups. Ofra has brought some soft dog chews –
which she passes on to me for later distribution to the dentally
challenged Bailey. I am soon rolling Tasty Bites across the surface
of the table in his direction and also that of Teddy. Anahita has
to get up several times to retrieve that escapee, Elvis, and the
defection of his pal always causes Otto to resume his playful
assaults with renewed vigor when the little white bundle is
returned – and this always worries his anxious mommy too. I
actually think that Otto gets the best exercise of the morning when
Elvis is outside our bars, winding up his pursuing pal as he circles
our compound while Otto is dashing back and forth on the inside.
Unusually, conversation is devoted to matters political this
morning. First we have to deal with the fallout from Donald
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, perhaps
a premature gesture and a sure provocation that is bound to end
in protest. Poor Ofra, who is the only one present with a stake in
such a matter, dislikes both the Israeli premier and Donald Trump.
Next we have Brexit on the agenda, a timely topic since it seems
that at last some progress has been achieved overnight. It is quite
clear that many of those who voted to leave had no idea what
they were voting for or what the consequences might be – though
these voters constitute the sacred majority cited by the politicians
working to sever the UK’s ties to Europe. It is interesting to note
that the matter divided families. Ellie says she voted to leave but
her husband voted to remain and Ofra says her husband voted
to remain and she voted to …. well, Ofra has forgotten how she
voted.
Saturday, December 9:
Well, while Otto was at the beauty parlor yesterday I took
advantage of this respite from doggy responsibilities to undertake
a number of errands. Linda dropped me off at Swiss Cottage
where I retrieved my holiday cards and visited the post office. I
also backtracked to my bank after my return trip to Maida Vale
and, at midday, the dog was delivered back to me by Linda and
Rob. Otto looks wonderful, a burnished pewter it would seem, but
if he is like me he must be very cold and so I have been strapping
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on his coat, as I do this morning, when we at last head for the Rec.
Some people with a Coton are vastly amused by his gamboling
around like a lamb and deeply impressed by his grooming – I have
to supply them with information on Primrose Hill Pets.
Janet is out here with Daisy-Mae and Leonard and she
accompanies us as we complete a circuit of the green. Inside
our compound at the café I can hear some unmistakable guttural
complaints and thus I know that Georgie has brought Winnie.
Saturday Sparkie is also here and we are also joined by Ofra (still
coughing), Hanna and Nigel. Otto enjoys mugging Elvis but it
turns out that, even with his coat on, the Malteser can still squeeze
through the bars. (This is important information for Janet, who
will be looking after Elvis while Nigel and Anahita undertake
a ten-day holiday in Miami.) Daisy-Mae, in Janet’s lap, is soon
barking at me while, at the same time, rejecting every offering I
pluck from my blue bag – and it is not easy to get anything out of
this cornucopia with gloves on. Georgie takes delivery on Rex –
who sets up a howl of protest when his daddy goes off. Rex and
Leonard are the noise champs today.
Janet says that she has had two fainting fits but she is sure that she
now knows why – since both episodes occurred after ingestion
of some cake at home, a treat that must contain something that
she is allergic to. Hanna, also into diagnostic mode, says that
Ofra’s cough must be down to the occasional cigarette she bums
from Davide. Nigel says that his office staff are panicking since
this is a busy time in the tax world and he is about to abandon
them because of his holiday. Georgie says that she is eating a
toasted sandwich because last night she dreamed about cheese.
As we get up to head for the gates she waits patiently for Winnie
to catch up but by the time we near our exit she has lost patience
and deposited the Pug into the seat of the baby carriage she has
brought for just such a purpose. Winnie seems more than pleased
by this development, gliding forward in regal contentment.
Sunday, December 10:
I had heard predictions of rain and therefore I had an early peek,
at about 5:00, to confirm that, indeed, the moisture was falling on
the quiet streets of Maida Vale. As I parted the curtains four hours
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later I could see that the rain had stopped – to be replaced by a
wet snow that had already whitened many of the exterior surfaces.
This meant another session in long underwear for me and his coat
for Otto but I wish I had brought my walking stick as well – for
starting with the building’s steps and including the streets and the
pavements all is by now a slushy deathtrap, one that requires tiny
steps as far as the park entrance. Here Janet is just arriving with
Daisy-Mae and I follow them onto the grassy embankment on our
left – where footing on the uneven ground is a little more secure
than on the tarmac itself.
Georgie soon comes in behind us and we continue on across a
corner of the green – our own footprints evident in the grassy
muck. There isn’t much of a wait in the coffee queue this morning
and we three are soon seated under our blue umbrella – as a light,
wet snow continues to fall. No one else comes, not surprisingly.
Georgie has brought two dogs with her today, her own Sparkie
and Rex. She says that the latter is a bit of a surprise; no owner
ever bothered to tell her that he would be an overnight guest.
Sparkie looks like an ad for wet misery and he spends the entire
session by himself in a distant corner where the old entrance to the
gym still lies well protected from the elements. This means that
Otto is my only customer this morning and he spends some some
patrolling the fences. He doesn’t seem to mind the snow at all.
Both Celebrity and Strictly are in their final stages and we spend
some time with our predictions of the eventual winners. Other TV
fare is discussed as well. Georgie reports that Dan and Davide
have returned from New York and picked up Winnie. They told
her that Bette Midler was fantastic in Hello, Dolly! and they have
been posting pictures of their visit on Facebook. Janet says that
she was planning to write Christmas cards today anyway – just as
well since other outdoor activity seems impossible. (I can report
that I have completed work on all my America-bound holiday
cards.) There, is of course, little incentive in making this into
a lengthy visit to the park and after half-an-hour or so we inch
toward the exits. I try to keep to the grass as long as possible
but some of this is on perilous slopes. They say snow should be
succeeded by rain but I am already worried about the effects of
freezing temperatures on all the surfaces we still have to negotiate
today.
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Monday, December 11:
Weather seems to be the dominant factor in our lives these days. I
did use my walking stick as additional leverage on our afternoon
walk yesterday but I was pleased to note that by the time of our
late night walk rising temperatures had melted most of the slush
and we had no black ice to contend with. This morning the rains
have returned and, after donning every item of clothing needed
for warmth or protection against the moisture, Otto (in his coat,
of course) and I head for the park. There is a strong wind here
as well and that means that it is almost impossible to keep my
umbrella from turning itself inside out as we near the clubhouse.
Otto, released from his lead, takes off at great speed – having
spotted Georgie, with Seamus, well ahead of us.
By the time I have caught up Georgie is considering an early
abandonment of today’s adventure but Janet now joins us with
Binky. Ofra is waiting outside the café doors with Bailey and
Davide is seen heading our way, carrying Winnie. This means
that there will be a morning session as usual. It also means that I
have to untie my blue bag and dispense treats to all these animals.
Bailey is a particular problem since he insists on putting both
wet paws on my trouser legs, soon saturating them and my long
underwear as well. And it doesn’t help that he is so deaf that
telling him to get down is of no avail. After a while Lucky is
delivered to Georgie by his Spanish owner but there seems to be
no interest in any kind of play this morning.
Davide has brought a tin of biscuits from the Big Apple and we
hear more of his encounters with Bette Midler and Hello, Dolly!
In the no-good-deed goes unpunished category we learn that after
making all the bookings for Nigel and Anahita’s Miami holiday he
has discovered that Anahita’s passport bears her maiden name and
it will not be easy to amend matters. There is a brief discussion of
the final episode of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!, one in
which our favorite, Toff (Georgia Toffolo), the Made in Chelsea
realty TV star, triumphed as Queen of the Jungle. I must send an
email to Michigan Janet, who has been following the vicissitudes
of life in the jungle from a distance, having familiarized herself
with all the participants during her stay here in London. Naturally
there is again little incentive to linger and so we soon head out
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into the rain, Otto growing uneasy at the presence of the mostly
melted snowmen who still dot the green – along with all those
seagulls. Well I can definitively state that one task out here is
just not possible – it is not possible to have the dog on lead, an
umbrella raised against the elements, and pick up a poo at the
same time.
Tuesday, December 12:
The rains lifted about 3:00 yesterday afternoon and we were
able to undertake our afternoon walk in a far more comfortable
manner. Frigid temperatures persisted, however, and our late night
walk was undertaken gingerly – in fear of black ice. This morning
every puddle of water has a crust of ice and, as Otto and I enter
the park, we follow a tractor whose driver stops every now and
then to scatter salt on the pavement. The stumps of yesterday’s
snowmen make an irresistible target for all the pissing dogs on
the green as we crunch across the grass. Otto soon spots Elvis,
heading toward the café with Anahita, and so we follow this pair
from the clubhouse on. It is sunny but very cold.
We are soon joined by Davide, Ofra, Hanna, and Georgie. The
latter, here with Seamus, also takes delivery of Lucky and this
means that Otto has two pals to mug. I do believe he was actually
shivering on the sofa this morning but he is a dynamo of activity
now – in spite of the sub-zero temperatures. I often scatter treats
from my blue bag onto the tabletop so that I can feed the dogs
without taking my gloves off and so I do today. Winnie has a new
coat with a zippered back. She and Bailey are into the soft chews
this morning but Leonard and Lucky are never satisfied in their
demands for ever more Shapes biscuits. Lucky has learned that
barking at me is a useful strategy – it hasn’t taken him long to
learn from the other dogs how to become a food pest.
Davide reports that he has straightened out Anahita’s holiday
booking and Anahita reports that she and Nigel attended a Mariah
Carey concert at the O2 Arena last night. Davide will visit his
native Sardinia on Thursday and he has just received a long list
of items he must pick up for his niece at Primark – including
shoes and Harry Potter merchandise. Hanna tells him that he
should have been outside the Oxford Street emporium when the
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doors opened and that he is certain to have to battle immense
crowds now – then she hands him a wrapper for an Italian sweet
she wants him to pick up when he gets to Sardinia. (Davide
reports that Dan is not speaking to him so at least there will be
no demands from the that quarter – after a bust-up over a lentils
and chicken dish served by our Sardinian chef last night.) Now
the biscuits purchased by Davide at duty-free in New York make
another circuit of the table and we are off.
Wednesday, December 13:
It is spitting just a bit as Otto and I head for the park – but the
temperature is far milder than it has been of late. We are both
wearing raincoats so this moisture is not much of a problem.
On the Morshead roadway we catch up with Davide, Janet and
Ellie and I let the dog off his lead. He dances past his pals and
crosses the morass that passes for the Village Green these days. It
takes me a while to get him inside our compound at the café but
eventually he agrees to grace us with his presence.
Our morning ensemble includes Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Anahita
and Hanna, with Georgie making a late appearance and Janet
an early departure. This means that Daisy-Mae is being left in
the care of Georgie but the Shih-Tzu is not best pleased over the
abandonment and sits shivering disconsolately in her own chair at
the head of the table. Georgie also takes delivery of Lucky, who
soon joins the noisy canine chorus. Indeed, there is a lot of protest
barking as other animals pass by, with Teddy, Otto, and Elvis
joining in. Elvis manages to squeeze through the bars in pursuit
of some Staffies but when he is not on patrol he resumes his role
as personal trainer, running back and forth on the outside while
an agitated Otto rushes back and forth in pursuit. During a quiet
moment Anahita says that they must have grown bored with one
another. “Yes,” I respond, “when they are out of sorts with one
another they don’t fight.”
Georgie is wearing a care-in-the-community wool hat, with
dangling tassels, and I have to tease her about this. We agree that
the shock of the holiday season so far is that sister Jean has been
sending out full-sized cards instead of the tiny versions that barely
have room for the stamp. The big news of the morning is that
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Ofra’s daughter Lee has broken up with her boyfriend. We hear
all the details of this episode, though no one is certain if this is
final or only temporary. Ofra, if truth were to be told, would prefer
a Jewish boyfriend next but this issue soon leads her to deplore
the immature set of candidates from the Jewish world in London.
Looking at it from the other side she notes that Jewish males are
seen as good husband material and this has been an observation
of mine as well, one illustrated by a number of liaisons among the
dog people themselves. Of course I can cite my Dorothy and Ofra
herself but then I add Ellie and Anahita, even Renata. to this mix.
“The other conclusion I can make from these pairings,” I add,
“is that Jewish men obviously have good taste in women.” This
remark does sit well with Ofra, Ellie and Anahita, I can tell you.
I have brought with me the first five printed copies of Dorothy’s
novel, Sight / Bites, and I distribute these. I will bring more with
me tomorrow. I have only a few minutes at home before beginning
a round of errands – newsagent, bank, market and, first, I must
imitate my dog by, in my case, obtaining a much-needed haircut
at Sam Warrington’s on Formosa Street. I tell Sali that the novel
in question even features a hairdresser and before I leave I can
already see Dorothy’s cover picture on his mobile phone as he
eagerly downloads the text.
Thursday, December 14:
Bright skies prevail as Otto and I head for the park on a chilly
Thursday morning. There is little activity out on the green so
the dog, on his own initiative, begins a circuit of this wide-open
space. As we near the Randolph roadway I can see Ellie heading
for the exit with Teddy and a few minutes later Ofra is seen
heading for the parking lot with Bailey – she can’t stay because
Ricky needs the car. Heading our way is Georgie with Seamus but
when she opens the door to our compound Otto escapes, having
spotted that other dogs are now active on the green, and I have to
go out there and put him on lead.
Georgie, returning from the coffee counter, says that my drink
(and Ofra’s!) awaits me inside. I do obtain mine but Georgie
and I have to wait a long time before anyone else appears in our
compound. (I use the time to pull our tables back under our blue
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umbrella.) Georgie and I count off the defectors, beginning with
Ellie and Ofra, then Janet (away on a spa day with girlfriends),
Dan (at work), and Davide (in Sardinia). Hanna does arrive and
so does a chap with two six-year-old Labradoodle sisters, Honey
(guess the color) and Lady, who is black. Otto does get in a little
chasing with this pair – who are soon riveted by the sight of a full
English being delivered by the kitchen staff. Near the end of the
session Hector’s owner arrives as well and the smallest Schnauzer
gets in a little play with Otto as well.
Hector’s mommy has brought some chocolates for Hanna but
this is unfortunate timing since the latter has been told by her
doctor that she is borderline diabetic and must give up all sweets.
I have brought with me a copy of Dorothy’s novel for Georgie;
Hanna says she is already enjoying her copy, received yesterday.
We discuss TV fare; I tell Georgie that I have hours of tape to
get through since Michigan Janet didn’t want to see many of
the shows I like and I recorded them instead. For that matter we
never got through all the episodes of shows that I had recorded
for my visitor so only now am I getting around to viewing the
last of Doc Martin. Otto has really not had enough exercise this
morning and, as we start for home, I recall that he is in for another
disappointment this afternoon – when I must abandon him in
order to get a shingles shot at the Randolph surgery.
Friday, December 15:
Well, as I discovered only after reporting to the surgery at 5:00
yesterday afternoon, I would not be having my shingles shot.
The nurse was ill and I would have to reschedule and I would
have known this had I bothered to look at the text messages on
my iPhone. (Yes, but though teenagers may look at their phones
every fifteen minutes, the surgery should know that this is not a
likely pattern among the senior citizens; they should have called
as well.) This morning it is again sunny but very cold and Otto
keeps up a lively pace as we again circle the green. Eventually we
meet Janet, coming up from the tennis courts with Daisy-Mae and
Leonard, and we continue on together as far as the café.
Here there is a bit of a surprise for Albert’s daughter Denise is
here (with her partner this time) on a visit from Amsterdam.
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Also present this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie,
Demi, Hanna, Wendy and Vlad – I have picked the right moment
to distribute my holiday cards. I am the only provider of doggy
comestibles this morning and I am kept busy, particularly with the
demands of Otto, Leonard, Flora and Lucky – who is, as usual,
delivered to Georgie while she is eating her poached egg on toast.
Lucky likes to take his treat to a far corner so that he can enjoy
it without interference from any of the other canines. From the
way they like to hoover up any crumbs it would seem that none of
them had been fed in months – but this is certainly not the case.
Denise reports on modernization efforts in her building in
Amsterdam. She says that she too has given up smoking months
ago and that means no smoking of anything. (I note that in
Amsterdam we know what she is referring to.) Janet reports that
she did not go to a spa yesterday but to a splendid Christmas
village in Norfolk. (I am able to pass on to her cards for Debbie,
Clare and Caroline.) Vlad wants to know why I am so early with
my Christmas cards but I tell him that, if he looks very closely,
he will not find any reference to Christmas in the card’s text (just
to the “festive season”) and that this could be my version of a
Hanukkah card as well. Wendy is also distributing her cards this
morning – they are signed “From Wendy and the hens” and that
this could be the name either for a pre-wedding party or the next
girl band.
Saturday, December 16:
It’s again very bright and very cold as Otto and I make
preparations for our Saturday in the park. Ice has formed on the
surviving rain puddles and as we make our circuit of the green
I don’t trust the tarmacked surfaces at all. Otto, still wearing his
coat, doesn’t seem too bothered by any of this and, after following
several dogs on the pathways, we reach the foot of Mt. Bannister.
There has been an unsettling pattern in my pet’s behavior of late –
as we near the confinement of our compound he has been finding
excuses to perpetuate playtime on the grass. Today, by way of
truly bad example, he follows some dogs to the top of the hill and,
instead of answering my whistle, he disappears after them as they
descend to the Carlton roadway. Hanna is just coming in behind
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me and wants to know where my dog is. So do I, but I have a
guess that if I make my way through the café forecourt I will find
him nearby. This proves to be true, though, even now, he tries it
on by heading along the back passage first.
In addition to Hanna we have Nigel, Vlad, Janet, and Dan this
morning – though there are some Saturday dog folk with their
animals at other tables. These include a couple with three large
dogs including a huge Golden Retriever named Riley and a chap
sitting at a little corner table with a Yorkie named Maxie. Janet
has brought with her Daisy-Mae, Chester and Sparkie – since
Georgie has gone for the night to Hereford. Otto does get in some
good exercise – playing with Elvis both inside our area and out
on the green. Then these chaps want lots of treats to keep them
going. Daisy-Mae and Sparkie reject most of what I offer them but
Winnie is barking at me and Dan throughout most of the session;
she will eat anything.
Hanna has brought with her some fermented clementine treats
smothered in dark chocolate. Nigel is discussing the care and
treatment of Elvis (who will become Janet’s charge starting on
Monday) when he, Anahita and his kids set off for Miami. He
and Hanna share a passion for The Sun and they are soon poring
over the latest scandals, flaps, to-dos and non-stories. Dan reports
that Davide has had a tooth implant done by his best friend, a
dentist in Sardinia – but you can tell that Dan is worried about
Davide’s health in general. Janet too has been suffering from
health problems, including dizziness, and she will be heading for
a hospital appointment with a GP today. There is a hiatus in the
dog-feeding process when some of the other newcomers accept
delivery of full English breakfasts at their tables behind us. This
means that the newcomers get all the canine attention for a while;
Riley is so tall he can rest his chin on the tabletop, keeping an eye
on all those chips.
Sunday, December 17:
Neither the sun nor any moisture make an appearance this
morning, a cold, raw Sunday in Maida Vale. Otto, again wearing
his coat, makes a lively entrance and we are soon marching
around the green – a place virtually empty today. As we near the
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tennis courts we encounter Janet with Daisy-Mae, Sparkie and
Chester – a disappointing ensemble if you are looking for any
action, as Otto most certainly is. “You could have at least brought
Leonard,” I tell Janet as we make our way toward the café. Janet
is also right behind me in the coffee queue and that means that
I can slip her a £5 note that I have just received in change – it is
time to refresh our lottery stakes.
In spite of the frigid weather we have a respectable Sunday
turnout under the blue umbrella today – Janet, Wendy, Dan, Ofra,
Denise, Anahita, Nigel, Demi and Hanna. Elvis, in his blue coat,
remains inside the compound this morning and that means that
Otto
can get in some good mugging. My dog is also the chief petitioner
at my knee, downing an endless supply of Shapes biscuits and
receiving a warning from his Aunt Hanna that is he doesn’t stop
eating he will not be able to get into his own coat soon. Flora,
Bailey and Winnie make up the soft-chew brigade but a shivering
Sparkie rejects everything I offer him. For a while he sits in
Janet’s lap, but Daisy-Mae objects to this. Then he joins Winnie in
Dan’s lap – with Winnie objecting. Then he sits in Denise’s lap –
with Winnie still barking at him.
I tell Ofra, who has forgotten her hat and her gloves, not to reveal
the winner of last night’s Strictly Come Dancing final – since I
have only recorded this program. Anahita and Nigel are making
their last appearance for a number of days, since they are off to
Miami tomorrow and Elvis bunks down with Janet. Denise has
one or two more mornings with us but she wants us all to make
a group visit to Amsterdam. While we are talking about city life
Dan says that he is increasingly unhappy with London itself – a
problem compounded by his place of work, Leicester Square,
a locale dominated by tourists, litter and drunks. (And a trendy
venue, like Shoreditch, just makes him feel old.) There are a
number of local errands I could undertake in my own corner of the
metropolis when I get home today but I can’t face going out in the
cold anymore this morning.
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Monday, December 18:
It is several degrees warmer this morning and, with the sun
beaming down from the outset, there is an altogether more
pleasant atmosphere in the park – if you don’t count the tractor
that follows us everywhere we want to walk this morning. Shortly
after the bandstand Otto squats for the first round of morning
business and then, to my surprise, he takes off at great speed as he
attempts to catch up with someone at the far end of the green. This
is Hanna, walking with Demi and Flora and, sploshing through
the sodden grass, I head for the Randolph roadway myself. By this
time Otto is beginning to wonder where I am but I do catch his
attention with my shouts and whistles and he rushes out to greet
me. Given his recent wandering ways I use this opportunity to
hook him for the last section of our journey to the café.
Our morning group will have Hanna and Demi, already
mentioned, plus Georgie, Ofra and Ellie – with Vlad at a little
corner table behind us. Georgie has brought Seamus and Lucky
and Otto is happy to have the latter as a play pal. They wrestle
and chase one another, with Flora often making a third. Then
they report for goodies from my treat bag. They are joined by
Bailey and Teddy as well – the latter actually climbs into the
chair usually occupied by Janet, the better to stick his nose into
my supply. As usual we have a protest vote every time another
dog passes by and at one point we look up to see that Lucky has
squeezed through the bars in order to pursue some interloper.
Demi has brought a package of baklava; we wonder if he has
been in Greece but he says he bought this on Castellain parade.
The confection is very sweet, even though it is honey imparting
this quality, and there are not many takers. Today is a day for
exchanging cards and gifts – with Ofra, Ellie and Hanna supplying
these for everyone. Indeed, Hanna has brought a Christmas
present for all the dogs – a doggy drying towel; mine is the same
color as those in my bathroom so I want to know if I can use it as
well. Ellie reminds us that we will now not see her until the new
year since she is off to the Dominican Republic for an extended
holiday with the family – Georgie will be looking after Teddy.
(Ofra says she is not ready to be separated from her pal so soon.)
Ellie also reports that she has had another household disaster, with
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an exterior pipe cracking in the icy temperatures. In fact, she says
she is fed up with all the problems that come in maintaining such
a large and venerable structure and wants her husband to buy two
adjacent flats, in one of which she will place the messy daughters.
She has forgotten she needs three flats – for otherwise what will
become of her mother?
Tuesday, December 19:
I am not surprised by the extremely low temperature – having
seen black ice forming on some surfaces during our late-night
walk – but I soon discover that a number of my park friends are
complaining that they have been taken by surprise. Otto tries
to ingratiate himself with a number of small dogs out on the
green but, having no luck here, we continue on to the Randolph
walkway where Hanna is walking with Natasha and the latter’s
Miniature Pinscher, Millie. The latter sees me as a source of treats
and she is soon pirouetting at my feet. We are by this time outside
the café so I do untie my blue bag. I lower a biscuit to Millie –
who promptly drops it when that bully, Otto, charges – claiming
her treat as his own.
We have only a small turnout this morning, just Georgie, Hanna
and Ofra with Vlad at his own little corner table again. As one
of the soft chews proffered Bailey this morning I dispense some
shards of a game sausage that Ellie had provided me and which
I cut into smaller pieces last night. Seamus gets only one biscuit
as usual but Pepper and Chica, brought into our compound by
Linda, get several each. I am afraid that icicles will form on Otto’s
beard after he has taken a long drink from the water bowl but this
doesn’t happen. I’m sorry that there is no one for him to play with
at all this morning.
Shane comes in with Bullet and we have to explain why we are
so few in number today. When we get to Nigel and his family
Georgie surprises us by saying that Nigel and his kids made it
onto the Miami plane yesterday but Anahita did not! The problem
seems to have been her Iranian papers; we are not certain if she
still has an Iranian passport but we know she has recently visited
this country and that Iran is one of Donald Trump’s bête noirs.
Georgie says that Anahita will try to straighten out this mess at the
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American embassy today. Christmas plans are discussed next and
we now know the café’s schedule for the holiday season – closed
Christmas Eve, Christmas and Boxing Day, also New Year’s Eve
and Day. I can remember when the closure would last over two
weeks so I guess we have to be grateful that the interruption to our
normal routine is so brief this year. Linda walks us to our gate,
still complaining of the cold. I suggest she needs to raise the hood
of her coat but she says the cloth bunched on her shoulders only
looks like a hood. “A falsehood,” I conclude.
Wednesday, December 20:
Well, perhaps it is a bit warmer this morning but, against all
expectations, it is also misting a bit. I am still wearing my longjohns and Otto is still wearing his coat as we reach the green. Otto
crosses this morass and I have to follow. In the meantime I can
see Janet with Daisy-Mae as we near the café and so we head here
next. Inside our compound Georgie and Ofra are already seated
and this is a surprise since the red digital numerals of the gym
clock tell us it is only 9:22. Georgie and I are among the first to
reach the coffee counter this morning but a surprise is awaiting us
as Ofra follows with her order. I am wearing long-johns and Ofra
is wearing flip-flops!
Of course I have to tease her as we sit down – last week she forgot
her hat and her gloves, this week it’s her shoes. As each new
visitor arrives they make a remark about this unusual footwear as
well – Ofra explains that she has just had a pedicure and she is
afraid that real shoes might smudge her red nail polish. Her Bailey
is among my first customers; Seamus is also here and Lucky soon
arrives as well. After we have been seated a while Hanna arrives
and Dan too. Here we have to note that the latter has just learned
that Davide’s father has died in Sardinia and Dan is here in part to
turn Winnie over to Georgie (who has Teddy and Flora at home).
Dan will fly to Cagliari this afternoon.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to events in
Sardinia – the consensus being that here we have had a merciful
end since the quality of life for Davide’s dementia-beset father had
deteriorated considerably. In other news (or we might say nonnews) Janet says that she has not heard anything from Anahita and
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assumes that she has not been able to fly to the States. This means
that only Georgie has something to smile about – as her work
schedule gives way to several days off at noon today. Given the
lowering weather and the dark mood it is not surprising that there
is an early departure today. Besides Seamus is licking Ofra’s bare
feet.
Thursday, December 21:
Well, we have reached the shortest day of the year (as Cathy
pointed out yesterday) and we can hope that now things
remain brighter for longer. Today would not qualify at all on
the brightness scale since it is gray and discouraging – though
temperatures remain on the mild side. Otto and I begin our usual
circuit of the green but we don’t meet anyone we know until we
have reached the Randolph roadway, where we spot Ofra (back
in proper footwear) walking with Bailey. A woman with two big
dogs asks if Otto would like some turkey. He would, but when we
reach our empty compound I have to track my dog down again
– since he clearly wants to see if he can’t find some more action
first.
Janet, Ofra and Georgie (enjoying her first day off) are my only
companions this morning. Georgie has brought Flora and the
lookalikes, Teddy and Lucky. I have to roll pellets across the
tabletop for Teddy but the others are soon besieging my knee.
They are joined by Leonard, who comes for a visit with Caroline
– whom we have not seen in some time. She says that the steroid
injections for a herniated disc seem to be of some use this time.
Then she takes Otto out onto the green with Leonard and I am
pleased that my dog can get in a little exercise this morning. When
he is returned I learn that he has already done his second poo –
this means that I won’t be dragged through the mud on the way
home. (I thank her and my carpets thank her.)
Ofra hands me her phone so that photos with Teddy in her lap
can be sent to Ellie. The latter has been posting shots from the
Dominican Republic on Instagram (which I don’t have) as has
Yara on Facebook (which I do have). In other travel news Janet
reports that Anahita has received a visa for travel to the States but
it hasn’t been processed yet and it is unknown when she can join
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the rest of the expedition in Miami. Janet also says that yesterday
she took delivery on a brand new and powerful hearing aid, one
which can be tuned with the use of an app on her phone, and that
it seems to be a great improvement over earlier models. I hand
to Janet, for Jo Lynn, a copy of Dorothy’s novel and one of The
Dogshank Redemption, which has been lying around for her since
June. Tomorrow, we hear, Liz may able to join us since she flies
in from New York tonight – she will be staying in Karen’s flat. We
begin our homeward walk under the same leaden skies. Otto spots
the chap who owns Baba and who often has treats for the other
dogs – as does his friend Tom, who owns Max. I have time to
reflect: you spend all your life fighting for recognition and, in fact,
the only person you can count on to recognize you, even at a great
distance, is a Miniature Schnauzer.
Friday, December 22:
No one has an umbrella up as I scan the street scene on a damp
Friday morning but by the time Otto and I have hit the streets it
is obvious that a heavy mist is providing some moisture. It is far
milder than of late but I do wish I had strapped the dog’s coat on.
When we reach the green I can see Janet heading our way with
Daisy-Mae and Leonard. The latter freezes in his attack posture,
moving forward by sliding on his belly. Otto can see this menace
approaching and soon the two lads are chasing one another around
the bandstand and then they follow us as we make a slow circuit
of the green itself. The rain is coming down a bit more steadily as
we near the café – happy to find shelter under our blue umbrella.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan (back from
Sardinia), Ofra, Wendy (here with Renata’s Maxi), Hanna and
Vlad – who always sits with us when it rains since we have the
best cover. Georgie has brought Sparkie and Flora and these two
and Bailey cannot be dissuaded from digging their wet paws into
my cords. The latter are soon soaked through and I realize that I
will have to change as soon as I get home. The presence of some
large dogs on the walkways brings on its usual protest uproar.
More congenial is the arrival of little Sid and his friendly owner,
Dave – who always kneels to cuddle all our dogs through the gate.
Otto recognizes a friend here and he is so delighted by this visitor
that he is soon licking his face.
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Dan takes delivery on a toasted cheese sandwich (to Winnie’s
delight) and provides a number of details – including a visit to the
morgue and a church service – of the funeral rites for Davide’s
father. (Davide will remain in Sardinia for Christmas.) Janet
reports continued delight with her new hearing aid but this has to
be contrasted with worrying episodes of dizziness; she has been
asked by the doctor to keep a record of what she has been doing
just before feeling unwell. Janet reports that Liz has arrived from
New York but that we will probably not see her until tomorrow
– if the two can master the intricacies of Karen’s front door lock.
Dan’s recent travel experiences lead to a final topic – the fate
of UK passport holders when Britain will no longer be a part of
the European Union and entering other countries will be a more
protracted experience. Dan says that one thing will not change –
Italians do not know how to queue and passing through an airport
with Davide’s countrymen will continue to be an exercise in
frustration.
Saturday, December 23:
It’s a bit cooler this morning but there is no change in the
domination of the lowering gray skies. Ahead of us on the
Morshead roadway I can see Georgie, pushing the famous baby
carriage. The usual passenger, Winnie, is waddling along on her
own four feet, however, and I unhook my dog so that he can rush
forward in order to greet the dowager. Heading toward us as we
reach the green is Janet, with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and
Leonard. Otto gets a chance for some fake mugging of Ellie and
then he and Leonard also get in some good chasing. As we head
for the café Otto gets well ahead of us and I need to zero in on a
distant flagpole because I can see that between me and it my dog
is squatting for a poo. Janet helps me look for this fallen object
but it takes me three passes before I can locate it at last.
At the coffee counter, where I have almost no time to wait, I
see that the card machine is out for service – “Opologies” being
offered for this problem. Our morning group includes Janet,
Georgie, Ofra and Hanna only. (Still no sign of Liz, though some
of the ladies had dinner with her last night at Le Cochonnet.) The
dogs, with the exception of a dozing Daisy-Mae, are soon laying
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siege to my knees – at least their paws are not wet today. The real
problem is noise, with Leonard outdoing himself in hysterical
barking at anything moving – and Janet jumping up from her chair
to collar the noisemaker on several occasions.
Today is the birthday of Maggie, the congenial head-scarfed
barista, and at one point she shares with us pieces of a creamfilled birthday cake – even Bailey gets a little taste. (But where’s
my Panettone? Hanna, Janet and Georgie have all received this
traditional gift from the café management, but not me, or Ofra.)
We spend some time trying to figure out where to have coffee
tomorrow, when the café itself begins a three-day closure. It is
decided that we will aim for the Lebanese café on Castellain
Parade but I know numbers will be reduced – even Janet will be
heading for a Christmas celebration with her sister up north. (Janet
reports that she was able to get a last-minute appointment with
her own GP yesterday – with lots of tests undertaken to discover
the source of her recent dizziness.) Hanna reports that the council
magazine has reminded us that there will be no recycling pickup
on Monday, Christmas Day, and that the new date will be today. I
try to see if my neighbors know this as Otto and I head for home.
There is not a blue bag in sight – which means that either the
pickup has already taken place or they want us to put our bags out
today for pickup tomorrow.
Sunday, December 24:
Just a few minutes earlier than usual Otto and I head out under
gray Christmas Eve skies. We begin to circle the green but
today we remain in the park only as long as the dog’s first poo.
Thereafter, still on lead, Otto accompanies me on a rare street
junket as we exit at the Grantully gate and make our way back
to Morshead Road, then across Elgin Avenue, arriving, as agreed
yesterday, at the Petit Café at the head of Castellain Parade. It is
exactly 9:30 and my heart sinks a bit as I can see no else about
– though a strange woman, inside this establishment, is waving
wildly at me. This is Liz, surfaced at last; she brings her coffee
outside in order to join me and, indeed, I give her Otto’s lead so
that I can go indoors and order my cappuccino. I have wasted
my time worrying abut additional companions because soon we
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are joined by Georgie, Janet, Dan, Debbie, Hanna, Ofra, Anahita,
Wendy – even Michaela stops by for a chat.
Otto is delighted, of course, by the presence of his pal Elvis and
the two are soon attempting an extended play period amid all the
table legs. Elvis succeeds in wrapping his lead around the base
of a table, meaning there is no escape. When Anahita unsnaps his
lead he takes off on the pavements and she has to rush around a
corner to retrieve him – he has to spend the rest of the session in
her lap. I have brought with me some dried salmon strips, donated
by Ellie some time ago, and these find favor with the toothless
ones – including Winnie, who spends the session on Dan’s lap,
begging for more.
The presence of Anahita is a reminder that she will not be joining
Nigel and his kids in Miami – in spite of her finally having
received a visa. She says that she was not trying to travel on an
Iranian passport but her British passport revealed her Iranian
birth and, in these days of Trumpian paranoia, this meant she
qualified for special measures. (For that matter Nigel and the
kids have all come down with food poisoning in Miami and she
wanted to got to Sri Lanka anyway.) Liz, of course, is full of
stories of a deteriorating mood in the States; she says it is like
living in a totalitarian nation these days. There is, of course, some
discussion of where we might meet for a similar coffee session
tomorrow – but it turns out that The Petit Café will be open so we
can reconvene here. Janet, however, will not be here – she is soon
departing for Kenilworth with Daisy-Mae and Poppy in tow. Dan
says that he expects all dogs to be in Xmas costume tomorrow.
Otto and I make a second brief visit to the park on the way
home – where I start to rummage through his box in order to find
something that will meet Dan’s specifications.
Monday, December 25:
I do remember to add a Santa Claus neckband to Otto’s usual
leather collar as we get ready for a Christmas day outing in the
park. In fact we are again in this sacred spot only a short time
before heading for the Petit Café. I am the first to arrive, soon
followed by Ofra with Bailey, Dan with Winnie and two dogless
participants, Hanna and Georgie. (The latter has four dogs at
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home, but they have already had their walk. Pepper will have
one as well before being delivered for an overnighter.) They have
turned the overhead heaters on this morning; it isn’t that cold but
there is a light mist falling.
Ofra fusses over whether Bailey can actually manage chunks
of salmon strip; she doesn’t think he can but I know from
yesterday’s session that he can do quite well. More problematic
are some mini-mince pies (for dogs) that Dan turns over to me
in frustration. These treats are so hard he can’t break them and
I suggest I might have a go at them with my hammer. Winnie,
incidentally, is wearing a holiday snowsuit, with hood, scarf, hat
and an imitation carrot to remind us that we are actually seeing a
snowman here. Winnie is soon barking at me for more treats but
when she has trouble swallowing an ashtray is filled with water –
which Otto helps himself to immediately.
I have received a nice email letter from Claire in response to my
own holiday greeting and I can read this to the others. Claire says
that her Panda is nine now but she has never had the good luck to
belong to a doggy circle in Dorset that in any way resembles our
grouping in Maida Vale. Ofra, while puffing away, is advising Dan
on how to get Davide to give up the weed – as he has promised to
do repeatedly. Ofra wants the decision to belong to Davide alone
but Dan insists that after all this time some pointed nagging is
required. Georgie says that she could sure use a ciggie now. Asked
if she doesn’t feel better after all these months of abstinence she
says she does not. “Well you certainly look better,” Dan asserts.
Again Otto and I make a diversion back into the park on our way
home but the dog, who has outdone himself in scarfing down all
those treats from my blue bag, disdains a second poo and we can
head for home.
Tuesday, December 26:
Sun has at last emerged after a long period of gray skies as Otto
and I make ready for our Boxing Day adventures. The sun is
particularly welcome since our late night walk was undertaken in
showers, but clearer skies also mean colder temperatures. As usual
we turn right to walk along the margins of the green but, business
accomplished, we can exit the park for our third visit to Castellain
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Parade. Otto needs no encouragement, leading the way as we
approach Elgin Avenue. Here we encounter Dan, just arriving
with Winnie. I tell him that it took so much effort for Otto to get
through just half of a mini-mince pie that I plan to roll one of its
successors down the hall the next time I have to abandon my pet –
this should keep him well occupied in my absence.
We have our choice of outdoor seating at the Petit Café. I argue
that the left-hand side is easier to utilize than the right and Dan
says that this is because the chairs on the right have arms. “Only
a man who is responsible for the seating of thousands would
have noticed that detail,” I conclude. So we choose the left-hand
side, leaving the right to a woman with a white Havanese named
Monty. Georgie arrives next with Pepper, then Ofra comes with
Bailey and then Hanna, Liz and her son Ryan come as well.
Winnie is eager for treats from my blue bag, but Otto and Pepper
get their fair share as well. (Curiously, I don’t remember offering
anything to Bailey today.) Otto comes to attention whenever
another dog is walked by, squeaking with excitement as he hopes
that perhaps there might be a little opportunity for play.
We compare yesterday’s TV fare; Georgie has also heard
that Leon from Liverpool, a veteran of years of viewing on
Gogglebox, has died after a short illness at age 83 – last night’s
review show was dedicated to his memory. I tell the others that I
have recorded three musicals for holiday viewing, Oliver, Guys
and Dolls and Carousel. (This also gives me the opportunity to
reminisce about the Christmas dinner Dorothy and I had with
Lionel Bart in 1979.) Ofra has been partying among the elite in
Kensington and Mayfair and she has photos to share as proof.
At one party she was offered some marijuana-infused fudge; she
snagged a piece for Dan, who doesn’t care for this idea, it turns
out, but she has forgotten to bring it with her this morning. Liz’s
Ryan is working in Japan these days and we learn a lot about the
social scene in the provinces. I have to return to the Castellain
café a few minutes later, having forgotten my blue treat bag, but
this time Otto and I have a successful second pass through the
park on our way home.
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Wednesday, December 27:
Well I can’t say we have had a very comfortable night. It is true
that the rain had stopped when it was time to complete our late
walk but the dog, whose pavement poo was unexceptional, soon
showed signs of rumbling tummy and, as he is never more than a
few inches from my spot on the bed, sleep was hard to come by.
He had eaten none of his meals, I was able to confirm, but these
could not be hunger pangs I was hearing. At any rate the noise at
last came to an end, as it has on other occasions like this, and I
was able to get some sleep. This morning there is a disheartening
scene to greet me as I open the curtains – wet snow flurries are
blowing across the park and it will be necessary for man and dog
to cover up before heading for the streets. No use trying to keep
an umbrella aloft in this breeze.
It has been coming down for some time, nothing settling, and,
indeed, we have just rain as Otto and I, dodging puddles and fallen
tree limbs, make our way forward on the Morshead roadway.
The café should be reopening today and we head here almost
immediately; I can see that our blue umbrella is so saturated that
it now looks black. I am wondering if anyone else will make it to
the park under such conditions but after a while I can see that Dan
is heading our way with Winnie in his arms. Georgie soon arrives
as well – with the baby carriage that will be used to push the
Pug princess home – and Hanna and Liz come as well. (Ofra has
begged off – not having access to the car today.) Also joining us is
Tony – here today with a dog he often looks after, the large brown
Macey. Macey has a deep booming voice – but she is happy to
accept some biscuits as a reward for temporary silence. Only
Winnie and Otto ask for treats from me today; I try to keep Otto
on Tasty Bites – easier to digest that Shapes, perhaps. He has soon
saturated my trousers (and my long underwear) with his wet paws.
Dan receives a call from Davide, which he puts on speakerphone.
Davide is in Milan, on his way back to London with a lot of
luggage. Travel plans dominate discussion this morning, with Liz
suggesting that she wants to join the two Janets on next summer’s
Highland junket led by Jean – who has never been there. Dan and
I both have suggestions on what they might see – after long walks
on the West Highland Way and the Great Glen Way I can claim a
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certain expertise. Liz also wants to see a matinee today and Dan
looks up the availability of seating at this afternoon’s performance
of An American in Paris. Dan is complaining of the cold and he
is the first to make a move today. I follow along, observing that
Otto’s poo is again unexceptional. Soon I am stripping off my
trousers and draping them over the hall radiator in the hope that
they will dry out before our afternoon walk.
Thursday, December 28:
Well, my trousers did dry out and my saturated long underwear
as well. Unusually, Cathy is with us on a Thursday this week and
after our usual catch-up Otto and I head for the park. Moisture
is gone this morning but I can see that it will be very cold under
clear and sunny skies in the park today. Ahead of us on the
Morshead walkway I can see Dan and Davide walking with
songstress Heather Small. I let Otto rush forward so that he can
greet Winnie; then he nears a pile of clothes on the green – though
I manage to prevent him from pissing on them. When I catch up
with Davide I can hand him a birthday card, noting that perhaps
it should have been a condolence card instead. I have been saving
this one for a long time – it features a photo of a stuffed female
Pug sitting back and staring at the last scraps in a pizza box. It is
as if she were saying something Winnie has never said, “Thanks,
daddy, but I think I’m full.”
I also have a card for Janet, for it is her birthday as well. She and
Davide discuss how to share the coffee expenses – since it is still
a tradition that the birthday boy or girl buys everyone his or her
morning drink. Janet has baked some cheese scones and David has
brought some lovely pastries from Sardinia. Other guests include
Georgie, Liz Ofra and Hanna. Georgie has brought Teddy and
Flora this morning and Janet has both Daisy-Mae and Poppy, who
made the Christmas trip on the train to Kenilworth – or should
that be Kennelworth? Bailey has occupied an empty chair next to
mine and he is mesmerized by all the treats I have already rolled
onto the tabletop – a strategy I sometime use when I want to keep
my gloves on. I urge Liz to use this chair instead and she does.
Poppy gets a few biscuits but Teddy is sitting all by himself on a
chair at an adjacent table – until it is time for some hearty protest
barking at a passing Alsatian with a stick in his mouth.
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Much of the morning conversation is devoted to political whatifs. What if Trump were to run for re-election next week? What
if the Brexit referendum were held today? What if the Israelis, so
rumor has it, weren’t about to name a station after the Donald?
(This topic sends Ofra into a tirade directed at Netanyahu and his
wife.) Liz, meanwhile, is talking about a thorough detoxing, one
that would include not only an attempt at healthier living but the
de-cluttering of her wardrobe – she has an entire room devoted
to clothing, with many purchases never opened. The others are
discussing an evening celebration at The Bridge House tonight. I
am invited but I decline. I can’t bear the idea of two long walks
in these frigid temperatures or the thought of abandoning my
pet. Instead the only excursion on this day for me, one I begin as
soon as I drop the dog off, will be to the 123 Cleaners and Pinky’s
nearby.
Friday, December 29:
It has been raining for hours as Otto and I strap on our wetweather gear at the start of a wet Friday in the park.
There is standing water everywhere – even on the cricket crease,
where a tribe of seagulls sits comfortably on the sodden surface.
There is not a single dog anywhere and very few people are
present as Otto and I begin a slow circuit of the green. About half
way through I notice that the rain has gradually come to an end
and I am able to lower my umbrella as we approach the café. I am
wondering if there will be any of our lot in residence today so it is
a pleasant surprise to see that Davide and Ofra are already seated,
Georgie is inside getting their coffees, Janet soon arrives with
Leonard and Daisy-Mae and Hanna soon joins us as well.
Of course I am concerned that, once again, I will have wet puppy
paws all over my trousers, but I manage to escape this fate today.
Bailey, for instance, is using an empty chair next to mine to
advance his chances and this means that his paws are otherwise
occupied this morning. Otto and Leonard also seem to understand
that they will do better in their own searches for sustenance if they
keep all four feet on the ground. Daisy-Mae is shivering in Janet’s
lap – she really hates wet weather – but Winnie, in her lettuce slug
green raincoat, doesn’t seem too bothered.
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Ofra reports that Ellie is due back from her holiday in the
Dominican Republic today – having denounced this location
(and her hotel room) as humid and damp. Janet says that Dan has
already fixed a date in August for the Highlands expedition. I tell
the others that Michigan Janet, who is the author of this idea, is
already fretting about accommodation details but I have advised
her to wait a few months before beginning this process. It has
started to rain again and so we decide to make an early break for
warm interiors. It has been predicted that the sun will return this
afternoon but the news is even better than this for only half an
hour or so after our return the park is bathed in sunshine and the
dog’s paws are almost dry.
Saturday, December 30:
“Look, ma, no long-johns!” – such is my cry of triumph as Otto
and I head for the park on a gray but mild morning in December.
As we reach the green I can see Janet heading our way with
Daisy-Mae and Leonard. The latter, spotting Otto, crouches in
anticipation, advancing every few seconds to a new prone position
as the prey approaches – like a lion on the Serengeti waiting for
the arrival of a particularly juicy impala. At last he springs and
Otto responds with a roar as the two begin a long chase around the
bandstand. It is the first time in days that my dog has gotten in any
decent exercise. As we near the café he wants to continue down
the Carlton roadway and it takes me a while to corral him for a
return trip to our compound at the café – which will again close its
doors tomorrow and Monday.
Here we find Ofra, Georgie (here with Pepper), Dan, Davide,
Liz and Hanna – with the coffees on Janet this morning, the last
of the current birthday gestures. (The last but not for long since,
as I am soon reminded, my own birthday is now only a week
away.) Pepper is soon barking loudly, though it does no good to
tell the one-eyed senior Schnauzer to shut up, since he is also
deaf. Biscuits usually procure the required silence and I am soon
dispensing treats to Pepper, Bailey, Winnie, Otto and Leonard.
The later two patrol the fences, Leonard objecting to any alien
presence on the other side and Otto squealing out an invitation to
come inside and play. Then I see he has climbed onto Leonard’s
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back and is riding the would-be lion as though his pal were a
Serengeti surfboard. Winnie, in Dan’s lap, grows frustrated when
the food runs out and bites Dan’s finger. The food, incidentally,
includes Liz’s toasted bacon and cheese sandwich. I remind Ofra
that such a combination is doubly forbidden for the devout. She
agrees, “So give me a bite!”
Dan has brought with him a transcribed film from his childhood
and we get to see on his phone a manic youngster as master of
ceremonies at a backyard party in which all of the participants
have been issued kazoos. The others are still trying to pin down
every detail of that projected visit to the Highlands next summer;
by now Dan is renting his own castle and warning the assembled
travellers to look out for midges. I remind them that this junket
is the project of Michigan Janet and it now seems to have been
hijacked – but this doesn’t slow them down for long. Closer to
home there is puzzlement about what to do or where to go today.
London Janet says that she is bored sitting at home and watching
TV and she is contemplating using her bus pass to ride to the end
of the line somewhere.
Sunday, December 31:
Well, I suppose we should be happy that it is only rain – a
light rain while Otto and I were out for our late-night walk and
a steadier version coming down as we rise on the last day of
the year. Of course I studied with marked interest the weather
report on the local TV news last night; rain was predicted but
it looked as though it might clear by 9:00 this morning and, to
my considerable delight, so it does! Otto and I can now head
for the park on a gray and relatively mild morning. We are not
here for long; Otto, having completed his early business, knows
instinctively to exit via the Grantully gate as we again begin a
slow progress down to the precincts of the Petit Café.
As usual, I am the first to arrive, but soon I can see Liz heading
our way and she is followed by Dan, Davide, Georgie (here
with Pepper and Seamus), Ofra, Janet and Vlad. (Hanna arrives
so late that she has to sit by herself across the outdoor aisle.)
Winnie spends the session first on Davide’s lap, then Dan’s. She
is outraged by this change in venue and snarls her displeasure
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throughout the session – when she is not downing Tasty Bites or
finishing up some sandwich crusts. Bailey begins the session on
his own chair but he is displaced by Vlad; Ofra’s pet also feasts on
Tasty Bites. Otto resents the close confinement of all these chair
legs but he does all right in the snacking category and he does
come alive when his pal, Beanie, walks by.
Dan and Davide have been to Primark on Oxford Street and we
get a detailed summary. It appears that the discount emporium
now has it own versions of classic fragrances associated with
Jo Malone; they even have bottles that resemble the original so
I suggest that Primark need to brand their version Jo On-loan.
Today is the last day we will have Liz with us for she and son
Ryan fly back to the States early tomorrow morning. Temperatures
have been so frigid there that she is worried about flight
cancellations but Davide can assure her that there are none so far.
Both Liz and Dan say that they need to empty closets of redundant
clothing and I admit that I have half a closet full of yesterday’s
styles as well. (No, Dan I’m sure there are no flared trousers
in there.) As our session comes to an end there is the usual
discussion of where we might meet tomorrow, The Petit Café will
be closed but Dan calls the Starbucks on Randolph Avenue and
they say they will be open. New Year’s Eve plans are also raised
but I know that, on a fireworks night, I will be content to end the
year with the dog next to me on the sofa.
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Monday, January 1:
Well, Otto and I did quite well in our New Year’s Eve rituals,
seeing in 2018 side by side on the TV room sofa. There hadn’t
been that much noise when we walked the streets at 10:30 and the
midnight noise was almost drowned out by the TV sound of the
fireworks exploding in spectacular fashion on the Thames. Even
when these came to an end Otto showed no signs of distress and
the local bombardment had almost come to an end by 12:30 –
when we could go to bed.
This morning, a gray but relatively mild day, we begin, as usual,
with a pass at the Rec, circling the green only as far as the
Grantully gate. Here I remind Otto that we are turning left onto
unexplored territory (for the dog) but he seems not at all phased
by this change of events, trotting by the Christmas tree dumpoff point and depositing a second poo on the pavement before
we reach Elgin Avenue. When we reach Randolph Avenue I can
see that Starbucks is, indeed, open, but there are no little tables
outside. While I am puzzling this out Dan and Davide pull up with
Winnie and Georgie and we enter the coffee emporium – which
evidently has no objections to inside dogs, at least not today. We
have our own banquette in the back, soon joined by Ofra, with
Bailey, and Hanna. I have brought my blue bag with me and I can
roll out some Tasty Bites for the toothless ones. Winnie, sitting
on the sofa between Dan and Davide, keeps up some non-stop
barking until Davide takes her outside. I am drinking a Starbuck’s
specialty, a caramel macchiato.
The dog owners describe their New Year’s Eve activities. Ofra
and Ricky went to the Colonnade Hotel, which featured an Iranian
buffet. Georgie had a take-out with Liz and then watched TV
at home. Dan and Davide had tickets to a Thames-side concert
featuring Nile Rodgers (and/of/with) Chic – I saw much of this
on TV myself. Much of London is closed today but we know that
our park café will reopen tomorrow. I head back through the park
now but as I near the tennis courts I can hear Janet’s voice (it is
Monday) and we pause to exchange greetings before resuming our
homeward journey. Otto gets in a third poo and meets a smaller
version of himself, a Schnauzer named Harvey.
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Tuesday, January 2:
We are at last ready to resume our usual post-holiday routine and
this means that, under gray and chilly skies, Otto and I can head
for the Rec at 9:15. There is not much activity in the park but I
can see a familiar presence with phone glued to an ear. This is
Ellie and, call concluded, she and I reverse directions, pass the
clubhouse and the café and ascend Mt. Bannister from the Carlton
roadway. Otto is delighted by this variation and trots along
happily with Teddy, even producing three poos in the process –
he offered nothing in this category last night. Again I have some
difficulty getting him to enter our compound at the café but at last
we are inside our special refuge.
They have raised prices at the coffee counter in honor of the new
year – my cappuccino now costs £2.60 instead of its former £2.50.
Hanna reminds Boyat that prices here are higher than outside the
park but his response is not recorded. We also have Ofra, Georgie,
Janet and Shane present and Melanie walks by with Rufus. Asked
to come in and sit down she says that she hasn’t walked since
1999 and needs to continue with her exercise. I am kept busy
dispensing treats to Otto, Bailey, Winnie (here with Georgie), and
Teddy. The latter tries every chair at our conjoined tables in order
to advance his chances at the Tasty Bites from my blue bag.
Ellie gives us a detailed analysis of her holiday in the Dominican
Republic. She is taking on BA – who promised an elite experience
in a hotel that had a substandard restaurant, no Jack Daniels, and
an hour-long fight for a plate of peanuts. And to make matters
worse the salad she was looking forward to at lunchtime today
has been given to Georgia’s boyfriend as his packed lunch.
(Ofra, who has been feeding boyfriends for years, sees a familiar
pattern here.) Shane tells us something of his holiday experiences
working for Crisis as a volunteer among the homeless. Near the
end of our conversation, however, two factors suddenly intrude. It
is beginning to rain and I haven’t brought Otto’s coat this morning
and, just as were are about to head for home, Anahita arrives with
Elvis. I have to let Otto have a go at his little friend, whom he has
no doubt missed quite a bit these last two weeks, but then it is
time for us to escape the moisture as we make our way down the
Morshead roadway. Otto manages to produce a fourth poo.
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Wednesday, January 3:
We have spent a wild night as storm Eleanor arrived in force.
It was already raining when Otto and I had our late night walk,
though this was a very gentle downpour compared to the moisture
still to come. By the time we went to bed the wind was howling
and rain was lashing the rattling window. Otto seemed a bit
disconcerted by this noise but he soon settled down – leaving
me to bob up and down for the next few hours. I could see rain
driving in horizontal sheets on the street during the last of these
sleepless periods but it did begin to quiet down a bit eventually.
This morning we leave Cathy behind and hit the streets, which are
still breezy but dry. I am surprised that there is not more standing
water in the park – perhaps it has been blown away – and there are
fewer fallen limbs than we might have expected.
We circle the green as the dog gets in some nice exercise with
a Tibetan Terrier after his first poo. (And how lucky for me that
I manage to notice that I am about to pick up this prize with
a finger-sized hole in my nappy bag.) Coming down from the
heights of Mt. Bannister we have Janet with Daisy-Mae and
Linda with Pepper and Chica. We see them again when it is time
to report to the café – where the blue umbrella lies lankly (for
its own safety) between our tables. Vlad and Ofra are here as
well and so is Georgie. I get a chance to ask Georgie if she could
have Otto as an overnight guest on Monday, when I expect that
Swedish guests and I may be at the theater. Occupying a little
table behind us is a woman named Judith; she has brought with
her a fuzzy amber-colored mid-sized dog named Lola and Otto
finds some play with this lass. Perhaps because Janet has the
grooming brush out Daisy-Mae decides to join the food queue this
morning. She rejects biscuit after biscuit until a black Shapes is
accepted. This she takes to an empty table behind us, jumps into a
chair, and barks out warnings to anyone who thinks they might be
able to take it off her.
We compare stories on how each of us survived yesterday’s
onslaught. Janet drove Georgie to Ikea with a damaged windshield
wiper and Georgie bought a chest of drawers – forgetting that the
flat pack contained only the chest, not the drawers. Tomorrow
she has a hospital appointment but the good news is that she can
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deliver her charges to school and get a ride to her appointment
with the same cabbie. We discuss some soap business as well
but it is really quite chilly and we decide to make an early move.
“Come on, Daisy-Mae, you can bury your biscuit,” Janet says.
Sure enough the Shih-Tzu-squirrel cross, who has only protected
her treat so far, finds a spot in a flower bed and digs a hole. At
least the sun is out now and that means that I will not linger
long after taking the dog home before setting out on some local
errands.
Thursday, January 4:
Rain has again fallen from an early hour – though this installment
has to be seen as a far gentler chapter than the previous night’s
version, with the strong winds of storm Eleanor in abeyance
at last. Indeed there were only breezes ruffling our progress
on yesterday afternoon’s walk – during which there was an
interesting sequel to the recent gale. I had noticed that a terracotta
pot was missing from a windowsill in my study and as Otto and I
returned from the park at about 4:00 yesterday I decided to have
a look to see into how many pieces it had shattered in its descent.
Well, it had lost much of its soil (the plant was already dead) but
the pot was intact! I retrieved it and this morning I can place it
back onto its former perch.
The night’s rainfall has come to an end and skies are beginning
to brighten as I make my preparations for our morning in the
park. Make my preparations but evidently not fast enough for a
Schnauzer with a full bladder – as I discover when I step into a
wet patch near the front door. I have to mop up the mess as best I
can and then we are off. We reach the green (nothing wrong with
the dog’s poo) and begin a circuit of this vast empty space – where
the only sign of animate life comes from a flock of seagulls on
the cricket crease. I hook the dog as we near the café, which has
just opened its doors, and wait for the others to arrive. And wait.
Eventually Wendy shows up and so does Vlad – but that is it.
Poor Otto not only has no play pals; he is on his own. Surely this
is a first – discouraged by the bad weather and pressing business
elsewhere the dog owners have brought neither themselves nor
their animals to the park.
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Wendy does say that she sometimes thinks she would like
another dog, a Greyhound perhaps, and she spends some time
remembering the last time she had a large dog in the city. Vlad
has said nothing about getting another dog but he does confirm
that he is now stationed at the Willesden Green station – where
tourists seem ill-equipped to deal with the complexities of the
London transportation system. Otto races back and forth along the
fence line, hoping to interest some animal in a little play; I have
to remove his wet paws from my trouser legs as I dole out treats
to my sole customer this morning. It is true that we do meet a
few other dogs when we make our departure, Bullet and Bliss the
Chow among them. But it is no wonder that the exercise-starved
dog begins to race up and down the hallway with his toys when
we do reach home.
Friday, January 5:
Otto and I have endured another late night walk in the rain but
this morning skies are clear, though I can see from my windowsill
thermometer that temperatures have dropped. While I am
checking this out I notice Janet, crossing the road with Seamus,
Leonard and Daisy-Mae. They head for the Essendine entrance
(where Leonard falls on a large puppy whose owner threatens to
kill him if he ever does that again). Otto and I are soon heading
for the Morshead gate, where Davide is just arriving with Winnie.
Otto starts to cross the green – which is a muddy mess these days
– then he veers off to find some play with dogs, including Buster,
at the eastern end. Eventually we are reunited and I hook him so
that we can make orderly progress toward the café.
The turnout this morning is a respectable one – certainly
compared with yesterday’s woeful effort. In addition to Janet and
Davide we have Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy and Hanna. Teddy
never makes it as far as my chair today but Daisy-Mae surprises
us all by accepting five Tasty Bites from my blue bag. (The
little madam had her anal glands emptied at the vet’s yesterday.)
Winnie shows that there is still some strength on those back legs
by climbing up to knee level in order to receive her treats and
Bailey is scraping away from the other side. Otto and Leonard are
eager supplicants as well – when Otto is not able to tempt his pal
into more play.
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I chide the others for poor attendance yesterday and remind
everyone that the coffees are on me tomorrow. Georgie reports
that she received good marks from the doc during her hospital
appointment yesterday but something went wrong with the
treadmill test and she will have to repeat it – a prospect she is
dreading. Janet’s doctor, meanwhile, has asked her patient to cut
down on the intake of salt. Davide says he has five days off and
that the weather in Singapore was lousy. Hanna is reading an
article on the first Christmas puppy to be turned over to Battersea
– there was a feature on this story during the local TV news
yesterday as well. When we marshal our animals for the trip home
Otto spends an inordinate amount of time searching out a spot for
his second poo. The choice of location is always dictated by the
discovery of just the right scent and after prolonged rain much of
this matter has been washed away – the consequence is that that I
have to march through half a mile of mud before I can get home.
Saturday, January 6:
Life changed abruptly for our household with the arrival, about
7:30 last night, of five Swedes, come to London to celebrate my
birthday. Peter and Ragnhild used one of the fold-out sofas and
Lena the other, while Karin and partner Kjell had accommodation
at the Best Western in Kilburn. Before the latter two headed for
their beds we all enjoyed fish and chips from George’s fish bar on
the Shirland Road. Otto found the arrival of all these visitors to be
very exciting indeed and he was soon getting lots of attention. I
didn’t sleep too well after all the hubbub.
This morning four of us and Otto head for the park at the usual
time and march directly to the café. I pay for all the drinks and
anything the Swedes want to eat – altogether there are fourteen
of us at table, including Karen and Kjell, who have walked down
from their hotel; it is sunny but very cold and full marks to our
visitors – who choose to join us outside. (They sing a Swedish
birthday song also.) Less than two hours after our return, however,
we are off again – this time for Le Cochonnet, where Linda had
reserved the little side room for birthday festivities. Now there
are twenty of us and we have an excellent meal – everyone
choosing his or her own entrée from the menu – with a dog245
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shaped chocolate cake at the end. People really seem to enjoy the
food and lots of wine is poured. I receive yet more cards and a
Waterstone’s voucher and I am asked to make a speech.
I begin by describing this as my acceptance speech. Do I accept
being 80? Do I have a choice? I note that many people had asked
me what it felt like to be 80 – my response always being, “Just
like 79, only more so.” I add that the elderly often have trouble
getting an uninterrupted night’s sleep and that I often toss and turn
to list-making. One I now describe followed my attempt to list
the ten most famous people I had ever met. (At present this list
includes Igor Stravinsky, Dmitri Shostakovich, Michael Tilson
Thomas, Gracie Fields, Benny Goodman, Lionel Bart, Allen
Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Billy Collins, and Zaha Hadid.)
My point is that I don’t write about these people but about the
people in this room, the wonderful cast of characters who have
offered me so much support and comradeship over the last ten
and a half years – ever since the passing of Dorothy. (Some are
kind enough to say that I am making them famous but I have to
add that they need to learn the difference between “famous” and
“infamous.” In all, we are seated for almost three hours but after
a group photo taken by Rob it is time to scatter and time for me to
take my impatient dog for his afternoon walk. In our absence he
has emptied all the wastebaskets and re-distributed their contents.
Sunday, January 7:
Sleep came a bit more easily after an exhausting day (both
Naomi and Gavan calling after we had returned from the famous
lunch) and today we again have sunny skies but bitterly cold
temperatures as we make preparations for our morning in the park.
Otto, as usual, is tremendously excited to have such a large mob
of humans to accompany. The Swedes have more or less decided
to eat their sandwiches inside the café today – though Peter does
brave the elements by joining the rest of us. Also represented
today are Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Dan.
Winnie in her leather dyke zip-up coat is relentless is her search
for treats and, with no toasted cheese sandwiches on offer, I am
the only source of sustenance. This means that for half an hour I
get a sustained barracking – nothing wrong with her voice and her
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back legs seem adequate to the task of hoisting her to the height
of my knees. Otto is a frequent customer as well; he has no one to
play with this morning – Georgie has brought only Chester, Bailey
remains in Ofra’s lap throughout the session, and Daisy-Mae does
the same on Janet’s lap. Otto does keep an eye on any potential
canine activity on the walkways but the best he can get out of it
is some shrieking supplication to passersby – please come in here
and play.
The fun is not over for the day, however, since Otto and I (and
Peter and Ragnhild) have been invited to Elvis’s (second) birthday
party at the Heist Bank pub in the Paddington basin and that
means that at 1:00 or so we can start off again, in very chilly
temperatures, for a half-an-hour walk along the streets of Maida
Vale and along the canal as well. Otto, Maxi, Daisy-Mae, a chap
named Rupert and the birthday boy, of course, make up the canine
contingent in a dog-friendly establishment where the animals have
complete freedom to rush about wherever they desire. Otto is in
his element, working the room, feasting on chew sticks (his own
and those he has stolen from other dogs), resting under the pool
table, posing for endless pictures and enjoying his first dish of ice
cream. We do have to leave after only two hours for we want to
get home in time to say goodbye to Karin, Kjell, and Lena – who
are on their way to a return flight at Heathrow.
Monday, January 8:
The day begins for Otto with a necessary trip to the bathtub
– where that clogged bum needs immediate attention. It is an
overcast, gray day – and the temperatures are still depressed. Dan
is soon coming in behind us on the Morshead roadway, Winnie
in his bicycle basket, and his camera is videoing the scene from
its perch on his cap. The others head for the café but I complete a
circuit of the green with the dog before reporting here myself.
In addition to Peter, Ragnhild and Dan we also have Davide,
Hanna, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie and Anahita among us today. Teddy
occupies the chair usually used by Janet (off playing tennis today)
and from this perch he is in a better position to advance his claims
on my blue bag. Of course Bailey, Winnie, Elvis, Otto and Seamus
are here to insist on their precedence as well. Otto gets in some
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playtime with yesterday’s birthday boy and Anahita even takes
these two out onto the green for some additional activity. Pictures
of our dogs, taken at the birthday party, are also a central feature
of this morning’s session – though Hanna complains that Anahita
has sent her so many pics that her phone’s memory is exhausted.
Ofra and Ellie are ogling the exercisers in the adjacent room of the
gym while Dan is on the phone, putting ticket arrangements into
position for Peter, Ragnhild and me – who will, this evening, pick
up tickets in Leicester Square, find a nearby Chinese restaurant,
and then head to Victoria, where tonight we will see a production
of Wicked. I have decided that I can’t leave Otto alone while we
are away for such a length of time and that tonight he will have
his first experience with the canine hostel operated by his Auntie
Georgie. She says she will pick him up at 2:30 this afternoon and I
will see him again when she comes for coffee tomorrow morning.
This will be a very unusual experience for me – how will I sleep
without his comforting presence on the bed beside me?
Tuesday, January 9:
In fact Georgie arrived at about 1:45 and I could soon see my
dog trotting obediently along the pavement with his auntie.
Peter, Ragnhild and I left at about 4:20, stopping first at TKTS
in Leicester Square, where Dan had arranged seats for us for an
evening performance of Wicked. Then I led us unerringly to the
same Chinese restaurant where we had dined before our visit to
Miss Saigon during the previous visit from my Swedish relatives
– but it was boarded up. Of course there was no problem finding
another Chinese restaurant in Chinatown – we had a nice meal
at the Lido. Then we walked down Shaftsbury to the tube stop,
got on the Piccadilly line – and changed at Green Park for one
more stop to Victoria. Finding the Apollo Victoria was a bit of a
challenge among the crowds in the dark but we succeeded at last,
settling into excellent seats in the row K stalls with fifteen minutes
to spare.
The production was excellent, with impressive costumes and
stagecraft and excellent voices form the principals. The show, a
kind of prequel to The Wizard of Oz, was watched with cheering
enthusiasm by the audience but, of course, I am incorrigibly
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wedded to musical styles of yesteryear. Here there was endless
recitative, unmemorable songs that could have no life away from
the show itself, and how many times did I feel like shouting,
“Fuck You, sing ‘Over the Rainbow!’” We made very good time
getting home, and what a blessing, on another bitter night, that I
did not have to undertake a late night walk.
Now I am looking forward to a reunion with my boy – Otto is
three years old today and the coffees are again on me. (But I get
my long-delayed Christmas Panettone in recompense.) In fact
Georgie is a late arrival – reporting that all went well with the
sleepover last night. I am soon dispensing treats to Dudley (who
will be returned to Karen today), Bailey, Winnie, Lucky, Teddy
and Elvis. Peter, Ragnhild and I have decided to make the last
morning of our visitors into an expedition to Westfield and so it
is time to make a move. Just as we are undertaking our departure
Ellie suddenly comes to life with a message she received only
yesterday. In his Luton care home Peter Harris has died in his
sleep. This is the real end of an era for we all have fond memories
of the old curmudgeon, QPR supporter, horse-fancier, computer
luddite and canine custodian.
Wednesday, January 10:
How strange it feels to have the house all to ourselves again.
I actually think Otto is depressed over the departure of all his
Swedish pals – he didn’t touch his food last night. Earlier we had
enjoyed a successful expedition to Westfield – if you don’t count
major problems with the local transportation system. I am truly
exhausted by all this activity as Otto and I now make preparations
for our morning session in the park. I lead him on a complete
circuit of the green and eventually we catch up with Janet, Davide
and Ellie – whom we follow to the café.
Otto’s appetite is certainly robust enough this morning. He is
joined in the biscuit queue by Winnie, Bailey (in his blue sweater)
and Teddy, who jumps into a number of chairs in order to advance
his chances. Daisy-Mae is getting a grooming in Janet’s lap and
this makes her cross – as we soon discover when she lashes out at
Binky’s head. Thereafter she squeezes through the bars and patrols
the walkway – she has forgotten about the biscuit she buried here
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last week. Ofra says that she needs to take Bailey to the groomer –
something about his ears needing attention. Lucky has had quite a
severe grooming (for him); he too eventually remembers that I am
the biscuit man.
The ladies discuss whether or not the tights they have bought at
Primark are beginning to sag. Janet and Georgie say no, Ofra says
yes. Ellie says that she finally got her mother to the audiologist
at St. Mary’s and he has recommended a hearing aid – mom has
been very resistant, claiming it is only Ellie she can’t hear. Davide
says that Dan will accompany him on his forthcoming flight to
Buenos Aires. “So he is on his good behavior now?” someone
asks. “He paid for his own ticket,” Davide responds – implying
that Dan is not beholden to anyone in this matter. Wendy passes
around a condolence card for Peter’s son and we all sign. I have
a number of local errands to complete – having decided that I am
too tired to make it to Sainsbury’s. There is a lot of bed linen that
needs to go to the 123 Cleaners and a visit to Pinky’s is needed
as well. On the street I meet Stephen with Will and Grace – we
compare notes of the TV show of the same name – which returned
to our screens after a decade’s absence last Friday night.
Thursday, January 11:
It’s a gray day in Maida Vale but temperatures are not too bad as
Otto and I continue our attempts to return to a normal routine.
These days this includes clogged bum problems – a happenstance
immediately revealed as the dog repeatedly squats in his attempt
to bring matters to a satisfactory conclusion. By this time we
have crossed the mucky green and Otto has discovered Janet,
here this morning with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and a new Schnauzer
lad, eighteen-month-old Fergus. Ellie is also here but she has just
remembered that Teddy’s blanket is in the car and she exits in
order to retrieve this essential item of lap protection.
Our morning group enlists Janet, Ellie, Ofra, Davide and Hanna.
There is some confusion about the arrival of Georgie and Ofra
uses her phone to connect with the missing person. “She got
famous,” Ofra explains – it takes us a while to translate this as
“Georgie has gone to get Seamus.” In fact Georgie arrives with
Seamus and Lucky and this gives Otto yet another target for his
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frustrated efforts in the exercise department. Fergus is also willing
to play so there is plenty of activity at our feet – a space occupied
also by the treat-seeking missiles. These include Bailey (whose
mere presence has caused a meltdown from a Middle Eastern lady
in the coffee queue), Winnie, Leonard and Teddy. The dogs are
also extremely noisy this morning – Teddy seems to resent the
distant presence of Alaska and all of the dogs want to protest the
passage of a huge Newfoundland just outside our gate.
Ellie begins the conversation by telling us that it took an hour-anda-half for her to get home yesterday. This was because a service
lorry, which was being used to hoist a repairman up to the height
needed to replace a lamp bulb, ran out of juice, blocking her own
car at the curb. The workmen had no way to restart their own
vehicle and head office, which soon heard some spicy invective
from our Ellie, was slow to respond. On a more positive note
Ellie says she likes the new Panzers in St. John’s Wood, but Ofra
says that the staff are just as rude as they were under the former
ownership. Ofra is having a food fantasy about the entrecôte
restaurant in Marylebone and Hanna soon joins in this as well.
I am trying to get an update on some critical Coronation Street
plot developments but fortunately Janet and Georgie can fill me
in. Dan and Davide are off to Buenos Aires this afternoon. I have
a much more modest destination in mind – the waiting bathtub
where Otto has another rendezvous with the shower attachment.
Friday, January 12:
Well, Otto never escaped his lead as we walked down the hall
at the conclusion of yesterday’s session and directly into the
bathroom for some remedial action on that bum. This morning
it is again gray and chilly in the park as we head for the café,
where the guests are gathering in order to celebrate Teddy’s
eighth birthday. The coffees are on Ellie, of course, and the guests
include Hanna, Ofra (with Bailey) Georgie (with Lucky), Janet
(with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard), Anahita (with
Elvis) and Sam, the owner of Binky the Cocker.
Binky, indeed, is becoming ever more adept at snagging treats.
On three occasions she manages to pluck a biscuit from my
tabletop blue bag and when I roll a treat over to the birthday boy,
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she manages to gobble it down before Teddy has even spotted
it. Instead, Teddy wanders from chair to chair, staring at me as
if I were the village idiot – why doesn’t this man know that I
am ready for my next treat? Bailey, not to be outdone, climbs
onto the tabletop in order to snaffle down some crumbs. Otto is
kept occupied by Elvis, who is sprinting back and forth outside
the bars, and all the dogs have much to say about the migratory
canines on the walkways. Sam has never experienced this din and
Janet explains that we used to employ a water pistol in order to
discourage such antics. “Water pistol,” someone adds, “today you
would need a fire hose.”
Ellie has brought three cakes, prizes she has snagged after a
shopping expedition to Selfridge’s yesterday with Ofra – though
they were out of the cake she really wanted and they earned an
ear-bashing when they tried to sell her some “healthy” cakes
instead – surely “healthy cakes” is a contradiction in terms. One
other dividend of yesterday’s expedition is a gift for me from
Ofra and Ellie, a new cashmere black wool hat. Georgie, who has
inherited a series of new cab drivers as her regular driver goes on
holiday, is surprisingly early today. I ask her if she saw last night’s
Emmerdale. She did see it and this is good news for me; I had my
back turned to the screen and the broadcast ended before I could
see which characters could be included in the body count after a
major car crash.
Saturday, January 13:
A cold and gray morning greets us as we make our way into the
park. Otto can spot Georgie, just ahead of us, and he rushes up to
greet her and her charges – Winnie, Saturday Sparkie and a little
Chihuahua named Mimi. (This mad dash to reconnect with pals
was on display yesterday afternoon as well when, having spotted
a familiar figure ahead of us, I unhooked the dog so he could rush
forward to greet Karen, here with Dudley after just returning from
a holiday trip to Australia.) Now we can head for the café, which
is just opening its doors (well, one of them; the other is broken).
Soon arriving as well we have Janet, Hanna, Ofra and Nigel. The
presence of the latter means that Elvis, in a bright red coat, is also
very much in evidence and he and Otto have a good time together
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– especially when Nigel takes Otto and his own pup out onto the
green. A little later both Elvis and Daisy-Mae take exception to
some visiting canine outside the bars and both manage to squeeze
through in order to give chase. In his own struggles to pass
through our bars Elvis loosens the bindings on his coat and, soon
thereafter, Otto succeeds in completing the process of stripping his
pal from his red covering. Winnie and Bailey are interested only
in some soft Philadelphia chews from my blue bag, with Sparkie a
frequent consumer of pink Shapes. Meanwhile Mimi, in Georgie’s
lap, is barking at every incident in a high-pitched squeak.
Georgie and I continue our discussion of events on Emmerdale – I
have to predict that the evil Lucky is certain to blame the car crash
on the (for once) innocent Robert. Hanna has taken delivery of a
full English breakfast and this leads to a discussion of the effects
of food consumption on body shape. Nigel says that son Jenson, at
16, can eat gargantuan meals without putting on weight, Ofra says
that this is no longer true for son Guy, and Hanna says she was
thin until she turned 48. She has in front of her the latest tabloid,
one which, thin on any actual news, also fails to focus on the latest
tweets of the American president – who seems to have offended
half the world with ill-timed insults. London has not escaped as
Trump says he will not attend the opening ceremonies for the
new U.S. embassy (to the relief of many) since the move to south
of the river was a major mistake made by the dreaded Obama
(actually the move from Grosvenor Square was begun by George
W. Bush) and the new location is an undesirable one.
Sunday, January 14:
We have experienced a rather uncomfortable night, one that began
its downturn about 10:00 or so when the dog leaped off the sofa
in the TV room, rushed forward into his dog bed, and threw up.
If you have to throw up anywhere in my house this is actually the
very best place you could choose since the dog bed is lined with
a large bath towel and, after brushing off the larger chunks, I can
just put the towel in the washing machine. A few minutes later,
however, the dog seemed desperate to get outside when it was
time for his late-night walk, and he hadn’t gone very far on the
pavement before he squatted for a very runny poo. There were two
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smaller sequels before we got back inside but, though Otto settled
down for a normal sleep – with no signs of rumbling tummy – my
own rest was intermittent as I remained alert to any change in his
position on the bed.
This morning I am quite anxious to see how he gets on – but his
patterns are routine and before we leave for the park at our usual
time he is running up and down the hallway with toys in his
mouth. In case he needs a sudden squat I want to get into the park
as soon as possible but Otto wants to head for the more distant
Morshead gate and any progress toward the green is retarded by
the presence of little Chester, who trots along with us as far as the
Grantully gate. To my surprise, and relief, Otto’s first poo is wellformed indeed and I am left with only one strategy – I will try to
starve the dog today in order to give his tummy time to recover.
This is not an easy task when, once seated at our table under the
blue umbrella, the other dogs are insistent on their treats.
Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie are my chief customers here – but the
only crumbs available to Otto come when one of the other animals
leaves a biscuit chunk behind.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Debbie
and, at his own little table behind us, Vlad. Debbie has delivered
to Ofra and Janet some delayed holiday jam and this reminds Ofra
that yesterday she was so desperate for a sugar fix that she even
ate a banana and two apples. She and Georgie discuss vitamin
deficiencies since both say they need Vitamin D. (Though Ofra
wants to see if her GP will give her a prescription for this.) Ofra
adds that she is also in the market for a baby’s duvet for her Bailey
– though it seems that Mothercare, where she would have made
such a purchase, is no longer in business. I suggest she consider
a device that Michigan Janet bought for her cat – a blanket with
magic coils that heat up whenever an animal lies down. It is a
cold, gray morning and someone wonders if they make these for
humans as well.
Monday, January 15:
Rain, long-predicted, began in the early hours and I am certain
that we will begin our new week in the park in our raingear – but
shortly before it is time to begin the skies brighten a bit. I put
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Otto’s raincoat in a pocket and, depositing the Monday morning
recycling bag on the pavement, we are free to head for our gate.
We begin a circuit of the green but at the Grantully gate we meet
a hard-charging Beagle and Janet and her charges, Daisy-Mae,
Binky and Leonard. She reverses direction in order to accompany
us, asking, at the same time, how Otto’s tummy is today. I can
tell her that he seems to have recovered from Saturday night’s
indisposition – much to my relief.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, and
Hanna – with Linda spending most of the session with us as
well, Shane making a guest appearance, and, near the end, Dan
coming to retrieve Winnie after getting off a fourteen-hour flight
from Buenos Aires. Georgie tells Dan an interesting tale – noting
that yesterday Winnie seemed more agitated than usual as she sat
in her baby carriage. Lifted from her seat when they arrived at
the park, Georgie says that she now discovered a poo here, with
Winnie now running off with the speed of Usain Bolt in order to
complete this process in a more suitable site. Winnie spends much
of the session in Dan’s lap, Teddy in Ellie’s and Bailey in Ofra’s.
That means that these dogs take no part in the ritual soaking on
my trouser legs, a task left to Otto and Leonard. Hanna seems to
be in charge of fishing treats from my blue bag for Pepper. Linda
reports that the elderly Schnauzer seems reconciled to his new
home in St. John’s Wood and even made it all the way down the
interior stairwell on his own today – he has to be carried up.
Janet and Linda discuss the next date for the renewal of their
tennis rivalry – no chance for any play this morning for the rain
returns as we drink our coffee. Ofra has baked a banana cake and
this goes down well with our drinks. Ellie says she will bring
some banana bread tomorrow – if it is not consumed at home
first. She is able to taunt Georgie with the discovery, one made so
often by our Scottish friend, of an unclaimed £10 note in Marks
and Spencer. While still seated I strap the raincoat on Otto and
we follow the others toward the exits. I am anxious to get home,
get my trousers off (and over a radiator) and into a warm shower
but I notice that an additional problem is that the lace on one of
my Timberlands has come loose and it will be a struggle to get
home still shod. As I near my steps an upstairs neighbor stops
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me to show off his footwear, which he says he bought on my
recommendation – he is wearing a new pair of Timberlands.
Tuesday, January 16:
Bright sunny skies have again returned to Maida Vale but, as often
happens under such circumstances, temperatures have plummeted.
Otto is freed from his lead as we near the bandstand – so that he
can touch noses with half a dozen dogs in the care of Zoe and
other dog-walkers. Thereafter we continue on around the green,
passing Janet with Daisy-Mae, and reaching a far corner where
Otto can again have some good chasing with visiting canines.
When we reach the Randolph walkway I hook him up again, well
aware of his last-minute evasive tactics when the gates of the café
loom.
This morning we have Janet, Hanna, Ofra, Ellie and her friend
Elly, Davide, a late-arriving Georgie and a seldom-seen Yara.
Ellie has again brought a packet of salmon skin crisps for my blue
bag – her Teddy does well with Tasty Bites and even occupies an
empty chair the better to advance his chances. This is the same
chair earlier used by Bailey, who has discovered a small pitcher
of milk that he can dip his tongue into. Daisy-Mae begins to bark
at me, refusing every thing I have to offer before relenting and
scarfing down four or five treats in a row. Energized, she then
has a fierce fight with Seamus, under Janet’s chair. Neither gives
an inch and Janet eventually has to snatch her pet from the fray
before real damage is caused.
Poor Yara has been suffering from a dislocation of cervical
vertebrae and must wear a neck brace. Every time someone new
comes in she has to repeat all the saga of this incident – curiously,
she just woke up with this condition, which she hopes they can
treat without surgery. She and Ellie compare notes on their recent,
rather disastrous holiday in the Dominican Republic – where even
the shower water caused a skin rash for Yara. Davide has brought
some nice chocolate biscuits from Argentina; he says he may
return to Sardinia this weekend for his father’s memorial service.
I put on my clip-on sunglasses, though this doesn’t help much and
this gesture seems all the more odd given the frigid temperature.
There are lots of complaints about the cold and this leads to a
quick departure.
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Wednesday, January 17:
Back to long underwear – for, although it is sunny and bright, it is
very cold and we are whipped along by a strong breeze (with even
higher winds expected tonight).
As usual, Otto is always on the lookout for a play-partner as we
make our circuit of the green and by the time we have reached the
far end he is romping around with a small gray dog named Edie
and the fuzzy brown Lola – who sometimes joins us at coffee
time. I am able to secure his attention before we head for the café
but just as we arrive we are overtaken by a hard-charging Elvis.
Our morning ensemble includes Anahita (who soon has both dogs
out on the grass), Ofra, Ellie, Davide and a late-arriving Georgie
– indeed Lucky is left off for her long before she arrives herself.
It is interesting to see how he reacts when both Elvis and Otto are
reaching up and begging for the little fellow to be lowered to their
level. Instead of duking it out, as he usually does, he lies passively
on his back and the others, finding no fun here at all, leave him
unmugged. I have added to my blue bag some sticky treats passed
out to the dogs by Flora the Pug (or Demi) at Christmas. Several
of our toothless ones, like Bailey and Winnie, have disdained
these offerings at home but they are gobbled down now. Teddy,
still demanding sustenance from his spot on Ellie’s lap, grows
impatient with the slow service and actually crawls onto the
tabletop. He does not earn the title of most naughty dog, however.
This goes to Bailey, who, scraping away at the same tabletop,
manages to empty the contents of my coffee cup.
As often happens travel dominates the early conversation. I
am trying to get info out of Davide (who will go to Sardinia
tomorrow) as I think about my annual visit to Sweden in April.
Ellie is interested in bookings on the Amalfi coast, Anahita wants
to visit Milan and Ofra discovers that, quite by accident, she
and Ricky will be in Japan in March at the same time one of her
sisters is there. Ofra also tells us that she will soon attempt to
bake a challah from scratch for the first time. (Ellie is still waiting
for another banana bread.) I have to buy bread myself, though it
will be something far less exotic when I reach the right aisle at
Sainsbury’s, where I have not been for weeks. It’s a challenging
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morning for errands – since I have to go the bank first and I need
to get started now.
Thursday, January 18:
After a night of blustery winds we have a park session very
reminiscent of yesterday’s Rec scene – sunny, fresh and cold. Our
usual routine these days is to reach the green and, with the dog
freed from any restraint, make our way along the margins of this
vast, muddy space – passing the bandstand and the Grantully gate
on the way. Otto is always searching for someone to play with
but there is not much action and we reach the Randolph roadway
without many pauses. Here I succeed in re-hooking the dog; we
can now follow some familiar figures, who are also heading for
the café.
In the forecourt of this establishment we have an invasion of little
people, and their mentors, and it is obvious that we had better get
up to the counter before someone comes in and orders babyccino
for 25. At our table we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Elile
and Elly, Hanna and even a visit from Shane and his Bullet. Lucky
gets delivered to Georgie and manages to get down three biscuits
without too much interference from Seamus or Otto. Teddy
actually approaches my knee, having given up on my ability to
guess his needs at greater distances. Bailey, Leonard and Winnie
are also active eaters – though Davide has to report that now the
ancient Pug has also pooed on the bed. Millie the Schnauzer is
here with her mommy, who also has a second dog with her, one
she has just taken for the day as a consequence of her membership
in a organization called Borrow My Doggie. Her new charge is a
very sweet senior Cocker in a leopard skin coat, Marmite.
Ofra has baked another banana bread and this treat is soon sliced
and distributed to grateful recipients. Ellie says she has to take
her mother on a birthday shopping spree – with bras and knickers
on the agenda. “You’re going to Harvey Nickers,” Ofra mishears,
“can you get my perfume?” Janet passes around photos, taken
and posted by Dan, of a major car accident on the Shirland Road.
Shane says he saw this as well and blames it on a boy racer
who managed to crash into five or six cars before upending his
own vehicle. As we make our preparations for departure a crisis
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suddenly overtakes Janet, who can’t find the leads she has used to
bring Leonard and Daisy-Mae to the park. As the rest of us head
for our exits we can see her retracing her steps on the flanks of Mt.
Bannister, hoping she has dropped them there.
Friday, January 19:
Less wind, colder temperatures – a quiet night gives way to a
sunny but frigid morning in the park. Frost still clings to many
of the lanes of the running track but the grass of the green is soft
enough as Otto begins his search for someone to play with. His
first nominee is an unknown Fox Terrier. Otto jumps on his back,
hoping for some sort of reprisal, but it takes a long time for this
chap to move – and then it is to dash off the green, through the
forecourt of the café, and back again, all with Otto in pursuit.
I manage to collar my lad, since we are by now next to our
compound.
Janet is just arriving with Daisy-Mae and we are soon joined by
Ellie, Ofra and Georgie – altogether a rather poor turnout. I open
my blue bag and roll Tasty Bites across the table to Teddy; Bailey
applies for the same at my knee. Georgie has Seamus with her and
the noisy Westie is soon pooing in a corner. Today Ofra volunteers
to clean the mess up but I have to loan her a couple of Sainsbury’s
new lilac-colored nappy bags. Poor Otto really has no one to play
with and he patrols the fences looking for likely candidates – to no
avail. I ask Janet if she ever found the missing dog leads. She says
that she re-traced all of her park movements yesterday, posted
news of the loss and visited every spot in the park where someone
might have turned in the leads – fruitlessly. She had to explain to
Caroline that she had lost Leonard’s lead but she learned that a
new lead and harness had just been purchased and the old one was
about to be discarded, news that made Janet feel a bit better.
Ellie and Ofra are planning their busy weekend schedules which,
after Ellie has had her traditional Saturday morning lie-in, will
include a visit to a Marylebone market. Ellie says that daughter
Georgia has had her cast removed but now has an eye infection
– I recommend a visit to the Western Eye Hospital. These moms
then discuss raids they have made on the loose change of their
children. Ellie says that Georgia always leaves money lying
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around. Ofra says that if she borrows money from Guy he wants
a receipt but daughter Lee doesn’t even want to be paid back. For
some reason a picture of Ellie and Ofra has appeared on one of
Yara’s Facebook postings – under the heading “double trouble.”
Ofra says this was taken two years ago – which explains why the
pair are sitting at an outdoor table. Still reminiscing, Ofra then
adds that two years ago she decided to clean Guy’s room while he
was in Amsterdam – and managed to throw away a box containing
£800!
Saturday, January 20:
Water everywhere. There seems to have been a minor leak from
the kitchen above me, and, outside, a light rain is falling in
sympathy. Otto is soon strapped into his raincoat and we make our
way up the Morshead roadway and onto the mucky green. I am
hoping for an early poo – so we can get under the umbrella at the
café as soon as possible – but the dog, finding that all the inviting
scents have been washed away, leads me all the way to the far
end before finally choosing a suitable dump site. Georgie is just
arriving with Winnie’s baby carriage and Dan accompanies her
with the dowager Pug herself. Fortunately they have opened the
café five minutes early and we can enter its warming atmosphere
as soon as we arrive.
Janet and Ofra are hunkering down under the umbrella and, later
in the session, Nigel, Anahita and Hanna brave the elements as
well. Sparkie is making one of his weekend appearances; he is
wearing a smart new raincoat with a zipper up the back and in
this outfit he is soon seeking an endless supply of pink Shapes.
Bailey has his wet paws on my left knee and Elvis and Otto are
soon active on the right knee. Meanwhile Winnie, in a chair
between Ofra and Georgie, is barking hysterically for treats of
any kind. The bacon in Georgie’s sandwich has to cool down a bit
but Winnie doesn’t believe this. Eventually she leaves the chair
and joins the queue at my place. Anahita takes Otto and Elvis out
onto the green in order to give them some additional exercise; by
this time they both look like drowned rats. As if my knees weren’t
damp enough a wet-pawed Sparkie spends the last ten minutes of
the morning in my lap.
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Dan begins the session with an attack on Ofra – who has taken his
seat. In fact this is the same chair she usually occupies but Dan
says that his placing of Winnie in the adjacent seat should have
been enough to establish his claim. It’s one of those mornings
when he can’t let the injury go – as he admits himself – but Ofra
remains unmoved. Nigel has been watching programs about
Trump-followers in the States – most of whom remain doggedly
loyal to their man. It is clear that the economy is thriving in the
U.S. and that Trump loyalists claim this is their leader’s doing.
(Others have reservations on this topic.) Hanna is studying the
tabloids so there is nothing to offer on this topic here. On the other
hand if it is recipes, or skimpy costumes or Rita Ora’s weight that
interests you then there is plenty to read.
Sunday, January 21:
Shortly after hearing the weather on Classic FM (rain in the
southwest, dry and cold elsewhere) Otto and I begin our Sunday
sojourn in the park – in a light rain. A few minutes later I whistle
and call for my chap, who is out in the center of the green, and
he responds with a wonderful loping run. We are a few minutes
early and therefore I decide to take him for the first time into the
newly expanded bluebell wood. Much of this territory has been
claimed from the old Grantully Road doggy compound and it
is only appropriate, therefore, that dogs (on lead) are allowed
inside. They have done a clever job of landscaping here, with lots
of wooden sculptures (squirrels, ladybirds, acorns) to amuse the
kiddies though the plantings need to take hold and we await the
first bluebell, of course. (I can’t help noting that all of this comes
at some cost. They have destroyed a really wild piece of woodland
in order to create an artificial one.) Otto and I, with the rain
growing in intensity, now make our way past Oscar the Schnauzer
and on to the café.
There are quite a few people waiting to get in – perhaps looking
for some form of shelter – and it takes a while for the mom in
front of me to convince her daughter that the cookie with seven
embedded Smarties is a healthier alternative to the one with two
dozen chocolate chips. Outside we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra
and, his glasses dappled with droplets, Vlad. Before Dan arrives
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I put three sticks together so that they can point to an unclaimed
seat at our table – he takes this gentle reminder of yesterday’s
contretemps well. He has arrived with Winnie in her basket but
she is extracted so she can join the biscuit queue. Sparkie, Bailey
and Otto are here before her and these chaps actually succeed in
eating every treat in my blue bag. Daisy-Mae, sitting in Janet’s
lap, comes alive long enough to growl at the romping presence
of Muffin the Old English Sheepdog, recently shaved again.
Eventually Janet lets her pet climb down, squeeze through the bars
and pursue Muffin out onto the green. Here Daisy-Mae discovers
how wet it is, retreating quickly to the comforts provided by our
blue umbrella. (It isn’t comfortable for long as wind is driving
moisture onto our backs and by now some of this is sleet.)
Ofra has baked another of her famous cheesecakes and slices of
this pastry are passed around. She reports that now all three of
her sisters will be in Japan when she and Ricky go there at the
end of March. Janet says it is only five weeks until she departs
for her South American cruise and Dan says that he has made a
booking for his trip to Sardinia as part of a “hen party” for his
friend Sue, who will be getting married soon. He adds that he
and Davide have been considering buying a new flat in the yetto-be-completed gigantic complex opposite the Meridian Hotel
in Kilburn. Janet reports that she bought ten tickets on behalf of
the lottery syndicate and that we have won only one lucky dip.
“That’s all right,” Vlad says philosophically, “the more times you
hear no the closer you are getting to yes.”
Monday, January 22:
No rain today and that is good news; for that matter it is a little
less frigid outside as well and the sun is making an effort as
Otto and I begin another week in the park. Workmen are nailing
in another sign near the bandstand – this one seems to refer to
various numbered running routes. These days we are bombarded
with new signage and advertising banners everywhere, including
a large number of signs on the proper use of our trees for the
benefit of a tiny band of tightrope walkers – signs posted in parts
of the park where no rope walker has even been before. (Then
there is the musical bombardment from all those exercisers who
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can’t move a muscle without a boom box nearby.) Otto makes his
circuit of the green and heads for the top of Mt. Bannister, where
the Iron Man of the Mount, stripped to the waist in all weathers, is
posing in his favorite positions.
Back at the café, whose doors are already open, I encounter Ofra,
who is trying to get them to dedicate just the right cup for her
personal coffee consumption – with Boyat insisting that, after all
the complaints, she can make her own coffee starting tomorrow.
Georgie is here with Seamus and Lucky and we also have the two
Ellie and Elly, and, after several week’s absence, Demi. Teddy
is on the tabletop in his pursuit of goodies and then he switches
to a variety of empty chairs. One of these is also used by Bailey
so that he can help himself to the last of Georgie’s poached egg.
The others, Otto, Lucky and Flora, make do with my knee as their
feeding station. They are also present when it is time to charge
the fence because some large beast is being walked by. (For that
matter the presence of the much smaller Baba and Max also elicits
protest.)
Ellie says that her older daughter’s boyfriend has just begun the
day by cooking up spag bol in the kitchen, eating a portion for
breakfast and taking the rest with him for lunch. She adds that
she has had to cancel a credit card that was obviously being used
suspiciously – only to discover that Georgia had “borrowed” it
for he own use. This is the first time that Ellie has been able to
quiz Demi on the experience that he and his family had in their
Christmas expedition to the Dominican Republic; he seems to
have had a more successful outcome and doesn’t object to the
humidity as much as Ellie does. (The latter says it is back to Oman
for the next warm weather holiday.) Ofra now disappears into the
café for a long conference on some topic – perhaps she is getting
instruction on how to make her own coffee. (I have told them that
to let Ofra get behind the counter is an act of madness.)
Tuesday, January 23:
It is another damp morning but rainfall is not in evidence as
Otto and I head out for our morning in the park. We pass Zoe
the dogwalker, her partner, and half a dozen pets as we reach the
green but we do not stop here, continuing on our usual circuit. I
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keep the dog on lead throughout this exercise, not wanting to lose
track of him should rain begin again. At the café Dan, Davide,
Janet, Ellie and Ofra are already choosing their chairs; there is
again a large mob in front of the café doors but they are on some
school trip and do not venture inside. I remind Ofra that today is
the day she is supposed to make her own coffee. She had planned
on bringing her own cup but, of course, she forgot to do this.
After re-stuffing my blue treat bag at home I now discover that
I have left this valuable object atop the white table next to the
front door and to make up for this gaffe I order some toast for
the dogs to share. Outside Georgie, Vlad, Demi and Elly join us
as well. (This is not such a bad turnout for such an unfriendly
morning.) The dogs do not understand why I am not offering
treats and my telling them to wait for them elicits not an ounce of
comprehension. Fortunately Davide has ordered one of his toasted
cheese sandwiches and this distracts them until the toast arrives.
Flora will not eat any of of this treat – at first – but the others are
not so reticent. There is a great deal of noise from our animals and
Demi suggests that is is time to bring out the water pistol again.
I have brought for our pilot pal that copy of the book on the dating
habits of Pugs, the one rescued from the local library by my sisterin-law and intended for Dan and Davide, who already had a copy.
(Come to think of it, my stuffing this volume into a coat pocket
explains why I thought I had my blue bag, which usually occupies
this space.) Davide has brought some individually-wrapped
organic-nougat treats from Sardinia, where he has attended the
memorial mass for his father. This confection is labeled “Bio”
but surely a healthy nougat must also be a contradiction in
terms. Ellie asks Ofra if she ever baked that challah from scratch
– but Ofra says she has forgotten to undertake this mission.
She has discovered on Instagram a new carrot cutter but Dan
wants to know if she has ever heard of a knife. I am reminded
that whenever Michigan Janet visits she discovers that some
essential item of kitchen equipment is missing and that we need
a shopping expedition to remedy this problem – though this year
we discovered that Divertimenti no longer offered its services on
Marylebone High Street. We now begin our homeward march,
Winnie pausing in suspended animation every twenty yards.
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Davide has driven to the park this morning but when we get to
Morshead Road it is obvious that he has been blocked in by a
double-parking white van. Dan, on his way to work, is not fazed
by this since he has his bike in the boot but the rest of us miss our
chance to see if Davide can squeeze out of his predicament when
the van driver shows up and moves his vehicle.
Wednesday, January 24:
The wind is up and heavy rains are predicted as Otto and I make
our way into the park – it is so dark that the porch lights at
Morshead Mansions have made their appearance. I let the dog
off lead as soon as we reach the green and he has offered his first
poo – these days there is often a sequel a few minutes later. In the
grassy middle there are a few dogs at play and Otto soon joins in
joyfully. (It helps, when you want to be chased, to steal the other
dog’s ball first.) As we near the gym I notice that the sandwich
board belonging to the Everyone Active sweatshop entrepreneurs
has toppled in the wind. Otto pisses on it.
I leave the dog inside our compound and enter the café – where
Ellie, Ofra , Davide and Demi are already in the queue. A toddler
on the floor is cooing over the presence of Teddy and Bailey. At
one point he crawls forward to embrace Bailey, or so I think; in
fact, he had just spotted the pastries in their glass case. Of course
I have remembered my blue bag but other food items appear:
Ellie has brought some blueberry-infused hot cross buns from
M&S, Demi takes delivery on a full English, Davide receives his
toasted sandwich and Ofra has brought two containers containing
Georgie’s lunch. (Georgie has decided not to venture out this
morning; Janet has said something about missing us for tennis.)
Flora, Bailey, Winnie and Teddy are happy to receive treats from
me.
In addition to a session devoted to today’s dire weather predictions
there is also time to digest the statistics offered last week on
the ITV program about Britain’s hundred favorite dog breeds.
(Imagine a major commercial network in the U.S. using two
and a half hours of prime time broadcasting for such a topic.) I
have copied down the rankings so that we can review how well
the breeds we see most often in our compound actually did in
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this popularity poll. The Maltese (Elvis) was 48th, the Miniature
Schnauzer (Otto, Leonard) was 29th, the Poodle (Maxi) was 22nd,
the Border Terrier (Tilly) was 21st, the Yorkie (Sparkie, Chester)
was 15th, the Westie (Seamus) was 13th, the Shih-Tzu (DaisyMae) was 12th, the Pug (Winnie, Flora) was 11th, the Cavalier
King Charles Spaniel (Bailey) was 10th, the Cockapoo (Teddy)
was 7th, and the Cocker Spaniel (Ellie, Binky) was 6th. (Of course
we don’t have an example of the Number One Labrador in our
circle.) As we get up to head for home I decide that I will not risk
a West End expedition this morning and so, after passing Georgie
at the gate (here to collect her lunch) I am soon able to head for
the Food and Wine (aka Pinky’s) at the corner of Shirland Road
and Elgin Avenue. Here I run into Shane who says that on Sunday
photographer Rhiann will be taking pictures of dogs at her studio
nearby.
Thursday, January 25:
Bright skies have returned to W9 and we really have a very decent
day awaiting us in the park. Otto and I begin our circuit of the
green, a progress halted only when we reach a bench near the gym
– where Dan, Janet and Ellie are facing the sun in anticipation of
the spring to come. (I can tell them that the crocus has already
made an appearance on some of the walkways along the back
passage.) At the coffee counter the staff are wondering why I am
the only member of our group in evidence this morning but I can
assure them that others are just around the corner. Indeed, by the
time I return with my coffee, we have been joined by Georgie,
Ofra, and Elly – with late appearances by Shane and Anahita.
The blue umbrella has not been lofted this morning – no doubt it
was folded into place during yesterday’s high winds. I am glad
they have added a tap so that we can fill the dog’s water bowl
but this morning it is being used by Georgie for quite a different
purpose – she has brought with her that famous water pistol and
she is getting ready to spray Seamus, Teddy and the other noisemakers. Daisy-Mae is barking too, but only at me and only for
something from my blue bag. The other dogs are scraping at my
knees and by the end of the session my trouser legs are covered in
dog hair and crumbs. Teddy manages to distinguish himself with
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that dread combination of greed and noise – I roll pellets across
the table for him but he is mostly preoccupied with the presence
of an Alsatian in the forecourt. On an early outing on the Pennine
Way I walked with a chap who, whenever there was a sudden
bleat from a grazing sheep, would shout, “Mint Sauce!” This
morning’s equivalent from a frustrated Ellie (whenever Teddy
kicks off again) is, “Battersea Dog’s Home!”
Dan and Janet are discussing retirement options – Dan is still
talking about taking off for Sardinia at the first opportunity.
Georgie reports that she seems to have a more settled routine
with her favorite school run driver these days – today there
was very little traffic, which explains why she was here before
anyone else this morning. Much of the conversation, particularly
between the Ellie and Elly, is devoted to the problems provided
by alien animals in the household routine. Foxes in the garden,
the neighbor’s cat who sits on the fence and taunts the family dog
– this leads to a recapitulation of the saga of the rat in the kitchen
ceiling from Ellie. She says that the exterminator had said that
what he really wanted to do was shoot the intruder – but he was
not allowed to do this because of EU regulations. “I understand
at last,” I now tell Ellie, “why you voted ‘Leave’ in the famous
referendum – you were just trying to free Britain from EU rules
on the the assassination of rats.”
Friday, January 26:
It’s a gray morning – and, though the sun is fighting to make itself
known, it is still on the chilly side. Otto and I make our usual
circuit of the green, the only variation being my use of an alien
poo-poo bag – for this morning I have utilized not the lilac nappy
bag favored by Mr. Sainsbury but a lurid orange one emblazoned
with the image of Mr. Donald Trump. (“That shouldn’t be used on
dogshit,” someone has noted, “it goes better with bullshit.”) Near
the tennis courts we meet Janet, walking with Daisy-Mae and a
Tibetan Terrier puppy named Zorro. This cutie-pie is actually the
son of Kramer, whose owner comes by with the latter when it is
time to reclaim the pup a few minutes later.
I leave Otto behind bars as I head over to the Vineyard Chemists,
where I should have my prescriptions waiting for me. “Should”
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is the operative word since they say they have just received the
necessary details from my surgery and I need to come back in five
or ten minutes. This is most awkward since I can’t bring the dog
in here, let alone tie him up outside, and I will have to come back
some time later today. Curiously Vlad is also here and he too is
having problems with his prescription; he has requested the fivemilligram size of his blood pressure medicine and they have given
him ten mils and he must return after a consultation with his GP
as well. (I suggest in the interim, that he could take the ten mil pill
every other day.) Back in the park we join a very small contingent
– just Demi, Georgie, and Janet. Georgie has Lucky with her and
he and Otto do get in some spirited chasing and even a little facefighting.
Without entering our compound Sean comes by to complain
of all the mud out on the green – “I pity anyone with a white
dog today.” He then begins a recital on the subject of recent
roadside accidents in our part of the world. (Georgie says she
also witnessed a police chase – one in which the woman driving
the pursued car ran off on foot when the cops caught up.) Sean’s
tale is certainly in the “no good deed goes unpunished” category
since in it a chap, offering to stop a slowly rolling driverless taxi,
slipped and was run over by the vehicle itself. Sean says he ran
over to comfort the victim but there was also a trauma surgeon
passing by and so there was help at hand. I am trying to figure
out when it would be best for me to return to the chemists as Otto
and I make our way home. I can see that the postman has already
visited my building and that means I won’t have to worry about
having my mail opened by any passing Schnauzers. In front of my
door is a package containing three copies of Beat Scene magazine,
an issue that features an article, “Interview With the Avant-Garde”
which I wrote a few years ago in Palm Springs. In it I describe,
with examples from famous Beats, the questionnaire I used as part
of my doctoral dissertation research over half-a-century ago. Well
that makes an interesting sequel to a long-abandoned academic
career, doesn’t it?
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Saturday, January 27:
We often get no mail on Saturdays at all – therefore imagine my
surprise when the post is already waiting for me as Otto and I
begin our morning in the Rec. It is bright enough outside but still
quite cold as we make our way up the Morshead roadway. On
our left they are ripping up the surface of the basketball court
– which is often covered in water these days – and on our right
the usual boom box is blasting away from the bandstand, which
has been taken over by yet another personal trainer. Into the park
the Saturday sportsmen (and women) are streaming with their
equipment; this morning there seems to be an army of ancient
Asian hockey women plodding forward. I keep Otto on lead
all the way around the green and we soon enough arrive at our
compound – where the blue umbrella still hangs limply.
Vicky, whom we have not seen in a while, is presiding behind
the counter this morning – she has to be told by Vlad that poor
Tara is no more. At our table, which has to be shoved against the
umbrella pole to stop it from wobbling, we have Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan and Demi. Dan places Winnie in a chair next to me –
this gives her constant access to the treats from my blue bag and
also saves her the strain of standing on her weakened back legs.
Dan says that he often has to hold her up so she can poo properly
and while we are at table he is looking up harnesses that might be
used during such procedures. Flora is at my knee of course and
so are Otto, Lucky and Saturday Sparkie. After a while Hank,
the Sporting Lucas Terrier, pushes his way into our enclave,
remembering the goodies he received here last fall when Janet
was looking after him. On several occasions his owner tries to
get him to continue their walk but the shaggy white fellow comes
back to us each time and finally this chap decides to have a coffee
in here as well. Otto is having a good time wrestling with Lucky,
who is wearing a red tartan sweater. When a chap brings his dog
in for some water, filling the bowl at the wall tap, my dog is the
first animal to stick his snout into this liquid, followed by Flora;
everyone laughs at this rudeness.
Janet tells us that she has had another dizzy spell and has even
spent some time in A&E at St. Mary’s – where no one seems
greatly alarmed by her condition. Georgie reports that she has
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had a dream about the new tapas café on Formosa Street. In it
she decided to see if they sold cigarettes and, indeed, they were
having a special offer of a pack for five quid. The proprietor of
the café (Demi in the dream) gave her only £5 in change when
she offered him a twenty and then, on a bridge over the canal rain
kept putting the cigarette out before she could take a drag. “I think
that dream was trying to tell you something,” I offer. For his part
the real Demi is eating only a pot of yoghurt this morning – “Step
away from the muffin!” he concludes. In the final health matters of
the morning Ofra announces that she is using some sort of facial
peel on her face and Dan says he has a new scales, one that can
offer him info on his weight, of course, but also on his body mass
index and his hydration levels. “Yes,” I suggest, “but does it also
have to laugh when you step onto its surface?”
Sunday, January 28:
It seems a bit milder this morning and, though the sun has yet
to make an appearance, it is brighter too. Ahead of us on the
Morshead roadway I can see Winnie, waddling along in Dan’s
wake, and Otto, as usual, must rush forward in order to kiss the
dowager. Then we begin our circuit of the green, passing Janet,
who is heading toward us, and eventually reaching a far bench
where Gus, the free-range Schnauzer, is waiting to sniff my dog.
(And how old is Gus now; I remember when he was a puppy,
about the same time as my Fritz was also that young.) Sid’s dad
is reaching through the bars to pet all of our dogs as we near the
café.
Already Janet, Georgie and Dan are seated and we soon have
Ofra, Wendy and Nigel as well. Again Dan places Winnie’s basket
on the chair next to mine and the Pug princess keeps up a litany
of need for much of the session. I tell her that if she keeps it up
she will soon have a sore throat. Some relatively new goodies
from the treat bag are salmon skin crispies – which Ellie turned
over to me some time ago. The dogs all seem to crave these and I
have broken them into small pieces for the gummers. There is one
incident this morning. From her perch on Janet’s lap Daisy-Mae
launches a gratuitous assault on the back of poor Sparkie’s head.
He tumbles over, then goes to sit on Wendy’s lap at the far end
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of the table. Janet is mortified by this behavior and banishes the
naughty Shih-Tzu from the maternal lap – for at least five minutes.
Otto, meanwhile, is happy to have Elvis at hand – but they don’t
seem to play with as much vigor these days.
Janet has brought a number of scratch cards and people are soon
beavering away – we end up winning £19 on our £30 investment.
Ofra begins the session by telling us that she was in her local
Tesco the other day when armed robbers made off with the cash
from two of the tills. This has not stopped her from having a go
at that challah recipe after all and we see pictures of the challahlike buns these efforts have yielded. They look wonderful on her
iPhone but she says the dough inside turned out to be gray rather
than white. She also shows a picture of daughter Lee, re-united
with the exiled boyfriend. Dan says it amuses him to think of Ofra
as a grandmother. “I would be the best grandmother in the world,”
is her response. Nigel reports that his firm has three more days
to file some 40 tax returns for clients, adding that the £100 fine
for late-filing has been questioned recently by a judge. The latter
has ruled that the fine is lawful if a human made the assessment
but not if it was merely computer-generated! Great, I note, that
means that Dan doesn’t have to accept any verdict on his weight
generated by his new scales.
Monday, January 29:
It’s a rush on Monday mornings always – take something for
dinner from the freezer, shave, brush those teeth, re-fill the treat
sack, tie up the blue bag for the recyclers.
I am able to make my way into the park without zipping up my
coat and this, I assume, is progress of a sorts. Still, I keep Otto on
lead since there are no play-pals out here anyway and we slowly
circle the green. To show his utter boredom my dog again pisses
on the Everyone Active sandwich board.
I am not the first to arrive at our compound – for Georgie, Davide
and Janet are already present and, as Georgie and I wait for the
front door of the café to open, Ofra arrives to shoulder all of us
aside – “I was here first.” (The irony is that we all get our drinks
at the same time a few minutes later.) In the meantime the toddler
is here again, fascinated by Bailey, whom he keeps trying to pet.
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Bailey has an empty chair next to mine and he uses it to maximum
advantage in helping himself to any treats going and almost
tipping my coffee cup over again. Seamus, Lucky and Winnie
are eager petitioners as well. After we have been seated for a
while Greek Elly comes in with Millie and she has treats as well;
then Anahita arrives with Elvis and she has some Jaffa cakes for
man and beast. Otto is delighted to have his best pal here for an
extended wrestling match and they also spend some time chasing
one another out on the green.
Davide has passed his annual exams and taken a course in how
to process passengers in the club section of a new plane. He says
that at hot drinks time you are now supposed to ask the client if
they would like “an infusion.” (Whatever happened to coffee, tea,
or me?) Every time someone new passes by Ofra has to answer
questions about her facial peel and Janet has to do the same thing
when her tennis pals ask why she isn’t playing today. She has
to explain that she has been suffering from dizziness – they are
treating her for labyrinthitis, which I had a few years ago as well.
Ellie is off on an errand with her mom today and Elly reports
that she has been visiting daughters who are studying in Leeds.
One had a hangover on day one and the second had the same the
next day and this leads to a discussion of the drinking habits of
university women these days. At the other extreme Anahita has
been writing an essay on contemplation. She says she asked Nigel
what subject he considered a proper focus for such an exercise
and he has answered, “What’s for dinner?” Now one of Janet’s
tennis friends comes to return a borrowed copy of Life Among The
Dog People of Paddington Rec, Volume I. I had forgotten that on
the back cover there is a wonderful picture of me cuddling a baby
Fritz.
Tuesday, January 30:
Temperatures have dipped, as frost covering the footie pitches
amply demonstrates, but the sun is shining brightly enough.
Otto and I pass Davide and Winnie as we make our way up the
Morshead roadway and step onto the margins of the green. I am
wondering if the resident dog owners think this space is frozen
enough for easy footing, for I can count sixteen dogs at play here
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today, but, in fact, all is still a muddy morass. Otto rushes forward
to check out the action and a few minutes later I hook him for our
passage to the café, whose doors are already open.
There will be six of us at table this morning, myself, of course,
plus Davide, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Ellie. The table in question,
one of two adjacent circles separated by the umbrella pole, has
been very wobbly of late and Davide takes a piece of cardboard
to shove under one of its legs. Otto is observing this procedure
with fascination and he manages to pull the cardboard out of
its position almost immediately with his teeth. On the whole
he manages to behave himself in other categories, however. He
doesn’t quarrel over the possession of biscuit shards and he plays
nicely with Lucky – though he does manage to dislodge the little
fellow’s tartan sweater. Trying to get in on the action this morning
is Fergus the Schnauzer, here with Janet. He has blotted his
copybook by leaving a large poo in one of Janet’s bedrooms this
morning. Winnie, Bailey and Teddy are interested only in food
and they keep up a constant vigil at my chair. Ellie has moved
over to my side of the table in order not to stare into the bright sun
and this means that Teddy can reach from her lap with his paw,
scraping away at my shoulder in order to remind me that the Tasty
Bites need to come his way more often and more rapidly.
Ellie explains that she was absent yesterday because she had
to take her mother to the NHS hearing technician for a fitting.
(One consequence was that mom complained as soon as she got
home about the volume on her TV – something Ellie has been
complaining about for years.) Ofra wants Davide to re-schedule
his own assignments so that he will be on her flight to Hong Kong
(which she will visit before Japan) at the end of March – but he
says he can’t do it this close to departure date. (He is going to
leave a note for colleagues to look after Janet when she flies to
South America soon.) He says that at home Winnie barks at him
all the time and that even if he leaves for a brief neighborhood
errand she barks all the time he is gone. Someone suggests he
get a set-up like Stephen, who can look in on Will and Grace
with a telephone app and even give them commands from a great
distance – but Davide reminds us that Winnie can’t hear much
anymore. As we begin our homeward journeys I am not entirely
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surprised when Otto has a great deal of difficulty in separating
himself from his latest fecal contribution. I am not surprised
because I have seen this problem growing as a new accretion is
added with every squat and all this means that I know we must
make a trip to the remedial bathtub as soon as we get home – and
so we do.
Wednesday, January 31:
An early morning rain seems to have lifted as Otto and I make
preparations for our last January sojourn in the park. It remains
on the decidedly chilly side as we circle the green under gray
skies. Otto doesn’t seem to recognize any of the other dogs out
here – with the exception of Leonard, who is just arriving with
Janet. The latter has Daisy-Mae, of course, but also her neighbor’s
dog, Olive. Asked what kind of a dog Olive is, she replies, “Well,
believe it or not, she’s actually a Cockapoo – though in her case
she’s all Cock and no Poo.”
Once again Lucky is delivered well before Georgie arrives; she
does so with Seamus in tow. Then we also have Davide with
Winnie, Ofra with Bailey, Ellie with Teddy and guest appearances
from Lola and the young Bolt. The dogs have never been noisier
and one or the other (usually you, Leonard) is often told to “Shut
up!” Ellie turns over to me another packet of salmon skin crispies,
always a great favorite, and I still have Shapes and Tasty Bites
in my blue bag. Winnie and Bailey attempt the low level assault
on my arsenal of treats, hoisting themselves onto a knee. Teddy,
from Ellie’s lap, is pawing the tabletop in supplication as I roll
his goodies across its surface. Lucky just sits on the pavement
and barks at me – he has learned how it is done (mostly from you,
Winnie).
Ofra and Ellie are planning a shopping expedition to M&S for
later today; in the meantime Ellie brings us up to date on her
battle for compensation from the holiday wing of BA over her
Dominican Republic disappointments. Janet says that she thinks
the pills she has received have been helping her with those dizzy
episodes. Ellie reports that her mother keeps turning down the
sound on her TV, finding that with her new hearing aid it seems
as though everyone is shouting at her. Hanna comes in with her
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coffee and her tabloid; she says she hopes it will clear up so that
she can witness another super moon tonight. In fact, the opposite
is happening now for it is getting darker and as we make our exits
from the park the rain begins lashing us again. Does this mean
that for a second Wednesday in a row I must abandon my own
shopping plans in the West End?
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Thursday, February 1:
Well, rain and all, I did make a successful expedition to the
bookstores of Covent Garden yesterday and I did see the famous
super moon (super, blue and, in some parts of the world, blood
moon as well) when Otto and I were out for our late night walk –
there it was, hanging directly above the end of our street. I’m sure
it did not have anything to do with the turbulent tribulations that
marked the interior of my dog’s stomach – for when we returned
from this vigil I could hear telltale rumblings issuing from this
direction, only a foot away from where I had deposited my head.
Needless to say I had a lot of trouble getting to sleep though I
have grown used to the pattern of such attacks and I know that
after a couple of hours they will subside without further incident.
The dog had eaten none of his meals yesterday and this morning
I will want him to digest only soft chews – which I add to my bag
before we set off.
I have toyed with the notion of wearing my long underwear again
– for it is bitterly cold – but in the event I make do with only a
second layer on my head. Otto, who has already been running up
and down the hall with his toys, shows no sign of any distress as
we cross the green so that he can check out any action at the far
end. Here he has a good romp with Maggie, a half-grown Lab
pup. When Janet arrives with Daisy-Mae and Leonard the latter
wants to join in the action but his fearsome growling assaults
unnerve everyone. Otto decides to take off (with Maggie’s tennis
ball) and I follow him as he nears the gym. I know he does a poo
over here somewhere but my back is turned as I bend over to pick
up the purloined tennis ball and I lose my chance to complete my
usual forensic examination. Dan, Davide, Janet, Ofra and Georgie
are seated in our compound and I am soon kept busy doling out
the treats. Lucky manages to steal the piece of cardboard that we
use to prop up the table leg and he taunts Otto with this prize in a
far corner.
Dan and Davide are planning a visit to Ikea today and Ofra wants
them to look for a baby-sized duvet for Bailey. I want them to take
a memorial wreath with them for the founder of this firm, who has
died recently – though I do suggest that the wreath has to come in
a flat-pack and the staff have to assemble it themselves. Of course
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the lads will be driving to Ikea but this leads to a discussion of
the endemic travel problems caused by too many cars in London.
Dan wants everyone to use a bicycle and Davide challenges
his partner to use the bus for today’s expedition. Georgie, to
lighten the mood, says that she has found a £5 note in a tree well.
This will not brighten the mood of sister Jean, who explodes in
disbelief every time Georgie makes one of her famous discoveries.
Although the sun is shining brightly there is no warmth generated
today and, amid many complaints about the cold, we make an
early departure.
Friday, February 2:
Cold, sunny and fresh – today’s weather report reads just like
yesterday’s. And, as yesterday, Otto and I run into Shane with
Bullet as we reach the Morshead gate; yesterday he was just
leaving but today he is entering and this gives me the opportunity
to ask him for the exact spelling of his name. “You know why
I am asking?” I say. He doesn’t and this means that I to have to
explain why it is that I try to get such things right for my books
about the dog people of Paddington Rec. He has heard nothing
of this project, now in its fourteenth year – my pals seem to want
to keep this a secret. Shane says that he knows a member of the
Macmillan publishing family and that he has been asked to write
a memoir based on his experiences as a concierge at Claridge’s. I
encourage him to get on with it.
Otto loses track of where I am as we begin our circuit of the
green but after lots of shouting and whistles he zeros in and
dashes delightedly across the grass. As we near the bottom of Mt.
Bannister he spots his pal Poppy coming down and so he has to
rush up and I have to follow. Thus we approach the café from the
Carlton roadway today and here we find Dan, Davide, Georgie,
Hanna, Ofra, Ellie and the owner of Patsy, the Chihuahua – here
to turn her pet over to Georgie for the next ten days. Lucky is the
noisiest of the supplicants this morning but no one is more foodobsessed that Bailey, who scrapes away at my left sleeve until,
in frustration, I wedge a serving tray against the arm of my chair
in order to frustrate these attempts. Winnie and Otto are frequent
customers as well and so is Teddy – who gets his pellets rolled
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across the tabletop. Ellie, after her animal has had a meltdown
over the presence of an Alsatian in the forecourt, says that her
once regal pet has taken several steps down the social ladder
since joining our lot – “It’s like he’s dropped out of Eton to attend
Hackney High.”
Well, Dan and Davide have come through – now presenting Ofra
with a baby duvet for Bailey from Ikea. (“Now go back and get
a duvet cover,” I suggest.) The lads are discussing joining Janet
and Georgie to check out the new Indian restaurant at the corner
of Chippenham and Elgin Avenues, the successor to Maida Vale
Tandoori. That’s Saturday night taken care of – Janet and Georgie
always meet for a meal somewhere on Friday nights as well. For
some reason Ofra presents Ellie with two rolls of cling-film but
the gift is especially welcome since Ellie’s younger daughter has
been using this product to wrap a burn before stepping into the
shower. Ellie has also been dealing with carer problems since
the woman hired to look after her Alzheimer-beset father-in-law
wants Robert to hire someone to sit with the chap while she is
on her twenty-minute breaks. I think we manage an extra five
minutes in the cold this morning but now it is time to head for the
comforts of home.
Saturday, February 3:
It is a gray, raw day in Maida Vale as Otto and I brave the streets
for our morning in the park. Davide is just entering with Winnie
and he shows me a bag he will soon turn over to me – it contains
a lifetime supply of those pellets favored by his pet (and many
other dogs). We continue on to the green and begin our traditional
circuit; the place is strangely empty (and quiet) this morning. I do
not hear a sound until reaching the Randolph roadway – where
I can hear Janet calling for Daisy-Mae. (Later she reports that
she did this for five minutes – while her dog, sitting on a nearby
bench, made no move to advertise her presence.)
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Davide make up the only souls
brave enough to face this morning’s unwelcoming prospect –
indeed after we have been seated for a few minutes a light rain
begins to fall as well; some think it is cold enough to snow. It is
unusual for Janet to arrive with only one dog and Georgie doesn’t
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do much better – arriving with Sparkie and Patsy only. The latter
distinguishes herself by climbing onto the tabletop – but she won’t
be tempted by any of Winnie’s pellets. Janet notes that every time
I open my blue bag a strong fishy odor arises – it comes from all
those salmon skin crispies I have broken into smaller pieces this
morning.
Ofra says that she put his new duvet into Bailey’s bed yesterday
but, after a sniff, he wouldn’t lie on it – until she had put it in
the washing machine so that it could emerge enhanced with the
fragrance of Lenor. She has brought with her this morning one
of the mini-challahs she has been experimenting with – she has
eliminated the gray tones of the interior dough – and we all get
a taste. It is very good but it is curious that there seems to be a
perfume-like aftertaste. This is a puzzle until Ofra remembers
that she had covered these buns with a towel – fresh from the
washing machine (and its fabric softener) as well. I suggest that
if we begin to foam at the mouth we will be certain that this is
indeed the explanation. Davide and I discuss my annual April trip
to Stockholm, one for which he usually helps me obtain tickets,
and then we all begin a more straightforward journey to the exits.
As we near the gates Patsy pauses for a poo and Georgie says,
“I’ve seen mouse droppings bigger than that.” No sooner have
I got inside than I get a phone call from cousin Peter. I’m glad I
made no further progress on my Stockholm flights for the annual
Marcus reunion is to be moved to May 12 – when we will also
celebrate the one hundredth birthday of the doyenne of the Marcus
clan, Anna-Britta.
Sunday, February 4:
The cold is biting as Otto and I head down the street on a bright
Sunday morning. This means gloves and a hat and two hoods
for added warmth. The detritus from last night’s noisy party in
Morshead Mansions is still visible – a plastic wineglass sitting
on a pillar, fag butts all over the steps – I don’t know what to
make of the pile of poo on the pavement. (And how did this
block, which prides itself on its high-priced properties, come to
this?) A hard-charging Oscar the Beagle arrives to spoil Otto’s
concentrations on his own poo but we are soon underway on our
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usual circuit. Vlad has just arrived at the café and wants to know
where everyone else is. I know that Janet has taken Daisy-Mae
to the groomer, and that Davide has headed for L.A., but I don’t
know where some of the others are. Georgie, Dan and Hanna are
the only ones to make it in today.
Georgie has brought Sparkie and Patsy with her and both of these
dogs are involved in incidents. First Patsy and Otto have a spat
over a scrap. Then Winnie, from Dan’s lap, begins a detailed
protest over the presence of Sparkie in Georgie’s lap. Sparkie
has his back turned to his critic but he knows he is the object of
Winnie’s diatribe and he is soon looking back over his shoulder
and answering in kind. There is one other dog in our compound,
a little Sheltie who is here with a woman who, a stranger to these
parts, has actually tried to sit down with her pet inside.
Dan is a bit depressed, having had to fire an employee yesterday
– but evidently handing matinee tickets to visiting Spaniards who
expected an evening performance was only the last in a line of
gaffes. Dan has watched a program (which I had taped also) – for
after giving us Britain’s favorite dog breeds ITV has followed this
up with our hundred favorite walks. In fact I have been on over
forty of the latter, though only nine long-distance footpaths had
been rated in this list and I had completed all of them: the Norfolk
Coast Path at 71, the Great Glen Way at 64, the Coast-to-Coast
Path at 54, St. Cuthbert’s Way at 51, the Ridgeway at 46, Offa’s
Dyke Path at 41, the Isle of Anglesey Coastal Path at 32, the West
Highland Way at 14, and the South Downs Way at 13. I describe
some of Gavan’s efforts to organize our summer’s proposed
expedition on the Cleveland Way, where the walk up Roseberry
Topping came in at 23. My morning’s walk must now include an
expedition to Pinky’s and the 123 Cleaners and so, it being too
cold to linger, I make an early departure.
Monday, February 5:
Otto and I have had an expedition since our last appearance in the
park for last night, for the first time, we were the guests of Linda
and Rob at their new flat in St. John’s Wood. Otto seemed puzzled
by this new space, though he was happy to see Pepper, and he
certainly seemed to enjoy all the dividends from a delicious roast
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chicken dinner. Also present was a neighbor, Lindsay – whom
I had met before. She too is a dog owner and when Linda took
the Schnauzers out for a late night walk her American Cocker,
Dougie, went along as well. Lindsay, incidentally, lives in the
same block as Rob and Linda and next door to a flat Dorothy and
I visited many years ago – when it was occupied by ASL work
colleagues, Bruce and Bonnie Balas.
How happy I was not to have to undertake another walk when
we got home, for it was bitter outside – I needed to turn the heat
back on in order to make it comfortable enough in my house for
sleeping. As it was, I had a restless night and this morning, as
I make my preparations (and watch some of last night’s Super
Bowl) the dog remains in a semi-comatose state on the bed. After
putting on my long-johns I also slide Otto’s coat under his supine
body and, after filling the treat bag and grabbing the recycling we
head for the street. Everything they have said about how bitter
it would be this morning is true. Otto has by this time revived
enough to trot along slowly and after a poo on the green, we
continue on our usual circle. He doesn’t want to play with any of
the other dogs and that is worrying.
When I reach the compound Georgie is already present with
Seamus and Lucky and Ofra is waiting for them to often the café’s
doors. “I don’t think I want to sit out here this morning,” Georgie
says and I have to concur. Ofra seems ready to head for home as
well, though she must first find Ellie. We follow Georgie as she
heads for the Morshead gate and soon we encounter Dan, just
entering with Winnie. After hearing our excuses he denounces us
as “lightweights” and continues on to the café. Otto seems puzzled
by this quick return – after only twenty-five minutes in the park –
but now I will have to keep an eye on him to see how he is doing
today.
Tuesday, February 6:
Watchful waiting would be a good way to describe my day with
Otto yesterday. He continued to sleep deeply on a living room
sofa, rather than join me in my study, he showed no interest in
food, and he showed little interest when I announced that it was
time for our afternoon walk. He did seem to revive a bit during
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this outing and I was encouraged when he did eat some popcorn as
I watched TV in the late afternoon. Similarly he seemed to enjoy
his evening meal – to which I had added some gravy from my
lamb shank – and during our late night walk he certainly showed
great interest in the disappearing figure of a fox, just ahead of us
on the pavement. He was back to drinking water as well and, as I
covered him for a while with part of the bedspread on a very cold
night, I had reason to believe that the worst was behind us.
This morning, indeed, there is no hint of yesterday’s discomfiture
as we begin our morning in the park. It is again very cold but
there is some bright sunshine to cheer us up a bit. By the time
we have completed most of our circuit we encounter Janet, on
the Randolph roadway, with Daisy-Mae, Elvis and Fergus, and
together we make our way to the café. We are soon joined by
Ellie, Ofra and Dan – who did brave it out here yesterday – and by
Wendy and Georgie. Janet is proud of Daisy-Mae’s new grooming
but more than a little disturbed by her pet’s constant bum licking
– it is back to the vet’s today. Lucky and Seamus are here with
Georgie and this means that she has to patrol our compound
in order to see that none of her charges has left a surreptitious
poo, There is, indeed, a lot of this lying around. “I know it isn’t
Fergus,” Janet says, “he pooed in my bedroom this morning.” I
have offloaded much of my blue bag onto the tabletop – it is hard
to pluck tidbits from this source while wearing gloves – and I am
kept busy by Winnie, Bailey, Teddy, Elvis and Lucky.
Ellie reminds us that Peter’s funeral will take place on Thursday;
she, Ofra and Wendy will represent us and Wendy is collecting
money for flowers. There is some discussion of Peter’s
relationship with his stepson, the London cabbie who has invited
us to the funeral. Dan says the chap is such a UK patriot (for
which read racist) that he once denounced pizza as filthy foreign
muck. Ellie takes a crisis call from her mother, Elvis squeezes
through the bars, Otto has a scrap over a biscuit with Winnie –
it’s business as usual. As we head for home Linda arrives with
Pepper and Otto is delighted. Fergus is loose out on the green and
Otto also enjoys fending off the challenging forays of his younger
cousin. It seems as though my pet wants to offer a second poo but
after five minutes of grass sniffing and no outcome I decide it is
time to go home.
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Wednesday, February 7:
Temperatures remain just below the freezing mark on my outdoor
thermometer as Otto and I make ready for our morning in the
park. Cathy is here to speed us on our way; she complains of the
chill and the first bite of the cold on my ears is indeed a shock. As
we near the green we encounter Ellie walking Teddy. Otto takes
a long time to squat for his first poo – with Teddy, seeing my pet
still under the restraint of his leash, dancing around with great
vigor. Of course as soon as Otto does find his spot and I unhook
him Teddy loses all interest in the chase and we now make our
way directly to the café. Ellie says that we will be first in the
queue this morning but I remind her that on such mornings you
want a long wait in the warmth of the interior before heading for
our exposed table.
I also remind her that on Sainsbury’s days I need to make sure
that I have a pound coin in my change when I leave – since I will
have to use this to free a trolley when I get to the supermarket off
Ladbroke Grove. These days I don’t need to purchase as many
doggy supplies as in the past. Otto’s kibble comes from the vet
– though last night I tried to stimulate his appetite by mixing in
some tinned mackerel – and Dan and Ellie both supply me with
extra treats for the dogs. Among the latter are some more salmon
skin crispies and all the dogs, even the toothless ones, are soon
chomping away. Only Ellie, Ofra and Hanna have made it in
this morning. There is some conversation on the whereabouts of
Janet (whom I saw leaving the park with Daisy-Mae and Leonard
earlier this morning from one of my windows). Ellie remembers,
however, that perhaps Janet has taken Daisy-Mae back to the
vet for more work on her troublesome bum. Poor Otto, though
snacking as feverishly as the other customers, has no one to play
with this morning.
Details of tomorrow’s expedition to Luton for Peter’s funeral
are discussed. (I hope the crematorium is warmer than it is out
here seems to be a common sentiment.) Then Ellie, after fielding
mom’s phone call – a package has arrived – goes on to bewail
the lifestyle and extravagance of her elder daughter and to object
to the boyfriend’s mother upping the ante by buying Georgia
expensive treats. Younger daughter Ilana has found a dividend
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in her treatment at the burns clinic – the offer of a week’s work
experience with the doctor this summer. Ofra asks me if I will
pick up some of those lilac nappy bags at Sainsbury since her
local doesn’t seem to stock this necessity. I am very lucky that I
don’t have to stand for long waiting for a bus but this luck runs
out as soon as I arrive at the trolley queue; I have remembered my
pound coin but the trollies are jammed together, as they often are,
and I have quite a struggle to get one out.
Thursday, February 8:
Although the weatherman had suggested that today would be
both grayer and milder than yesterday neither of these assertions
seems correct this morning – for it is again bright, sunny and very
cold. We pass the toddling Auralie, my upstairs neighbor, as we
near the green – amazing how no sooner have they learned to
walk than they are able to push a toy baby buggy around as well.
Otto and I now continue on our usual circuit, eventually meeting
up with Janet (who was at tennis yesterday, not the vet’s). She is
accompanied by Daisy-Mae, who has some steroid cream for her
bum, and Leonard in his new orange harness.
Heading toward us is Davide with Winnie and Georgie with
Seamus – Lucky is soon delivered as well. I again dump all of the
contents of my blue bag out on the tabletop so that I can keep my
gloves on. Davide takes delivery on a toasted cheese sandwich
and soon the dogs are lining up for portions of this treat. Winnie
asserts her primacy but Seamus is also insistent. “Wait your turn,”
Davide says, “try to behave more like Otto.” (“No one has ever
said that before,” is my response.) Otto manages to get in a little
play with Lucky and Georgie has to re-fit the little fellow’s tartan
sweater after Otto manages to dislodge much of it. There seem
to be two water bowls next to our tap and at one point Lucky and
Otto are having side-by-side drinks.
I tell Davide that we envied his being in the balmy temperatures of
Los Angeles recently and he says that it was lovely. He says that
BA, after lodging staff near the airport in Santa Monica, then tried
Long Beach, San Pedro and now Anaheim – presumably because
lodging is cheaper out there. He adds that he returned to another
stormy scene with his partner and that the kitchen was soon awash
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with hurled water and wine. He has a lot of advice for Janet on
her forthcoming trip to South America; I learn today that she will
be visiting a penguin colony on the Falklands. Georgie says that
tomorrow she will begin a half-term holiday and that an Easter
break is not that far off. She is complaining now of the cold and
so we make another early departure. As we reach the Morshead
roadway we encounter Khalifa the Staffie, who has been accused
of some anti-social behavior of late, but it is a dog he is walking
with, a sort of Doberman-Rottweiler mix named Lizzie, who
rounds on poor Otto when the latter shows an interest in her stick
– and owners have to rush forward to head off any problems.
Friday, February 9:
Another problem dog, Jazz, is just exiting the park as Otto and I
arrive for our Friday session in the Rec. We do so after another
troublesome day – and by this I do not even include another
daylong hunger-strike by the dog. No, my problems began
shortly before noon when I noticed that my computer was not
charging properly. I could see that the power cord was frayed
beyond redemption and I knew this meant another visit to the
Apple Store on Regent’s Street – where I have picked up similar
replacements in the past. So after lunch I undertook this stupid
mission and, a new power cord installed, the computer began to
behave itself again. Then I began to detect a mysterious chirp,
one I have encountered before when a fire-alarm battery needs
replacement. I spent a great deal of time trying to figure out which
of my fixtures needed attention, then I realized that the sound
was loudest in the stairwell outside my front door. I contacted
our manager, otherwise known as The Wiz, and he concluded
that the sound was coming from an adjacent flat – over which he
has no jurisdiction. He promised to notify the owner but we had
chirping all night long – chirping and coughing, the latter my own
contribution in spite of healthy dosages of cough medicine and
nasal spray.
This morning matters do not improve markedly. Otto and I pass
Ellie with Teddy and Janet with Daisy-Mae but we are heading
in the opposite direction. On the far side of the green my dog
pauses for a poo – though he doesn’t have that much inside him
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to process – but it won’t come out. I wait patiently, soon joined
by an inquisitive security guard – pulling out what I can with a
Sainsbury poo poo bag and following the encrusted bum as we
make our way to the café. I have brought an extra package of
the lilac nappy bags for Ofra and I can present these to her as we
wait at the coffee counter. (She pays for my coffee.) Davide and
Georgie are waiting for us outside. Davide’s toasted sandwich
again attracts a crowd and then the dogs all turn to me for
sustenance.
After a brief report on yesterday’s funeral in Luton Ofra and
Ellie begin a long conversation on the subject of their domestic
regimes. Ofra says that she wants a locksmith to fit a lock on her
bedroom door since, with a trip to Asia beckoning, she doesn’t
want an invasion here by her own children, their friends or the
friends of friends. She says that she often hides things here but
then she forgets where she has hidden them. Ellie says she does
have a lock on her bedroom door and that she hides the key in her
slipper. Her complaints focus on the mess in her kitchen caused
by younger daughter Ilana (who has been volunteering this week
at a center for Downs Syndrome kids) and the latter’s boyfriend –
who last night cooked spag bol and left all the pots and pans in the
sink. Worse, husband Robert is cooking up a feast for some guests
this weekend and there is grease everywhere. (At least peace
has been restored in Davide’s house.) Georgie, who has six dogs
waiting for her at home, complains of the cold and makes an early
start for home. Otto and I soon follow but I know that as soon as
we get home it’s into the bathtub for my boy again.
Saturday, February 10:
After a day battling what must be described as a real cold, with
lots of coughing, I make my preparations for a morning in the
park. I dose myself with a number of the nostrums left over from
Michigan Janet’s last visit and cover myself in layers of clothing
in order to withstand the chill temperatures that have persisted
for days. No sooner have I entered the park then I am greeted by
a blast of backbeat from the distant bandstand – a favorite locale
for the personal trainers these days. A second chap is laying out an
obstacle course for his charges on the public walkways and Otto
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and I actually have to detour onto the muddy grass to avoid two
pummeling boxers who have commandeered the footpath at the
far end of the green.
Heading toward us as we reach the café a large party made up of
Dan, Davide, Ofra, Georgie and Janet – and their dogs – is just
entering the compound. It is true that I have some reservations
about sitting outside in the cold with my cold but I am hoping
that poor Otto will get in some exercise. Indeed, this part of
the equation is solved when Nigel appears with Elvis and his
daughter Anoushka. He takes Otto and Elvis out onto the green
and I can soon see my pet romping about out there. Flora is
here with Georgie and she, Sparkie, Bailey and Winnie (in her
snowflake jumper) are soon scraping away at my knees. DaisyMae, in Janet’s lap, takes a gratuitous swipe at Sparkie’s head
and gets a ritual scolding. There is soon a respectable Schnauzer
turnout as both Fergus and Leonard show up with their owners.
Leonard gains admittance to our doggy compound and succeeds in
snaffling down a piece of toast left lying on the tabletop.
Conversation begins with a fuller discussion of the intrusive
culture of the jock in our park. Someone suggests that all the
wooden posts springing up are parts of a new cross country course
– utilizing the public walkways – and rumors are repeated to the
effect that the Carlton roadway doggy compound is going to be
ripped up in order to expand the car park. Dan wants us to meet
with park management on these issues – of course I’m not sure
that the park has its own manager these days. Dan also suggests
that there are now dates for a Highland expedition next August
and I remind him that this expedition was originally mooted by
Michigan Janet – who hasn’t been kept in the loop at all. Hanna
arrives and says that she is outraged over the costs of a new
Finnish passport. Anoushka, a student at Leeds, tells us about
her job-finding efforts and says that she was a friend of the solo
British walker whose body was found on an Argentinian glacier
recently. Davide says he thinks he has been bitten by something
and that he feels spaced out. He is actually trembling so, as we
begin our homeward journeys, he is on his way to A&E at St.
Charles – one of my old stomping grounds.
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Sunday, February 11:
Another bad night for I do much better in the vertical position –
not possible in bed – and I had coughing spasms throughout the
hours of darkness. After a rainy day we have returned to clear
skies and bright sunshine but such conditions, at this time of
the year, do nothing to increase the temperature. There is also
a stiff wind raking away at us as Otto and I head for the green.
We have completed most of a circuit when Otto decides to check
out the action at the eastern end – where half a dozen dogs are
participating in a canine skirmish. I hook him when he relocates
me and we head for the café, where the troops are foregathering.
There is a fine Sunday turnout this morning: Janet, Georgie, Dan,
Davide, Ofra, Hanna, Nigel, and Wendy – with Vlad taking a little
table behind us. While some of us are standing in the coffee queue
a woman comes in to report that Bailey has just pooed on the
pathway and Ofra takes off with her new bags, leaving me to bring
out our coffees on a tray. Dan has brought some more Tasty Bites
and they get added to the mix that I dump on the tabletop so I can
keep my gloves on. Winnie and her assistant, Lucky, are soon
barking at me for treats. There are other enticements this morning
– since both Davide and Hanna have toasted sandwiches. Twice
Nigel takes Otto and Elvis out onto the green for some spirited
chasing.
Ofra says that she and Ricky have sublet their flat in Israel and
that she may not be spending weeks there this summer, as she
usually does. In fact she shows some interest in joining the
Scottish expedition that Dan seems to be organizing. Janet says
that they have changed the return flights following her South
American cruise and have left her with an eight-hour layover in
Madrid – a travel nightmare that she is trying to undo. I tell the
others that Gavan has secured the last of the b&b reservations for
our summer walk on the Cleveland Way and that by some strange
chance it turns out to be at the same spot, in Osmotherly, that the
Lees and I used in 2000 while walking the Coast-to-Coast Path. In
health matters Davide says that he was told at A&E not to worry
about his bite. Janet reports another dizzy spell as she was about
to play badminton yesterday. No one has noticed that I have a
cold. Dan chides Ofra for smoking next to Georgie, the quitter,
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but Georgie says she doesn’t mind. (One of the reasons Vlad
sits at his own table is that he doesn’t want his smoke to bother
others.) Hanna’s tabloid headline reports that Elton John’s dog has
scratched the face of a little girl – talk about a slow news day. We
have been fortunate that we seem to be protected form the wind in
our compound and that the sun can reach us under the umbrella.
I do not believe that Dan is going to get that tan here, though he
insists that this is what he wants.
Monday, February 12:
After another night of sputtering in bed I reach the conclusion,
long mooted, that I am really not going to be in robust enough
health to endure all those tests at the cardiologist’s on Wednesday
and therefore my first act is to reschedule this visit for early
next month. As it is, my chest and throat are both sore by now –
though I still seem to be able to function, albeit slowly, in most
other categories of life. These include a visit to the park – with a
cardboard box and a recycling bag now making their descent to
street level with the dog. It is another bright but frigid morning
as we make our way toward the green – soon encountering Ellie
with Teddy. The latter always rushes forward in greeting these day
– though Ellie insists that her dog’s ebullience is occasioned less
by a sighting of Otto than by the realization that the biscuit man is
here.
Ofra joins us in front of the café’s still closed front door and I
hand to her a sack of £5 coins. Ellie has never seen this gesture
and so Ofra, claiming that she once saved enough of these to pay
for a trip to Thailand, explains its history. Only Georgie is yet
to arrive and a discussion must take place to explain the other
absences: Dan at work, Janet at tennis, Davide on standby at
Heathrow. Georgie has brought Seamus and Sparkie and, in the
latter’s case, it is unusual to see him on a weekday – though, so
Georgie reminds us – her schedule permits this because it is halfterm. (There are a great number of kids in the park, but they have
not arrived as part of school groups today.) The dogs are soon
lining up for their treats – with an intrusive Bailey soon dumped
from the empty chair on my left and Teddy, in Ellie’s lap, waiting
impatiently for me to roll tidbits across the table top. A bored Otto
prowls the tiles, looking for someone to play with.
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Ellie says that with both daughters away she had a great day
in pajamas yesterday and the she plans on an early retreat to
her bedroom tonight – when Robert is entertaining two of his
pals. Ofra says that her attempt to watch a program on how to
avoid cake-baking mistakes was thwarted since she set a phone
alarm for 10:00 pm when the show was broadcast at 10:00 am.
Dog programs on TV are discussed: the latest on Supervet, Paul
O’Grady’s For The Love of Dogs, and my favorite, the one on
walks with your dog. Georgie again announces that after Sparkie
she is not going to get another dog – though she will not lack for
canine companionship if she continues to look after everyone
else’s animals. She says she is cold and makes an early departure,
leaving me with the other ladies – who are soon discussing the
exact timing of this afternoon’s shopping expedition.
Tuesday, February 13:
Although I do not feel too rough in general, my cough persists
and it is always worse when I lie down – which makes sleeping a
bit of a problem, doesn’t it? It is supposed to rain today and skies
are threatening so I stuff Otto’s raincoat in a pocket as we hit the
streets at our usual hour, 9:15. Now I can feel a chill wind blowing
at us we make our way up the Morshead roadway – where Teddy
is waiting for us with Ellie. Together we make a circuit of the
green. We pass Ziggy and Noli and Ellie wants to know what kind
of dogs they are – always a puzzle that needs solving by someone.
As we near the Randolph roadway Otto distinguishes himself by
barking at a black man, though it is not the color of his skin that
unnerves the dog but the fact that he is dressed from head to toe in
black as well.
Anahita, back from another ashram visit in France, arrives with
Elvis – to Otto’s great delight – and my dog even follows the
Maltese into the café, though he looks guilty in doing so. Ofra is
here with Bailey, Georgie is here with Seamus, and Janet is here
with Daisy-Mae. Anahita has brought treats for man and dog;
French biscuits for the humans, some homemade sweet-potato
treats for the dogs. It’s just as well that Bailey is wearing his
raincoat because Ofra manages to spill her coffee down her pet’s
back. I spend a good deal of time rolling pellets across the table
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to him and at Teddy – though the latter also jumps into an empty
chair next to me and tries to help himself to the contents of my
blue bag. Reprising an earlier theme Ellie now suggests that her
dog, having learned all these bad habits from the other animals,
has just made the transition from boarding school to borstal.
I have to share with the others news of an ordeal suffered by
Michigan Janet, one I learned about only last night when I had
a call from her son, Eric. Janet has suffered serious injuries,
requiring several days of hospitalization, when she was attacked
in her own home by a neighbor (on drugs, drink or both) who
hit her on the back of the head, stole $200 and broke some of
her furniture. (He was arrested within five hours.) To add to her
difficulties, though she no longer seems to bothered that much by
her cough, she is having breathing problems and carries around an
oxygen supply now that she is at home. It is no wonder she hasn’t
been in communication for some time, though I sensed something
was up, and all this news now causes considerable distress to her
many friends here in the doggy compound of Paddington Rec.
Wednesday, February 14:
Well, I have only one thing to be truly thankful for today – the
foresight in rescheduling my visit to the cardiologist, originally
set for this morning. In fact I have spent another lousy night,
with frequent coughing spasms – though I did discover that if I
sucked on three Fisherman’s Friend lozenges this did permit about
an hour’s sleep before the effect wore off. I am long in bed this
morning, rising to make the last preparations for Cathy’s visit,
drinking a Lemsip, shaving, and discovering that my computer is
still not charging properly – though I am able to fix this problem.
Outside it is sunny but very cold. We reach the green in a timely
fashion but I decide not to complete our usual circuit and head,
instead, directly to the cafe.
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Ellie, Hanna, Wendy and Yara are
here this morning and there are lots of hungry dogs. Ellie has
brought some little puppy pellets in a variety of shapes – and these
include, appropriately, some heart-shaped ones for Valentine’s
Day. I dole these out and I only have to dip into my blue bag for
the really fussy eaters – like Daisy-Mae. She is on patrol this
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morning and squeezes through the bars on a number of occasions
in order to drive off interlopers. Flora, Sparkie, Leonard and
Otto are frequent visitors to my knee. Yara, who says she is not
allowed a dog in her apartment block, has been taking videos of a
cousin’s dog – a chap who, when faced with his own reflection in
the mirror, buries his head in his dog bed, refusing to confront his
own image.
Ofra has brought us a lovely homemade roulade, a sort of jam roly
poly, and, slices of this confection are passed around, Ellie shares
with us a Valentine’s card e-mailed by husband Robert; in return
she says she is sending him, as a hint, a link to a tasty piece of
jewelry offered by Van Cleef. Wendy invites us to a birthday party
at her house on Saturday – dogs welcome but not in the garden,
which has just received a coat of manure. (I tell her I don’t feel
very sociable these days.) London Janet has brought in a get-well
card for Michigan Janet and she also brings us up to date on her
struggles to reduce the eight-hour Madrid layover on her return
trip from South America. (Iberia is a partner of BA and they have
a flight every hour to London but no one wants to help her make it
onto an earlier plane.) Complaining of the cold a number of coffee
drinkers make an early start for home; Davide needs to get home
quickly for he is certain he has mis-inserted a contact lens. When
I get home I remain for only a short time before beginning a series
of errands on Maida Vale Parade: bank, Radio Times, and a new
arsenal of anti-cough medicines from Vineyard Chemists.
Thursday, February 15:
I can’t tell if the herbal concoction offered me by Vineyard
Chemists is truly effective – I think there were slightly fewer
instances of sleep-spoiling coughing spasms last night but I do
feel somewhat weakened by my lack of deep sleep. There can
be no complaints about the weather today for we have milder
temperatures and bright sun throughout our session in the park, a
session that begins with the company of Toby the Bulldog and his
owner as we make our way up the Morshead roadway. Today I do
complete a circuit of the green before reporting to the café.
The ladies are already crowding the coffee queue. “Two days
in a row – we’re not worthy!” I tell Yara, who says, “I know.”
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Ellie and Ofra are here as well and so are Dan, Davide, Georgie,
Janet and Hanna – with Vlad in his usual perch behind us. I try
to get rid of the tiny pellet shapes passed on to me yesterday by
Ellie – Winnie does a good job of helping me out with this task.
Teddy, sitting in Ellie’s lap, is beckoning to me and this means
I have to roll some treats across the tabletop for him. Dan, in an
adjacent seat, teases the Cockapoo and Teddy takes exception
to this treatment and snaps at Dan. Ellie says that if you are the
second person into the bed at home then you will have to endure
a growling reception from Teddy, who believes that he is already
in a comfortable position and shouldn’t be required to share. This
inspires Ofra to say that making room for Bailey in her bed is also
troublesome since Ricky’s feet end up tangled with her own and,
“Nobody touches my feet!”
I have several announcements to make. My cardiologist
appointment has been shifted, the dates for my annual Swedish
visit have been changed from April to May and now, after further
consultation with Leonard the caterer, my annual spring party
will take place not in May but in June. A second announcement
follows from the publication of the materials on my doctoral
dissertation a few weeks ago in Beat Scene magazine. James
Campbell, who writes for the Times Literary Supplement, has
written to me in part to complain that I should have lodged these
materials with his publication and to say that he has written about
my efforts in a column that will appear in the TLS today! Travel
plans constitute a second conversational topic as Ellie and Yara
agree that the Caribbean is not for them. Ellie says that she is off
to Oman next year and Yara says she will soon be going to Muscat
herself. Ofra, at the other end of the table, says that she is getting
excited about her forthcoming trip to Japan but that she too would
love to visit Moscow. It takes a while for the difference between
Muscat and Moscow to become evident – though I suppose they
have both, in their own ways, been beset by the red tide.
Friday, February 16:
Well, I seem to have had about five hours of uninterrupted sleep
last night and so, amid the morning’s great expectorations I am
wondering if I should not get more of Vineyard’s elixir. Otto is
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bouncing around excitedly as I make my slow preparations for our
morning in the park – he doesn’t seem to be fazed by my chronic
coughing – even though he spends the night only a few feet from
my head. It is another bright and comfortable day in the Rec.
Davide is just entering with Winnie and we walk together toward
the café. “Three pees in ten meters,” he says of my pet – but who’s
counting?
The lineup this morning includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellie,
Hanna, Lisa, Davide, and Anahita. Otto is delighted by the
presence of his little pal and equally intrigued that Janet has
brought with her Elvis’s little cousin, Toka-Boka. The latter is a
fluffy white Maltese with a top-knot and an Elizabethan collar –
Janet will be looking after this neighbor of Anahita’s while the
family makes a visit to Iraq. Flora, Winnie, and Seamus are my
chief customers this morning and I have remembered to restock
my blue bag. There are lots of sandwiches on order this morning
and so some of the other animals abandon me for portions of these
treats.
I am in a bit of a daze and so conversation drifts a bit above
my head. Isabella’s exams and auditions are discussed. Dan
and Davide’s battle with damp is raised by Hanna – but Davide
doesn’t want to talk about it. Janet reports that she locked herself
out of her own building this morning – just as well that Georgie
says she has a spare set of keys. I ask the latter if she did indeed
send me a message on Facebook last night (I could never open the
video) and she says that many people received this transmission
in her name but she had nothing to do with this. I get up, after
finishing my coffee, and ask the others to keep an eye on Otto
while I visit the chemists. People are making preparations for
departure when I return and I accompany a number of them
toward the gates. To Anahita’s chagrin Elvis attacks a Staffie on
the Morshead roadway and this fellow jumps on her as she tries to
retrieve her little dog.
Saturday, February 17:
Well, my optimism over the curative powers of that herbal cough
medicine has gone crashing down in flames as, in spite of dosing
myself with this clammy liquid, I have endured a horrible night
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of sleepless coughing. I was up much of the time, writing and
listening to music and every time I thought I might nod off I
would wake with a breathless spasm. Needless to say I am a bit
drowsy as I make my preparations for a morning in the park. I am
fortunate that temperatures have risen, the wind has died down,
there is no sign of any moisture and, altogether it is a pleasant
atmosphere than envelopes man and dog.
I arrive at the café several minutes earlier than usual and Hanna
soon joins me outside the doors of the café. We are joined by Dan,
Davide, Ofra, Janet, Nigel and Anahita. Again Otto is delighted
by the presence of Elvis and together the two spend some time
out on the green. Janet has again brought Toka-Boka and it is
obvious that the little Maltese is now so at home that she insists
on commenting on every passing moment with raucous barking.
Winnie is not far behind, obsessed by her need for treats. Another
couple take one of the corner tables and they have brought a
lovely but unnamed Sheltie – while a second table is occupied by
Franca, daughter Valentina and their dog, Rosie.
I give the others an update on Michigan Janet’s recovery, having
heard from son Eric again last night, but much of our conversation
is devoted to my own condition and I am soon suffering, as I
feared, from an advice overload. Hanna begins by recommending
the inhalation of inspiriting vapors. I say that I have some Olbas
Oil at home but she says she only allows Mr. Vicks to sit on her
chest. I get advice on chicken soup, on the number of pillows I
should be using, on remedies for my sore throat – indeed Hanna
gives me some lozenges from her purse. We are a long time at
table since the sun is so lovely on our winter-beset bodies, but at
last it is time for us to make a move. If only Otto didn’t need to
lead me into the muddiest patches of grass as he seeks the right
spot for his second poo. At last we make it home, followed up
the stairs by the postman and that copy of the The Times Literary
Supplement with a discussion of my recent contribution to Beat
Scene magazine.
Sunday, February 18:
After a day in which I fell asleep in my chair on numerous
occasions I did have a much better night of it – though when I
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do sleep I wake with the insistent desire to clear my pipes of the
accumulated mucus and this results in spasms of coughing that
increase in duration the longer I have been asleep. I manage to
nod off over my computer this morning, waking just in time to
shave, re-stock the blue treat bag and hit the streets on another
quite acceptable sunny morning. A couple with a toddler stop so
that the youngster can try to pet Otto – who is eyeing the little
fellow’s pastry with intent. A few minutes later we are stopped
by a chap who needs to borrow a poo bag for his hound – never
leave home with only one bag is my vow. Finally we stop in order
to greet Muffin, whose daddy has the lead of a new addition to
his family, a wonderful Old English Sheep Dog puppy named
Paddington. How much he reminds me of my Ozzie though, or
course, this fellow has a long tail.
At the café there is a lively turnout with Janet, Ofra, Dan, Davide,
Nigel, Anahita and a woman named Cathleen at our table and at a
little one behind us Franca with two friends, Rosie and a chocolate
Lab. Cathleen is the owner of the Shih-Tzu, Maya (once called
Mabel) – whom we have met once before. Janet has again brought
the noisy Toka-Boka. I am kept busy doling out treats to Winnie
(naked this morning), Sparkie, Bailey and Otto – though the latter
is soon occupied with Elvis and Anahita takes these dogs out onto
the green for some extended chasing. Many of the dogs seem to
be captivated by the visiting Lab – who, in his turquoise collar,
maintains a lofty disdain for our small fry.
Dan and Davide are studying the menu that will be on offer at the
wedding of Dan’s sister in May and Dan is trying to offload tickets
to the Ideal Home Show – an event that will take place while
he and Davide are on a trip to Sardinia next month. Cathleen
owns a property in the south of France and she is asked for
recommendations on where the lads might spend a night before
boarding their ferry. Dan engages Franca in conversation about
her proposed move from London to the countryside between
Worcester and Malvern, a migration scheduled for this summer.
The abandonment of London itself seems to me to be a worrying
trend among many of those who were once part of our society
in the Rec. Ronnie and Susie, Claire, Ellen, Saskia – I could
name several others – so why is there still a housing shortage in
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London? Nigel and Anahita are the first to depart this morning –
since Nigel’s son Jenson has a football match in Watford at noon.
As Otto and I make our way toward the gate (serenaded by the
Sunday bells from St. Augustine’s) I note that again my dog has a
clogged bottom and that a trip to the bathtub can’t be put off much
longer.
Monday, February 19:
Well, that appointment with the shower spray was met shortly
after our afternoon walk yesterday when Otto, always a patient
patient, submitted to his hydrotherapy. It was in other ways a quiet
day, with only a little throat-clearing coughing, but a more earnest
effort was necessary as the night wore on and, although I kept
falling asleep, I was often startled awake by the urgent need to
clear my pipes before I ran out of air. Not surprisingly, therefore,
I must now carry through with a long-standing plan – after ten
days of coughing it is time to see a doctor. I am greatly surprised,
therefore, when at 8:30, I get straight through to the Randolph
Surgery and get slotted in for a 2:50 appointment.
A light rain is falling as Otto and I and the blue recycling bag
hit the streets. Ahead of us on the Morshead roadway I can see
Davide with Winnie and Georgie with Seamus. There is plenty
of time to do a complete circuit of the green before reaching the
comforts of our blue umbrella. Indeed Hanna and Ofra are still
waiting to be admitted to the café. Lucky is delivered to his Auntie
Georgie and he gets an obligatory mugging from Otto. Winnie
and Bailey are my most loyal customers but I am less busy in this
category than usual.
Hanna is in a rather manic mood this morning, with first an
account of her struggles with the giant washing and drying
machines at the 123 Cleaners, then her summary of feuds with
some of the other lady dog owners. She also tells me that she once
had a cough for six weeks and that I mustn’t expect any medicine
from the doc this afternoon. Davide is asked how his mother is
bearing up after her recent bereavement. He says she seems better
and that she has a new dog whom she takes everywhere. Ofra says
that she has now concluded her cycle of facial peeling and that
she has inspired several of her girl friends to undertake a similar
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regime – though many, like Yara, report they haven’t the patience.
Not surprisingly there is little benefit in an extended session on
such a damp and unwelcoming day and so, even before 10:00, the
troops begin to scatter.
Tuesday, February 20:
Well, as Hanna had predicted, I didn’t get any medicine, as
such, when I made my visit to the Randolph Surgery yesterday
afternoon, but an inhaler was prescribed as a way of cleaning
out my pipes and so we will see if this has any effect. I can say
that I have been able to sleep through the night, with only a few
moments of wakefulness. Otto and I are soon passing several
workmen, here to modernize a flat upstairs – so we will have
noises that will drown out my coughing. Davide is half way up the
Morshead roadway with Winnie and I unhook my dog so that he
can rush forward in greeting. It is a gray and damp day and soon
we have a genuine light rain in the Rec. Otto keeps moving across
the green, hoping for some action from any of the half dozen dogs
under the watchful eyes of Zoe, and then we head for the comforts
of our blue umbrella.
This morning we have Janet, who played an hour’s worth of
sodden tennis yesterday, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Hanna
and, hiding from the rain, Vlad. Lucky is delivered early on, long
before Georgie arrives with Seamus, and he and Otto get in some
good-natured skirmishing. I have brought with me a venison
version of those salmon skin crispies and even the toothless dogs
seem to enjoy having a go at them. Teddy is sitting in Ellie’s lap,
encouraging me to roll treats his way. At one point he jumps down
in order to get even closer to the treat bag. When he jumps back
into his lap blanket a second time he hits his head on the table
rim. Janet has removed the Elizabethan collar from the neck of the
noisy Toka-Boka – who is evidently as assertive as Daisy-Mae.
Now she is sitting atop the Shih-Tzu on Janet’s lap – Daisy-Mae
seems to tolerate this, to our great surprise. Otto, in his search for
treats, is gradually soaking my trouser legs with his wet paws.
Janet complains that she has left behind a box of After Eights
while attending Wendy’s birthday party this weekend; they were
a gift to her in return for some previous favor but she has had
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to accept the notion that Wendy will just assume that they are
just another birthday gift. Not so, we soon learn, since Wendy
now arrives with this prize. Janet opens it immediately but many
present say they can’t eat such sweet things this early. “Well
it is after 8:00 am,” I suggest. Ellie says that my voice sounds
less congested while Hanna complains that she has been made
most uncomfortable by having to wear a 24-hour blood pressure
monitor. Ofra has been to a Turkish bakery in Kilburn and we
share out a giant sesame-covered “bagel” (or its equivalent).
Ellie says that daughter Georgia, after risking more broken bones
on a skiing holiday, has actually done well on her university
exams – after dad told her that if she left uni she would have
to get a job immediately. For some reason Ellie and Ofra now
turn to a favorite topic, childbirth, with a number of unsettling
details. “Don’t expect me to put any of this in today’s journal,”
I conclude, “this definitely falls under the category of too much
information.”
Wednesday, February 21:
It’s a very busy morning in Maida Vale. John the Window Cleaner
arrives with Cathy and we confer on repairs to the ceiling in the
TV room. Down in the basement they are drilling away, a noise
so pervasive that my study may not be the best place to entertain
James Campbell of the Times Literary Supplement, who is due for
a visit this afternoon. At least it is bright enough outside and Otto
and I can soon make our way up the Morshead roadway, where
Davide, Ellie and Ofra are already walking with their dogs. The
ladies are soon so intent on examining photos on Ofra’s phone that
I am actually able to jump ahead of Ofra in the coffee queue – talk
about role reversal.
No Georgie on Wednesdays, it would seem, but in addition to
the already mentioned trio we do have Janet, Anahita and Hanna.
Janet has brought Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Toka-Boka and the
latter is again the noisiest of our animals, so much so that poor
Janet has to get up out of her chair in order to grab the little
madam on several occasions. Teddy is not far behind in the noise
department and Ellie says she is going to have to muzzle him
soon. He sits on her lap, a lofty perch from which he can bark at
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the passing scene and demand treats from me. I discover a new
way of satisfying the latter demand. I put a pellet at one end of
a serving tray, lift up the end closest to me, and the pellet runs
downhill and right between the Cockapoo’s paws. Otto gets in
some good exercise with Elvis, sometimes out on the green and
sometimes with my pet on the inside and Elvis on the outside – as
they run back and forth in great excitement.
I have already saved another bag of £2 coins for Ofra. Ellie has
brought two packages of biscuits – some digestive and some
coconut rings and these go very well with our coffee. (Hanna
feeds some of the former to the dogs when no one is looking.)
Ellie has been on a fruitless voyage to Hornchurch in Essex, She
needs a new aluminum door but all they had on offer was PVC.
Hanna says that they have replaced the beautiful Victorian doors
in her building with white and gold Essex models. Ellie gets in
a good laugh when Ofra refers to a beauty parlor as a “saloon.”
Davide says that he is off to Delhi this afternoon and, after
enduring all the warnings about Delhi Belly, he says that the real
problem is the dire air quality in the Indian capital. (I remember
this as well.) He says that the air stinks as soon as you get off the
plane but, just so we can get serious about this issue, you are not
allowed to smoke poolside at his hotel.
Thursday, February 22:
Well, the noise continued throughout the day and, indeed, it did
seem better to employ the TV room for my visit from James
Campbell, which was most enjoyable. But Otto added some of the
contents of his stomach to the carpeting of this room both before
and after the visit and so I have begun a period of therapeutic
starvation for the dog – who seemed to have no rumbling tummy
problems when nightfall came. This morning I have received an
email from a former Michigan State colleague who had read the
article in TLS and now wanted to recall a party at my house in
East Lansing all those decades ago. At 9:00 John the Window
Cleaner arrives to begin work on the TV room ceiling and I
leave him to get on with it as Otto and I head for the park. It is a
miserably gray and frigid morning.
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Otto makes no efforts at pooing, not surprisingly, as we head
for the café – where we are soon joined by Dan, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and, near the end, by Anahita, her sister and
nephew Aaron. I tell the others not to offer any foodstuffs to Otto,
who is most perplexed by this ruling. Dan has brought a bag of
Tasty Bites and I let him undertake most of the feeding duties this
morning. Teddy is into self-help. First he tries to rake the bag with
the digestives and coconut rings his way, then he switches his
attention to my blue bag, eventually succeeding in sliding it off
the table – so that he and Seamus can get their noses into its open
mouth. It is restored to the tabletop and Teddy manages to get
his snout into it a second time. Meanwhile Daisy-Mae is barking
at me imperiously (so is a shivering Winnie) but the Shih-Tzu
evidently wants nothing from my blue bag. She wants a digestive
biscuit.
Janet, who has been lucky enough to find a £10 note as she walked
around the park this morning, is scandalized by President Trump’s
solution to the latest slaughter of innocent school children in
Florida – teachers should carry guns. (This might make requests
for quiet in the back of the room more likely to succeed, however.)
Dan’s nose is out of joint because, after reserving a room for
Ofra for this summer’s Scottish expedition, that lady says she is
going to a wedding in Israel instead. Ellie wants to see a show in
Covent Garden but she doesn’t believe that it is only a five-minute
walk from his ticket office to the theater – though I’m sure Dan
is right. Georgie reports that during her recent visit to Hereford
grandson Oliver, who plays both rugby and football, got confused
and used a rugby tackle during a football match. I am by this time
so cold that I welcome the decision to head for home. When I get
there John has already gone but the post has arrived. It contains
a voucher to be used in summoning the needed services of Mr.
Jenkins, the carpet cleaner.
Friday, February 23:
Normal dinner service resumed last night for the dog – I had
starved him for a full 24 hours and he was ravenous. His stomach
now seemed to be okay but I would certainly have to deal
again with another problem at the other end of my animal – the
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congested backside. It is bitterly cold outside, though there is
some sunshine, palely loitering. I follow Otto across the semifrozen green and soon he is straining away – with most of his
efforts adhering to his already unsavory bottom. I actually have to
pluck this contribution off like some overripe fruit before we are
able to head for the café.
The morning’s lineup includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna
and Dan. Dan says that he has just clipped Winnie’s toenails and
she is surprisingly calm after such an ordeal. Janet has brought
Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Hank – and the latter and Otto manage
to get into a number of food scraps under the table. I have dumped
the contents of my blue bag out onto the tabletop so that I can
continue to wear my gloves on such a bitter day. This means that
when Teddy starts raking away at the bag he is actually going to
end up with nothing. This doesn’t deter him and by the time he
has secured this piece of plastic he has torn a hole in its bottom.
Georgie has both Seamus and Lucky with her and the latter
provides some good sparring practice for Otto. Everyone has
seen Otto’s backside and asked me if I know about the state of
my dog’s bum. I can only repeat that famous remark of Inspector
Barnaby, when his new assistant said, “Haven’t there been an
awful lot of murders in a place as small as Midsomer?” “It’s been
commented on.”
Georgie now undertakes something we refer to as “the walk
of shite” – as she patrols the pavements looking for the usual
morning poo from Seamus. At home she has bigger problems
since, as Dan has discovered when he tried to leave Winnie off
this morning, her door key is knackered and she may have to call
a locksmith. Dan suggests that some of our lottery funds need to
be invested in tonight’s EuroMillions draw and Janet agrees to do
this – Georgie will be undertaking such purchases on our behalf
when Janet begins her South American holiday on Sunday. Janet
and Georgie flip a coin about where to have their Friday night
meal (the Cochonnet wins) and we begin to head for home or, or
more specifically in our case, my home’s bathtub.
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Saturday, February 24:
It takes a long time to add all the layers needed to face the
chill temperatures we have been enduring lately – my window
thermometer says that it is well below the freezing point this
morning. The sun is again present – what makes life in the Rec
truly difficult is the wind. I am on my way across the green before
long and, after retrieving a poo, Otto and I head over to the
Randolph roadway, where Janet is sitting on a bench with DaisyMae and Hank. In the coffee queue a woman with a Border Terrier
on lead is asking innocently if it is alright for her to sit down
inside the café with her pet – if it were we would all be in here
these days.
Our morning ensemble includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Nigel and Anahita. Georgie has brought Sparkie, in a red
sweater, and Chester, and she soon takes delivery on the sweetfaced Rex – whom she has looked after before. Otto would like to
play with Rex but the fellow remains in Georgie’s lap so Hank and
Elvis offer some opposition. I have a new blue bag and I am kept
busy dispensing treats. Daisy-Mae finishes the last of the venison
crispies (aka Bambi burgers) and Sparkie wolfs down half a dozen
pink Shapes. Meanwhile Bailey and Winnie, the toothless ones,
make do with softer fare. Georgie reports that they took Winnie to
Le Cochonnet last night and she demanded so many treats that her
carrier bag was full of pizza shards.
Dan has had another fight with his mother about financial matters.
His suggestion that we repair our own fortunes by an investment
in the EuroMillions has also foundered; for our £30, we won
£2.60. Davide reports that it took an hour and forty-five minutes
to get from airport to hotel in Delhi – at least he didn’t get stuck
behind any elephants, as we did in 2004. Georgie reports no
success with a hairbrush passed on to her yesterday by Hanna. She
will now inherit many of Janet’s doggy responsibilities, including
care of Daisy-Mae, as the latter’s mum departs tomorrow morning
for South America. Anahita says that she has a new phone app –
one that allows her to keep track of Elvis’s position, the number
of steps he has taken and his distances covered – a FitBit for dogs
– and this is demonstrated for us as she circles the table with her
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phone. In Georgie’s lap Rex is now setting up such a ruckus that
she decides it is time to leave – and we are soon on our way home.
Sunday, February 25:
Again I can see that the thermometer has fallen several degrees
below the freezing point and this must mean that additional layers
have to go on before Otto and I can hit the streets. The sun is
shining brightly but there is a bit of a wind to depress the scene
even further. I unhook the dog as we reach the green and he rushes
forward to greet one of his Beagle pals. The owner of Poppy is
sitting on a park bench facing the sun but Otto and Poppy seem to
show no interest in one another these days. Instead Otto is heading
up Mt. Bannister in pursuit of several other dogs. I have to go up
here to retrieve a second poo and by this time we are so near the
top that we might as well head downhill onto the Carlton roadway.
In our compound at the café we already have Dan, Davide,
Georgie, Ofra (who changes chairs in order to keep the sun out of
her eyes) and Hanna – though Nigel eventually arrives with Elvis.
Georgie has already begun her assignment as Janet’s surrogate,
having brought both her own Sparkie and Hank with her this
morning. Otto is kept busy with Elvis, of course, and they spend
some time outside our bars – indeed Elvis, resuming his personal
trainer role, rushes back and forth outside in order to wind his
pal up. There is one incident. Elvis, standing just outside our
compound, takes exception to one of the groundsmen – who is
holding his pick-up stick and wearing a lurid lime green jacket.
The fellow endures a barracking from the Malteser and Nigel
has to rush outside to retrieve his dog. (Always the fear that such
incidents will be taken as racially motivated.) In fact there has
been another dog-meets-man problem this morning, one witnessed
by Dan. It seems that Dolly, a dog sometimes walked by Georgie,
has had a collision with a jogger – who was sent flying, cracking
his head on a bench.
Dan has spent hours making cardboard mock-ups of all the
furniture he wants to install in the new house in Sardinia. He now
passes around a video he has made of the result, with a previously
recorded Davide having been spliced into the kitchen. The lads
are off to a lunch in Richmond this noon – I tell them I don’t
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want to hear that Winnie, like Fenton, has been chasing any deer
in Richmond Park. Dan’s nose is a bit out of joint because he
now learns that Daisy-Mae (and not Winnie) is the cover dog on
the latest published volume in the “Dog People of Paddington
Rec” series. I tell the others that I actually received a proof
copy of the printed version of Dog Day Aftermath yesterday but
that the volume still needs a little work since I had asked that
title and author be printed on the spine –and they printed the
subtitle instead. When I get home I do not permit myself to get
comfortable in the warmth of the flat since I have some errands to
run. When I get to the 123 Cleaners the Sunday staffer who always
greets me by name sympathizes with me over the omnipresent
cough. I tell her I have had it for over two weeks now. She says
that she had it for over a month.
Monday, February 26:
Snow flurries are flying as I have a look outside – the snow
itself is melting on the manmade surfaces but on the grass of
Paddington Rec we have a fluffy white coating. In spite of this
unusual weather life seems to be going on as we might expect.
The workmen, having exhausted their drilling in the basement, are
pounding away preparatory to adding a new flooring, gardeners
are yanking foliage from the front of Morshead Mansions, blue
bags await the recyclers, the cleaners are heading our way with
their vacuum cleaners and the red van of the postie is not far
behind. I have strapped Otto’s coat on and I have covered my own
head with three layers: wool hat, sweatshirt hood and the hood
of my winter coat as well. In spite of all this I am in a reasonably
content mood; the coughing is less intense and, overnight, I have
had another piece accepted by Beat Scene magazine – a memoir of
two trips to San Francisco, the first of which is now sixty years in
the past.
Vlad is just arriving at the café and we are the first to join the
coffee queue. Outside there are other arrivals…Georgie with
Seamus and Binky, Dan and Davide with Winnie, Anahita with
Elvis, Ofra with Bailey and, of course, Hanna. (Ellie is at home
waiting for an electrician.) Winnie is wearing her Snoopy raincoat
and Dan soon has her swaddled in a puce blanket as well. She
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and Bailey share a chair next to mine, intent on their culinary
demands, but someone notes that this pair now resemble John
Lennon and Yoko Ono – and so they do. Binky keeps helping
herself to tabletop treats; these are on offer because I have dumped
out the contents of my blue bag so that I can wear my black
gloves again. The weather is volatile; there is a clear patch with
sun and then we get more dancing flakes blowing in on us. Hanna
says she loves this; Georgie says she hates it. Evidently Hanna has
quarreled over the source of this latest weather front with Poppy’s
Russian owner. The latter says we have gotten this weather from
Finland; Hanna says we have gotten it from Russia.
Dan says he has so much good advice to share with us but no one
will listen – I tell him that this role has been assigned to others. He
is dieting and refuses even a bite of Davide’s sandwich, preferring
to get up and establish his selfie-stick on a nearby table – where
it takes a picture every minute. Everyone is quite envious of
Janet, now in Rio, especially Georgie, who wishes she were in
Spain. I tell the others that I am a bit uncertain about my schedule
tomorrow since the carpet cleaner is coming at 9:00 and Otto
(in a classic case of mistiming) is scheduled to have his hair cut
at Primrose Hill Pets. A snowless interval presents itself and we
decide to make a move for home. Winnie, who hasn’t done a pee
yet, is made to follow Dan across the grass, Otto seeks out Tom,
the owner of Max, who always has treats for the other dogs, and
at the entrance gate we encounter both Muffin and the newcomer,
puppy Paddington. The owner of these animals is more than a
little happy that Muffin has accepted the pup into the household,
assuming the role of mother in the canine hierarchy.
Tuesday, February 27:
I am a bit concerned about the effects snowfall may have on the
arrival of the carpet cleaner but an early look reveals no evidence
of any of the white stuff on our streets. In fact Mr. Jenkins does
experience some serious traffic delays and it isn’t until 9:30 that
he comes with all of his equipment. We discuss what to clean
– included are the dog’s favorite living room throw rug and the
orange sofa that Otto likes to use to dry his face and fur. This
leaves little time for our usual park rituals but we start off anyway
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– it is again sunny but my outdoor thermometer registers seven
degrees below the freezing mark. Mr. Jenkins says he can’t begin
immediately because his chemicals, kept in his van, are frozen.
We make our way up the Morshead roadway and the dog pauses
to deposit the first of three poos. Then we make our way over to
the café where a brave contingent of dog owners is seated at our
table: Dan, Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and Vlad. Elvis
has been searching the horizon on the lookout for his pal – as Otto
so frequently does looking for Elvis – but there will be no playtime today. We use the back passage for our return journey. At the
head of the running track the boom box is broadcasting a bouncy
ditty – all you can say in defense of this intrusion is that at least
this time the exercisers are doing a dance routine.
As I near my front door I can see Linda, ten minutes early, with
Pepper, and so Otto is handed over and gets in more walking
in the park. A few minutes later Linda rings the doorbell and I
descend with the dog’s coat – which he will certainly need after
his clipping at Primrose Hill Pets. I am full of self-congratulations
over today’s arrangements. Otto will not have to endure any of
the noise and disruption of the carpet cleaning process and, since
Cathy is due here tomorrow, she can help me put things back in
order.
Wednesday, February 28:
Well, Otto had only five minutes of carpet cleaning to endure
yesterday – and the whole process unearthed a number of balls
and other toys hidden beneath long ignored surfaces. The dog had
received a spiffy short haircut but this meant that his coat had to
go on as early as our afternoon walk in the park. At nighttime this
was repeated over treacherous pavements, with the far side of the
street offering better traction than the near side. Now, much to my
surprise, another substantial snowfall has arrived during the night
and I am wondering if any of our lot will show up for coffee in the
park. I take my walking stick with me for better support and we
begin a slow march up the Morshead roadway, then circling the
white-covered green – where there are lots of dogs at play. It is
sunny but very cold.
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At the café I stand for almost fifteen minutes in our compound
– without sighting any of the regulars. Shane is out on the green
with Bullet and Hanna, having had one fall already, eventually
comes – but that’s it. Hanna notes, of course, that Georgie doesn’t
come on Wednesdays, that Janet is in Brazil, and that most of the
rest arrive at the Rec by car – the use of which may be embargoed
today. We do bring our coffees outside and brave it out for the
next twenty minutes or so and then I head for home. Otto’s feet
are bothering him – either because of the cold, or impacted snow,
or the salty grit they are scattering on the walkways – and as soon
as I get home I apply a warm wet cloth to each of his paws.
On such a morning it would be nice to bask in the warmth of the
flat but I decide to head for Sainsbury’s anyway – since Cathy
has assured me that the buses are running and I know that I
can’t delay this errand until next week when I have a doctor’s
appointment on Wednesday. So, abandoning my stick, I start off
for the bus stop on Chippenham Road, moving very slowly and
having to endure a fifteen-minute wait for a 228. The first thing I
do when I reach Sainsbury’s is make sure that the mini-cab service
is working normally – I don’t want to wait out here for long with
a loaded trolley in this weather. The latter, incidentally, is about
to take a turn for the worse for while I am inside the supermarket
an unscheduled blizzard begins – surely I’ve never had a shop
under these circumstances. Fortunately there is a cab available
when I emerge and we make our way gingerly home as the white
stuff continues to fly. I do have a feeling of accomplishment when
all the groceries have been put away – I won’t have to do that for
another three weeks and by then it’ll be spring, right?
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Thursday, March 1:
The wisdom of completing my food shopping yesterday is
demonstrated as soon as I look out my front window this
morning. If anything, weather conditions are worse…there is a
dusting of fine flurries falling and the temperature in my outdoor
thermometer is the lowest I have ever seen it – ten degrees below
the freezing mark. Nevertheless it is necessary to make a token
appearance in the park and so all those layers of clothing go on
(for man and dog) and we make our usual departure at 9:15. I
have not seen any attempts at clearing off any of the accumulated
snow – not from the building’s steps, not from the pavements,
not from the street itself. Fortunately there is still some bite in
the accumulated snow and it is possible to make some progress
without fear of slipping – I have been using my walking stick for
such adventures anyway.
As I near the usual gate I can see Dan heading my way with
Winnie in her basket. He says that he did not get home until 4:00
am last night – having had to stay behind at work to supervise the
unblocking of a drain. While we are chatting we are hailed by a
woman wearing a large coat and pushing a baby carriage in the
slush. This is Lizzie – whom we do not see that often in the park
after the passing of her Schnauzer. Yoyo, who died in the same
week that Lily was born. Lizzie says she loves this snowy scene
but worries about the birds – I can assure her that Hanna was
crumbling up treats for the robin as we drank our coffee yesterday.
I tell Dan (after complaining of all those Facebook pictures Janet
has been sending us as she sips cocktails in Rio) that there is no
way I am sitting outside to drink coffee this morning and Otto and
I continue up the Morshead roadway.
This surface has received some gritting and the circular path
around the green still shows signs of some of yesterday’s
attentions. Unfortunately Otto prefers the lumpy interior as he
searches vainly for a place to deposit his poo. The snow has buried
any chance to sniff out an appropriate site and we have gotten to
the far end of the green before he squats in the path itself. I pause
to clean this up while a robin eyes this contribution as though it
would make a nice morning snack. We pass Chester the Yorkie
and the café, where –while Dan gets himself a cup of takeaway
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coffee – Winnie sits in our compound, barking in protest. I tell
Otto that we are not stopping this morning and we begin our
return journey. By this time my face is frozen and I can only recall
what my late friend Tosh said on a similar day – “I need to be
wearing a baklava” – tasty but impractical, I would say.
Friday, March 2:
Well, perhaps the temperature has risen a little – only eight
degrees below the freezing mark instead of yesterday’s ten – but
the scene is unchanged, the pavements and the steps still ungritted
and the white covering still clinging to most surfaces. Life has
become a kind of long-term imprisonment – there is no way I
would venture outside at all if I didn’t have a dog. Inside the
heating system is functioning – but there was a news item last
night that Britain is actually running out of gas! Indeed, yesterday
I noticed that the downstairs flat, the one so extensively and
expensively modernized just a few years ago, was taking delivery
on an electric space heater.
I am wearing a second scarf around the face these days – it would
be my old Michigan State green and white number knitted all
those years ago by Naomi – if I could find it in the hall closet.
Otto and I cross the street and head for the Morshead roadway – it
and most of the path around the green has been well-salted by the
park staff – and Otto soon produces his requisite poo. I think he
would like to join the dogs at play in the center of the green but
I am afraid that if I let him off lead I will have trouble retrieving
him. So we continue on our circuit of this space. I am using my
walking stick for better leverage on all these surfaces – something
I usually do only during our late-night walk.
As we reach the Randolph roadway I can see Ellie heading our
way with Teddy. The latter seems delighted by the presence of
Otto and the two do play around a bit. Ellie tells me that Ofra has
already been and gone, insisting that it is too cold to sit outside
today, and that she herself is heading back to her car now. “It’ll all
be back to normal on Monday,” she assures me as I continue on
to the café. Here I do find Vlad and Hanna at our usual outdoor
table. “I can understand why Vlad is out here,” I say, “he wants to
smoke, but Hanna, you belong inside.” “Nonsense,” she replies,
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“it’s beautiful outside.” Well, perhaps this is just another balmy
day in Finland but there is no way I can sit our here today and
so Otto and I continue on, heading for home and another pawcleaning ritual with a warm dishrag.
Saturday, March 3:
An all-night dripping from the roofline gutters is a clue that
we have been experiencing a bit of a thaw – but this morning
temperatures are still close to the freezing mark and it is uniformly
gray outside. Otto and I pass Natasha with her portly Millie as we
continue on around the green. The surfaces vary. Some are wellgritted, others are still slushy and if you step off the pathways for
any distance you are in crunchy snow. Otto seems to have faced
the necessary addition of his coat with resignation – he always
acts as though it were an undeserved punishment but after his
recent haircut he needs the extra layer.
When we approach the café I note that this morning Hanna, Dan
and Georgie are all in their normal positions around our table
and Franca and daughter Valentina soon come in and take a little
table of their own. Dan says that Winnie has been scanning the
scene for any sighting of the biscuit man and that she is certainly
pleased that I have returned to my old post. I have to dislodge a
shivering Daisy-Mae from my usual chair. Her temporary carer,
Georgie, says D-M doesn’t like the cold and Sparkie is suffering
from cold paws as well so this group does not remain long today.
While I am supplying Winnie with treats Otto, that keen observer
of the passing scene, has noted that Franca and Valentina have
taken delivery on some sandwiches and they are already sharing
these treats with their Rosie. So he begins to haunt their table too
and he does profit from this gesture.
I have a number of news items to impart. For the first time since
her ordeal, now five weeks ago, Janet called me from Michigan
last night. She seemed to have regained her old aplomb though she
says she is still made nervous by unexpected nighttime sounds and
she is still attached to an oxygen canister while the medicos try to
figure out why she has problems with her breathing. I have shared
some of my adventures in the world of the literary magazine with
my tablemates and I can tell them that I am now in the position
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of tug-of-love scholar since, after hearing that the TLS would not
pursue the topic of my doctoral research any further, I had offered
my San Francisco memoir and more questionnaires to Beat Scene
magazine – only to be told yesterday that well, TLS might still be
interested and that maybe a piece could be prepared for The Paris
Review – but not if Beat Scene had published two articles on the
subject already. (Of course it would help if any of my pals knew
what I was talking about when I used that arcane locution, “The
Beat Generation.”)
Sunday, March 4:
Look Ma, no long-johns! Indeed, no long underwear, only one
head covering, only one scarf, and the dog can begin his morning
in the park without his coat. The thaw has continued, obviously,
and today there is even some early sunshine. Our world still looks
a mess – piles of grit and dirt everywhere and lumps of snow in
isolated patches but, compared with what we have endured, today
seems practically balmy. Otto and I enter behind Dan, Davide and
Winnie, following them across the green and into our compound
at the café. The latter is already open and the long Sunday queue
is a further sign of our return to normality.
Joining us this morning, in addition to the lads, we have Georgie,
Ofra, Wendy, and Hanna – with Franca occupying one of the little
tables behind us and Vlad the other. Georgie has brought DaisyMae and Sparkie and these two seem to have recovered their
good spirits. Sparkie works the room, jumping into Vlad’s lap and
then Wendy’s. Daisy-Mae takes on several biscuits and, guarding
one, attacks poor Bailey. Then she squeezes through the bars and
patrols the walkway – a disappearance discovered only after a
tractor has trundled through. Otto is working the room as well –
since there are again some goodies being consumed by the dog
owners. Then he goes to keep guard on the passing canines and
receives, through the bars, a fulsome cuddle from Dave, the owner
of little Sid.
It is reported that, in Rio, Janet’s sister’s handbag, with money,
phone and passport, has been snatched at the beach – though
the passport was later recovered and this enabled the sisters to
continue on to Buenos Aires, which is also Davide’s next stop. In
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Janet’s absence Georgie has purchased £30 worth of scratch cards
– this time we win £14 in recompense. Dan reports that he plans to
spend the day making cardboard replicas of the furniture needed
for the basement in Sardinia. He and I have both watched the first
episode of The Assassination of Gianni Versace on BBC 2 – a
beautiful production starring a blonde Penelope Cruz as Donatella.
Others say they will now watch it on the BBC iPlayer. Hanna
chides some of the others for not braving the recent cold weather
and then returns to her Sunday papers. Wendy announces that
even her new chicken is laying little eggs now. Taking advantage
of the change in the weather we linger for quite some time this
morning but at last the time comes to head for home – I still want
to visit Pinky’s and the 123 Cleaners.
Monday, March 5:
Again we have a lovely, sunny morning – with much milder
temperatures and almost no breeze. Otto and I have had another
splendid evening at Linda and Rob’s new flat in St. John’s
Wood and the dog has, indeed, slept deeply as a consequence.
Nevertheless he is more than ready to follow me down the stairs at
the appropriate hour. I am carrying Monday morning’s recycling
bag but it is easy to see that the relevant lorry, unusually, has
already made a visit to these parts. Not to worry, I just tote the bag
down the street and put it in a recycling bin outside the Morshead
gate – as Otto and I begin our morning in the park. Out on the
green there are lots of dogs at play but we continue forward to the
Randolph roadway and open the gate to our compound at the café.
Perhaps because of this return to better weather there is a far more
respectable turnout than we have been seeing of late: Georgie,
here with Seamus and Lucky, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Ellie, Demi and
Hanna. Among the grit left over from the recent battles against
snow there are lots of fuzzy burrs fallen from the trees and
those wearing black trousers are particularly likely to have these
transferred by wet paws. Well, I am wearing black but I don’t
care – the same cannot be said for Ellie and Ofra, neither of whom
will allow their pets a lap-side vantage point today. Indeed, as
they gradually shy away from any contact with Teddy or Bailey
these ladies end up sitting on the backs of their chairs, half a story
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above the rest of us. There are also other problems – including the
noise produced by Georgie’s charges whenever another dog passes
by. One of these is the delightful half-grown Bulldog, Sanchez
– whose owner says, “I only got a Bulldog because I heard they
were lazy.” I am kept busy doling out treats – with Flora, Winnie
and Otto among my most loyal customers.
Ellie begins conversation by claiming, “Look, Anthony wants us
all to know that he is wearing cashmere.” This is because the hat
that she and Ofra gave me is inside-out and the label tells all. This
may be amusing but Ellie is not best pleased by certain aspects of
her domestic situation – with all the pals of her daughters making
a mess of her house and Teddy one of her car. Ofra reports that
she has shown Dan’s cardboard mockups of furniture needed in
the Sardinian basement to her husband, the architect Ricky. He has
had two responses, evidently – would Dan like a job with me? and
Dan must sure have a lot of free time on his hands. Hanna reports
that there is still a pheasant in her back yard – after five days, and
that the owners of Bonaparte the French Bulldog have sold their
flat after too many run-ins with a drunken neighbor. She says
Bonaparte has been happily exiled not to Elba or St. Helena but
to France itself. Davide complains of sleeplessness after spending
much of last night trying to keep up with the Oscars on the one
hand and the Italian elections on the other. The big news locally is
the death, at age 88, of Sir Roger Bannister – whose preparations
for the first sub-four-minute mile took place on the old running
track of Paddington Rec – only a few feet from where we are
sitting now.
Tuesday, March 6:
It isn’t quite as mild as yesterday – indeed there is a damp chill
that greets us as Otto and I hit the pavements –but compared to
the recent big chill there is little cause for complaint. As we walk
up the Morshead roadway I can see that, just north of the Carlton
entrance, a giant crane is beginning to take bites out of another of
those doomed towers of Brent. (And if I look over into the rose
garden I can see the stooped shoulders of this year’s daffodils, not
having recovered yet from the last week’s snowfall.) I let Otto
run free on the green, where he tries to see if there are any worthy
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play-pals. The closest he comes to in this category is a mudsplattered Greyhound, so thin his ribs show through, but so speedy
that there is a lot of trouble keeping up. A better match is Teddy,
who dances out for a little play before we all head for the café.
In the coffee queue Ellie quizzes me about this year’s walking
plans and I am able to report a planned expedition on the
Pembrokeshire Coast Path in June with Naomi and Adrian – who
will be able to attend my party this year – and in July and August
a walk with Gavan on the Cleveland Way. Outside we are joined
by Ofra, Georgie and Davide – a small turnout indeed. I get to see
my dog’s head staring back at me from across the tabletop as he
makes his presence known to Davide, who has taken delivery on
a toasted bacon and egg sandwich. Winnie is at my feet, claiming
her pellets, and Teddy, from his perch on Ellie’s lap, is in a good
position to accept delivery on a series of Tasty Bites, which I
roll in his direction with the assistance of a tilted serving tray.
Seamus is Georgie’s only charge today; he has already deposited
his patented morning poo and cleaned his bum by sliding over the
tiles. That leaves only Bailey, who spends most of the session in
Ofra’s lap – he should have stayed a bit longer for this might have
prevented Otto from leaving a paw print on Ofra’s black tights.
Ellie says that Teddy has left paw prints all over the bed linen and
her car; the latter needs to go to the carwash and Teddy himself
needs to go to the groomer. Ofra has brought another Turkish
version of a giant bagel and this is torn into chunks and passed
around. Her eyes grow wide as she listens to all the privileges she
may soon earn in the senior citizen category – already enjoyed by
Georgie and yours truly. I suggest that if subsidized transportation
is not enough to look forward to she can wait another fifteen years
and get a waiver on her TV license fee. “They give you free TV,”
Ellie says, “because by the time you are 75 most people can’t see
anyway.” I remind the others, as we get up to begin our return
jaunts, that I will not be among their number tomorrow – as I
have that long-delayed check-up with the cardiologist tomorrow
morning.
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Thursday, March 8:
Yesterday’s visit to the park was an early, though watery one, and,
of course, I saw none of our regular pals since we were almost an
hour ahead of our usual schedule. The reason for this change was
that long-delayed annual visit to the cardiologist. By the time I left
the house at about 9:15 the rain had stopped – though I still had
that famous dog-headed umbrella at my side. At 66 Harley Street
the usual echo and stress tests began at 10:15 and about 11:30 I
was ushered in to see Dr. Rodney Foale – who has been looking
after my ticker for over twenty years. First he had to show me
pictures of his year-old Cocker, Basil, then he had to show me
lots of pictures of test results and charts – the underlying message
being that, with far too low a heart rate, I need a pacemaker! He
had predicted this procedure some years ago and before the day
was out I had booked an appointment for today with a colleague,
Dr. Nick Linton, and secured a BUPA claim number. Of course I
was upset by this development but then I hate any interruption in
my studied routine. Dr. Foale did not see any impediment to my
plans for this year and it is true that I have nothing in my schedule
until May anyway.
This morning I make my usual park preparations with Otto, after
another rather restless night, and we head off at the usual time.
Although there is some sunshine it is very cold, with a nasty wind
– a sure sign that we have been premature is any assumptions
about spring. Ellie, phone, and Teddy pass us by while Otto is
getting down to business and we soon head for the café, where
I am the first in a queue – waiting for the doors to open. Hanna
joins me and asks me about my cardiology appointment so I share
the news with her. Under our blue umbrella this morning we have,
in addition to Hanna and Ellie, Ofra, Demi, Davide, Georgie and
Elly – whose birthday this is. She has brought her Millie and the
sweet Cocker, Marmite, who is soon climbing my knee. Teddy
has the advantage of an empty chair next to mine and he is soon
raking through the goodies I have dumped on the tabletop. His
favorite treat at this moment is the salmon skin crispie and he
won’t accept anything else as long as he thinks there are more
examples of this goodie in my blue bag. Bailey also has a chair
of his own and he is hand-fed as others worry about his failure to
join the queue.
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Ellie has finally brought in a banana cake from Selfridges and
pieces of this are passed around. Ofra has forgotten her hat and
I loan her the one she and Ellie gave me – since I still have two
hoods. Davide announces that he is off to Buenos Aires and
that a troublesome tenant who currently occupies his flat near
Heathrow is leaving. Ellie checks with Georgie on dates for a
late April sleepover for Teddy – when she and husband Robert
celebrate his birthday in Marrakech. The ladies begin to discuss
hormone replacement therapy and this is my time to make
preparations for a homeward journey. Just as I get up to head for
home Anahita arrives with Elvis and begs me to stay so he and
Otto can have some fun. She asks about my state of health so I
share the news with her too. She fishes in her bag for some dog
treats and dislodges some green poo poo bags – which Otto thinks
are a treat, running off with one in his mouth. Eventually we get
started for home – but not before Beth, the elderly tennis partner
of both London Janet and Linda, stops me to say how much she is
enjoying “The Dog People of Paddington Rec,” volumes of which
she has been borrowing from Janet and reading every word: “I’m
up to 2006,” she says. At home I learn that my appointment with
the pacemaker specialist has been changed from 3:00 to 2:30 this
afternoon.
Friday, March 9:
Yesterday I had a good session with Dr. Nick Linton at 66
Harley Street and he hopes to get me in for the installation of a
pacemaker sometime next week – either at the Cromwell or the
Hammersmith Hospitals. Perhaps relieved to have gotten this far
I had a good night’s sleep – the cough symptoms almost all gone
– and Otto and I are now ready to head for the park on a gray but
relatively mild morning. Over on our left Sanchez is having a
wonderful play period with a blonde Lab named Maggie – with
neither owner succeeding for even a second in getting these pets
to return. Just past the entrance to the bluebell wood we encounter
Ellie and Anahita, heading our way, and I have to let Otto enjoy a
wild early morning run with his best pal, Elvis. This also means
reversing directions and following these ladies back past the
clubhouse – where we can see Ofra exercising her legs on a park
bench.
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Others present this morning include Hanna and Georgie. The latter
has brought the noisy Seamus but Teddy also has a lot to say –
especially when an Alsatian comes into view. Ellie has brought
with her a plastic bucket full of those tiny biscuit shapes (hearts,
etc.) – which I promise to decant into my blue bag when some of
its contents have been doled out to today’s customers. I notice that
Otto drops his Shapes treats if he thinks there is something better
in my bag – like salmon-skin crispies. Elvis enjoys these as well
– through Ellie warns me that too many of these treats can lead to
loose stool. Georgie has to get up three times to re-admit Elvis,
who easily squeezes through the bars but doesn’t seem to know
how to get back in. “Are you winding me up?” Georgie asks.
With our Scottish friend I discuss temporary refuge for Otto when
I get that hospital appointment for my procedure – hopefully
just a night or two. (Linda is soon heading for a long holiday in
the States so Georgie is the more practical alternative this time.)
Hanna, when she is not passing on stories of fatalities from
pacemaker neglect, is having a fantasy about how the others
will soon be able to control my movements in the park with
mischievous radio transmissions. (This after I have told her that I
will have to give up my part-time job as a telephone lineman and
that my days wielding the acetylene torch are over.) Ellie and Ofra
get into an argument over whether or not M&S sell wholemeal
bread and Ofra decides she had better do some food shopping
now. Bailey, on her lap throughout the session, is a worrying
presence –
 shivering in his blue knitted coat and walking with his
bum close to the ground.
Saturday, March 10:
It looks as if there has been some rain overnight but there is no
moisture now – as Otto and I head for the park on a damp and
gray Saturday morning. The green is not an active scene at all and
so after the first business of the morning is concluded (usually
in two installments these days) we head for the café – which has
opened early to accommodate the weekend crowds. Vlad is just
ahead of me in the queue– outside we are joined by Georgie, Dan,
Demi and Hanna. (Janet still has a little over a week on her South
American junket, Davide is in Buenos Aires, but nobody knows
what has happened to Ofra.)
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Georgie has brought Sparkie and Daisy-Mae – whom the others
often call “Angelica” after one of the naughtier cartoon Rugrats.
It is true that I have a hard time keeping up with her demands for
treats – she seems to want something that she can use as bait in
that recurrent fantasy that she is defending something precious
against some nasty interloper. Winnie is easier to satisfy and so are
Flora and Otto. I am trying to unload handfuls of those tiny dog
treats given to me yesterday by Ellie – they really are a nuisance.
Hank, out with his owner, now comes in because he knows there
are treats going – it takes quite a while to extract him from our
compound. Sparkie and Flora have a responsibility of patrolling
the fences, which they accomplish with their usual hysteria.
I tell Georgie that I will be turning Otto over to her for at least one
night at this session on Monday – as I now know that I must report
to the Sainsbury Wing of the Hammersmith Hospital at noon. Dan
says that this is Davide’s last flight to Buenos Aires since BA is
transferring this destination to a newer fleet – one whose cabin
crew are paid far less than the veterans who fly with Davide.
Demi says that he has also enjoyed making miniature household
mockups – as Dan has been doing for the house in Sardinia. Dan
is already talking about his birthday later this month and this
launches a discussion on age in general. “Do you think I could
pass for 50?” Hanna wants to know – but no one has the cheek
to answer “Are we talking about dog years here?” Just as we are
about to depart, Anahita, Nigel and the latter’s daughter Anoushka
arrive with Elvis. This is always an awkward moment for us for
we have been here a long time and we all have things to be getting
on with and we don’t think we can sit around for another fifteen
minutes. And it is more than a frustrating moment for poor Otto –
who will have to head for home without any play session with his
pal this morning.
Sunday, March 11:
Otto and I are heading for the park on a sunny Sunday morning
when I spot Georgie ahead of us; she has Sparkie, Daisy-Mae
and something that, from its tiny size and bushy tale, must be a
squirrel on lead. By the time we have caught up with this lot I can
see that the animal in question is Mimi the Chihuahua – here she
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is in her basket suspended from Georgie’s shoulder in the coffee
queue. She never leaves this fortress – though occasionally her
head emerges to snap at some friendly soul who only wants to say
hello.
There are a lot of people about including an Italian contingent
– Franca with Rosie and her friend and the latter’s little girl, with
Jack the Chocolate Lab. They have their own little table and
Vlad has his own as well. At our larger establishment we have
Georgie, Hanna, Dan, Demi, Wendy and Ofra – with Nigel and
Anahita arriving a bit earlier than yesterday. I am kept busy doling
out treats to Winnie, Flora, Sparkie and Elvis – but a shivering
Bailey spends the entire session in Hanna’s lap. Otto makes up
for yesterday’s lost opportunity by having a grand play period
with Elvis. At one point a proud new dog owner comes by with
her two-month-old puppy, Albert. This little chap, named after
Einstein, is a fluffy, amber-colored Poochon, part Poodle and part
Bichon. Much fuss is made over the lively chap.
Dan and Demi are still looking at pictures of the house in
Sardinia, both real and mock-up, but Dan says he is also making
progress on another project, purchase of a paddleboard. Demi
has difficulty in accepting the fact that these objects (and even
surfboards) are now made of an inflatable material. Dan, after
confirming that there will be a short trip to Sardinia at the end of
the month, continues to nail down details of the August junket to
Scotland (evidently Winnie, Sparkie and Daisy-Mae are included
in this party). I have learned at last where this group has booked
their b&b and this destination reminds me of a sign I saw while
walking the Great Glen Way – “last clog shop before Oban.”
Apologies are made to Nigel and Anahita for abandoning them
yesterday but today, with the sun out, there is much more reason
to linger and Otto even has the company of Elvis as we make our
way to the gates. I have to reflect that tomorrow I will be making
this journey on my own – with Otto having been transferred to
Georgie’s care as I head for Hammersmith Hospital.
Monday, March 12:
Even though I expect to be away from home no more than one
night there seem to be so many things to put in order before
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departure that I am like a whirling dervish as I dart around
the house this morning. I am trying not to give the game
away – I don’t want Otto to start worrying about an imminent
displacement. Carrying a supply of his food (but not his raincoat,
which he wears), and the blue recycling bag, I make my descent
to street level at our usual time – surprised to see Linda and Rob
pull up just as I do so. “You’re a bit early,” I say – for Linda has
promised me a lift to the hospital at 11:30. It is an accident that
they are on my street just now since they are actually on the way
to their old house – which they are fixing up before renting it out.
(Yesterday afternoon Pepper, Otto, Linda and I had a long walk in
the park after another accidental meeting.)
There is a light rain to endure as Otto and I now cross the green –
a muddy journey of despair. Georgie is already in situ at the café
– with Lucky, Binky and Seamus – and I am able to turn over to
her Otto’s food sack. Then I have to open my treat bag in order to
dispense fodder to the assembled animals. A newly shorn Teddy
is here with Ellie; Bailey, a bit more sprightly today, is here with
Ofra, and Hanna soon arrives as well. Ellie is fretting because one
of Stephen’s dogs, Will or Grace, has jumped on her pet – leaving
a muddy mark on his freshly polished exterior. Ofra too is very
wary of paw marks on her boots and Georgie already has a stain
on her jeans.
I am soon inundated with bits of well-meaning advice on my
forthcoming hospital stay – I let them know that this is now
reaching overload status. Hanna is trying to get the others to eat
more prawns – but this is heard as prunes and there are mighty
objections. Confusion continues to reign. Georgie says she needs
a chisel and Ofra thinks this is some kind of spray. Ofra is also
trying to remember a specific city that has cropped up in her
dreams and we offer many possibilities before she calls Ricky and
he remembers it as Prague. Ofra then announces that in a final
gesture of self-protection she has installed a lock on her bedroom
door – in order to prevent predations in her closets from daughter
Lee. Georgie now begins to put leads on her menagerie of four
pooches, including Otto – who is soon led away – certainly the
most upsetting moment of the morning for me. I use the back
passage to get home so that he will not be able to see me behind
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him as Georgie heads for the Morshead gate. Now I have an hour
and fifteen minutes before it is time to head for the hospital.
Wednesday, March 14:
Well, I have missed several days in the park but doing so because
they were installing a pacemaker in my chest must surely count
as a unique reason. All seemed to go well; the procedure was the
least burdensome part of the experience but so much of the rest,
the waiting, the noise, the constant movement in and out of my
room, was a real bore. Linda picked me up about 10:30 yesterday
morning and we actually retrieved Otto from Georgie’s house on
the way home. The dog was delighted to see me but his tummy
seemed unsettled and he ate nothing – until this morning, when he
devoured last night’s dinner. Perhaps it should be no surprise that
he offers no contribution from the other end when we arrive in the
park this morning. It is a pleasant enough morning, with lots of
sun and temperatures on the mild side.
Lucky’s mom is waiting around in order to hand her pet (or, more
properly her kids’ pet) to someone in our compound. Georgie
often doesn’t make it in on a Wednesday morning but evidently
she is on her way now. Also present we have Ofra (who called me
as soon as I got home yesterday), Ellie (who texted me), Davide,
and Hanna. I have brought my blue bag and soon I am dispensing
treats again. (They say that Winnie made everyone miserable
with her protest barking yesterday – where is the guy with the
goodies?) Otto and Lucky have some good face-fighting but they
are also much interested in the various pellets and biscuits in my
arsenal. Ellie hands me another packet of salmon skin crispies but
they will be opened later. Teddy goes ballistic over the presence of
an Alsatian; at home he has had a similar reaction to the roofers.
There is a lot of chatter (which I try to discourage) about my op.
Then there is some talk about the passing, yesterday, of Stephen
Hawking. To return to more mundane topics I ask Ofra how
daughter Lee reacted when she discovered that mom now had
a lock on her bedroom door – but Ofra says she took it in her
stride. Ellie has a similar lock but an additional problem is that the
girlfriends of her daughters leave their own clothes behind after
a visit and sorting it all out is a chore. (Ofra says that when Lee
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was at university there was a similar pile of unclaimed clothes
in the collegian’s room) Travel plans are discussed in detail.
Although we expect London Janet back in a few days Linda
departs for a two-week holiday in the States, Ofra is heading soon
for Hong Kong and Japan, Ellie to Marrakech at the end of next
month and Dan and Davide will soon visit Sardinia to check up
on their builders. It is pleasant enough sitting with my pals but
when I get home it is time for errands – with Cathy here to look
after Otto. I have some banking to do and next week’s Radio
Times to purchase. (This item is already “finished” at Soloman’s
newsagents but I get the last copy at Hamish II.)
Thursday, March 15:
An overnight rain has lifted but surfaces are still wet and skies
are still gray as Otto and I make our departure this morning.
A workman standing next to our steps is finishing a phone
conversation in an unknown tongue – they are still drilling in
the basement and, though they haven’t found oil yet, they have
seriously disturbed the dog, who often has to leave the room
because the sound is so oppressive. I hear another characteristic
eruption as we near the Morshead gates – this is Winnie, just
being lifted from Davide’s car and finding the necessity of walking
up the roadway just too onerous to bear. We follow this pair
slowly toward the café, where I am the first to be admitted.
Joining us at our table we also have Georgie, here with Seamus
and Lucky, Ellie, Ofra and Hanna. These days Bailey spends
most of the session in an empty chair next to Ofra and Teddy,
in Ellie’s lap, is just too far away to benefit from my treat bag.
Among the treats I added this morning are some of those salmon
skin crispies – which all the dogs seem to like – but their owners,
one after another, complain of the tangy smell that accompanies
these items. “Blame Ellie,” I respond, “she gave them to me.”
Seamus and Lucky are very noisy this morning – either they need
to remind us that they want food or they need to warn us that other
animals are passing by outside. Otto does seem to enjoy little
Lucky’s presence; the latter is adept at escaping my pet by running
around behind the wooden planters in our compound – but Otto is
soon able to reverse directions and wait for his little pal to emerge
from the other side.
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Ellie has brought some face peel with her this morning and Ofra
is soon applying some of this concoction to her chin. Ellie says
she has just broken a nail (but she is on her way to the manicurist
soon anyway) but her woes don’t end there. She needs another
injection for her ankle and a bone graft for her jaw – and the
workmen have dropped a scaffolding pole on her wooden floor
and the carer who looks after her father-in-law is both demanding
and feckless. Ofra wants to know if any of us are going to Paris
because she needs a supply of her favorite French biscuits. Davide
proves to her that she can order these online and I suggest she had
better do so before we leave Europe – when such transactions may
be more difficult. (Davide says he even orders water from Italy.)
Teddy finally gets off Ellie’s lap in order to get closer to the treats;
evidently he hides in his basket when she comes to put his coat on
and Georgie says that Sparkie hides under the bed. Otto doesn’t
hide but he accepts his coat as though it were a punishment. No
need for it this morning and so we head for home – where they
still haven’t found any oil in the basement.
Friday, March 16:
I am not in the best of moods as Otto and I complete preparations
for our morning in the park. I am still sore and bruised from my
adventures in Hammersmith Hospital, the drillers are back at
work in the basement, and I am worried that I will miss the UPS
man – scheduled to deliver 30 copies of Dog Day Aftermath
sometime today. There are no complaints weather-wise –for it is
a sunny and mild morning (though evidently we are in for a return
to colder temperatures this weekend). The best thing you can
say about the poorly drained green is that at least such a swampy
surface will make it less appealing to screeching school groups.
Otto and I brave this swamp and make our way over to the café,
where, again, I am the first to be admitted.
We are joined by Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Elly – Ellie
I, after a night on the tiles, in which she insisted on wearing heels
in spite of her bum ankle, is at home and in conference with those
who have come to repair the backyard conservatory. (Ellie hates
this structure and wants it removed, but the council won’t let her.)
Bailey again occupies an empty chair next to Ofra – who borrows
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my blue bag in order to see what I have that is soft enough for
the toothless one. Winnie is more than willing to have a go at
anything I have to offer – even salmon skin crispies. Lucky, who
will go home with Georgie, always takes his treat off to a quiet
corner to make certain that he is not bothered in his chewing.
Another who will stay the day at Georgie’s is Pepper, whom Rob
delivers after we have been seated for a while. I tell Rob that I
got a call from his Linda from the airport yesterday afternoon –
she had just gotten a text from the vet reminding her that Otto
needs his annual vaccinations. This will work out well on her
return since by then we can also pick up a big bag of food during
such a visit. With Otto, Pepper and Elly’s Millie we have three
Schnauzers here this morning. They rule.
Davide says that he is bored by the usual TV offerings and that
he watches only the news – though no one wants to discuss the
worsening relations better the UK and Russia, after the latter has
been accused of using a nerve agent against one of its enemies
in Salisbury a week or so ago. Davide does make arrangements
to drop Winnie off at Georgie’s motel this afternoon – when he
has his car serviced. (Georgie reports that in almost three weeks
Daisy-Mae has only attacked another dog on five occasions.)
Ofra reports that her Lee’s place of work is shifting from West
Kensington to Baker Street – she will be able to jog to work – and
that son Guy is off on a business trip to L.A. Davide complains
that they have squeezed two fried eggs into his sandwich and that
it is just too rich – Hanna helps him out. As Otto and I approach
our steps I observe the disheartening spectacle of the UPS van
driving away. I am certain that I have missed my delivery but, to
my great surprise, not only has some neighbor let these guys in
(why not, I am the doorman for the whole building usually) but
the heavy package has been left not on the ground floor landing
but outside my front door. Result!
Saturday, March 17:
Well, I am wearing green on St. Patrick’s Day – but that is just an
accident. I am not wearing my long-johns – though I should be –
for outside it is, yes, snowing. I do add all the other appropriate
layers, replenish my blue bag with soft chews, and strap Otto’s
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coat on as well. On the white table next to the front door we
now have a stack of the dog books delivered by UPS yesterday
– curiously, although production was delayed by a week or so
because I wanted one small mistake rectified (one only I will
know about) the printers have reproduced this error anyway. The
books will be distributed to the participants in our doggy scene
next week – for London Janet always administers this process for
me, and she will be back from her long holiday on Monday.
I need to fasten the hood strap of my winter coat securely – for
it is blowing snow in my face outside, it is very cold and I am
wondering if I should remain in the park for coffee this morning.
But after crossing the mucky green I meet up with Ofra and Bailey
and since they are staying I will as well. Hanna is already seated
under our blue umbrella, Georgie has been given refuge inside the
café, and Dan eventually arrives with Winnie. The latter has had
another of her accidents, falling backward into her own poo on
here weakened bag legs, and Dan has asked for a cup of hot water
and some towels from the café staff so he can go out onto the
green and clean up the mess. Georgie has arrived with no dogs at
all but she soon takes delivery of Rex – who has such separation
anxiety when his daddy hands him over that it takes quite a while
to quiet him down. I pass some Tasty Bites over to Ofra for Bailey
– amid shrieks of protest from Hanna, who can’t stand the fishy
smell that comes from my blue bag when there are salmon skin
crispies in there. These are Otto’s favorite treat and on several
occasions he takes a Shapes biscuit and just drops it on the tiles,
hoping for something better. Rex eventually eats one of these –
and now Otto acts as though he has somehow been cheated of his
just desserts.
Ofra has forgotten her gloves and there are self-recriminations. At
one point Dan asks to borrow a spoon and, reluctant to take her
hands out of her pockets, she passes it over with her teeth. Dan
says that tomorrow there will be a birthday lunch in his honor
at the new Indian restaurant on Elgin Avenue (site of the former
Maida Vale Tandoori) and we are all invited. I was thinking of
going to the market and 123 Cleaners tomorrow anyway so I may
be able to do all of this on one visit – if the weather is not too
nasty. (I prefer Sundays for local errands since there is no need to
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worry about any Schnauzers helping themselves to the post.) As
we rise for our homeward journeys it is good news that the flurries
have stopped. Otto always does a second poo during this sojourn
but I tell him that today I will not follow him into the deep mud
that lines the walkways and he chooses one of the latter as the site
for his final offering. Good dog.
Sunday, March 18:
Yesterday’s snow seemed to have run its course by the time we
left the park but the tailspin in temperatures continued – as I
discovered during our late afternoon walk when it actually hurt
to breathe. For our late night walk I wound a second scarf over
my nose – this makes it a little easier to breathe but every time I
exhale my glasses steam up and this certainly impedes visibility.
This morning I can see that it is about seven degrees below the
freezing mark and so I will have to repeat this process. Otto, who
has been playing happily in the hallway, seems unaffected by the
difficult conditions we now face.
Gingerly I make my way down the icy steps and we are soon on
our way to a park that today is being visited by joggers and dog
walkers only. Otto would like to play with some of the other dogs
but I know that this has to be a brief visit to the Rec and so I keep
him on lead. There is no problem with squishy surfaces on the
green – they are all frozen this morning – but I try to keep to the
walkways, which are well-cleared, as we reach the lonely café and
begin a back passage walkround.
In the entire course of this morning’s visit to the park I have not
seen one person I know – let along one dog – but perhaps if I
make it to Dan’s birthday lunch I will remedy at least part of this
deficiency. After only twenty minutes or so we are returned to our
icy steps, glad to get back into some needed warmth.
Monday, March 19:
Well, I did make it to Dan’s birthday lunch – leaving the dog
the consolation of a Dentastix and walking to the corner of
Chippenham and Elgin Avenues, home of Dhaba, the new Indian
restaurant on the site of an older one, the Maida Vale Tandoori.
There was only a small turnout, which meant that we could all be
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seated at the same table…Dan, Georgie, Ellie, Ofra, Hanna and
yours truly. The food was excellent and we had a jolly time and,
even though I had downed two bottles of beer, I was able to make
stops at both Pinky’s and the 123 Cleaners on the way home. I
was also able to give Dan the first copy of Volume X in “The Dog
People of Paddington Rec” cycle – reminding him that this was an
unusual gift since he still had to pay for it.
No one can detect any improvement in the temperatures today
as Otto and I make our way down the icy steps, a process
complicated by my attempts to deposit both the blue bag and the
emptied book box on the pavement. As we make our way around
the green we encounter, for the first time in three weeks, London
Janet – walking with her reunited Daisy-Mae and with the eager
brown Cocker, Binky. I had been toying with the idea of just
heading for home again but this reunion means that such a gesture
would be seen as churlish in the extreme. At the café we also have
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, Georgie, Wendy, a rare appearance from Jo
Lynn – with the coffees on birthday boy Dan. I empty my blue
bag onto the tabletop – which means that Binky is soon helping
herself. Winnie, in her basket, occupies an empty chair next to
me. She and Teddy are foremost among the demanders; I am soon
rolling pellets down the serving tray chute to land at Teddy’s feet.
Jo says that she wonders if Tilly doesn’t have a form of Cushing’s
disease and a hospital appointment is scheduled for later today. Jo
becomes the first of the lot to produce payment for a copy of the
new book – Janet again acting as treasurer. Someone notices that
Ellie and Ofra are now wearing the same bobble-headed hat – but
Hanna denounces this headgear since it contains more polyester
than wool. She also scoffs at recent news reports that the Finns are
the happiest people in the world. (Teasing comments that our own
Finn also undermines this conclusion.) Janet gives us a full report
on her holiday. She loved Iguazu Falls and the Falkland penguins
but the loss of her sister’s handbag to a thief on Copacabana beach
and other tales of human failure soured things a bit. A warming
trend is expected tomorrow and as we make our way home I am
hoping that this prediction will at last come true.
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Tuesday, March 20:
Well I don’t feel signs of any warming trend, though perhaps we
are back up to the freezing mark this morning. Indeed, as Otto and
I make our way up the Morshead roadway I can even feel a little
sleet. Near the Grantully gate we encounter Shane with Bullet and
Janet with Daisy-Mae and Leonard. They are heading toward us
and so is Ellie but she turns around to accompany me so that her
Teddy can dance around a bit with Otto. As we near the café Rob
is just arriving with Pepper – who will be handed over for some
day care from Georgie.
Ofra, Hanna and Anahita are also here – again I am the only male.
Hanna sweeps Pepper into her lap for a long Reiki session. Otto
has a good play period with Elvis and then they join the food
queue – where Leonard and Lucky are already in evidence. Teddy
starts off in Ellie’s lap but then he finds an empty chair next to
me and this is a much better place from which to beg for treats.
Daisy-Mae is also lap-bound but she is getting a long overdue
grooming from Janet and this makes her so cross that twice she
tries to bite the head off passing dogs below. It is also very noisy
this morning – with Teddy, Seamus and Leonard being asked to
shut up repeatedly.
It’s one of those mornings when there is a surfeit of human
goodies. Hanna has brought some nice biscuits, Ellie has
brought two packages as well and Janet has brought two bags of
chocolates from Chile. (For me she has some stamps from the
Falkland Islands.) Yesterday Ofra and Ellie were wearing the
same white bobble-head hat; today they are in identical black
versions. (Do they confer before leaving the house?) I tell them
that photos of Ant McPartland, exiting boozily from his car – after
running into two others – show him wearing the white version of
this garment. Ellie shows a mock-up of Ant (whose show with
Dec has been scrubbed from this Saturday’s line-up) behind bars
with the legend, “I’m a Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!” In fact
Ant says he is going back to rehab, the fallback gesture when
celebs get into trouble in this country. (In America they find the
blessings of religion.) There is the briefest appearance of the sun
but as we head for home there are still lots of complaints about the
cold weather. Now there is some concern over the pink spot on
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Leonard’s head. Blood? A close examination occurs and there is a
new verdict. Lipstick!
Wednesday, March 21:
Cathy gets a copy of the new book and I take three with me to
the park – the first installment of copies that have been ordered
through Janet. It is nice and sunny and, with little wind, it seems
as though spring really has arrived today – though, truth to tell,
we begin with the thermometer at zero again. Near the green I
meet Ellie, walking with the kitchen man, Michael, and later I ask
if he is someone I should have look at my ailing refrigerator. She
says Michael has installed a whole new kitchen in one of husband
Robert’s properties but she has another firm to recommend for
a one-off job such as the one I need. I let Otto off the lead so he
can play a bit with Teddy but this is a mistake since he uses this
freedom to evade incarceration at our café compound and I have
to follow him down the Carlton roadway in order to get him
turned around.
In addition to Ellie we have Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Dan,
Davide and, sitting behind us, Vlad. Janet has brought Daisy-Mae,
Leonard, and the young pup Zorro with her. The Tibetan Terrier
is a cute fellow, and quite affectionate according to Janet, but he
isn’t properly housetrained yet. He is full of energy and alphahood and he and Otto tangle under the table on several occasions.
The owner of Lucky, no doubt having parked illegally somewhere,
rushes up to our gate, pushes her dog inside, and runs away at
great speed – Otto now has someone else to play with. I open
my blue bag and start administering treats – and I can do so this
morning without wearing gloves.
I sign copies of the book for Ellie, Ofra and Hanna. Many of the
human treats that we sampled here yesterday are back again but
Dan has added some alcohol-flavored “Easter” eggs – they look
more like the plunder from some rare bird’s nest than real Easter
eggs. Dan, in fact, is in a foul mood. He has broken his Oyster
card (how do you do that?) and the website he is supposed to use
to get credit and a replacement is not fit for human use. He and
Davide are making a brief trip to Sardinia this weekend and Ofra
departs for the Far East tomorrow so Ellie is wondering if anyone
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will be here for her birthday on Monday. Wendy now arrives with
some eggs from her hen, Florence – maybe someone can make
real Easter eggs out of them. I have one giant errand to complete
this morning and the weather is propitious. As soon as we get
home I take off for Sainsbury’s.
Thursday, March 22:
Having completed a successful expedition to Sainsbury’s
yesterday I am now in a position (dog treats restocked) to head for
the park on a kindly Thursday morning – with sunshine expected
throughout our session. I am again carrying a bag with another
three copies of the latest book – they weigh a lot and I am looking
for the first opportunity to deposit them on our table at the café.
I do so, but now I don’t want to leave them unattended and,
unusually, not one member of our group lets another fetch his or
her coffee – Ellie, Ofra, Davide, Janet, Hanna, Georgie and Elly
all queue up without passing this duty on to another and I am left
standing outside waiting for someone to return.
Janet has brought Daisy-Mae, Leonard and the rambunctious
Zorro and the latter and Otto have some more of their highpitched face-offs while Daisy-Mae takes a swipe at the heads of
a number of the other dogs. Hanna says that because Zorro is
not properly socialized he doesn’t know how to show the proper
deference to his elders. It takes a while for the assembled pooches
to detect the presence of my blue bag but soon I am handing out
treats – especially to Winnie, but also to Leonard and, waiting
imperiously across the table for curbside service, Teddy. Ofra,
who will depart for the Far East this afternoon, has brought bags
of food for Bailey and because of this we decide not to burden
dogsitter Georgie with any copies of the book today.
Ofra thinks she has had a seat upgrade on her flight but Davide
disputes this when he picks out all the details on his phone. She
says that so many members of her Israeli family are joining her
in Japan that they plan to have a Passover seder in Kyoto. Hanna
advises her to wear socks on the plane but Ofra says she never
wears shoes here, let alone socks. I remind Hanna that Formula
1 returns to our screens this weekend. Elly says that her younger
daughter has decided to attend university in Nottingham; Ofra’s
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Guy also went to classes here. Janet offers a sobering conclusion
to the gathering by passing on the news that Vincenzo’s randy
Lhasa Apso, Thomas, has died after a lengthy illness. He was 14.
Friday, March 23:
Every day we seem to have cranked up the temperature just a
notch or two and today we also have some nice sunshine. As I
am attempting to scoop up my dog’s first poo he is broadsided by
Elvis, walking here today with Janet and Daisy-Mae – with Nigel
and Anahita in St. Moritz. I follow Janet and we soon encounter
Davide, just arriving with Winnie. I have to let Otto off lead, with
Elvis about, and, as I feared, this leads to complications when we
reach the café. In fact Elvis enters our compound but Otto can’t
believe this and refuses to follow until I go out and re-attach his
lead.
Georgie arrives somewhat later with Seamus and Ellie is here
with Teddy but this is a very meager turnout indeed. I open my
blue bag – again no need to wear gloves today – and I am soon
dispensing treats to those at my knees and rolling pellets across
the table to Teddy. There is one additional customer and that is
Pepper, eventually delivered to Georgie by Rob. There are also
a number of sandwiches on offer, including an egg-stuffed one
ordered by Davide. (Ellie says she drank too much at a winetasting party and needs to soak up some of this liquid with a
sandwich of her own.) Elvis manages to slip through the bars on
a number of occasions; in order to facilitate recapture he is still
attached to his lead.
The whereabouts of the wandering Malteser is of particular
concern for Janet because she is having considerable difficulty
in orienting herself – in the throes of another attack of her
labyrinthitis. I have suffered from this problem as well but not as
seriously as poor Janet, who seems quite unwell. I sign books for
Georgie and her sister and for Dan’s parents – this is the last time
I will carry books into the park without knowing that someone
who wants one will be here. When it is time to make a move Janet
reaches for her phone in order to cancel today’s tennis date and
then she asks Davide for a ride home – saying that she needs to
lie down for a few hours and that she will undoubtedly feel better
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then. So we all make our way slowly back to the gate and I say
goodbye to the others until tomorrow.
Saturday, March 24:
It is a cold and damp morning, very gray in character, as Otto
and I make our usual park entrance. Once we have reached the
café I can see Janet heading our way, walking with Daisy-Mae,
Elvis and Hank. By the time she arrives she has joined forces with
Georgie, who has Bailey and Sparkie, and Dan and Davide who
have Winnie. I am waiting for someone to sit down so that I can
take off for the Vineyard Chemists, where I have my prescriptions
waiting for me. Upon my return I can see Otto staring through
the bars and looking for me and I feel flattered that he greets this
sighting with the same shrill shrieking that he produces when a
dog he would like to play with walks by.
Winnie, sitting on Dan’s lap, has evidently been barking at my
empty chair – as though it could produce the treats she so craves.
Bailey almost never approaches me for goodies these days and
Georgie says that at home he just sleeps deeply. Sparkie is also a
no show in the biscuit queue – spending much of the session in
Davide’s lap. This means that Otto and Elvis, when they are not
mugging one another, are my chief customers. Janet is always
worried that Elvis will squeeze through the bars and disappear
and at one point Georgie gets up to retrieve the Maltese escapee.
While Elvis is gone Otto gets into a food scrap with Hank.
Janet says she is feeling better today than yesterday but she is still
a bit lightheaded. Unfortunately this means that she is inundated
with advice from Hanna and Dan. Dan says that maybe this is just
something that will go away by itself – “Your remember, Janet,
like that growth on your foot.” Hanna then discovers that Georgie
has been having foot problems so the advice tsunami begins
again. Dan and Davide are on their way to Sardinia but one hasn’t
packed and one hasn’t showered so they don’t linger for long.
Janet has baked some scones and brought in some jam from the
Falklands and some crème fraiche and these go down well – but
as we are nearing the clubhouse Hanna has to call the cook back –
she has forgotten her spoon.
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Sunday, March 25:
The clocks have moved forward by an hour and I spend some
time trying to make the proper adjustments – with more work in
this category needed when I get home. Otto seems quite willing
to hit the streets an hour earlier than usual. Again we have cool
temperatures and gray skies. With so many defections I am
wondering who will show up at coffee this morning and I stand
for a while in our compound before Georgie arrives. “I’ve left
two oldies at home,” she says – referring of course to Bailey
and Winnie – “and I’ve brought two other oldies to the park” –
referring of course to Sparkie and herself. Janet soon arrives with
Hank, Elvis and Daisy-Mae and Hanna is here as well – with Vlad
occupying his little table behind us.
Elvis is such a wind-up merchant. He delights in squeezing
through the bars and running back and forth as Otto races around
trying to keep up with his pal. But, though he can squeeze out he
insists he can’t do it when it is time for him to return and someone
has to get up to let him in. The longer he is gone the fiercer the
mugging he then receives from Otto – but they are soon at my
knee and demanding treats. Sparkie and Hank also make good
customers. Now Otto begins to bark nervously after a dad, to
amuse his little boy, taps on the glass from inside the café in order
to attract the attention of the dogs. There is one canine mystery
– and I am not the only one to have noticed that Elvis is turning
pink! Georgie says she plans to take Sparkie with her when she
visits sister Jean in Glasgow at the end of the week. Hearing this,
Sparkie jumps into Vlad’s lap.
We discuss Phelan’s killing spree on Coronation Street – but
will he murder wife Eileen or not? There were, in fact, several
changes to the TV schedule last night. Ant and Dec’s Saturday
Night Takeaway was pulled by ITV and, after his arrest for drunk
driving, Ant will be absent from the remaining shows. BBC 4 also
pulled the Danish drama about Islamic terrorists taking hostages
in the underground and there is some speculation that this was
done because of the recent attack on supermarket shoppers in
France. Hanna wants to talk about this morning’s Formula 1 race
in Australia – but I insist I want to watch it first before learning
any more details. I tell the others that Gavan participated in
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yesterday’ gun control march in Washington. And I mention that
I need to post some tax materials to my accountant tomorrow
and, since they have closed the local post office, I need advice on
where to take this package. Georgie and Hanna both recommend
the substation on Formosa Street so I will try this. Janet says she
is feeling much better and may even skip coffee in favor of tennis
tomorrow.
Monday, March 26:
It is a very lovely morning, sunny with real warmth, as Otto and
I head for the park, depositing our recycling bag on the pavement
as we do so. Otto trots across the green, depositing two poos in the
process, and we end up on the Randolph roadway – where I begin
to wonder if anyone will show up today. (Ofra, Dan, Davide and
Linda are all abroad and Ellie, whose birthday this is, is driving
a daughter to the airport.) Eventually Hanna shows up and she is
followed by Georgie (who reports that a recovered Janet is playing
tennis) and by Wendy.
Georgie has only Seamus with her – and while she is inside
ordering her poached egg on toast he obliges with a poo dropped
on the tiles where the breakfast eaters inside the café can have a
good view. Lucky is also delivered and this means that Otto has at
least one pal around, though two women come in with two dogs.
These animals are never left off-lead and this is frustrating for
Otto, who would really like to play with them and merely stands
on their backs in frustration. One of the women is on the phone
throughout the session; her voice is so loud she doesn’t need a
phone. The other can’t figure out that if you want water from a tap
you have to turn it on.
I suggest that if Ellie returns to us tomorrow we will tell her that
she missed a great party in her honor, with a three-tiered birthday
cake, candles and loads of presents.
Georgie tells us that she will be away for a week, visiting Jean in
Glasgow – starting this weekend. I tell Hanna that I have watched
the first Formula 1 race from Melbourne – even though someone
blabbed the outcome at our session here yesterday. I tell the others
that I have quite a few errands this morning. I need to drop sheets
and trousers off at 123 Cleaners, walk down to Formosa Street
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to post my U.S. tax materials to my accountant, and make a brief
stop for supplies at Hamish II. I am fortunate that it is such a great
morning – Hanna’s newspaper warns us that we will be returning
to the big freeze soon.
Tuesday, March 27:
Only a few minutes before departure time I get a text message
from the missing birthday girl; Ellie says she is not coming to the
park this morning and the coffees will be on her on Wednesday
or Thursday. A look out the window provides an explanation for
this defection – it is raining. I strap his coat on the dog and we
hit the streets; fortunately it is only spitting now. As we work our
way up the Morshead roadway there is a canine armada heading
our way – Zoe and two pals, each with four dogs on lead – does
no one look after their own pet these days? As we are walking
near the Grantully gate I am surprised to hear my name from the
street. This is because Rob has just parked his car and Hanna is
encouraging Pepper to brave the wet by joining Otto and me as we
continue on around the green.
At the café we meet up with Janet, here today with Daisy-Mae
and Elvis, and Georgie, here with Seamus, Lucky and Mimi the
Chihuahua. The latter, never out of her carryall, spends the session
on Hanna’s lap – she is hand-fed with Tasty Bites from my blue
bag. Daisy-Mae is shivering on Janet’s lap but Otto and Elvis are
soon lining up for treat after treat. Elvis is wearing his coat today
and this means that he can’t squeeze through the bars. You would
think that, with constant access to his pal, Otto would be in his
element but it is all so easy that he and his Maltese friend hardly
notice one another. Instead the two take turns saturating the knees
of my trousers with their wet paws.
Janet says that she lasted an hour on the tennis court yesterday
before feeling unwell. Today she will travel to Kensal Green
for acupuncture treatment – which some have found affective in
countering labyrinthitis. I ask her if her printer is still working
– mine is not – because I could use her help in printing a letter
I need to send to the States. With Georgie heading for Glasgow
soon she and Janet discuss the transfer of some of the dogs in her
care (she will have eight at home today) to Janet. I report on my
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adventures on Formosa Street yesterday – the substation doesn’t
do recorded delivery but they are allied with a courier service (UK
Mail) and the latter will deliver my package today. We begin our
homeward journeys and I am not looking forward to a day of duty
e-mails and letter writing. I am looking forward to getting out of
these wet trousers.
Wednesday, March 28:
It has been raining for some time as Otto and I make our own
preparations for life in a sodden park. Cathy arrives and helps me
with the dog’s coat. I use my dog-headed umbrella and we are off.
The rain is not too heavy but it is unrelenting and I try to get us
over to the café as soon as possible. Here I find the lonely figure
of Lucky’s Spanish mommy. As usual she is waiting to hand him
over to Georgie (or someone) even though she knows Georgie
comes late on a Wednesday, if at all. Just at this moment Janet
arrives with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Elvis and so a transfer can
be made.
Dan and Davide soon arrive with Winnie and Georgie comes with
Seamus. Hanna is here as well and the owner of Poppy comes by
to deliver his dog to Janet, who will be looking after him until
Friday, then Rob comes by to deliver Pepper to Georgie. The dogs
are very noisy this morning, either because they are demanding
food or because they don’t like the look of all those passing
canines outside. The food includes some toasted sandwiches and
also the contents of my blue bag. This means that once again my
knees are soon saturated by wet puppy paws. As often Georgie
gets up to scour the tiles in search of Seamus’s poo. It is noted
that Winnie doesn’t even know she is pooing these days – it just
shoots out as she trots along or moves about indoors. And Elvis, to
conclude this unedifying topic, has been eating Daisy-Mae’s food
and he produces a generous and sloppy poo of his own.
Dan and Davide have brought some Sardinian pastries from
the bakery in Cagliari. They are still quarreling over having
to pay extra on their flight luggage – weighed down by Dan’s
paddleboard, which is now stored in Sardinia. Evidently they tried
it out at the beach, with Davide doing much better in the needed
balancing act than Dan. The latter says it’s because Davide is short
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and squat; others say it is because, as a trolly dolly, Davide has the
legs for moving surfaces. Dan it sitting in one of Metty’s broken
chairs and when our café proprietor comes out to investigate
Hanna’s frequent admonitions on this subject he and our Finnish
friend have words. Janet reports that she enjoyed her visit to the
acupuncturist and has two more visits scheduled. I report that
Linda is thinking of spending an extra week in the States and that
my attempts to employ the services of the UK Mail have ended
in no delivery, in spite of their texts, and that I get an anguished
complaint from my accountant every hour on the subject. “I’m
about to do something I swore I would never do,” Janet says as we
get up, “walk with four dogs on lead.” Sure enough she is soon off
with Daisy-Mae, Leonard, Elvis and Poppy. When I get home I
decide to complete one errand (Radio Times) before getting out of
my wet clothes and I am soon off.
Thursday, March 29:
I have spent a troubled day, hoping for better news from my
accountant, who had still not received the valuable tax papers I
sent him on Monday. (Problems are exacerbated by the fact that
the customer is not allowed to talk to a real person about these
matters – making do, instead, with a succession of false and
contradictory texts and e-mails.) The recent rain did stop in the
mid-afternoon yesterday and now we have mixed sun and cloud
as Otto and I head for the park, following Davide and Winnie up
the Morshead roadway. (Winnie has taken exception to something
on the right side of this paved space – “It’s only a bag,” Davide
is explaining patiently.) As we near the compound I can see a
limping Ellie heading here herself with Teddy in tow. She reminds
us that the coffees are on her today – a late birthday gesture. I
have remembered to bring her card.
Also present today we have Elly, with Millie and Marmite, Janet,
Georgie, Hanna and, at his own little table, Vlad. Otto manages to
get into several food scraps with the other dogs – he considers any
crumb on the tiles his own. I have trouble finding a place on the
tabletop where I can toss Teddy’s treats but he is scraping away in
anticipation so I know that I had better make the effort. Marmite,
the elderly black Cocker with the white muzzle, is trying to get
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his nose into my blue bag. He is a very sweet animal, though he
squints a bit and it looks like he should be wearing a pince-nez.
Rob, who confirms that Linda will be spending an extra week in
California, brings Pepper in for Georgie and the elderly Schnauzer
is swept into Hanna’s lap for some Reiki treatment. “Seamus, shut
up!” is today’s oft-repeated mantra.
Ellie says that, in addition to her bum ankle bothering her that
yesterday she also endured an hour’s torture at the dentist –
the dentist told her to stop drinking tea – and then there was a
problem with sleep when Ofra called her from Japan at 4:00 in
the morning. To go with our coffees Ellie has also brought some
hot-cross buns. “Well, this morning they are really cold-cross
buns,” I add helpfully. Georgie says she can’t stand raisins and
spends some time picking these from her bun. I have brought with
me some more copies of Volume X and I address one to Debbie
for delivery by Hanna and one to Vlad. As we get up to leave (I
will be heading back to the substation to ask about my missing
package) Vlad tells me that he photographed the picture of Tara in
his copy and sent it on to his son and his wife, Biba. “She says she
cried when she saw it,” he adds.
Friday, March 30:
More afternoon rain followed us yesterday but this morning we
have only gray skies and cold temperatures. Again we follow
Davide and Winnie up the Morshead roadway but this time we
hive off for a circuit of the sloppy green. Near the Grantully gate
I am surprised to see Otto overtaken by an inflated version of
himself, a Standard Schnauzer, and ever more surprised that I
know this fellow – it is Fritz, whom we have not seen in many
years. His owner says that his chap’s tail, wagging wildly, shows
how much he is enjoying this meeting with his little cousin. Fritz
is 12 now; his owner remembers that I had a Fritz too.
In addition to Davide we also have the participation this morning
of Georgie, Janet, Hanna, and, returned from St. Moritz, Nigel and
Anahita. The latter have reclaimed Elvis, of course, and he and
Otto have a good time chasing one another around, both inside our
compound and out on the grass. Rob arrives to reclaim Pepper but
Davide accepts the care and treatment of Bailey since Georgie is
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off to Glasgow this afternoon. Janet has brought Leonard – who
leads the chorus of disapproval every time a large dog walks by.
(Alsatians seem to earn the most vocal protest.) I have a lot of
customers at my knee, none more vocal than Winnie – who barks
for more treats throughout the session. (Davide says that if he is in
the kitchen at home he gets the same treatment.)
Anahita has brought some chocolate wafers for us from her
holiday, and we get a review of a very successful outing and see
photos taken as well. Nigel says that many of the skiers brought
their dogs – though not out onto the slopes. Since his specialty is
tax preparation I tell him something of the saga of my attempts
to get my materials delivered to my accountant in Norfolk. Here
I can at last report success. My revisit to the substation yesterday
morning seemed to get things moving in the right direction and
I knew progress was being made when the driver of the delivery
van called me to ask for directions. Nigel does some tax work for
Dan and Davide; the latter says that he wants to add a new kitchen
to the flat he owns near Heathrow. I ask Nigel and Anahita if
either will be here tomorrow since I have a copy of the new book
for them. Nigel asks the most frequently heard question at such a
moment, “Am I in it?”
Saturday, March 31:
And so we reach the end of the month, one with only the rarest of
bright moments. Even today it is gray and cold, though at least the
rain, which flooded all the park walkways yesterday afternoon,
has come to an end. Otto and I again begin a circle of the green,
meeting up with Janet at the far end. Today she has Daisy-Mae,
Seamus and Hank with her and the latter enjoys some good
chasing with Otto as we near the café. Davide is just arriving with
Winnie and Dan arrives a few minutes later with Bailey. Hanna
is here as well and eventually we do get a return visit from Nigel,
Anahita and Elvis.
Bailey seems to have a patch of dried food on his nose but he
snaps defensively at Davide’s fingers whenever there is an attempt
to remove this layer. I am almost happy to see Bailey resume
his quest for treats at my feet and I have restocked my blue bag
with softer fare for him and Winnie. (The latter barks at me
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throughout most of our session since I am never fast enough in the
distribution department.) Otto is delighted to have Elvis to mug,
though Dan says that there will be a day of reckoning – when Otto
is an old man and Elvis, his junior by one year, pushes him down
the stairs. Elvis is soon up to his old tricks, running back and forth
outside our compound – with both Otto and Hank trying to keep
up. At one point Anahita lets all three out onto the green for more
play.
I have brought a copy of Volume X for Nigel and Anahita and
my first act is to sign this copy. Hanna says that she is hoping to
make a trip to Trafalgar Square, where a sculpture of a flying bull,
whose original was destroyed by ISIS, has been reconstructed in
recycled date-oil cans. Janet says she is still feeling the effects of
her labyrinthitis and that if more rain is going to fall this afternoon
– as predicted – she is not bringing any of her charges over to the
park. There is much sharing of pictures from Facebook and other
sources – including one of a chocolate Easter egg that Davide
says he has bought for Dan. (Filthy Easter eggs, anyone?) Dan
says that he is deeply hurt by the fact that Daisy-Mae has made it
onto two covers in the Paddington Rec cycle but Winnie has been
featured only once. As we make our way for home I challenge him
to provide us with some good Winnie shots for the next edition.
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Sunday, April 1:
Again a gray day and again it is very cold. As we enter the park
we receive a lovely greeting from those Rec veterans, Lucky and
Jack, and behind us I can also see Dan and Davide arriving with
Winnie and Bailey. Winnie is again barking in protest, this time
over the presence of a large white dog with a stick in his mouth
– perhaps, thinking of her meltdown over the clippings bag the
other day, she just doesn’t like large white things. We do not wait
for this party to catch up, soon beginning our usual circuit of the
green and once again meeting up with Janet, just emerging from
the tennis court walkway with Daisy-Mae, Seamus and Hank. We
continue on to the café with this lot, a process not made any easier
for the somewhat light-headed Janet when the dogs on lead circle
around her legs and trap her inside their web.
There is quite a queue in the café and Demi, here with Flora this
morning, uses the extra time to show me pictures he had taken
recently in an antique store in Memphis. Hanna is also seated
outside. Flora is in my lap before I can get my blue bag opened
and she is a frequent return customer. Davide’s cheese and bacon
sandwich also has its appeal and, indeed, there is some puppy
mischief in the wake of his disbursements. First Daisy-Mae and
Flora have a furious face-off, then – with Winnie in Dan’s lap –
the senior Pug takes umbrage over the proximity of Janet’s pet
nearby and barks vociferously. Daisy-Mae is not one to back
down under such provocation, however, and she is soon growling
with menace at Winnie in return. Quite a few dogs pass by outside
our compound and they produce the usual noisy reactions. My
view of this scene is somewhat restricted because of the wooden
planters but I can see that Oscar the Schnauzer is one of these and
so is the delightful puppy, Paddington.
Janet has to endure a lot of advice on the subject of her current
discomfiture; she reports that her recent travelling companion,
sister Shirley, is complaining of some of the same symptoms.
Demi wants to know if he can get any tickets to The Book of
Mormon for next Friday but Dan is not very optimistic. Demi
has been talking about his house in Florida and this reminds me I
have now watched the first baseball game of the season, a contest
between the visiting Chicago Cubs and the hometown Miami
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Marlins. I mention I always learn a lot of about life in America
through such broadcasts. Anthony Rizzo, the first baseman for the
Cubs, had gone to the same Florida school as the one in which
seventeen people were killed by a gunman recently and so we
heard a lot about reactions to this event during the game. (I also
learned that Derek Jeter, long-time Yankee shortstop, now owns
the Miami Marlins.) Dan wants Davide to drive him to Baker and
Spice so that he can celebrate Easter with a real hot-cross bun and,
reluctantly, Davide agrees. As we head down our walkway we can
now hear the Easter bells ringing from nearby St. Augustine’s.
Monday, April 2:
Hah, I have outsmarted them at last! By “them” I mean the legion
of workers in the service of the City of Westminster’s recycling
efforts. They do pick up the blue bags even on a Bank Holiday,
like today, but they do so, I have observed, very early in the
morning and so it will not do to bring this bag down the stairs as
we head for the park as if this were a normal Monday – it must be
dropped on the pavement the night before. And so I did – as Otto
and I braved the return of the rain last night. Indeed it has been
picked up already when we venture forth this morning – when
another light rain is just ending. Otto is wearing his raincoat and I
am carrying my umbrella as we circle our green but the latter does
not have to be unfurled today.
There is only a token turnout at the café this morning, just Hanna,
Dan, Davide and Janet. The latter has Daisy-Mae, Hank and
Seamus with her; she says she sends a photo a day to Hank’s
owners – who always respond with some comment such as, “So I
see he wears his harness all day long now.” Hank is actually quite
a patient petitioner, standing meekly next to my chair, but this is
in some contrast to Winnie, who barracks me from start to finish.
Otto, after waiting for disbursements from Davide’s sandwich,
also sticks his nose in. His nose, however, does not leave muddy
paw prints all over my trousers – his feet do that. Janet says that
Seamus will go home today but that tomorrow she will inherit
responsibilities for another of Georgie’s regulars, Lucky.
There is some discussion of the return date for Ofra, whose Bailey
occupies an empty chair next to Davide. (There have been at least
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three dates suggested, with tomorrow being one of them.) Dan
now complains that Winnie is so restless during the night that
neither he nor Davide get to sleep straight through. Last night,
for instance, she indicated she wanted to go out in the middle of
the night. So Dan stood out in the middle of his back yard, rain
pelting down, while the dowager Pug started up at him as if to say,
“Why are we out here?” Dog diets are also under consideration
since Bailey has run out of food and Lucky often arrives with no
food at all. (At least the food caked to Bailey’s nose seems to have
fallen off.) The sun looks like it is making a bit of an effort as
we start for home but by the time we have reached the street it is
raining again.
Tuesday, April 3:
From my sitting room window I can actually see Davide standing
on the Morshead roadway with Bailey – I don’t think I have ever
been able to do that before. Rain, which fell overnight again,
has by this time come to an end but skies remain gray. As Otto
and I reach the park itself I can see the English Sheepdog pair
of Muffin and Paddington heading our way and once we are all
inside the gate I detach my dog so that he can play with the puppy.
I do enjoy this sight for the pup strongly resembles my very first
dog, Ozzie, and here he is, mixing it up with my fifth canine.
Paddington is already two or three times the size of Otto but they
seem to be having a good time – though eventually Otto breaks off
to head for the center of the swampy green and his first poo of the
morning.
Janet is over on the Randolph roadway with Daisy-Mae and
Hank and we follow her into our compound at the café. For quite
a while we have just Davide, Janet and Ellie at our table but
then there comes a late contingent as well – with Hanna, Demi,
Shane (who even sits down this time), Anahita and the latter’s
nephew, Aaron. Teddy is soon scraping away at my sleeve from
his privileged position in Ellie’s lap and other dogs are lining up
at my feet. These include Hank, Winnie, Flora and, of course, Otto
and Elvis. Anahita encourages Otto to join her pet out on the green
but, given a wide-open gate, the opposite occurs – Elvis rushes in.
Then they all go out (Hank too) and have a wild time on the grass.
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Demi says that it was so wet out on the green that he almost
had a shoe sucked off; no wonder I always wear boots out here.
Ellie and Davide say they now believe that Ofra will rejoin
us tomorrow. Davide is enjoying several days without a flight
assignment but he says he is getting bored at home and would just
as soon be at work. Anahita says that she took Aaron to see the
Egyptian antiquities at the British Museum yesterday and Ellie
says she and a friend had a good time at a performance of Motown
in the West End. I have brought copies of Volume X for Karen
and Claire and Janet says she will deliver them for me. Ellie says
that her Georgia, on holiday in Rio, has joined her boyfriend in
teaching English to favela kids. I tell Anahita that my latest batch
of kiloware produced stamps from Persia’s very first issue, in the
1880’s, and she mentions that among her relatives in Iran she has
both a Darius and a Cyrus. “No Xerxes?” I ask. She says she has
one of these too.
Wednesday, April 4:
It’s a blustery spring morning and I have actually abandoned my
heavy winter coat in favor of my old leather jacket, the one whose
sleeves have been raked into tatters by all those dogs, greedy for
attention and sustenance. Otto seems just fine even though he
ate nothing yesterday after all those park snacks, disdaining both
lunch and dinner – though he did polish the latter off for breakfast
this morning. We pass Janet walking with her neighbor (and
Olive) and continue on around the green, arriving at the café just
as they are opening the doors.
Ellie is soon behind me in the coffee queue, on the phone (as she
is so often) to see what Ofra might like to drink today. Ellie is also
staring into the mirrors (they cover a wall of the café’s interior),
trying to determine if the self-tanning cream she has applied to
her face has done its job. (“Well, you have more of a tan than
any of the rest of us,” is my verdict.) Outside, in addition to the
just-returned Ofra we have Janet, Davide, Hanna and Wendy.
Winnie, in a new harness, is soon advertising her presence at my
feet, seconded by Hank and Otto – the latter trying to make up for
lost opportunities yesterday. None of these animals rival Teddy,
however; he sits in Ellie’s lap, pawing at the table top as a sign
that I need to keep up a non-stop supply of treats.
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I have brought for Ofra another bag of £2 coins and an article
from The New York Review of Books on the success of an Israeli
TV drama – which has been bought by the producer of Friends
for translation into an American version. We get a detailed resume
of Ofra’s trip to Hong Kong and Japan – she seemed charmed
by the latter though, “When you’ve seen one temple you’ve seen
them all.” She has brought some Japanese goodies for the table,
including some of those green-tea infused Kit-Kats and some
cigarettes for Davide. Wendy has brought some home-produced
eggs and Hanna has brought an article on the diet Janet needs to
follow in order to counter her light-headedness. There is a long
discussion about today’s weather since sun keeps alternating with
gray. I decide that as soon as I get home I had better anticipate
anything nasty (weatherwise) by undertaking Wednesday’s
errands immediately.
Thursday, April 5:
Well I was able to dodge the intermittent reappearance of rain
yesterday and today we have bright sunshine from the start. I
wouldn’t call it warm, however – even though I persist in wearing
my leather jacket rather than my heavy winter coat. Otto, fresh
from unraveling the toilet roll and turning the bathroom into a
snowstorm (something he has not done since puppyhood), is
impatient to get started and so we are out the door a minute or
two early and soon making our way up the Morshead roadway. I
can see that much work has been done on the crumbling Tower of
Brent near the Carlton exit and this means that we have on display
all the decorator choices made for the interior paintwork of flats
now abandoned by their former tenants. (Most chose gray or white
walls but two had opted for a lurid pink.)
Demi and Davide are already seated when we enter our compound
at the café and their Pugs are soon swarming at my feet in
anticipation of the treats to come. I have to ask them to hold off
for a moment or two since I need to join the coffee queue, where
Ofra and Ellie are slowing things down by peering into the mirror
while their drinks cool on the counter. Hanna and Wendy are
here this morning as well (Janet is evidently playing tennis) –
indeed Wendy has already phoned me to say that she will be in
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this morning and thus able to take delivery on copies of Volume
X for herself and Renata. Demi leaves with Flora soon after we
sit down and this leaves only Winnie and Otto at my feet. It is
true that Teddy is on Ellie’s lap next to my chair and I am able to
offload some of those miniature treats that I find such a nuisance
to distribute by piling handfuls of these goodies on the tabletop in
front of the Cockapoo’s snout.
Unfortunately for Teddy Ellie has to eject her pet from her lap
in order to undertake a complicated transaction on her phone –
reserving a seat for daughter Georgia’s return flight from Rio.
(Davide: “And then they complain that their kids are spoiled.”)
Hanna tries to tease Wendy on her spotty attendance record at
our breakfast conclaves but Wendy won’t be teased. (Tomorrow
is Hanna’s birthday – I mustn’t forget her card.) Ellie and Ofra
get into an argument over a spot on the latter’s eye. “I see you’re
getting a stye,” Ellie says. “It’s not a stye, it’s a beauty mark,”
Ofra replies. As we get up to make our homeward journey Ellie is
complaining that her short-term memory is giving her problems.
“That’s because you’ve spent too much time sitting next to Ofra,”
is my appraisal. I walk down the roadway with Davide – he
says that on his Italian TV there are new episodes of Inspector
Montalbano and, as I know these will eventually make it to BBC
4, this is good news for me.
Friday, April 6:
I refuse to return to my heavy winter coat – even though it is on
the chilly side this morning. Davide is just arriving with Winnie
and a bouquet of flowers for the birthday girl, Hanna, but we
have soon passed this party by in order to reach the green. Ellie
is heading our way, urging Teddy to chase down Otto, who is
trying to find an appropriate spot for his first poo. Janet is coming
from the opposite side with Daisy-Mae, Seamus and Hank and
so Ellie reverses her direction for a direct assault on the café. I
have unhooked my dog so that he can join in this pilgrimage but,
inevitably, he doesn’t want to accept confinement and even when
Ellie takes out a new bag of salmon crispies he won’t be seduced
and I have to track him down and re-attach his lead.
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Janet downs her cup of coffee quickly and is off for a tennis
assignment and this means that we have only a small ensemble
of Ellie, Ofra, Davide and Hanna – who buys all the drinks today.
(I have remembered her birthday card.) I begin to dispense treats
but before long Beth, my most loyal reader, comes by with a
large sack of thank you doggie goodies – having earlier received
a signed copy of the latest volume. (Hanna has to give me a
shopping bag so that I can get all these new offerings home at
the end of the session.) From my blue bag Hanna plucks treats
for Teddy, who is on foot this morning – and having a meltdown
because a large Boxer comes in for a drink direct for the wall tap
behind us. Otto manages to get into a few food fights and then
settles down to battle it out with some sticks that need chewing.
Ellie and Ofra are planning another shopping expedition on
Oxford Street. Ellie says that the great thing about Primark is that
you can afford anything you see here – whereas the same cannot
be said for Selfridges across the street. I note that these ladies
often take in both stores on the same day but they always go to
Selfridges first because, after all, you wouldn’t want to walk into
the latter with a bag from Primark. After we have been seated for
a while Shane comes in with Bullet. He says that, in an attempt
to give up smoking, he went for hypnotherapy yesterday. “And I
didn’t have a fag on the way home,” he boasts, “I had two.” He is
offered one of Mr. Kipling’s cakes, which Hanna has distributed
this morning, and he claims that he will eat it even though his new
girlfriend doesn’t want him to put on any weight. There is a good
deal of good-natured teasing on this subject. “When are you going
to bring this girlfriend in to meet us?” is one question, but Ellie
offers a concluding shot, “And don’t forget to let the air out of her
when you are finished tonight.” Weighed down by all the extra
treats I head for home, Otto and I quite alone on this journey this
morning. As we reach our gate we can hear the squeals and shouts
that accompany a dog fight in the Morshead Road doggy park –
always a site for carnage. I don’t know if any animals are hurt but
the Morshead Mansions cleaners, marshaling across the street, are
shaken by all the noise.
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Saturday, April 7:
It is still mostly gray but temperatures have risen by several
degrees as Otto and I begin our Saturday trip to the park. We are
spotted almost immediately by Cracker, the white Shar-Pei, who
rushes across the street to check us out. This fellow liked to lower
a dominant jaw on Fritz’s back at such moments but Otto isn’t
having any of it and Cracker is sent on his way. Davide is ahead
of us on the Morshead roadway and we follow him and Winnie
as far as the green – where we hive off in search of an appropriate
poo spot. A few minutes later we have caught up and entered the
compound of the café, which is just opening its doors. I get to be
first in the queue, always a triumph on a Saturday.
There is a rather feeble turnout this morning, just Davide, Janet,
Ofra and Hanna, though after we have been here for a while Nigel
appears with Elvis and nephew Aaron. The latter supervises Otto
and Elvis out on the green, finding sticks for my pet to chase – this
is preferable to him eating same, which he again attempts to do
this morning. Elvis seems to grow more pastel with age and Janet
addresses him as “Mr. Pink.” (“Sounds like a character from a
Tarantino film to me,” I add.) Winnie, meanwhile, is barking at
me without a break and Leonard (here with Hank and Daisy-Mae
in Janet’s care) is barking at all the passing dogs. Bailey remains
on a chair on the other side of the table. He had an appointment at
the groomer’s yesterday (though Ofra forgot) and now she wants
Ricky to take him to the vet’s for a checkup. (Evidently she finds
such encounters so upsetting that such duties must be performed
by hubby.)
Davide explains that Dan should have been here this morning
but the two have had another quarrel. Janet hands to me an
envelope containing the cash she has collected from those who
have purchased a copy of Volume X – that will save a trip to the
ATM. I remind Hanna that she can watch the Bahrain Grand Prix
on Channel Four tomorrow afternoon – most of the Formula 1
races appear only on Sky, which she does not get. Nigel gives us
further details on the recent ski holiday in St. Moritz – Ofra says
she has been skiing three times but doesn’t care for such holidays,
even though she sped down those slopes like such a demon that
others quickly got out of her way. (“They do that when they see
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you behind the wheel,” Davide adds.) As we get up to leave I
remember that I now get to say something I’ve always wanted to
pass on to a UK CPA. “And Nigel,” I say, “Happy New Tax Year.”
Sunday, April 8:
It has rained overnight and it is still spitting a bit as Otto and I hit
the streets on a gray Sunday morning. I am back in my heavy (and
water-resistant) winter coat and I have the dog’s raincoat in my
pocket – but, in the event, it is not necessary to deploy this. Far
ahead of us I can see Dan and Davide walking with Winnie, but
we don’t catch up, heading off to the right as we reach the green
and beginning out usual circuit. Today is a two-dump in-lap and
by the time we have finally reached the café they have opened the
doors of this establishment and Lurch is complaining about the
presence of Bailey here. “Dogs are better than humans,” is Ofra’s
retort.
In addition to Dan, Davide and Ofra we also have the participation
this morning of Janet and even a rare appearance by Jo Lynn. The
latter’s Tilly, in her raincoat, seems to be of particular interest
to Otto, who follows her around and contests every crumb the
two turn up. You don’t mess with Jo’s dog, he soon learns after
several scoldings from the defensive mommy. I don’t think he
knows what he has done wrong but he gets his own back – having
marked our visitor’s blue jeans with a series of muddy paw prints.
Leonard is here with Janet and he joins the biscuit queue but, as
usual, it is Winnie who makes the most noise in her quest for my
attention.
Janet had brought a pile of scratch cards with her and the others
are soon scraping away with coins and coffee spoons. In spite of
some Buddhist chants from Jo, Davide is the only winner this
morning, two £5 victories – though Janet says we won £25 on
last night’s lottery. She also says that last night’s TV fare was
uninteresting in the extreme – weekend TV is often substandard
in my opinion. Ofra offers additional details on her flights and
her experiences in Hong Kong and Japan – which she did seem
to enjoy, even through she says she couldn’t understand a word
of the English spoken in Tokyo. (“Your Japanese is better?” Janet
asks.) Davide reports that he failed to shut the door of his washing
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machine properly and that a small flood resulted – though,
fortunately, he spotted this almost as soon as the machine began
its cycle. I’m afraid that this morning is a bit of a washout; I won’t
undertake the errands I had planned with all this wet weather.
Monday, April 9:
The wet weather has persisted – the week’s forecast promises even
more – and so it is into raingear for man and dog at the start of a
new week in Maida Vale. I decide to head for the café as directly
as possible and we do succeed fairly expeditiously. Poppy’s owner
is heading our way and he says, “I’ve had enough of this constant
rain” – which doesn’t explain why he is wearing no hat; he hasn’t
even raised the hood on his coat. The café is already open and
Janet, here with Daisy-Mae and Leonard, is the first customer and
I am not far behind.
Ofra and Georgie, returned last night from Glasgow, make up the
only other members of our set to succeed in making it to the park
this morning. Georgie has brought Seamus and he and Leonard are
soon outbarking one another. Daisy-Mae is a miserable wet mop
in Janet’s lap; Bailey seems a bit more bright-eyed this morning
but he never budges from an empty chair next to Ofra. After we
have been seated for fifteen minutes or so Lucky is delivered to
Georgie by his Spanish mommy. My chief task is keeping Otto
and Leonard earth-bound as they seek their treats – since they
much prefer to place their wet front paws on my blue cords and I
want to get home without the need to change my trousers.
Georgie gives us a detailed report on her visit to Scotland. She
says that sister Jean has a friend, Rose, who is obsessed with
getting her own name into one of my books – even though neither
she nor her dog have ever come to London – and is even willing to
send a photo of her dog, Tommy, if that will improve her chances.
Janet says that she had hoped that the rain would lift in time for
some morning tennis but Ofra, whose oracular pronouncements
on the weather rely on a quick consultation with her telephone,
says that the rain won’t stop until noon. This would be fine with
me since I could then complete yesterday’s aborted missions but
a new complication is that I am expecting a visit from Parcelforce
and so I have to stay in for that. The rain has lifted a bit as we
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head for home and I think I have succeeded in making it there
without the need for a quick costume change.
Tuesday, April 10:
Well, it isn’t actually raining but we have had plenty of the wet
stuff overnight; indeed I was lucky to find a break in the moisture
for my delayed errands yesterday afternoon – though our late
night walk was again rain-dappled. It isn’t that cold today but it
remains damp and gray as Otto and I reach the green. I can see
some of our lot already foregathering at the café and so we head
here directly. They have just opened the doors and Davide, who
seems to be ordering for three or four of his pals, lets me approach
the counter first. Dan is here this morning and we also have
Hanna, Georgie, Janet and Ofra – with Vlad just behind us at his
own little table, which has been pulled under the long arm of our
blue umbrella.
Dan is dressed for work and so it is his turn to resist any
encounters with wet paw prints. Janet is here with Daisy-Mae
and Olive, though the latter, unaccustomed to all this activity,
hangs back disconsolately in her raincoat. Georgie has brought
Seamus and Sparkie and I note that it is unusual to see the latter
on a weekday. “Well you won’t see him again, as he’s doing my
head in,” Georgie replies. It is true that she has to get up several
times to quash outbursts of hysterical barking as some other dog
walks by – but what else is new? There are a number of toasted
sandwiches on the tabletop this morning and pieces of these
goodies supplement the proceeds from my blue bag.
Georgie has brought some shortbread from Scotland and Vlad
some chocolate from Belgrade. Dan says that he is going to have
to let go an employee whose job is going to disappear when
automation takes over his chief tasks. To Davide’s annoyance,
Dan is becoming ever more a slave to automation himself – with
one voice-activated Google device after another taking over
their household economy. Last night the lads went to see the new
musical on the life of Tina Turner – only to be pushed out to the
streets in the rain when a fire alarm went off. Dan says he wasn’t
that impressed with the show and he and Davide never reclaimed
their seats; now he suddenly remembers that his interval drink is
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still sitting on the counter. Ofra says she is on her way to Ellie’s
to check out curling irons; her own version of this device burned
up in Japan when she plugged it in without understanding that
they don’t use UK current there. Both Georgie and Janet complain
that they keep waking up at 4:00 am and I note that Linda, now
returned from California, also has a jet-lagged sleep pattern. I
haven’t seen her yet but she has let me know that on Thursday
morning we will be heading for the vets as Otto gets his annual
booster shots.
Wednesday, April 11:
Rain is still falling when I look out the window for the first time
this morning but by the time Cathy has arrived and Otto and I
are ready to leave for the park the moisture has come to an end
– just as well since I plan to head out to Sainsbury’s later this
morning. Heading our way as we begin our circle of the green I
can see Ofra with Bailey and Ellie with Teddy. Ellie, after a recent
session featuring injections for her ankle, is actually using a single
crutch to get around. I don’t turn around to follow them but we do
catch up with Hanna and Georgie, who are also doing the green
in a counter-clockwise direction. It would appear that Georgie
is dogless this morning but that is an illusion – hiding in her
shoulder bag is the diminutive Chihuahua, Mitzi.
The café is open by the time we all arrive and we also have the
participation of Janet, here with Daisy-Mae only this morning,
Dan with Winnie, and Demi with Flora. Winnie is cross because,
with Davide on his way to New York, there is no toasted cheese
sandwich this morning. She has to make do with barking at me
for soft chews; she is never satisfied. Teddy gets his share, pawing
the tabletop until I have rolled his treats across, and both Otto and
Flora are eager participants in the food fest this morning as well. It
is interesting to observe these two – Otto would really like to play
with the high-spirited Pug but if he even reaches out a tentative
paw she rounds on him with great vigor and things can turn nasty
quickly. Ofra, meanwhile, asks me to pass over something soft for
Bailey, who rarely makes the effort himself these days.
As often happens at this hour Ellie receives a phone call from
her mother, who has just admitted a strange man to the house
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after receiving a nod when she asked him if was here to work on
the conservatory. As Ellie is not expecting anyone for another
forty-five minutes this is an alarming development and she insists
on speaking to the chap in order to reassure herself that he does
belong there. Other important topics: has Liz Hurley had a breast
enlargement, will temperatures rise into the 70’s this weekend,
and is Shane’s new girlfriend real or mythical? Shane is standing
outside our gate and takes this chatter in good spirit and when
the ladies suggest that by now he must had had to cover all the
holes in the blowup doll with plasters he agrees that he is getting
a new foot pump for his nightly endeavors. I tell the others that I
will love them and leave them tomorrow for Linda says that our
appointment at the vet’s is now scheduled for 10:00 am.
Thursday, April 12:
Another very dark morning greets us as Otto and I head for the
park on a quiet Thursday in Maida Vale. We pass Ellie and Shane
on our circuit of the green and by the time we have reached the
Randolph roadway I can see Linda, walking with Pepper and
talking to Janet. I ask if we have time for a quick cup of coffee
and head for the café. Here Dan has brought his friend Lucy and
her daughter Cassidy; outside we also have Georgie and Ofra. Dan
has brought some of those magical custard tarts from Lisboa and
these certainly go down well with our drinks.
Otto gets in some impromptu play with Lucky, here with Georgie.
She also has Seamus with her; he actually lives in a building
adjacent to mine and I wonder how he is getting along with the
workmen, who yesterday installed scaffolding that rises past his
front window. She says that he pays no attention to the men out
there, reserving his protest barking for our company now. At
Sainsbury’s yesterday I replenished my supply of dog treats and
I can share some of these with the assembled canines before it is
time to for us to make a start for Boundary Road – where Otto has
his appointment at Village Vets. Linda’s car is parked on Randolph
Avenue and as we make our way out of the park it begins to rain.
They are a bit backed up at the vet’s and this gives Linda time
to load another huge bag of Otto’s sensitivity control food into
the car. (We also pick up cans of food of a similar ilk, mostly for
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Pepper, and I get some more worming tablets.) Otto is very wellbehaved when we at last get to see Dr. Anya, and her assistant,
Jessica. The latter says her school used to visit Paddington Rec
so she knows our scene well. Booster shots and a kennel cough
infusion up the nose follow and then, far poorer that when I
arrived, I follow Linda back to her car for a ride home; she even
lugs the food bag upstairs for me and I am able to resume my
normal routine only a few minutes later than usual.
Friday, April 13:
I am still waiting for some sign of all those improved weather
conditions promised on our nightly newscasts – but again we
have only gray skies and chilly temperatures. Otto is delighted
to see his pal Winnie, coming in behind us as we enter the park.
(Winnie is not so thrilled; snarling out something that must be the
canine equivalent of “Not that brat again!”) As we reach the green
we meet Janet, here this morning with Daisy-Mae and Leonard.
Otto tries to keep up with his Schnauzer chum, not so easy since
my dog is still on lead, and by the time we have reached the café
I have had to untangle my legs from this impediment and so has
Davide.
Also present this morning we have Georgie (here with Lucky)
Ellie, Hanna and Demi. Otto chases Lucky around excitedly, with
Leonard barking out the score and thereafter there is just barking,
barking at every passing set of feet, human or canine. Davide,
back from New York and scheduled to return there later today,
is sharing out pieces of his sandwich with all the dogs – giving
me a few moments of calm before attention switches to my blue
bag. Teddy, sitting in Ellie’s lap, falls off this surface in his efforts
to snag some tidbit from the adjacent tabletop and eventually
he finds a seat at our table, the better to advance his chances.
Otto takes on his fair share of Shapes biscuits and then turns his
attention to the passing scene, squealing hysterically when a dog
who might be a good play partner passes by without noticing us.
Demi says that Lisa is still in the States, waiting for a renewal of
her visa – a bureaucratic problem that has to be endured every six
months. A policeman walks by and Ofra says that a car’s window
has been smashed in the parking lot – adding that this happened
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to her once as well, when the thieves made off with Guy’s school
bag. (No one adds that the sight of a policeman on foot is a real
rarity these days and the absence of a police presence on our
streets is being blamed for the upsurge in London knife crime.)
I am surprised when that inveterate Tory, Ellie, now takes up the
cause of free university tuition – the boon of a truly progressive
society and one already in place in Scotland. Ofra says that her
Lee is now beginning to pay back her student loan but we know
that many young people start life saddled with debt. Georgie says
that she is feeling poorly and makes an early start for home and
the rest of us are not far behind. It takes as long to get home as
it does to reach the green in the first place – since Otto uses this
passage to offer a second poo and to check out all the smells that
have been added in the last half hour.
Saturday, April 14:
“Now, Otto, I know this seems very odd indeed. You may
remember that we had this once before, perhaps when you were
just a puppy, but we are having it again today. This is what we
call sunshine.” Thus we begin our morning on a very positive
note, a mild spring day with the leaves emerging and the blossoms
burgeoning. I decide to stroll around the green this morning,
eventually catching up with Hanna. She says that her allergies
have also been blossoming and this reminds me that my cough
returned last night and, indeed, I had a most uncomfortable time
of it even though I took a Tylenol PM – mostly because my right
shoulder was given me problems. Hanna wants to know why I
don’t let Otto off-lead and I explain that if I do so he refuses to
enter our compound and I have to chase him down. She says
she’ll take on this chore and so he is freed – soon illustrating this
prediction by eluding capture when we reach the café.
Hanna has somehow recovered the fellow by the time I return to
our table with my coffee. Ofra is already seated here and we soon
have Janet and Georgie as well – with a sun-seeking Dan sitting
at a little table behind us. After a while Nigel comes by with
Elvis – and Otto and his pal spend some time out on the green,
chasing around. When they return they join the biscuit queue,
where Winnie has staked out an advantageous spot for her non359
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stop barking. Ofra says that Hanna’s recommendation – that she
apply coconut oil to Bailey’s nose – has worked a treat. Today
Ofra has brought a packet of soft chews for my collection of
treats. A woman comes in with a large dog so that the latter can
have a drink from the water bowl beneath the tap. Otto shows the
newcomer how to do this.
Dan says that he has been having a long exchange with the
woman who sold him his paddleboard on eBay – since, in fact,
the paddle was missing from this package. I tell him I have been
thinking about his suggestion that perhaps Tina Turner’s life just
doesn’t provide the proper material for a musical. “If that’s true,” I
conclude, “then Alexander Hamilton has no chance.” Then I have
to explain what role Hamilton, the lead figure in a wildly popular
musical of the moment, played in the early days of the American
republic – a task that a graduate of Alexander Hamilton High
School should surely be able to do. Georgie, having polished off
her poached egg on toast, reports that she is still feeling poorly
and that she needs to go home and lie down. This begins the
morning’s exodus – though, with all that sniffing, this is again a
slow process for us.
Sunday, April 15:
Mild temperatures persist but the sun is only an occasional visitor
as Otto and I make a Sunday visit to the park. We complete our
circle of the green, passing Jan (to whom I endorsed a book on
Friday) and her little Daisy and also Daisy-Mae, walking with
Janet. Otto gets to exchange greetings with Oscar the Beagle as
we reach the café, where Georgie is just reporting with Sparkie,
Chester and Lucky. I ask her how she is feeling. She says she is
less nauseous this morning but that a cold is coming on – just in
time for her return to work tomorrow.
Soon joining Janet and Georgie are Hanna (warned not to reveal
any details of this morning’s broadcast of the Chinese Grand
Prix), Dan, Vlad and Demi. Then we also have Franca, daughter
Valentina and their Rosie at a little table behind us. This party
is of great interest to our dogs since they are eating sandwiches.
Winnie, for instance, is swept up and placed in Franca’s lap,
the better to enjoy scraps of bacon. Rosie is well situated in
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Valentina’s lap and Otto stations himself at her feet in order to
enjoy any scraps that tumble downward. When he is not cadging
for scraps Otto is also chasing Lucky – the two have a wonderful
time dashing about and they also join an answering chorus when
Paddington comes by and barks at our lot. Dan plucks Flora
from the melee in order to see how long she will put up with
such attention before expressing her great disapproval over such
familiarity. She is succeeded by Winnie who begins a snarling
exchange with Sparkie from this elevated post.
The ladies are teasing Dan over his addiction to Google robots. He
is threatening not to loan his power washer to Janet, who needs
it to clean up her patio. Much of the conversation is devoted this
morning to local wildlife. Franca says that she has heard that dogs
have a much better chance of catching squirrels at this time of
year because the latter eat something that makes them a bit stoned.
(“Does it grow here? Can we get any of it?”) I mention that I have
been watching a program on the secret life of owls and that one
tragedy overtook a pair of Little Owls when a squirrel took over
their nest, burying their eggs in the process. (Here I also learned
that the occasional hooting I hear in the park at night must come
from a Tawny Owl.) Everyone seems to enjoy the antics of the
huge tribe of starlings that own the parking lot of Sainsbury’s
Ladbroke Grove but Dan begins to fret over the behavior of two
magpies, who are threatening some other birds in a tree in the
café forecourt. This avian chatter goes on for a long time and it is
already 10:30 by the time we get home.
Monday, August 16:
A week of health-related appointments begins on a sunny Monday
in Maida Vale. In honor of the springlike weather I wear, for the
first time in months, not my wool cap but a baseball cap instead.
Otto and I make our way down the stairs gingerly – for I have
both a cardboard box and a blue recycling bag to deposit on the
pavement. After reaching the green we get to watch an athletic
Boxer who delights in chasing down hollow Frisbee rings – which
he scoops up and adds to the collection already circling his neck.
Otto, I can soon see, is having some difficulty in parting with his
first poo and, as he is straining away, Ellie passes by with Teddy.
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Seeing me about to employ a stick in an attempt to dislodge the
troublesome item, she says, “I’ll meet you at the café. I can see
you may be here awhile.” In fact sticks need to be employed on
a number of other occasions this morning. By the time we have
reached the far end of the green we meet up with Ofra, walking
with Bailey. “Have you seen Ellie?” she wants to know.
At the café these two ladies are joined by Georgie, Hanna, Dan
and Demi – Janet is off playing tennis.
Georgie has brought Mitzi in her shoulder bag and young Lucky
and Otto is delighted with the presence of the latter. Hanna is
looking after the little Schnauzer, Hector, this week. This fellow
doesn’t seem that interested in treats but I have plenty of attention
from Bailey, Flora, Otto and Lucky. It takes a while for Winnie
to figure out where I am because Dan has pulled up a chair at a
little table behind us – the better to face the sun, which goes in
almost a soon as he sits down. This leaves just Teddy among my
regular customers. He spends the session in Ellie’s lap, pawing the
tabletop so that I will roll his treats to him on demand.
Georgie has returned to work this morning but her dispatchers
have again failed to keep on top of school schedules and there has
been great confusion over which kids need to be picked up and
which do not. Dan has a meeting in Manchester later today so he
is working from home this morning. The subject of work is on the
agenda since Ellie is complaining that her Georgia will have so
much time off-campus over the summer that she should really get
a job. I can report, after a lovely meal last night with Linda and
Rob, that son Liam now has a full-time job in Parliament with the
shadow defense secretary and I produce a brochure issued as part
of Liam’s campaign for a seat on Westminster Council. This is of
great interest to a number of those present this morning since they
have known Liam since we was a little kid. Hanna, however, casts
a negative vote, saying that Labour had no right to ring her bell on
a Sunday and that if they won control of the council they would
bankrupt the place. We start for home and another date for Otto
with the bathtub’s shower attachment.
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Tuesday, April 17:
There is a bit of a breeze this morning and that means that, though
bright enough, we do not have the same temperate atmosphere
we enjoyed yesterday. Once again, however, we begin a complete
circuit of the green – meeting up with Janet halfway round; today
she is accompanied by a dilatory Daisy-Mae and a hyper-active
Binky. There is already a line outside the café door and while we
are waiting patiently Tracy comes by, rattles the handle, and has
the good luck to be the first admitted. This queue-jumping outrage
does not go without comment from our Hanna.
In addition to Janet and Hanna we also have the participation of
Georgie, Davide, Anahita, Ofra, Ellie and Demi this morning. Otto
gets in some good exercise in pursuit of Elvis, both inside and
out on the green – where they are accompanied by Anahita. The
latter falls in love with one of those huge Newfoundland dogs,
who rolls over onto his back for some extensive tummy rubbing.
A four-month-old Poochon, Albert, is also swept up by our Iranian
friend and passed around among the seated dog-lovers. When he
is placed in my lap he gives me a delighted greeting, kissing me
all over my head and even nibbling on my ear. Winnie, Flora and
Binky are my chief customers this morning; Binky is a menace
since she is tall enough to snatch things off the tabletop and Janet
has to move the blue bag out of reach.
Davide announces that he has elected a part-time status from BA
and that in July he will be on a three-quarters time, with seven
days off and twenty-one days on. The seven days are contiguous
and that means that he will at last be able to give some structure
to his own schedule. Mention of air travel reminds me that in a
day or so I should be in position to ask for Davide’s assistance
in purchasing Stockholm tickets, a gesture I have delayed
while waiting for checkups after my pacemaker procedure. I
had the first of these at St. Mary’s in Paddington yesterday and
they seemed quite pleased by my progress. I will have another
with my cardiologist tomorrow (which means I will not be in
the park until Thursday) and a final one, with my surgeon, the
next day. I am able to add that at St. Mary’s they gave me the
card I need to produce at airport security since I will now set
off the scanning machines. One incident mars the peace of the
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morning when Anahita knocks her own tea off the table and onto
Ellie’s foot. Ellie takes off her trainer and gives it a shake and a
mortified Anahita says, “Just as well you weren’t wearing your
Louboutins.”
As we are about to depart Ellie notices that she has forgotten to
put Teddy’s collar on today. For this gaffe she blames the everforgetful Ofra – “I’ve been hanging around you too much.”
Thursday, April 19:
There would have been nothing to report during our walk in the
park yesterday for Otto and I were here almost an hour earlier
than usual and, though we we had a long journey around the
place, none of our pals had yet appeared. I had adopted such a
schedule because I had a 10:00 appointment with my cardiologist,
the second of this week’s post-pacemaker check-ups. I was able to
complete this and subsequent errands with neither jacket nor hat
for it was a gorgeous warm spring morning. My visit went well
and now I had over two hours to kill before my next appointment
at Vision Express and so I set out to kill some time by wandering
through the byways south of Oxford Street – a warren of
monumental construction – visiting Boots, a pub for a Diet Coke,
and John Lewis as well. My eye exam went well and I decided
to experiment with reading glasses this time. The sour note was
sounded when I got home and they phoned to tell me that the
frames I had selected didn’t match with my new prescription and
that I would have to return today to choose new ones. Well, I have
to go into town today anyway since today I get to see my surgeon.
Even warmer temperatures are promised today and it is certainly
sunny enough as Otto and I now resume our usual routine in
the park. On the far side of the green we encounter Ellie – who
tells me that Teddy went into mourning when I failed to show
up yesterday. We are early and so we reverse directions and
accompany this pair back around the green, passing the clubhouse,
and arriving at the café just as they are opening the doors. Janet
has appointments today but we have Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra,
Hanna and Elly. The latter has her Schnauzer Millie and with
Hector and Otto this means that we have three members of this
tribe today. Georgie has with her today Seamus and a little Yorkie
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named Ellie. Davide’s toasted cheese sandwich elicits thoughtful
attention and then the dogs turn to me for additional succor. Teddy
is sitting on Ellie’s lap in the sun but he doesn’t seem very much
interested in food today – quite unlike him – and his portion of
the famous sandwich just sits on Ellie’s knee and my attempts to
interest him in treats are not successful. Someone suggests that
he senses that member of his family will soon be travelling to
Morocco on holiday.
Dan is back from a business trip to Manchester, just in time to
chide Ellie for using a plastic straw to drink her orange juice.
Davide takes out his phone and begins the process of checking
on those flights to Stockholm that I now feel safe in booking – he
will complete the process at home. Ofra is trying to see if she can
get a London chemist to fill an Israeli prescription since a cousin
is suffering from shingles and there are evidently patches than can
now be applied to the affected parts. She gets lots of advice but no
one holds out much hope that she will succeed. “You have to stop
talking about health problems,” I interrupt, “Ofra has just lit up a
cigarette.”
The ladies move on to various forms of exercise and several of
them opt for ones in which you just stand there and the machine
does all the work. Is it graceless to add that the ladies of the
Hebrew covenant among us describe this as “Jewish exercise” –
laughing as they do so?
Friday, April 20:
After a day described as the warmest April 19 in London in almost
70 years we rise to begin another day in the park. Yesterday, for a
final visit to my pacemaker surgeon and my repeat visit to Vision
Express, I wore a short-sleeved shirt and I do so again today, for
it is again very warm. Otto and I make a complete circuit of the
green without meeting anyone we know but by the time we have
reached the café Hanna, Ofra, Janet, Davide and Elly are already
foregathering. According to Ofra, Ellie has a big lunch today and
needs a lot of prep time.
After we have been seated for a while a woman we have never
seen before comes by with Lucky; this is his owner’s Spanish
mother – who speaks no English. We do manage to tell her that
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she has reached the right place and that we will look after Lucky
until Georgie arrives. This morning Lucky is attached to a belt
– though Georgie (who soon arrives with Sparkie and Ellie the
Yorkie) says that she has given several real dog leads to this
family. Daisy-Mae has been to the beauty parlor but such visits
always set off a furious bout of bum-licking, much to Janet’s
distress; equally upsetting would be the attack Daisy-Mae soon
launches on little Ellie. Janet also has the care of Elvis for a week
– while Anahita and Nigel are holidaying in Dubai – and this
is good news for Otto, who has some good fun chasing his pal
around. Ofra is trying to clean the eyes of Bailey but these days
he hates it when anyone touches his face and he has to be held
by Davide. Hector, Winnie, Lucky, Elvis and Otto are the chief
petitioners at my feet.
Hanna, perhaps seeing me anew in my short-sleeved shirt, says
she thinks I have lost weight. This emboldens me to decline a
shortbread biscuit proffered by Janet but what is one to do (other
than skip lunch) when Ofra plops a chocolate infused muffin,
fresh from the oven, onto my coffee saucer? I have brought
my checkbook so that I can write out a check for Davide, who
yesterday secured my Stockholm tickets – with his discount
a real bargain at £74.30 return. Georgie and I discuss some
developments on the soaps; twice this last week characters
have been seen leaving in taxis – this is a convention for a cast
member’s final appearance on the show (“the cab of shame”)
but sometimes it portends no change at all. Hanna is giving Elly
detailed instructions on how to find the resplendent cherry tree at
the corner of Morshead and Grantully Roads. In discussing the
absence of Ellie, however, I do learn something of considerable
value to a journal keeper. Elly, whom I had thought spelled her
name like Ellie I, actually spells her name Elly – and so she shall
be from now on.
Saturday, April 21:
It is several degrees cooler today but still very pleasant and still
very sunny. As we near the green I can hear someone calling
“Otto” behind me and this turns out to be Karen, whom we rarely
see at our table these days. I get a fulsome greeting from her
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Dudley while she cuddles Otto. She tells me that she has read
Volume X and enjoyed it very much, save for the harrowing
sections on the finals days of Fritz. We continue on around the
green where I have to knock a hanger from my dog’s bum. Janet
is here with Daisy-Mae and Elvis and together we complete our
walk to the café – where the doors have already opened.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra,
Wendy and Hanna – with Franca and Valentina occupying a little
table behind us. The dogs haunt this space, hoping for croissant
handouts, and then they switch their attention to Davide’s toasted
sandwich. Georgie has brought Lucky and Sparkie today. Lucky
joins the biscuit queue but he is soon the victim of a spontaneous
attack from the grumpy Daisy-Mae. Elvis remains the principal
problem for Janet, however, since he often slips through the
bars, even with his lead attached, and she feels duty-bound to go
out and retrieve the willful fellow. Winnie is my most persistent
customer, though her back legs often betray her these days.
Dan says he is thinking of attaching a set of wheels to his dog’s
hindquarters.
Dan and Davide are about to undertake a visit to Sardinia, this
time in the company of several of Dan’s non-doggy friends,
and Davide is confounded by the impromptu and uncoordinated
nature of trip planning. In fact Dan receives a call from one of
the participants and we hear many of the details of what has been
proposed for this expedition so far. Somehow the subject of the
Spotify app comes up and Dan helps Ofra download this on her
own phone. (Just last night my Facebook inbox contained the
message that you can now listen to the latest album of chamber
music by Ingolf Dahl on Spotify.) The app that causes the most
grief, at least as far as Davide is concerned, is the home Google
one that Dan is always commanding to do this or that – like turn
the lights on or off. Between the incessant barking of the dogs
here and Google chatter at home, he says, there is no peace.
With all these matters of great moment our session ends without
any consideration of air strikes in Syria, the fate of Jamaican
emigrants whose children can’t prove that they belong here,
let alone the resignation, after twenty-two years, of Arsenal’s
manager, Arsene Wenger.
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Sunday, April 22:
Lovely spring-like weather continues as Otto and I head for the
park on a balmy Sunday morning. At the edge of the green a
friendly little white dog offers me an enthusiastic greeting but
it takes me a while to realize that this is this the recently-shorn
Hank. This is a mixed blessing for us because Hank now closely
follows Otto, who is straining away at his first poo – a hanging
projectile that needs to be knocked off with a stick. They have
placed signs on the boundary line warning people to be on the
lookout for flying cricket balls – if you are close enough to read
the sign you have already placed yourself in danger if a game
were in progress, which is not the case this morning. A second
session with the piñata stick is necessary before man and dog can
report to the café.
Here Hanna and Georgie are already lined up in front of the place
– though this doesn’t stop several other would-be customers from
pushing in front in order to rattle the door for themselves. It’s still
locked. Joining us this morning we also have Janet, with Elvis and
Daisy-Mae, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Debbie and Wendy. Georgie has
Sparkie, Chester and the seldom-seen Mitzi (not the Chihuahua
but the mid-sized fluffy specimen). This Mitzi remembers me as
the source of goodies and she spends much of the session on my
lap, occasionally trying to help herself from my blue bag. Elvis
again makes a number escapes, with the patient Janet getting up
each time in order to retrieve the itinerant Malteser. When he is
among us Elvis falls in love with Mitzi and attempts a rear entry –
with Winnie, observing this scene from Dan’s lap, barking out her
disapproval. (I swear she is actually saying “El-vis! El-vis!”)
Davide announces that on Sardinia they have added a gate to
the gated-community in which he and Dan are building a house
(“Casa Winnie”). Debbie is back from a holiday on Lake Como
– she’d just as soon have a villa in Bellagio. Janet has been
watching Britain’s Got Talent and is almost upset that Simon
Cowell seems to be nice to all the contestants these days. She and
Georgie agree that they will not be meeting in the park again this
afternoon, as they often do, since the place is already filling up
with toddlers, babies in their prams, proud parents and myriad
dogs and by the time we get to the afternoon it will be chaos
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here. Wendy has brought a new supply of the tiny eggs produced
by her chickens and these are subdivided among the coffee
drinkers. Janet had brought a fresh supply of empty egg cartons in
expectation of this new bounty.
Monday, April 23:
Temperatures have plummeted and I am back to wearing a
sweatshirt as Otto, blue bag, an empty carton and I make our way
down the stairs and out to the pavement.
I have left plenty of time for a circuit of the green – where a man
on a mower is making ever-decreasing circles. Sitting on a bench
with his mommy is young Albert. She says that he has just been
told off by another dog and is feeling a bit sorry for himself. As
we near the café I can see Dan and Ellie sitting on a low stone
wall at the side of the gym and we pause to say hello before
reporting to the front door of the café. I am determined to get to
the head of the queue – after my pals monopolized the action here
yesterday – and I succeed.
In addition to Dan and Ellie we also have Ofra, Georgie and
Hanna here today. Georgie has a Chihuahua in a shoulder bag
(and Seamus) and I have to ask her if that is Mitzi or Patsy.
(The answer – neither, it’s Mimi.) Teddy, who may have been
discomfited by last week’s heat, has recovered his aplomb and
I keep up a steady stream of pellets rolling across the tabletop.
Bailey, who looks ever more anxious and confused, also gets a
number of these. Meanwhile Winnie and Otto are active at my
feet. When my dog is not eating, however, he has a new physical
trainer in the form of Bolt. Bolt is enjoying winding Otto up,
dancing back and forth outside our fence as Otto rushes back
and forth trying to keep up. In fact Bolt’s owner has been trying
to capture her own pet so she can go to work and, cleverly, she
eventually admits him to our compound – where Dan manages to
capture the speedster.
Dan begins a session devoted to medical detail by suggesting
that Davide has reported to the urgent care center at St. Mary’s –
where, we soon learn, he has been diagnosed with gastro-enteritis.
Dan says that others have recommended a variety of referrals
before this but Davide has been reluctant to take them up. (Ellie
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calls her husband for the name of a specialist.) Georgie has been
suffering from a skin complaint and it has made her so miserable
that she is threatening to take up smoking again. She says she has
bought many medicaments, none of which has worked, and that
she wants to make an appointment with her GP. Ellie tells me that
her Robert has run into someone I know on St. Johns Wood High
Street – this turns out to be my lower school ASL colleague Hazel
Simpson. The ladies are now discussing what will and will not go
into the dishwasher – as Dan reminds us that the obsessive Davide
won’t allow pans into this space since there may be a lingering
watermark. We make our way home and, inspired by Georgie, I
decide to call my GP with a skin complaint. I hope Georgie has
better luck than I have; my GP (and all the other senior docs at
the Randolph surgery) has left this establishment and I can’t even
make a same-day appointment until tomorrow morning.
Tuesday, April 24:
I’m back in leather jacket and scarf as Otto and I head for the park
on a gray and chilly Tuesday morning. Near the green I can see
Davide walking with Winnie and Ellie with Teddy – but the latter
turns around to accompany Davide to the café and I am on my
own to head in the opposite direction around the freshly mown
space. Janet is heading my way with Leonard, Elvis and DaisyMae. (The latter, to the despair of her owner, insists on rolling
in the wet grass.) By the time Otto and I have reached the café
ourselves the doors of this establishment have opened and, once
again, I am the first member of our ensemble to receive my coffee.
Janet has been experimenting with a chair against that part of
the compound fence that Elvis likes to squeeze through – and
this works. There are other spots with just as wide an aperture
but Elvis hasn’t figured this out yet and so he remains among
us for the entire session – much to the delight of Otto, who has
his play pal without interruption today. The dogs are very noisy
today – with Leonard, Lucky and Seamus serving as leaders of the
chorus. Teddy, sitting in Ellie’s lap, is pawing away at the tabletop
and I keep up a steady supply of pellets rolling in his direction.
Winnie, of course, is at my feet and all the other animals, with
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the exception of Bailey (who is still clinging to Ofra) manage to
share in the treats. Hanna is also here this morning and we get
a rare visit from that erstwhile dogsitter, David – now a busy
professional photographer.
I tease Davide over his reporting to St. Mary’s yesterday morning
– just in time to join the crowds arrived to celebrate the arrival of
Will and Kate’s third child, an as yet unnamed boy. Davide says
that the crowds were boisterous and that many members of the
watchful legion wore patriotic garb. There is a long discussion of
the stagnant property market in Maida Vale – with lots of highpriced flats finding no buyers these days. David announces he has
a new girlfriend, a Canadian he will soon visit on an extended
holiday in Montreal. Ellie takes several phone calls from workmen
come to fix a broken gate. Georgie says that the best she could get
from her surgery was an appointment in two weeks time. I have
been luckier since I have one at 11:00 this morning; the staff is so
new at my surgery that the receptionist can’t even pronounce my
new doctor’s surname.
Wednesday, April 25:
My new doctor’s name is Bhattachargee. I felt like this was
my first visit to the Randolph surgery – which I have attended
for thirty-six years – since there have been so many changes in
personnel hereabouts. (At least Dr. B trained under Dr. Berger.) I
came away with some steroid cream – though the doc couldn’t see
anything wrong with my ear and we’ll see if that is at all useful.
Today we have a bright and sunny morning, with lots of sunshine
filtering through the new pale green leaves of the many park trees.
As we reach the green there is quite a collection of little dogs at
play (Leonard, Elvis and Olive among them) and I have to let
Otto play with this lot. Even though he is off-lead I am able to
recapture my pet before we reach the café.
Lucky is here with his grandmother but, because she speaks little
English, she is reluctant to turn the little fellow over to a seated
Davide until she makes a critical phone call. I am the first to be
admitted to the café, where, having spotted me outside Boyat, has
already left my coffee on the counter. The turnout is very poor this
morning: just Davide, Janet, Ellie and Hanna – no sign of Georgie
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as yet and Ofra, we hear, has been summoned to the Israeli
Embassy. (Let’s hope that aren’t calling up reservists.) Elvis, here
with Janet, has figured out how to sneak out even though there is
a chair in front of his favorite gap in the fence. He, Lucky, Otto
and Winnie are the chief customers for my blue bag – though one
mustn’t forget the demanding Teddy, who gets a steady stream of
pellets rolled across the tabletop.
Hanna has brought some nice date bars, some decorated in
pistachio and some in coconut. (Her attempt to pass out discount
coupons for McDonalds finds fewer takers.) The subject of food
reminds Ellie that her daughters each hate the food favored by
the other – Japanese food being the only cuisine they both enjoy.
Ellie now receives a text from Ilana’s school asking for the young
lady’s whereabouts – yesterday she finished the last of a series of
exams and is at home, exhausted. Ellie says that this dedication
to her studies is in some contrast to her older sister’s attitudes
and she is most bemused that the two, having had the same
upbringing, could be so different. I have decided to make a move
for home since I want to visit bookstores in Covent Garden before
the rains come. After leaving the dog with Cathy I drop laundry
off at the 123 Cleaners and hop aboard a Number Six bus; it goes
exactly where I want to go but it takes almost forty-five minutes
in the punishing traffic. My underground journey home takes less
than half this time.
Thursday, April 26:
The warmer temperatures enjoyed last week now seem a distant
memory indeed as another blustery day in the park beckons. As
often happens Shane is just leaving with Bullet as we arrive and
he always calls Otto’s name. He calls mine too, though in his
Cockney inflection this comes out as Ant-knee. Beanie rushes
over to greet us as we reach the green – first she lies on her back
so that Otto can pretend that he is just a growling menace and then
she leaps up on me to conclude the encounter. Otto and I complete
a circuit of the green and report to the café, where there is already
a substantial queue.
Again there is a rather small turnout – Janet soon leaves for
tennis but we have Ellie, Ofra, and Davide initially, then Hanna
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and Georgie a bit later. Davide is again complaining that Winnie
follows him around the house – barking for treats – but at least we
can offer some respite now since, for the next half hour, she can
bark at me. Teddy is in Ellie’s lap next to me today and this gives
him full access to my blue bag. After a while Lucky is delivered
to our compound and this is good news for Otto, for he at last
has someone to play with. Georgie has brought Seamus and this
means that near the end of the session she must patrol the tiles in
search of this dog’s morning poo.
Davide reports that he has had a consultation with the
gastroenterologist recommended by Ellie and that he has learned
that pills, earlier prescribed to him by another doctor, need to be
taken every day. (He had a supply at home and, having taken one
last night, he already feels better.) Ofra says her cholesterol is too
high and her GP wants to discuss this. A much more serious issue
is the reappearance of gray along the parting atop her head – a
problem requiring a visit to the beauty parlor today. Ellie, who
has a list of five shops she must visit as she prepares her wardrobe
for Morocco, suddenly panics and I have to examine her scalp in
order to reassure her that she has no gray to worry about. I tell the
others that this afternoon I will be attending the annual reunion of
ASL’s retried faculty at the Garden Gate pub in Hampstead and
that Linda will look after Otto in my absence. “What’s the name
of your dog,” a downstairs neighbor asks as I hold the door open
for her and her baby carriage on our return. “Otto,” I answer. I
don’t know anything about this woman except that she is foreign
and loves the cinema. The latter is adduced when she says, “Just
like Otto Preminger, then.”
Friday, April 27:
Rain is falling as I look out the window for the first time this
morning but by the time Otto and I are ready to depart the
moisture has lifted. It is quite chilly and I am back in my winter
coat – with the dog’s raincoat in my pocket in case rain returns.
Ofra and Janet are heading our way as I circle the green and I get
a gratuitous lecture from Ofra over Otto still being on lead. (She
doesn’t have to chase him down when, on the loose, he decides
to take off just as we reach the café.) Ellie soon appears and
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accompanies me on around the green. She and Ofra are the first to
be admitted to the café but I am the first to be served – so there!
Hanna arrives while we are still inside and soon we are also joined
by Dan, Davide and Georgie. The latter has Seamus in tow and
the Westie never stops barking. (Builders are tearing his home
apart, I offer by way of explanation.) Teddy is soon pawing the
tabletop as he demands ever more treats and Winnie assumes her
usual entreaties at my feet. Lucky is shoved in by his owner – who
departs without greeting any of us. These days the floor is littered
with seeds and other tree detritus and it is easy for the dogs to
transfer this to our trouser legs. Dan, on his way to work, resists
the attentions of any of our animals and Ofra screams in protest
when Bailey tries to climb aboard.
Dan and Davide will depart for a week in Sardinia tomorrow
morning and Ellie and Robert begin five days in Morocco at the
same time so we can expect reduced numbers next week. (Indeed,
as he resumes a heavy flight schedule on his return I may not see
Davide for weeks.) Beauty products are again under discussion
and review this morning – with Dan suggesting that he needs to
make some purchases at Jo Malone’s. I am able to give a report
on yesterday’s reunion of retired ASL faculty at the Garden Gate
pub in Hampstead. Here I did encounter Hazel Simpson (and her
dog) who wanted to talk to me about her encounter on St. John’s
Wood High Street with Robert. To my surprise I also met Suzanne
Brooks and husband Dave – who have spent fifteen months or so
in the States while waiting for Dave’s green card to come through.
There is one but of sad news – that veteran of many an hour in
the Rec, Suzanne’s Springer, Sunny, died last September. She was
thirteen.
Saturday, April 28:
We had some luck with yesterday’s persistent rain – for there were
dry periods during both our afternoon and evening walks. This
morning it is again very gray and threatening and I make sure that
I have Otto’s coat in my pocket as we start off on our walk to the
park. In front of the entrance gate an orange bicycle is parked; one
could be happy that this represented an act of civic compliance –
since every park entrance is marked with “No Cycling” signs in
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large white letters – but, in fact, this bike has been there for days
and, no doubt, it has been stolen before being abandoned here. As
we near the green Shane is again on his way out – though today
he is accompanied not only by Bullet but the tiny white presence
of the little Malteser, Rocky. I mention that we have not seen
Rocky is some time and he tells me that the dog’s owner, Tara, has
moved with the new baby to some spot near Windsor.
Under our blue umbrella I stand, hoping to see someone I know
and, when I can at last spot Georgie, I go into the café for my
cappuccino. A little boy, his face pressed against the pastry
counter, decides – this being a very frigid morning – that he’d
just as soon have an ice cream. Outside Georgie and I are joined
by Hanna and that’s it: it’s departure day for Ellie, Dan and
Davide, Janet is on a spa weekend with girlfriends and Ofra has
taken Bailey to the vet. At least Faith comes in to say hello to the
assembled canines – though numbers are reduced here too – it’s
just Daisy-Mae, sitting in a chair of her own, Sparkie, Lucky and
Otto, of course. Georgie says that Lucky has been pooing all over
her house and he is not to eat anything today – though I soon
notice he has made off with one of Sparkie’s pink biscuits.
Georgie and I discuss EastEnders and Hanna and I mull over
tomorrow’s Formula 1 race in Azerbaijan. I tell the others that,
having watched a portion of a White Sox game this morning on
my telly, the Chicago team has this week allowed fans to bring
their dogs to the game – over five hundred were in attendance. I
tell Hanna that, on Maida Vale Parade, Soloman’s News Agents
has at last installed a post office substation and that, now that
our Chippenham office has been cruelly closed, this should be
a real convenience. While we are drinking our coffees the rain,
long-promised, begins to fall in earnest and I know that this has
put paid to another of my plans for this morning. I am growing
dangerously close to running out of recycling bags and I had
wanted to walk Otto down to the Warwick Avenue tube stop
– where the Westminster recycling team maintains a Saturday
morning presence. I’ll have to try again next Saturday.
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Sunday, April 29:
Otto celebrates our imminent departure in a number of ways.
First, he enjoys rifling through my trousers, still lying on a
bedroom chair, in order to see if he can pluck anything out with
his teeth. Poo bags are a favorite and my handkerchief, as today,
often ends up somewhere in the middle of the sitting room. A
second diversion comes when I load the blue biscuit bag; if one of
these treats falls on the floor the dog rushes forward to claim this
prize – as though it were the most delicious offering ever. Outside
it is gray and very cold, though at least it is not raining again. I
am back in my black woolen cap and I am looking for the first
opportunity to use the zipper on my worn leather jacket. As Otto
and I circle the green I see that staff are again posting signs about
flying cricket balls on the immaculately manicured green. We
never see any cricketers this morning.
Little Hector is all by himself in our compound and I know that I
will find Hanna inside the café. Here too is Ofra with Bailey. Soon
Georgie arrives with Sparkie, Teddy and Daisy-Mae and Vlad
takes a little table behind us. Today there are also interlopers. As
I return with my coffee I can see a woman (identified as a Scot
by Georgie) about to take my usual chair – which I have clearly
claimed with blue bag and dog lead. When this is pointed out
to her by Hanna the woman has a strop – even though there are
plenty of additional unclaimed chairs at the opposite end of the
table. To make matters worse she has brought with her three burly
French Bulldogs and Otto takes exception to their presence with
one of his screaming outbursts. The woman, soon joined by a
companion, blames this outburst on my feeding my own dog – as
though this were a serious crime. Hanna is magnificent in trying to
calm this very unpleasant presence but you can tell that this visitor
really wants a fight this morning. Daisy-Mae now begins to growl
at the intruders as well and I attach Otto to his lead so that there
will be no trouble from him at all. When these women finish their
coffee and leave I congratulate Hanna on her diplomatic tone and
Vlad says that she has behaved just the way London Underground
instructs its staff in how to deal with obnoxious customers.
Hector and Sparkie have joined the biscuit parade today but
Teddy, on lead throughout, is too upset to eat. I ask Ofra, indeed,
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if she has heard anything from Marrakesh and she searches her
phone to see if Ellie has sent any pictures yet. This reminds her
however that she has failed to fill in all the numbers correctly on
some NHS interactive site; she had asked son Guy for help but he
was too immersed in football on the telly and daughter Lee was
not at home so there is still some unfinished business. Georgie
says she is fed up buying skin remedies and that if her problems
persist she is going back to cigarettes. When Otto and I get home
I toss him a salmon crispy stick and head off for some shopping
at Pinky’s and the retrieval of laundry from the 123 Cleaners. As
I return I witness a serious arboreal crime across the street. Many
people have paused to take pictures of the famous pink-blossomed
tree at the corner of Morshead and Grantully but today a woman,
with an open shopping bag, is knocking the blossoms off the tree
and trying to catch the fallout. One wonders if this selfish act,
perpetrated on her favorite tree, would find Hanna as calm as she
was this morning at the coffee table.
Monday, April 30:
And so we come to the end of another month – and what a
depressing way to end a month in which the promise of spring
warmth proved to be an illusory phantom. It is very cold today
and, worse, a light rain is falling and there is a strong wind to
further depress the scene. I start out in my heavy, moistureresistant winter coat and Otto is wearing his raincoat from the
outset as I drop this week’s blue bag on the pavement and head
for an almost empty park. To add to the gloom of the scene
the antique ersatz faux gas lamps that line the walkways are
still lit. Nevertheless I persevere in completing a circuit of the
empty green and in reporting to the café, which is soon alight
in anticipation of all those eager coffee drinkers. There are none
about.
I stand under the blue umbrella and wait to see if any of the other
regulars will make it in today. Many are away today, I know, but
Ofra, Hanna, Georgie, what about them? Shane comes by with
Bullet and Rocky and asks, “Where’s the gang?” “You’re looking
at it,” is my response, “and I’m not staying if no one else shows
up.” I give myself a maximum of ten minutes waiting time –
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during which Karen walks by with Dudley and makes the obvious
comment, “Isn’t it a miserable day?” Ten minutes have passed
and I re-hook the dog for the lonely homeward journey. I hope
they haven’t started brewing my cappuccino at the café – as they
sometimes do when they spot me outside.
For some reason a personal trainer has stationed his four female
charges on the pavement in front of the clubhouse. Not only will
they get wet here but their presence means the rest of us have to
splash around them in the wet grass. We use the Essendine exit
as I anticipate a second poo from the dog – but he is distracted by
Alaska, still a pristine white. By coming out of the park this way
I will miss my chance to ask Camilla, queen of the cleaners, if
she has a supply of those rapidly dwindling recycling bags. She
and her pals often congregate opposite the Morshead gate before
beginning their duties but, of course, they will not be there lolling
about in the rain today anyway.
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Tuesday, May 1:
What an improvement! Yesterday’s rain, wind and cold are
forgotten (at least for a while) and instead we have warming
temperatures, no breeze at all, and bright sunshine. Otto, who
missed out on yesterday’s coffee-time treats, has polished off two
helpings of his kibble (usually he eats only one) and he is raring
to go as we make our way down the street. Here I discover the
answer to a mystery. Georgie, who has been upstairs in a building
adjacent to mine in order to fetch Seamus, has reported that the
flat across the hall is also having its ceilings ripped out. I couldn’t
figure out why you would do this unless you, too, were going to
break into the roof void and, sure enough, scaffolding is going
up this morning in front of this flat a well. In the meantime the
owners of Seamus have given up on their attempts to stay in
residence while their flat is undergoing conversion and they have
moved away for several weeks – we shall not see Seamus for a
while.
As we near the green Stephen is heading our way with Will
and Grace. I congratulate him on a recent Facebook photo, one
showing Will asleep on top of his owner’s head! Daisy-Mae is
heading our way with the returned Janet but we don’t see this
pair again until we have completed our circle and reached our
compound at the café. Yesterday there were no other dog owners
here but today there is also a deficiency – there are no chairs. It is
soon evident that there is a major crisis at the café this morning
– our chairs are still locked inside but the café can’t be opened
because they have forgotten the keys. Efforts to find another set
are soon successful and Hanna and I manage to be first in line
when, ten minutes later than usual, a backlog of thirsty customers
is admitted. Outside we also have Janet, of course, but also
Anahita, Georgie and Ofra. Georgie has brought only Mimi in her
basket today; the little Chihuahua spends the session in Hanna’s
lap and we soon learn that she enjoys Schmackos – also a favorite
these days of the toothless Bailey. Anahita takes Elvis and Otto
out onto the green for some spirited chasing.
Georgie announces that she is planning on a major dental
improvement – the deployment of dentures – and warns us, at
the same time, that when her old teeth are extracted we will not
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see her much – since she doesn’t want to appear before us in the
guise of a toothless Jeremy Kyle crack addict. She adds that she
has exchanged texts with Ellie on the subject of the abandoned
Teddy’s disposition and that, in response to Georgie’s complains
about London weather, she has cruelly responded with, “Here I’m
just getting a lot of free Vitamin D.” Janet reports on her weekend
in Hungerford, where she and girlfriends stayed at a hotel that
is the third most-haunted place in England. (I’d love to the see
the science that produced that statistic.) Janet says that she needs
to take off for her shopping at Sainsbury’s – which yesterday
confirmed that it is about to buy Asda from Walmart, making the
super-firm responsible for filling about one-third of the grocery
carts in the UK.
Wednesday, May 2:
When Cathy arrives with her umbrella I know that rain, longpromised, has indeed arrived on the streets of Maida Vale. It is
only spitting as Otto and I make our way around the green and at
the far side we encounter Janet, here this morning with Daisy-Mae
and Leonard. The café is already open (and the chairs have been
taken outside) by the time we arrive. Janet predicts that there may
be few customers today; she knows Georgie is not coming and
thinks Ofra will give it a miss as well, but Hanna soon arrives and
so does Demi – here with the boisterous Flora.
Leonard does provide Otto with some play opportunities –
including a bout of face-fighting – but Caroline’s Schnauzer is
mostly interested in Janet herself this morning. He repeatedly
stretches up to kiss his carer on the cheek, a very endearing sight.
Otto and Flora manage to get through the session without any
food fights, pals again. I have plenty of treats in my blue bag but I
can see a problem looming since I am running out of Shapes and I
don’t plan another Sainsbury’s run until my return from Sweden –
where I will begin a five-day visit a week from today.
Hanna, her reddened eyes as evidence, says that she is suffering
from hay-fever these days and that she has failed to find a
remedy for this condition. Janet says that she has been watching
EastEnders but chiding herself for doing so –since the plots
are increasingly preposterous. She adds that Alfie Moon will
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disappear from this storyline (suicide, perhaps) – to which I add
that if I were married to Kat Slater this would be my only option.
Demi spends some time charting the schooling of daughter
Isabella, who now attends an Arts-Ed school in Turnham Green.
The rain, which had almost come to an end, is back by the time
we are ready to leave – though it is still very light. I decide that
I will not linger, since errands beckon, and after dropping off the
dog I make my departure. I get only as far as the basement where
I have to make sure the Naomi and Adrian have left their ontrail equipment and I have stored some compost. Then I have to
visit the bin outside the Morshead gate with a sack of soil, once
containing the ant nest that has disturbed life in my kitchen and, a
few minutes later, I am walking down Oxford Street in pursuit of
my new reading glasses at Vision Express. Back in Maida Vale I
again fail to secure a Radio Times at Soloman’s but I am luckier at
Hamish II. Nobody hereabouts seems to carry Shapes, however.
Thursday, May 3:
A pale sunlight illuminates the Maida Vale scene as Otto and I
hit the streets for our morning in the park. In front of our usual
entrance gate I can see a puzzled Bliss. The black Chow has
obviously lost any sense of the whereabouts of owner Lynn
and is even wandering into the street in her desperation (to the
amusement of the bin men). Finally she decides to head up the
Morshead roadway and on to a happy reunion. We follow the
feisty Max as we begin our circuit of the green; by the time we
have reached the far side we have also passed an authentic loony,
babbling and singing to himself on a park bench.
They have opened the café by the time we have completed our
circle and I wait around a bit to see if, again, I am to be abandoned
by my pals. Finally I can see Demi heading our way with Flora
and so I do go inside to join a lengthy coffee queue. I can see an
unusual sight through the window – for once there is a dog more
interested in playing with Otto than the other way around; this
is Bliss – but she is just too big to make a comfortable play pal.
Ofra now arrives with Bailey and Georgie comes as well – though
she has left her menagerie at home and is really here to accept
delivery of Flora, who will be her guest for several nights while
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Demi and family are on holiday in Cornwall. We learn that Ellie is
back from Morocco but is home dealing with builders – come to
fix yet another leak.
It is voting day in the council elections and Hanna is trying to get
people to vote for the Conservative candidates on Westminster
Council. (I always love it when a child of the welfare state is the
bluest Tory of them all.) I mention, apropos of another council
ward (Regent’s Park), that last night there were pictures on the
local news of mayor Sadiq Khan shaking the hands of candidate
Liam Taggart. Demi now says that the trip to Cornwall is not
purely a holiday since daughter Isabella will be performing for
several days at the famous Minack Theater. Elsewhere other
anxieties obtrude. Ofra’s daughter has lost her wallet and is now
down to mommy’s Israeli credit card. Ofra herself is worried
about new evidence of Iranian duplicity in the matter of nuclear
developments unearthed recently by her countrymen. Georgie is
worried about a forthcoming trip to the dentist and her daughter
Lynne is worried about a trip she and son Oliver will soon be
making to Florida. “Mom, you couldn’t come to Florida too?” she
has asked. “Florida,” Georgie has responded, “I won’t even fly to
Glasgow!”
Friday, May 4:
We begin another period of far warmer weather and, indeed,
after a quick check of the temperature reading on my outdoor
thermometer, I am down to just a sweatshirt and (covering my
newly shorn head) a baseball cap. Under very sunny skies Otto
and I head up the Morshead roadway – a spot that always affords
an ever-changing view of the shrinking tower of Brent. (It now
looks like it would be at home in war-torn Syria.) We make a
circle of the green, passing Janet and, for the first time in a week,
Ellie, and continue on to the café. Three of the jolly members of
the burka sisterhood are at the head of the queue – one has a jacket
emblazoned with gold filigree and bearing the legend ”Versace.”
Ellie and Janet are soon joined by Hanna, Georgie, and Vlad,
yesterday’s birthday boy, at his own little table behind us. Teddy,
in Ellie’s lap, has been almost a week without treats from me
and he is soon trying to make up for this deficiency by pawing at
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the tabletop without let-up. The chap with the talented Frisbeechasing Boxer comes in to water his dog and, once again, Otto
wants to get in on this act. Leonard, here with Janet and destined
to stay with her for two weeks when Caroline goes to Greece,
is among the occasional petitioners at my knee. In fact, with the
exception of Teddy, no one seems greatly preoccupied with treats
this morning. Georgie has brought no dogs with her at all this
morning but has come because she expects to receive delivery on
Kramer this morning. The rendezvous time passes while we are
drinking our coffees and he is a no-show.
Georgie has had two teeth removed, with more to come, but she
is so self-conscious that she speaks only with a paper napkin in
front of her mouth. Ellie gives us a resume of her recent Moroccan
holiday. She liked her Marrakech hotel but it is obvious that she
found the city itself to be overwhelmingly dirty, frightening and
inhumane – with its snake charmers and monkeys on chains. Ofra,
of course, is always trying to get her friend to visit Israel and it
seems as though Ellie is weakening. I note that the Giro d’Italia
will have a stage of the famous cycle race in Israel this year and,
in a not entirely unrelated news story, that McDonalds is now
offering a “New York Stack” – the usual double burger and fixings
on a sesame seed bagel.
I have been trying to get information off the Internet on the
outcome of yesterday’s local elections – you would think this is
precisely what the net is good for but so far they have posted only
generalities. (I did see an item that Labour have won two of the
three Maida Vale seats but no one knows if Jan Prendergast has
survived.) Ellie finishes the session with the tale of her attempt,
yesterday, to secure just the right pair of heels in the West End. A
helpful clerk finally found out that the only pair in the right size
in all of London was available at Westfield in Shepherd’s Bush
and that she could reach this spot by taking the tube just six stops
along the Central Line. Ellie now admits that she hadn’t been on
the underground in years and didn’t know how to use a mode of
transport that, at rush-hour, was clearly going to be a hot and dirty
ordeal. By the time the tale of this journey is completed we might
as well be back in Marrakech.
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Saturday, May 5:
I have had a busy day and night, for that matter – with an
expedition to Homebase with Linda so that I could pick up all the
plants needed for my window boxes – and then a walk up to ASL
to see Buck Heron’s drama students in their final performance
of the year. Buck, from the stage, acknowledged his graduating
seniors, all the behind-the-scenes volunteers, and alums and
retired faculty who had returned to the scene of their earlier
triumphs. (I was asked to lead the latter category in standing up
to receive a cheering round of applause.) Suzanne was there with
husband Dave and, after a nice library reception, they gave me a
ride home.
It is again a lovely morning in Maida Vale as Otto and I head
for the park, already filling up with active visitors. Passing the
blossoming chestnut trees on our left we reach the green and begin
our usual circle. Soon we are passing Ofra, heading our way with
Bailey, and at the far end we accompany Janet and Daisy-Mae as
we make our way to the café. This institution is just about to open
its doors and I am happy to be third in line, following Janet and
Georgie, but by the time I am at the head of the queue I am joined
by a queue-cutting Ofra, who has just arrived. Outside we also
have Hanna, Debbie and Nigel. Janet has only to mention “Elvis”
and Otto’s head whips around as he searches for signs of his best
pal. Soon these two are at play – though Elvis likes to take his
biscuit through the bars in order to enjoy it in peace. Georgie has
brought only Winnie this morning and the senior Pug keeps up a
non-stop demand for ever more sustenance.
Today we can confirm that Jan Prendergast has, indeed, lost her
seat on Westminster Council and this is sad news indeed for
the assembled dog owners, who well remember the many times
Jan has gone to bat for us in doggy matters in the Rec. Hanna is
certain that council taxes will now rise with three Labour council
members in Maida Vale but I am able to remind her that rates are
set by the entire council, which still has a very large Tory majority.
Nigel gives us a report on his recent holiday in Dubai, which
he seemed to enjoy – though he would rather return to Israel if
he undertook another Middle-eastern holiday. Ofra, meanwhile,
is trying to handicap Israel’s chances in the Eurovision Song
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Contest; now that the UK is leaving Europe there is no chance a
British song can score well at this event. While we are chatting
someone notices that Elvis, that veteran escapee, has disappeared
and there is a momentary panic before he is discovered at the far
end of the green. On the way home we pass Daisy-Mae, sitting on
the grass and enduring charmingly the attentions of two toddlers
who are stroking her fur. At home I know I have to deploy all
those plants in my window boxes; the hard winter has killed off
almost everything on the windowsills and there is much work to
do.
Monday, May 6:
As the dirt beneath my nails will demonstrate I did make
substantial progress on my window boxes yesterday – but I only
got through half of the windows; the rest must be completed
today. And today is a good day to be working with the windows
open for it is again a delightful and sunny May morning. Otto
and I head off to complete our circuit of the green, arriving at
the café before any of the others – even though the doors of
this establishment are already open and a long Sunday queue is
forming.
For once we have a lively turnout. Dan is back from Sardinia and
we also have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Wendy. Indeed
after we have been seated for several minutes the Border Terrier
brigade materializes in the form of Jo, with Tilly, and Michelle
with the fifteen-year-old Duncan. Jo is here to pick up her copy
of Volume X, which I have brought with me. She says that Tilly
has definitely been diagnosed with Cushing’s disease and and
that she is now on hormone tablets. There is nothing wrong with
her appetite nor her temperament – as one nasty fight with Otto
under the table proves – but she is losing her hair. Winnie, Dan
tells us, is losing control over pee and poo – as the besmirched
bed demonstrated this morning. She too is undeterred by such
incidents and she is soon barking at me non-stop. Georgie has
brought Chester and Lucky with her this morning – Sparkie has
already been out for his morning walk.
Georgie takes delivery on her poached egg on toast and, a few
minutes later, on a second serving of the same dish. I tell her this
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is because yesterday she complained about how small her egg was
– but this is just an accidental coincidence, as is the distribution of
the tiny eggs of her hens by Wendy. Dan has brought some lovely
pastries from Sardinia. (He is wearing blue shorts and a bright
yellow shirt and I can’t resist adding, “That reminds me; I’m
going to Sweden on Wednesday.”) Jo says that there is a rumor
that the Wolsey, one of our favorite restaurants on Piccadilly
near the Ritz, is going to add a branch to St. John’s Wood High
Street and that the displaced Carluccio’s is moving to Maida Vale
– though no one knows where this might be. I am reminded that
last night, my kitchen clogged with dirt and plants, I ventured for
a second time to Grill It! on Malvern Road. In the months since
I had last been there they had ceased producing doner kababs,
transformed themselves into a halal butchers (though still doing
takeaways) and that I might as well have been in downtown
Cairo – fifteen men bellied up to the counter with not one word
of English heard. I have far more pedestrian items to purchase
this morning at Pinky’s and so I am off as soon as I get home – a
betrayed Otto howling in protest.
Monday, May 7:
More protests –but this time they come in the form of intemperate
barking and I would recognize that voice anywhere. Indeed,
behind us on the Morshead roadway we have Winnie, barking
from the vantage point of her seat in the baby carriage wielded by
her Auntie Georgie. The Pug is offered a place on the pavement,
so she can get in a few courtesy pees, and this gives Otto the
opportunity of a fulsome greeting, kisses that Winnie endures
is the manner of a queen accepting the grateful plaudits of her
indentured subjects. We continue on around the green, a space
again filing up with sun-worshippers, here to celebrate a Bank
Holiday Monday. Georgie and I are the first to be admitted to the
café and outside we are joined by Hanna (who has just halted a
slow-moving police car in order to tell the officers what they must
and must not do) and by Ofra and Shane.
Ofra had half-expected Ellie to return to us this morning but there
is some confusion since husband Robert usually has the care of
Teddy on non-work days. To add to our confusion Georgie now
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adds that, in fact, she has Teddy at her house – Ellie and Robert
having stayed overnight after attending a wedding yesterday. (This
is confusing as well since the wedding took place in Hampstead
Garden Suburb.) Ofra is trying to wipe gunk from Bailey’s eyes
but he hates this and it is hard for her to make any progress.
Hanna takes Shane’s Bullet into her lap, offers him two Shapes
biscuits, and plucks an offending hair from his ear. This produces
a shriek of pain and Shane is not best pleased. Otto and Winnie are
my chief customers this morning. Absent-mindedly I give Winnie
a hard Shapes biscuit as well and she rushes off delightedly with
this treat – surely a challenge for those toothless gums.
Now that Georgie is waiting to have impressions taken for her
new dentures I offer her some soft chews – a gesture she takes
in good part. She gives us an update on Winnie’s incontinence
problems, even producing some baby nappies to which Dan has
added a tail hole. Advice and questions come from Hanna and
Ofra on this topic and finally I ask if we can talk about something
else. Shane, for his part, says that he walked out of the new
Heroes of Maida pub, the former Truscott Arms on Shirland Road,
because they had neither non-alcoholic beer nor soda water. (He
says he has been off alcohol for two years and three months now.)
Hanna has brought some organic soap for Georgie to experiment
with – but when Ofra wants to know where it was purchased our
Finnish friend won’t share this secret. I tell the others that after
two days of struggle and a lot of incidental dirt all over my house
I have finally completed work on my window boxes. The grit will
have to remain for a few days and Cathy will get rid of the last of
the evidence; today I have to concentrate on laundry and all those
other pre-travel chores.
Tuesday, May 8:
The lovely warm weather persists as Otto and I begin our
morning sojourn in the park – this will be the last time for such
an expedition because Rob will pick him up this evening as the
dog begins his residency in St. John’s Wood. I am somewhat
overwhelmed by all the tasks I still have to do before departure
tomorrow morning but I manage a slow stroll around the green
– which is again being subdued by the grass-cutting tractor. We
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pass Janet and Daisy-Mae, who is already looking for shady spots
under the trees, but a few minutes later they reverse directions
and follow us in the direction of the café. I notice that the Middle
Eastern ladies, having learned a thing or two about the difficulties
encountered in getting behind the dog people in a coffee queue,
are often the first through the door – as they are today.
Joining us at our table we also have Jo (two days in a row – a
record), Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and Georgie. The latter is here to
take delivery on Lucky, who arrives with his Spanish mommy
a few minutes later. Ellie won’t let Teddy sit in her lap, after he
has rolled in some muck, but he has his own chair and from it he
keeps up a non-stop pawing of the tabletop. This position is a bit
more precarious than his usual perch and he even manages to fall
off – he emerges from his fall more embarrassed than injured.
Otto and Tilly manage one brief food fight but Otto is chiefly
preoccupied with the water bowls. Many dogs are brought into our
compound so that they can have a drink on such a warm day and
Otto, hearing the water gushing from the tap, always rushes over
to have the first drink. “See, this is how you do it,” seems to be his
message to all the newcomers.
Ellie has learned of a new FaceApp at this weekend’s wedding,
one that allows you to remove the wrinkles from your photo
so that you appear much younger than your actual age (it can
make you look older too) and, snapping away, she tries this out
on Ofra and Janet. Georgie, who covers her mouth every time
she speaks (with more dental work to come today) refuses to
participate. There is additional speculation on the purported
arrival of Carluccio’s in Maida Vale – since the number of
possible venues is limited. Hanna says she will be boycotting it
anyway after a fight with the chef at the Chiswick version of this
chain – something about her seafood linguine arriving with the
pasta already cut into smaller strands – “I like to twirl.” I promise
to make a brief appearance tomorrow morning, even without the
dog, and Otto and I head for our usual gate. Since we have been in
the park it has disappeared – with workmen hammering away at
repairing this object. The morning has ended on a sobering note as
Georgie has passed on the news that in Devon, where she retired
several years ago, Ellen (the faithful custodian of Lucky and Jack)
is failing and may not last the week.
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Tuesday, May 15:
I return to the park after an absence of almost a week – following
a very successful expedition to Sweden. There we had clear skies
and warm temperatures without variation, and today, though it is
somewhat cooler, sunny skies also prevail. Otto, who has also had
a successful stay with Linda and Rob, returned to his own home
at about 6:00 last night and he seems eager now to resume his
normal routine with a walk around the green. At the far end, as we
often do, we meet up with Janet, walking in the opposite direction.
Today she has Daisy-Mae and Leonard with her and I have to
promise Otto that he can play with Leonard when we reach the
café.
Today our group will welcome Janet, Georgie, Davide, and Hanna
– though there is an anti-social wing out on the grass on a blanket
that Ofra has brought so that she, Ellie and Anahita can get in
some sun-time. Otto is excited by the presence of Elvis and on
several occasions he is allowed to join the exiles so that he and his
pal can have some more play on the grass. This means that only
Leonard and Winnie are regular customers at my knee. Winnie, it
turns out, may have been suffering from an infection – which will
explain her recent incontinence. After non-stop barking for more
food from me she now turns her attention to Davide’s toasted
cheese sandwich and soon she has melted cheese hanging from
her mouth – with Janet having to stuff it back inside for complete
enjoyment.
I remind the others that I will be making another trip to the
Randolph Surgery later this afternoon – so that yet another
locum can look at my sore ear. Then I report on my recent trip,
with nine visiting Germans joining the Marcus family as they
celebrated their annual reunion and Anna-Britta (my step-father’s
one surviving sibling) her 100th birthday. The Germans were not
relatives but among those from Hamburg who are interested in
the history of this émigré family – including three musicians who
have recorded a CD of Dahl chamber music and continue to do
research into Ingolf’s oeuvre. I am now able to thank Davide not
only for helping me secure my plane tickets but for urging me to
join BA’s Executive Club since, for the first time, I was offered a
fast-track pass that allowed me to join a very short queue at border
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control. (Even so, with four floors worth of escalators down
and four up and a train thrown in it took so long to get to border
control that by the time I reached the baggage carousel my bag
was making an endless lonely solo circle.) Georgie now fills me in
on soap opera details and there is also news of another defection:
this summer Demi, Lisa and daughter Isabella will move to
Chiswick (with Flora of course) in order to be closer to Isabella’s
new school.
Wednesday, May 16:
If anyone brings a blanket to the park today it will go over their
shoulders not under their bum – for it is a gray and chilly morning
indeed. After welcoming Cathy Otto and I head up the Morshead
roadway, where we soon encounter Jo Lynn walking with Tilly.
Jo tells me that she has been reading the newly published book
and, like Karen before her, she seems to have been drawn to the
harrowing tale of the last days of Fritz. (I also got a lovely email
from Jackie, who was charmed by the memories of her Bobby
and his dog-sitter, the late lamented Peter, which she must have
downloaded from my website.) We continue on to complete our
circuit of the green. There is no one about on the walkways this
morning, though I can see some friends in the center. Otto doesn’t
spot them and so we can make it all the way to the café before
encountering Davide with Winnie and Janet with Daisy-Mae and
Leonard.
Daisy-Mae looks a bit glum this morning and not because she
is having an early grooming; Janet says that her pet has been
licking her private parts obsessively and needs a visit to the vet.
Winnie soon sets up an encampment at my feet and barks at me
continuously. The same could be said of Leonard – but he is
merely barking at anything moving on the other side of the fence.
Ellie and Ofra are also here and, a bit later, we also have the
participation of Georgie, Shane and Hanna. Teddy, sitting on the
other side of the table in Ellie’s lap, is soon demanding his share
of treats, dutifully rolled across the surface. Little Bullet manages
to snag a few fallen goodies himself – but he is mostly interested
in chasing his rubber ball.
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Davide surprises us by ordering a fried egg on toast – that won’t
please Winnie one bit. Shane describes his attempts at weight
loss but this is evidently not to impress his new girlfriend. “Too
much baggage,” he says of this lady (whom none of us have
met). We urge him to use the adjacent room of the gym – whose
windows are still without any protective coating – so that Hanna
can critique his technique. That lady reminds me that we have
the Monaco Grand Prix next. Dan and Davide are already fretting
about what to wear to this Saturday’s wedding – no, not that of
Prince Harry and Meghan Markle in Windsor, but of Dan’s stepsister in Essex. There is a good deal of discussion on the intrusive
tactics of the royal-obsessed media, who may have made it
impossible for Meghan’s father to attend the Windsor event. “I bet
you wouldn’t want that attention if your daughter was marrying
Prince Harry,” Janet tells Ofra. “I would too!” is the response.
(“You’ve picked on the wrong person with that question,” I have
to add.) There is no telling how long this debate will continue but
I have to be the first to leave, with a trip to the 123 Cleaners and to
Sainsbury’s waiting. As I leave the latter, the jolly check-out clerk
tells me, “And don’t let it be four weeks between visits next time.”
Thursday, May 17:
I am certainly glad that I have looked at my outdoor thermometer
this morning. It is bright and sunny outside and it looks like we
have returned to warmer climes but this is certainly not true – it
is going to be a chilly session in the Rec and I am back in lather
jacket and scarf. As we round the green I can see a familiar face
heading my way. This is Renata, who has not joined us at coffee
in some time, and I am glad we have met up so that I can invite
her to my annual spring party on June 3. She says she is forcing
a change in her body clock so that she can get to the park earlier
than her usual dilatory schedule has heretofore permitted. Otto and
I round the last corner of the green and I can see many members
of our group heading for the café, which is just opening its doors.
In addition to Renata we have Ofra, Ellie, Anahita, Davide,
Hanna, Janet, and Georgie this morning – or do we? Amid
complains about how cold it is in the shadows of our umbrella
Ellie, Anahita and Ofra actually take their chairs out onto the
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margins of the green in order to sit in the sun. Ofra manages
to leave Bailey behind during this migration and there he
sits disconsolately in his own chair. Renata’s Maxi sits in his
mommy’s lap and I manage to find several of the white boneshaped biscuits that he favors. Winnie barely breaks off her usual
barracking in order to sample some of Davide’s toasted cheese
sandwich, then she resumes her constant reminders that I owe her
treat after treat. Jo Lynn comes in with Tilly and soon I have the
Border Terrier at my knee as well. Lucky is delivered to Georgie
and he too gets a few treats. Otto, whose head is attacked by an
intemperate Daisy-Mae, is unhappy over the proximity of Elvis,
on the other side of the fence, but he escapes after a while and I
can see him wrestling with his friend out on the grass.
Renata reports that she cancelled a holiday recently, overburdened
by all the anxieties associated with travel. She says she has COPD
and Janet helps her send a text to a group that is conducting
research on this condition. This reminds me that Michigan Janet,
who also has breathing problems, has called and that we spoke for
over an hour last night – she is well enough, I can report, to take
an important role in a play in Lansing. Ofra returns briefly to beg
a drag on Davide’s cigarette and to crow over Israel’s victory in
the Eurovision Song Contest. I tell the others that tonight Linda
and I will attend a Michael Tilson Thomas concert at the Barbican
and that I plan to turn over to the conductor a copy of the new CD
of his mentor’s music produced by some of the German visitors at
the recent celebrations in Stockholm.
Friday, May 18:
The weather is unchanged this morning – bright sun but rather
chilly temperatures. Otto and I are about five minutes late – I
blame the clock on my desk, one that often goes awry when it
is merely touched, as by the opening or closing of the curtains.
Instead of beginning a circuit of the green, therefore, we head
directly for the center of this grassy space, where Davide and
Janet are already standing in the sun. I let Otto off lead and he has
a good time chasing a Jack Russell and a Beagle, not to mention
Leonard. I manage to hook my dog when it is time to head for the
café and here I join a queue that also includes Davide, Ellie and
Ofra.
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Renata again joins us and, a little bit later, so does Georgie and
then Ellie. I open the pouch of salmon-skin crispies and as I do
so there is universal discontent among the coffee drinkers – as the
penetrating odor issues forth – and universal delight among the
canines, all of whom seem to love this treat. Soon I am tearing the
strips into bite-sized pieces and even the gummers, like Winnie or
the diffident, like Daisy-Mae, are lining up for their treats. There
are toasted sandwiches here this morning as well (and Ellie has
brought digestive biscuits for the dog owners). When they are not
eating, the dogs are patrolling the fences, with Leonard, as usual,
heading up the hysteria brigade.
Davide says that his next assignment will take him to San
Francisco, Ellie says that she will meet the woman who is about
to design a new bathroom for her mother. Renata asks Georgie
to smile – so that she can see evidence of the recent extractions
– but there is no chance that this will happen. Janet and Georgie
compare some recent TV viewing and I give a report of last
night’s concert at the Barbican. Here we waited to greet conductor
Michael Tilson Thomas in the green room and I noticed that
just in front of us there stood the actress Leslie Caron – who has
collaborated with MTT on some earlier projects. The curious
thing, I told Linda, was that this was not the first time I had been
in the presence of this famous lady. We were both guests at a party
in Beverly Hills – sixty years ago! At this same concert last night
we met up with my U.S. financial advisor, David Otto, and his
wife, my predecessor as head the English Department at ASL,
Mary. They are coming to visit me this morning and so I had
better get home and out of my park clothes.
Saturday, May 19:
It’s a bit warmer this morning, though I am still wearing my
jacket. The sun is again shining brightly and this is just as well
– for the park is rapidly filling up with visitors: baby pushers,
walloping boxers, loping joggers. As we near the Grantully gate
a woman with two large brown dogs on lead stops to ask why
I am wearing an ASL baseball cap. When I tell her that I am
retired faculty she says that she teaches science and acts as a dean
in the high school – and that she has heard of me, a surprising
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happenstance when you recall that I retired almost sixteen years
ago. We pass Otto’s childhood friend, Poppy, and near the café –
where Janet, Davide and Dan are just arriving as well.
Soon we are also joined by Hanna, Ofra, Georgie, Anahita and
Wendy – with Franca occupying one solo table behind us and
a woman with a large Labradoodle named Harley occupying
a second. Janet hangs onto the lead of this jolly fellow while
mommy is inside the café. I open my blue biscuit bag – with
Hanna again objecting to the fumes rising from the salmon skins
crispies. Sparkie is here, this being a Saturday, and he soon joins
the biscuit queue – where Winnie has already claimed a prime
position. Ellie the Cocker, here with Janet, keeps a chin on my
right knee. Otto, though he gets plenty from me, is enchanted
by Franca’s croissant and a bacon sandwich that follows. While
Ofra holds Bailey in her lap Dan administers eye drops adroitly.
Anahita takes Elvis and Otto out onto to the green but she may
regret this since, she says, Otto does a distant poo and now she
must hunt it down.
There is much talk about the wedding in Windsor today – though
no one admits they will be watching Harry and Meghan from
first to last. Dan and Davide have their own wedding to go to
today but Dan begins an extensive fantasy in which cucumber
sandwiches and scones are administered to the peasants waiting
patiently outside Windsor Castle. Yesterday Janet says that
Michaela, learning of my June 3 party, bristled over not receiving
an invitation – I have several email invites to get through today.
But as I was having lunch at the Cochonnet with the visiting Ottos
yesterday she walked by and so I was able to extend the invitation
in person. I can do the same to Wendy – who says that Renata did
try to pass on my invitation but the bus was so noisy she didn’t get
down any of the details. Ofra says that she has chided her Ricky
for not offering her enough compliments and he has comes up
with, “You’re never moody.” “A good response,” I offer helpfully,
“if untrue.” In fact, to offer an alternate view, this couple has
recently demonstrated such rapport that a young chap at the bank
(about to get married himself) asked them for advice on how he
could duplicate the warmth of their partnership. People are getting
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up for their homeward journeys and I join them. On a far corner of
the green I can see Anahita, still searching for Otto’s lost poo.
Sunday, May 20:
An instant replay of the park scene and its attendant weather –
though I have abandoned my leather jacket, again. Ahead of us on
the Morshead roadway we have Georgie, this time accompanied
by Sparkie and Winnie; the latter has been plucked from her baby
carriage so that, somewhat drunkenly, it would appear, she can
climb a little hill in order to complete her important business.
Near the bandstand I can see the familiar figure of singer Heather
Small, here with her Nina. (I haven’t seen her since watching a
three-part series in which she and other celebs walked a portion of
the Camino de Santiago.) I let Otto run out into the center of the
green, just so he can see if he knows anyone this morning. Only
Lennie’s Cleo would count in this category today – last night my
neighbor told me that, fearing that a tumor might burst, vets now
want to excise this menace, a life-threatening one for the Wheaten
Terrier.
There is a long Sunday queue in the coffee shop, where I notice
that Metty, in an effort to combat the sugary drink phenomenon,
now charges £2 for a Coke Classic and £1.90 for a similarlysized Diet Coke. Outside, in addition to Georgie, we also have
Janet, Dan, Ofra and Hanna. For some reason there is only one
little table out here today and that means that smoker Vlad has
to sit with Franca and Valentina, who begin their exodus from
London next Saturday. Once again Franca’s croissant exercises
its fascination for our dogs; then they turn to me, especially
Winnie, Otto, Leonard and Sparkie. Janet reports that there was a
park incident this morning when a four-year-old kicked the little
Yorkie, Sid, without any intervention from his callous dad. Dan
is again called on to dispense drops, from a great height, into the
upturned eyes of Bailey, who is sitting in a chair of his own.
There is much talk this morning on the subject of yesterday’s
royal wedding – which many of those present watched. (I got
enough on the news.) Dan says that his sister’s wedding was also
a grand success yesterday. I thank Janet for forwarding to me
email addresses for the last few dog owners I want to invite to my
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party – now just two weeks away. When we start for home there
are the usual complications. Otto has to find just the right spot
for his third poo – and this mean that we have almost reached the
Essendine gate before he succeeds. And Daisy-Mae, as she often
does at this time, insists on rolling onto the walkways as though
she were about to take a mid-morning map – a gesture that, when
repeated half a dozen times, frustrates Janet’s homeward journey
considerably.
Monday, May 21:
Again I can venture forth without my jacket – for it is a lovely
sunny morning. Otto would really like to join some of the larger
dogs at play on the green, though when Khalifa rushes over to
see what Rebel is doing there are canine words and this rather
discourages any desire to join in. We circle the green and arrive
at last at the café. They are a bit late getting the doors open and
when they do an Asian woman saunters up behind us and jumps
the queue as soon as the Professor manages to open up – soon
enough she realizes her mistake and accepts a position at the back
of the line.
Georgie is here, with Mimi in a basket, and Ofra arrives with
Bailey. Crossing the green are Dan with Winnie and Ellie with
Teddy – today Ellie is limping rather badly on her bum ankle.
While we were inside someone has also delivered Lucky and he
and Otto begin some spirited chasing, the handle of Lucky’s lead
making an awesome chattering noise as the little fellow tries to
hide behind the planters. There is no toasted cheese sandwich
this morning and Winnie is so cross that she actually bites Dan’s
hand. I try to keep her mollified with pellets and chunks of salmon
crispy but this works only part of the time. Dan gets up to begin
his aerial bombardment of Bailey’s eyes – but many of these
droplets roll down the dog’s nose instead. Near the end of our
session Shane comes in with Bullet and a pal and they sit at the
opposite end of the table.
Ellie says that she and hubby Robert are trying to figure out
how their eldest daughter can be getting in any study time (with
exams looming) with so much all-night partying. Mom needs
to take a pain killer for her throbbing ankle and there is much
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discussion of the surgical options she may have to face in the
future. Surprisingly for this lot a good deal of the conversation is
devoted to international politics this morning. Ofra thinks Obama
was an ineffective president (I have to explain that he had a hostile
Congress for most of his tenure) but this doesn’t mean that Donald
Trump fares any better; Dan is afraid that the Donald will launch
something with terrible consequences. (I show him the video of
my cousin Peter’s robotic lawn mower to cheer him up.) Ofra
doesn’t believe the English know anything about Israeli realities
and she has plans to educate Dan if she can get him to visit her
homeland. She says she won’t show him any of the serious side
of the country – just the partying side. “No Masada for Dan
therefore,” I add. She agrees, adding that she plans to plunk him in
the sun for three days, by which time his skin will have achieved a
rosy glow. “Why not just throw him in the Dead Sea and be done
with it,” I offer.
Tuesday, May 22:
The lovely spring weather persists as Otto and I enter the park on
a sunny Tuesday morning. I have a busy day of chores and errands
but Linda has the task of ferrying the dog to the groomers – after
a cancellation a slot has opened up and at 12:40 she will come by
to take a shaggy Otto to Primrose Hill Pets. Out on the green I
find a cricket ball, still in pretty good shape, and I decide to pick
this up before the dogs have gotten their teeth into it. But after we
have completed our circuit I don’t know what to do with it and
so I place it in the old umbrella hole of our coffee table and head
inside for my own drink.
Ofra and Ellie are in the queue ahead of me but I can hardly count
them as members of our ensemble today since they complain
that it is too cold under our umbrella and they head almost
immediately for a sunny bench on the walkway near the gym
entrance. (Teddy follows them but Bailey, who has earlier been
sitting on Daisy-Mae, is left behind in his own chair.) Actually
present this morning we have a dogless Georgie, Janet, Shane,
Hanna and Jo Lynn – who arrives with two Border Terriers, her
own Tilly and a neighbor’s Jim, and that ancient Tibetan Terrier,
Inca. The Border Terrorists, as they may be aptly called today,
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are soon climbing all over me in pursuit of their treats. Otto and
Leonard (here with Janet) are not far behind.
Janet and Georgie are discussing soap opera mysteries. I tell
them that I fell behind when I left the house for fish and chips last
night. Otto, I added, enjoyed his portion of chips immensely but
I noticed that he had disdained the last quarter of the cod fillet in
his dish– discovering only this morning that he had taken all the
battered skin into the sitting room where it was deposited in an
unsavory pile. Georgie reports that daughter Lynne and grandson
Oliver are on their way back from Florida, where they have been
visiting Disney World. Janet says that Daisy-Mae has a vet’s visit
today at 11:00. Jo says that she is ready for some non-wedding
news on the telly – though a stabbing in Islington and the failure
of the government to renew Chelsea-owner Roman Abramovich’s
visa somehow managed to sneak through. As we get up to leave
Jim, off-lead, manages to penetrate the girls’ rounders match but
the usual screaming fails to intensify at this intrusion and after
rounding most of the bases Jo manages to get the fellow back on
lead.
Wednesday, May 23:
It is with a splendidly-styled Schnauzer that I head for the park
today, the unexpected opening at Primrose Hill Pets having proved
a real boon in the sartorial department. We circle the green, soon
reaching the far end where an Asian woman is using a bench to
undertake some frenetic exercises while simultaneously kicking
a tennis ball to her pet. As I pass this scene the ball plunks me
between the shoulder blades – there are fulsome “Sorrys” but I
think that here is someone who is not up to multi-tasking after all.
Ellie is just crossing the green with her phone in her ear and she
follows me into the café.
While I am waiting for others to arrive a lady with a feisty black
dog comes in with her coffee and takes a seat at one of the little
tables behind us. She has brought a collapsible water bowl with
her and she fills it at our tap – but Bella can’t drink because
she has a big stick in her mouth. She snarls at Otto – who must
content himself with riding Leonard’s back. In addition to Ellie
we also have Janet and Ofra – a rather poor turnout. Teddy spends
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a lot of time (when he is not demanding the rollout of treats)
barking at the larger dogs passing by. Janet reports that the vet
was impressed by Daisy-Mae’s vigor, at age 11, though she did
prescribe some cream for the spot the Shih-Tzu continues to lick.
Ellie is full of complaint over the complex and expensive
process she must complete in order to obtain a visa for travel to
St. Petersburg this fall. (Surely the Russians are retaliating for
the problems experienced by Roman Abramovich.) There is an
additional problem – Ellie has actually written to Kensington
Palace to object to the little old lady clothes they are making bride
Meghan wear these days at public appearances. There is a good
deal of discussion on new shopping opportunities at Westfield but
I have to report that Cathy, at work while we drink our coffee,
reports that the tearful clerk at Poundland has had her hours
reduced (are they in trouble too?) and that at Primark (a great
favorite of these ladies) the workers don’t get a staff discount
and have to buy their own uniforms. “Not to mention all those
Bangladeshi children sewing all those clothes while chained to
their machines,” I add mischievously, even though I have made
this part up.
Thursday, May 24:
Otto and I have spent an unusual day, with the highlight for the
dog coming when he got to sniff the shoes of the British Gas man,
here to install new smart meters. This much-heralded event – with
three letters and a phone message reminding me of the arrival of
this chap – came with the warning that power would be off for
several hours and I had made plans to continue with activities
that required only daylight. In fact, the chap (who arrived fifteen
minutes early without the requisite phone call first) never entered
my premises. He could see the old electric meter from the hallway,
noted that the new meter wouldn’t fit in the old space, argued that
he couldn’t do the gas meter without doing the electric one first –
and left. I was delighted not to have to deal with an afternoon of
disruption. This morning, with overnight rain having come to an
end, Otto and I make our way under gray skies around the green
before meeting up with the other dog owners at the café.
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Here we wait for some time, while a queue forms outside: Janet,
Ofra, Ellie and Davide are here – Dan is seated under our umbrella
and Georgie will be a late arrival. Intent on her chatter with Ellie,
Ofra manages to leave her car keys on the coffee counter – with
a mischievous Davide pocketing them. Ofra fails to notice their
disappearance and she has soon settled down at her place (splitting
Dan and Davide) with Bailey, still wearing his raincoat, on her
lap. Teddy occupies a similar position on Ellie’s lap and I use
one of the new narrow serving trays to roll pellets and Schmacko
shards down the incline and onto a position between his feet. Until
the arrival of Davide’s sandwich (which has to be returned for
more nuking) Winnie is at my feet, demanding her treats. Otto and
Leonard are here too and then Otto climbs on Leonard’s back and
rides his pal around the table. Georgie, awaiting the delivery of
Lucky, says that she has been looking after Melanie’s Rufus – who
can’t resist peeing all over her flat.
Ellie shares a video, sent to a number of us by Anahita – one
featuring a TV weathergirl in Little Venice beginning her
broadcast with Elvis in her arms! Dan says he has had a dream
in which Janet used one of his bedrooms for an assignation. I
retaliate by saying that I had a dream in which, passing Dan in
the company of others, I said, “I know this guy,” tickling his
tummy in the process. Dan, incidentally, is planning a big birthday
celebration for Winnie, who will be 15 on June 1. Two people
now enter the compound in their search for the gym entrance – it
doesn’t help that they have not removed the old sign from the
brick wall behind us – but we manage to re-direct them. It is soon
time to make a move for home and Davide at last yields Ofra’s car
keys – which she has not missed. The last thing I hear as I make
my way toward the clubhouse is Ellie, telling her friend, “Ofra,
you’ve forgotten your dog!”
Friday, May 25:
We are expecting a warm Bank Holiday weekend but it would be
hard to predict this from the gray, chilly morning that greets us as
we make our way to the park; I am even wearing my scarf again.
As we circle the green we encounter Janet, who is concerned that
a little brown dog seems to have misplaced its owner. I do see this
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fellow – he is just heading for the Randolph exit and let us hope
that he has made the right choice. I am the first in the queue at the
café this morning, soon followed by Janet, Davide and Ellie. Even
before we have entered the place the staff has placed three empty
cups beneath the coffee spouts.
Davide says that Winnie again has a swelling on her chin and,
after a conference on opening times with Ellie, he makes an
appointment – not at Mill Lane Bets (Ellie gets immediately
transferred to Ladbroke’s) but at Mill Lane Vets. Davide adds
that, among her other problems, Winnie is suffering a lot from
congestion. He has solved the problem of how to get his pet to
breathe in anti-congestion vapors with a stratagem that only a
caring pet owner would come up with. Winnie likes to sleep with
her chin on his leg – so he has washed his leg in Olbas Oil. Today
the ancient Pug has additional problems since, while waiting at
daddy’s feet for the toasted cheese to cool, she is twice attacked
by an equally greedy Daisy-Mae – with Janet jumping up each
time to pull her pet from the fray. Lucky is delivered to a latearriving Georgie and Otto has a good time chasing his pal – who
often hides behind the planters. (Lucky always takes his treats off
to a far corner in order not to be disturbed in their digestion.)
Ofra has brought some biscuits for the table this morning but they
remained unopened since Ellie has brought a packaged lemon
cake. She has added a very sharp kitchen knife to the contents of
her purse – she could be arrested for this these days – and the cake
is soon in slices. Ofra’s big news is that son Guy has broken his
leg while playing football, a gesture that had both parents up much
of the night at the Royal Free Hospital. Pictures of Guy in his
cast, still in his footie kit, are passed around on Ofra’s phone. Ellie
reports that many people have commented on her Kensington
Palace post, most of them agreeing that the royals ought not to
turn Meghan into a middle-aged drudge. Georgie reports that
daughter and grandson are due for a visit, even though Lynne has
had to be warned that mommy has no front teeth these days. There
are lots of screaming kids in the park this morning – and as they
chant one another’s name each time someone approaches the long
jump pit I can reflect that at least they drown out the workers who
are currently erecting another scaffolding carapace, the fourth, as
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yet another top-floor resident of Morshead Mansions adds a room
in the former roof void.
Saturday, May 26:
As Otto and I make our way into the park I can see the upstairs
toddler making her way along the Morshead roadway with her
dad – on their way to the children’s playground. We don’t catch up
since we have to head past the pulsing bandstand (where another
personal trainer is in charge of the backbeat this morning) in
order to begin our circuit of the green. At the Grantully gate we
are welcomed by Elvis, who has just arrived with Nigel. I haven’t
seen Nigel in some time but I have been following him and TV
star Elvis on Facebook. He and Anahita have just celebrated a
ninth wedding anniversary and Nigel is quite excited about the
prospect of a tenth anniversary – “I’ve never been in double
figures with any of my marriages so far.” Otto, after several
minutes, suddenly realizes that this is his best pal walking at his
side and there needs to be an instant mugging before we have
finally reached the café.
Again they are a bit late in opening this establishment but we are
soon settled around our table. In addition to Nigel we have Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide and a rare appearance from Karen.
The latter will leave for Melbourne, where her mom is recovering
from a hip replacement, and this means that she will miss my
party on June 3 and that Georgie will be looking after Dudley
for some time. Today Georgie has Sparkie and Mitzi, soon in the
biscuit queue with Dudley, Otto, Elvis, and Leonard. Daisy-Mae,
in Janet’s lap, doesn’t recognize Mitzi, or her right to be here,
and begins a guttural growl that spooks us all. Nigel has to get
up several times in order to supervise the play of Otto and Elvis,
who have several visits to the green this morning. Lucky, also here
with Georgie, joins Winnie is barking at me for treats – at least
until the toasted cheese sandwiches arrive.
Karen says that she is at war with those who have undertaken a
modernization of her kitchen – a sink that doesn’t fit and colors
that don’t meet the original specifications. Dan says that his
parents, after a long struggle, have at last moved into their new
house in Essex and that they will need a new kitchen too. Ofra
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says that poor Guy, he of the broken leg, fell down yesterday.
Georgie is cajoled into showing us her new dentures – though
these may later be exchanged for implants. (“But you promised
your Lynne a mom with no front teeth!” I protest.) I share with
accountant Nigel my latest battles with HMRC, which, after a
three weeks delay finally sent me a tax form – which turned out
to have no page for the reporting of foreign income. In the same
post there was a mysterious communication citing unreported
income, a missive I passed on to my accountant – who exploded:
“The letter you received about your not having reported your UK
state pension on your 2016 - 2017 tax return is totally false. I
have saved your copy of last year’s return and it clearly shows
such a figure. The tax calculation prepared by HMRC also clearly
shows they have taken into full consideration this income when
calculating the tax you owed. So once again, HMRC does not
seem to have a good handle on things. It is worrying.” So ends
another struggle with officialdom. Or does it?
Sunday, May 27:
We have survived a major storm, one that began almost as soon as
we got into the bed last night and one that provided an hour-long
display of lightning – accompanied by rolling thunder and rain. (A
lightning strike disabled much of the system at Stansted Airport.)
Otto, of all my dogs, seems to take such atmospheric disturbances
with the greatest calm, however, and so we had none of the
panting and pawing that used to arrive when his predecessors were
similarly overtaken. There is, indeed, still a little moisture falling
at the start of our Sunday in the park, but the sun is soon shining
brightly. Ahead of us on the pavement I can see Dan and Davide
with Winnie but it is most mysterious to see them pass right by
the Morshead gate instead of making their usual entry here. Dan
shouts back to me that the gate is still locked and so we retreat and
use the Essendine entrance to get our morning started.
They are still adding chairs to our compound at the café but soon
we are settled down – just Dan, Davide, Ofra and Janet today,
with Georgie phoning in to say that she is watching grandson
Oliver running this morning. Dan is again pressed into duty as
he administers eye drops to Bailey, who is sitting in Ofra’s lap.
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Winnie keeps up a non-stop barracking at my feet, taking out
her frustration at the slowness of my distributions by attacking
Otto and biting Janet. Leonard has to be silenced on a number
of occasions but he does manage to get in some play with Otto –
more “ride’m dogboy.” Daisy-Mae, who did suffer greatly from
last night’s storm, twice squeezes through the bars. The owner
of an offending Alsatian brings her back the first time but on the
second occasion the Shih-Tzu sits docilely on the pavement in
order to receive the caresses of a little boy.
Ofra shows us another picture of Guy on crutches. Dan and Janet
are discussing train travel to Scotland this August and I remind
them that I earned no discount on my senior rail card when I
bought Wales tickets because there will be three of us in our
walking party and therefore we got a group rate. Dan also wants
to book an expedition on a canal restaurant boat for some time
this summer. He and Davide are also thinking of exchanging their
present flat for one in Kilburn, just north of the park. It would
appear that the Morshead gate is still locked and so we all follow
Janet in the direction of the Essendine gate when it is time to head
for home. Daisy-Mae, who should be leading this party, throws
herself down on the pavement on a number of occasions – though
Janet says that as soon as she leaves the park she walks normally
“Maybe,” Dan says, “she sees us carrying Winnie and wants to
know ‘why not me?’”
Monday, May 28:
At 7:00 or so I need to sneak down with my blue recycling bag
– having remembered that on bank holidays the Clean Streets
people often come earlier than usual. It seems warm enough
for just a short-sleeved shirt but by the time Otto and I begin
our day in the park it has cooled down a bit and I am glad that
I am wearing a sweatshirt. At the far end of the green a curious
Dachshund comes up to have a sniff– with Otto reacting after a
while with a characteristic charge. “That was one sniff too far,
Larry,” the owner of the little fellow concludes. To my surprise
Otto now pulls me up to the top of Mt. Bannister – does he know
I will be setting off for a walk in Wales in eight days? A second
poo is added on the summit and after our descent to the Carlton
roadway we can make our way to the café.
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This morning we have Janet, Georgie, daughter Lynne (grandson
Oliver is in the playground), Dan and Ofra. Georgie has brought
Sparkie with her and after a while she takes delivery on Patsy,
the Chihuahua – whose owner is off on a Nile cruise. (“I’ve
done this so often I don’t get off the boat anymore – seen it all.”)
Patsy, it will be remembered, caused a major meltdown some
months ago when she jumped off Ofra’s lap and headed for
home. Now we learn that she has also done a runner from Grand
Union Pets where, after a grooming, she went walkabout in the
traffic of Maida Hill. Winnie now sets up a command post at my
feet and begins a chorus of need. Fortunately for the dogs there
are dividends from Lynne’s breakfast, including some leftover
sausages. Just as well since the canines are now eyeing Oliver’s
bacon sandwich. Since Oliver is a notoriously slow eater this
means he has a lot of attention.
I hand another £10 in £2 coins to Ofra, the collector. We learn that
Lynne was also a runner in yesterday’s activity – she who once ran
marathons admits she had trouble keeping up with her son, even
though the race distance was only a mile. Dan, Georgie and Janet
(with Liz and Ofra additional participants) continue their Scottish
expedition planning. Dan is the first to leave, incidentally, adding
that, “There’s no rest for the workers.” I remind him that he is
entitled to use the original version of this expression – “No rest for
the wicked” – as long as he amends it to reflect his last services to
me, “No rest for the Wicked ticket sellers.” As we make our way
to the exits I get another positive update from Lenny, whose Cleo
seems to be making a promising recovery after major surgery. Of
course we are walking in the footsteps of Lucky and Jack, once so
much a part of our café scene, as they were escorted to their home
by the kind-hearted Ellen. This is a melancholy thought, however,
since, indeed, we have learned this morning that Ellen died last
week.
Tuesday, May 29:
A sultry night has given way to cooling temperatures and gray
skies as Otto and I head for the park on a late May Tuesday
morning. Many of the schools are on half-term (Georgie is off this
week) and so there are no boisterous enclaves on any of the park
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surfaces – unless you count the endlessly circling lawnmower out
on the central green. We pass Ellie, on the telephone as usual, and
continue on around the margins of the green, arriving just a few
minutes before they open the doors of the café. I get to be first in
the queue again.
Outside I am joined by Georgie, Janet, Dan, Ellie, Anahita and
Shane. Teddy disdains any of the Winnie pellets I toss his way –
always hoping for something better – and I manage to find some
Schmackos and some mini-steaks. In the meantime he rakes away
at the tabletop, a commanding gesture that must be obeyed. Otto,
who ate practically nothing yesterday, soon joins the biscuit queue
– but I manage to add a chewable worming tablet to his handouts
and he scarfs this down eagerly as well. Anahita’s presence means
that Elvis is here as well and Otto is manic is his attacks on his
pal; on several occasions they are taken out onto the grass for
further activity. At one point Hector, the Mini-Mini Schnauzer,
rushes in to see what mischief he can accomplish.
Several of us have watched the final episode of Peter Kay’s
brilliant Car Share on BBC 1 and this becomes an early topic of
conversation. Anahita has brought some nice chocolates for us
from her latest French retreat and these are soon distributed. Dan
arrives in a bit of a flap after another unhappy exchange with a
pal of his youth – who, after a brilliant career, has fallen into a
marginal drug-beset existence. Dan says that he knew this chap
was addicted to cocaine when another friend kissed him and
discovered that her cheek had gone numb. A comedy of errors
presides over the latter stages of our conclave today. First Ellie
receives a call from husband Robert, who has forgotten that he has
booked her car in for servicing and that they had better exchange
vehicles now. She takes Teddy with her, asking Ofra to look after
her bag, and heads for the Randolph exit. She has not taken her
phone, which Ofra answers – discovering that Robert has gone
to the Grantully gate instead. Then Ofra, intent of Dan’s tale,
discovers that Teddy is missing and thinks she has been asked
to look after the Cockapoo (and not the bag). We assure her that
this is not the case and soon Ellie, having completed a successful
rendezvous at last, returns. It is time to gather my dog for our
return journey – but not before Hector charges him down out on
the green.
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Wednesday, May 30:
I blame the worming tablet for the problems that began at about
5:00 am this morning – as Otto, to my considerable vexation,
vomited on the bedspread. I cleaned that up but after we had
begun the day in my study he threw up here too, also on the
spread that covers the sofa in the TV room and, worst of all,
he even pooed in the sitting room. I did the best I could with
the cleanup process; fortunately, Cathy (and John the Window
Cleaner) arrived at 9:00 and she is an expert in carpet cleanup.
I now decide that I will not give any food to the dog today and
that, indeed, a West End expedition will be called off. The dog’s
poo remains on the runny side and his bottom is befouled (which
makes him think he should still be squatting), continuing to give
him trouble as we circle the green on a damp, gray and chilly
morning.
I report to the café and manage to secure some paper napkins to
continue the cleanup process on Otto’s bum but Ellie (who has
just sent me an email with information on a firm that may be able
to install a new refrigerator) has some wet-wipes in her purse and
I deploy these as well. Of course I have to harden my heart when
it comes to offering treats to my pet and this means that Elvis also
has to go hungry. Ellie has brought three different packages of
dog treats for my arsenal, including some doggy chocolates, but
these will have to be deployed at a later date. Bailey is trying to
help himself to some cake that Ofra has baked for us. He doesn’t
succeed but Teddy is more successful in rooting out the crumbs
from the aluminum container. Janet says that Daisy-Mae will
go to the groomer today. Georgie says that she had nine dogs at
home this morning – including Pepper, who has had to spend an
extra day because all of the stormy weather conditions have led
to the cancellation of Linda and Rob’s return flight from Portugal.
Janet says that Caroline is back from Greece, where she has been
spending time communing with the spirit of Leonard Cohen on
the island of Hydros; Anahita learns for the first time that Leonard
the Schnauzer owes his name to this same fascination.
Ofra says she would really like to serve as an apprentice to
some famous cake baker and then open her own shop. (Where,
according to the cynics, she will also tell customers that they
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ought to avoid eating too many treats.) Georgie, suffering from
sore teeth, disdains her poached egg on toast – claiming she can’t
eat anything. Ellie is wearing a baseball cap since, having washed
her hair, she has revealed a bit of a gray streak and she doesn’t
have an appointment at the beauty parlor until Friday. With an
eye on the darkening skies there now ensues some argument over
whose phone provides the best weather forecast. Ellie claims it is
hers but Ofra says, “Your phone is stuck; mine is evolving.”
Thursday, May 31:
It is a rather gray morning, but temperatures are mild enough
and there is no moisture as Otto and I head for park on the final
day of May. Otto seems to be on the mend after yesterday’s
stomach upset – I starved him until dinnertime, when I opened a
can of his intestinal formula food. He never showed any signs of
feeling unwell, though I guess you could say that he was certainly
disappointed with only the briefest of visits from Linda – back at
last from Portugal and here to deliver his raincoat, which she has
had since I left for Sweden. This morning we complete a circle
of the green – passing Janet with a beautifully groomed DaisyMae. It does seem odd that she has only one dog in tow. Otto does
one convalescent poo and we soon arrive at the café – where the
coffees are on Georgie, whose birthday we celebrate today.
In addition to the birthday girl and Janet the line-up today
includes Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Anahita and, after a week-long
absence, Hanna. I decide to offer Otto only little Winnie pellets
this morning and that means that all the other dogs get nothing
but pellets as well. Elvis and Lucky seem happy enough with this
fare but Teddy is at first rather disdainful. Otto gets in some good
wrestling with Elvis and then Anahita takes the two outside for
additional play. Three little girls crouch outside our compound,
sticking their hands between the bars in order to stroke the dogs
– all of whom are on their very best behavior. After we have been
seated for a while Hector comes in with his mommy and joins the
fray.
Georgie is showered with cards and presents. I have brought a
tin of Harry and Meghan wedding biscuits I picked up at dutyfree on my way to Stockholm – since I know how much Georgie
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likes to collect interesting containers. Ofra has brought Georgie’s
lunch, schnitzel, and Georgie says that it is just as well that she
has taken her painful teeth out because now she can eat this treat. I
congratulate Ellie on finding another solution to the exposed roots
problem for today she has abandoned her baseball cap in favor of
a bandeau. Anahita begins the exodus today; she has to get Elvis
cleaned up for he is booked to make a visit to Nigel’s boardroom
this afternoon – some clients actually ask for him to be present at
tenser meetings. As we make our way toward our exit Otto excites
the attention of the Miniature Pinscher, Bolt, and for a while it
appears that the little fellow will follow us all the way to our gate.
Before we reach this spot the present-laden Georgie turns around
– she has forgotten to pay for all our coffees.
As I exit I realize that I have come to the end of another year of
bulletins from the Rec. How surprising it is to recall that, in fact,
this is the fourteenth time I have done so. It has been a rewarding
process, of course, for life among the dog people of Paddington
Rec is full of its own intrinsic daily benefits and foremost
among these is the happiness of our many charming, frustrating,
worrying, boisterous and joy-giving canines.
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Index: The Dogs Of Paddington Rec
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time
each of the dogs of Paddington Rec has been mentioned in this
text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen
by me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs
share the same name, so I have tried to indicate (in parenthesis)
which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world.
Dates begin with June, 2017 and conclude with May, 2018.
Aida: September 30, October 1, 7, 14-15, 22, 28,
Alaska: October 13, January 11, April 30
Albert: March 11, April 17
Alfie: November 27
Baba: November 7, December 21, January 22
Bailey: June 1-5, 7-9, 11, 20-30, July 1-5, 6, 8-9, 10, 11-15,
17, 19-20, 22, August 1, 6, September 1-7, 9-19, 23, 25, 28-29,
October 1-2, 4-15, 17-20, 23-27, 29-30, November 1-2, 3, 5-6,
9-20, 21, 27, 29-30, December 1-4, 6-8, 11-12, 14, 17-23, 25-26,
28-31, January 1-2, 5, 7-22, 24-31, February 1-3, 6, 10-13, 15, 1819, 24, 26, March 4-6, 8-9, 11-12, 15-17, 22, 24, 25, 30-31, April
1-3, 7-9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 23-24, 25, 27, 28, 29, May 1, 3, 5, 7, 17,
19-22, 24, 27, 30
Barney: June 26
Baxter: August 7
Beanie: June 8, July 7-8, 13, 15-16, September 11, 15, 22, 25, 29,
November 13, 27-28, December 8, 31, April 26
Beau: August 1
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Bella: May 23
Bella (Golden Retriever): October 14
Betty: November 11
Binky: June 7, 28, November 7, 27, 29, December 11, January 10,
12, 15, 24, February 26, March 12, 19, April 17
Blas: November 19
Bliss: September 9, January 4, May 3
Bobo: June 27, August 7
Bolt: December 2, January 31, April 23, May 31
Bonaparte: June 1, 11, July 9, 17-18, 21, 23, August 6, March 5
Bullet: June 24, July 1, 10, 26-27, 31, August 23, 30, September 9,
23, 25, October 5, 9, November 16, 27, December 19, January 4,
18, February 2, 28, March 20, April 6, 26, 28, 30, May 7, 16, 18,
21, 30
Buster: October 13, 21, 30, November 3, January 5
Chester: June 10-11, 20, September 17, 24, October 9, 21-22,
December 16-17, January 7, 14, 24, February 24. March 1, April
15, 22, May 6
Chica: June 7, 9, 22, 25-26, 30, July 23, August 4, 11, 27,
September 1, 6, 8-9, 20, 24, 27, October 6, 15, 24, November 1,
7-9, 21, December 1, 19, January 3
Chicca: September 6
Chow Mein: July 25, September 6
Cleo: October 2, November 8, May 20, 28
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Cracker: April 7
Daisy: June 21, April 15
Daisy (Golden Retriever): October 25
Daisy-Mae: June 1, 10-11, 21-24, 28-30, July 1-2, 5, 11, 13, 1516, 18-19, 21-23, 25, 27-29, August 2, 4-6, 9-11, 23-25, 29-31,
September 1, 8, 10, 12-14, 17, 21-24, 26, 28-30, October 3, 7-8,
10-11, 15, 17-18, 20, 22, 24-26, 28-29, 31, November 1, 11-12,
14, 16-17, 19, 23-29,
December 2, 7-10, 13, 15-17, 20, 22-24, 28-30, January 3, 5, 7,
10-13, 15-16, 18-19, 21, 25-26, 28, 31, February 1, 3, 4, 6-10, 1314, 20-24, 25, March 3-4, 10-11, 16, 19-25, 27-28, 31, April 1-3,
6-7, 9-11, 13, 15, 17, 20-22, 24, 28-29, May 1-2, 5, 8, 15-18, 20,
22-23, 25-27, 30-31
Dolly: July 13, 15-16, 21, 24, 28-29, February 25
Dudley: June 9-11, July 2, 22. 29, August 1, 26, September 12,
October 1, 22, 26, December 2, January 9, 13, April 21, 30, May
26
Duncan: May 6
Edie: January 17
Ellie: June 9, 22-23, 27-29, July 4-5, 11, 18-19, 22-23, 25-29,
August 1-2, September 4, 10, 12-14, 17, 19, 22-24, 26, October 3,
6, 10, 12-13, 17, 20, 24, 31, November 2-3, 17, 24, December 1,
8, 23, January 12, 24, May 19
Ellie (Yorkie): April 19-20
Elsie: September 23
Elvis (Maltese): June 2-6, 8, 10-11, 20-21, 24-26, 30, July 1-2,
4-5, 7-11, 13, 15-16, 18-26, 29-30, August 1-6, 8, 10-12, 26-27,
29-31, September 2, 5-16, 20, 23-24, 29-30, October 1, 3, 7-11,
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13-17, 20-23, 25-27, 30-31, November 1-3, 5-7, 10, 12-14, 1618, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, December 1-3, 5, 8-9, 12-13, 16-17, 24,
January 2, 7-9, 12-13, 17, 20, 24, 28-29, February 6, 11, 13, 1618, 21, 24-27, March 8-11, 20, 23-25, 27-28, 30-31, April 3, 7, 14,
17, 20-22, 24-25, May 1, 5, 15, 17, 19, 24, 26, 30-31
Elvis (Shih-Tzu): June 27, July 25
Fergus: January 11, 30, February 6, 10
Fifi: August 12
Flora: June 3, 7, 25-27, July 10, 20-22, 24, 25, August 11, 23, 2526, 29-31, September 2-4, 6, 10-11, 13, 17, 30, October 1, 4, 6-8,
27, 29, November 1, 3, 6, 10, 13, 20-21, 26, December 1-4, 15,
17-18, 20, 21-22, 28, January 17, 22-24, 27, February 10, 14, 16,
March 5, 10-11, April 1, 3, 5, 11, 15-17, May 2-3, 15,
Fritz (Standard Schnauzer): March 30
George: June 22
Grace: June 4, 7, July 8, September 14, October 5, 23, January 10,
30, March 12, May 1
Gus: July 1, January 28
Hank: September 19, 21-24, 30, January 27, February 23-25,
March 10, 24-25, 31, April 1-4, 6-7, 22
Harley (Labradoodle): May 19
Harley (Labrador): November 22
Harley (Pug): June 1, 11, July 2, 10-11, 20, 27, September 21,
November 16
Harvey: January 1
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Hector: August 24, September 21, December 4, 14, April 16, 1920, 29, May 29, 31
Heppy: June 24
Honey (Labradoodle): December 14
Honey (Staffie): June 1, August 27
Inca: May 22
Indie (Schnoodle): June 24
Jack (Jack Russell): June 28, August 29, October 8, April 1, May
8
Jack (Lab): November 19, March 11
Jack II: October 8
Jazz: June 29, February 9
Jim: May 22
Jimmy: June 7
Jimmy Choo: October 17
Khalifa: February 8, May 21
Kramer: August 24-26, 29, November 10-11, January 26, May 4
Lady: December 14
Larry: May 28
Leo: July 31
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Leonard: June 1, 9, 11, 21-24, 29-30, July 4, 8, 14, 16, 20, 22-23,
25, 27, August 2, 4-5, 9-11, 23, 26, 29-31, September 1-2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12-14, 18-19, 30, October 1, 11-13, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, 29,
31, November 8, 15-17, 22-23, 27-29, December 1, 6-9, 12, 15,
17, 21-23, 29-30, January 5, 11-12, 15, 18, 19, 24, 31, February 1,
7-8, 10, 12, 14, 21, 23, March 20-22, 28, 30, April 7-9, 13, 24-25,
May 2, 4, 15-16, 18, 20, 22-23-27, 30
Lizzie: February 8
Lola: November 13-14, January 3, 17, 31
Lucky (Cavapoo): June 1, 5, 8-9, 20, 22-23, 27, 29, July 3, 6,
9, 11, 14, 17, 19, 24, 26-28, August 4, 6, 10, 23-25, 28-29, 31,
September 1, 4-5, 7-8, 12, 14-16, 18-22, 25-29, October 2-3, 4,
5-6, 9-12, 13, 16-20, 24, 26, 30, November 1, 2-3, 6-8, 10, 13-15,
17, 20-24, 27-30, December 6-7, 11-13, 15, 18, 20-21, January
9-12, 17-18, 22, 26-27, 29-31, February 1-2, 5-6, 8, 11, 19-20, 23,
March 5, 12, 14-16, 20-21, 26-28, April 2, 9, 12-13, 15-16, 20-21,
24-28, May 6, 8, 17, 21, 24, 25-26, 31
Lucky (Corgi): June 28, August 29, October 8, April 1, May 8
Lucky (Staffie-Shar-Pei): June 7
Luna: August 3
Macey: December 27
Maggie: February 1, March 9
Marmite: January 18, March 8, 29
Max (Long-haired Jack Russell): June 3, 5, July 29, September
22, December 21, January 22, February 26, May 3
Max (Jack Russell): June 30, September 22
Max (Schnauzer): July 10
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Maxi: June 1, 5, 26, July 18, 30, September 1, October 4, 7, 10-11,
December 22, January 7, 24, May 17
Maxie (Yorkie): December 16
Maya: November 26, February 18
Melvin: September 15
Millie (Miniature Pinscher): July 29, October 7, November 14,
December 19, March 3
Millie (Miniature Schnauzer): October 5, January 18, 29, March 8,
16, 29, April 19
Milo: July 5, 8, August 31, September 4
Mimi: September 5, January 13, March 11, 27, April 23, May 1,
21
Mitzi: April 22, May 26
Mitzi (Chihuahua): April 11, 16, 23
Monty: December 26
Muffin: July 24, September 22, October 4, January 21, February
18, 26, April 3
Mungo: September 22
Nina: July 20, May 20
Noli: July 28, September 6, October 5, February 13
Noodle: August 28
Olive: July 27, August 1, October 2, 13, 20, January 31, April 4,
10, 25
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Oscar (Beagle): July 23, September 10, October 22, November 5,
19, February 4, April 15
Oscar (Schnauzer): June 5, 26, 30, July 4, 6, 21-22, 30, August 11,
26, September 2, 23-24, 26, 30, November 19, 25, December 2,
January 21, April 1
Otto: June 1-11, 20-30, July 1-31, August 1-12, 23-31, September
1-30, October 1-10, 11, 12-31, November 1-3, 5-30, December
1-31, January 1-31, February 1-28, March 1-6, 8-12, 14-31, April
1-17, 19-30, May 1-8, 15-22-31
Otto (Cocker Spaniel): August 28
Otu: July 27
Paddington: February 18, 26, April 1, 3, 15
Pasha: September 6
Patsy: June 5, August 2, 5-7, 9, 25, October 9, 13, February 2-4,
April 23, May 28
Peggy: September 23
Pepper: June 7, 9, 22, 25-26, 30, July 23, 25, August 4, 11, 23,
27, September 1, 6, 8-9, 20, 24, 27, October 6, 7, 15, 16, 24,
November 1, 7-9, 21, December 1, 9, 19, 25, 26, 30-31, January
3, 15, February 5, 6, 27, March 12, 16, 20, 23, 27-30, April 12,
May 30
Pingu: June 11, July 20, November 16
Poppy (Popcorn): July 10, 14, 19, August 23-25, September 12,
21, October 10, November 1, 29, December 6, 24, 28, February 2,
25, 26, March 28, April 9, May 19
Rebel: October 13, November 2, May 21
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Red: August 31
Rex: December 2, 9-10, February 24, March 17
Riley: December 16
Rocky: June 20, 22, September 2, 12, 23, November 16, April 28,
30
Rosie: October 29, November 19, February 17-18, March 3, 11,
April 15
Rufus (Dachshund): September 23
Rufus: June 3, 8, 23, July 13, 17, 20, 24, August 11, 26, 28, 31,
September 2-3, 9, October 2, 19, 24, 26, January 2, May 24
Sanchez: October 2, November 3, 14, 23, March 5, 9
Seamus: June 1-2, 20, 23, July 3, 6, 11, 13-14, 16, 20, 24, 27-28,
31, August 1, 4, 7, 9, 12, 31, September 1, 4-5, 7, 17, 20, 25-26,
30, October 5, 9-10, 12-13, 15, 17, 19, 24, 26, 31, November 2, 6,
9, 19, 25-26, December 3, 7, 11-12, 14, 18-20, 31, January 5, 8,
11, 16, 18-19, 22, 24-25, 29, 31, February 5-6, 8, 12-13, 16, 1920, 22-23, 26, March 5-6, 9, 12. 15, 20, 23, 26-29, 31, April 1-2,
6, 9-10, 12, 19, 23-24, 26-27, May 1
Sid: September 26, December 22, January 28, 31, March 4, 6, 9,
12, 15, May 20
Simon: June 25
Snowy: September 2
Sparkie (Pom): August 26
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Sparkie: June 1, 3, 10-11, 21-22, 25, 27, July 1-3, 5, 9, 11-15, 2122, 30, August 1, 4-7, 9-11, 23, 27-28, September 2, 8, 9-10, 17,
23-24, 30, October 1, 7-8, 14-15, 22, 28-29, November 5, 11-12,
19, 25-26, December 2-4, 9-10, 16-17, 22, January 13-14, 20-21,
27-28, February 3-4, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24-25, March 3-4, 10-11, 15,
24-25, April 10, 15, 20-22, 28-29, May 6, 19-20, 26, 28
Stanley: July 20
Teddy: June 1, 7-8, 21-22, 27-28, July 4, 13-14, 17-21, 26, 31,
August 1, 6, 8-10, 23, 24, 29, September 4-5, 8, 11, 15, 18, 21, 26,
October 2-6, 9-11, 17-19, 28, 30-31, November 1-3, 6-7, 9-10, 13,
15-17, 20-21, 24, 27, 29-30, December 4-8, 13-14, 18, 20, 21, 28,
January 2, 5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-25, 30-31, February 2, 6-7, 9, 12-13,
15, 20-23, March 2, 5-6, 8-9, 12, 14-15, 19-23, 29, April 3-6, 13,
16-17, 19, 21-27, 29, May 1, 4, 7, 8, 16, 18, 21-24, 29-31
Thomas: July 8, 13, August 3, October 29, March 22
Tilly: July 2, 3, September 1, October 26-27, March 19, April 8,
11, 16-17, 19, May 6-8, 16-17, 22
Toby: June 2, February 15
Toka-Boka: June 8, 10-11, February 16-19, 20-21
Trudeau: September 11
Will: June 4, 7, July 8, 31, September 14, October 5, 23, January
10, 30, March 12, May 1
Winnie: June 1, 3-4, 6, 8-10, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27-30, July 1-9, 1112, 14-16, 18, 21, 23, 25, 27-28, 30-31, August 1-2, 5-8, 10, 2427, 28, 31, September 1-3, 9-15, 17-19, 21, 22, October 7-8, 12,
14-16, 20-21, 23-26, 28-29, November 2-3, 7-8, 12-17, 19-26, 30,
December 1, 4-6, 9, 10, 11-12, 16-17, 20, 22-31, January 1-2, 5,
7-11, 13-15, 17-18, 20-21, 23-24, 27-31, February 2-6, 8, 10-11,
15-20, 22-26, March 1, 3-6, 10-11, 14-17, 19, 22-24, 25, 28-31,
April 1-8, 11, 13-17, 20-27, May 5-7, 15-29, 31
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Winston: August 12, November 17
Winter: October 5, 10, 28, November 13
Ziggy: July 28, September 6, 10, October 5, February 13
Zorro (Pug): October 12
Zorro (Tibetan Terrier): January 26, March 21-22
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About the Author
Anthony Linick was
born in Los Angeles in
1938 and educated in the
city’s schools, including
Alexander Hamilton
High School. In 1955 he
entered the University of
California at Los Angeles
where, majoring in history,
he completed his BA
in 1959 and his PhD.
five years later. While
still an undergraduate
he began work on the
little magazine Nomad
(1959-1962) – which he
co-edited with Donald
Factor. This background also contributed to his choice of doctoral
dissertation topic, A History of the American Literary Avant-Garde
Since World War II.
In 1964 he and Dorothy were married in Los Angeles and the
following year they moved to East Lansing, Michigan, where
Anthony took up a post as Professor of Humanities at Michigan
State University. He taught a variety of courses in Western
Civilization, literature and contemporary culture here, and
published a number of articles on popular culture topics, American
and British. Indeed, the Linicks began to spend more and more
time in England, including a sabbatical year begun in 1979; in
1981 they moved to London.
Here Anthony began a twenty-year teaching career at the
American School in London, in St. John’s Wood, offering many
courses, first in the high school social studies department and then
in the English department – where he served as department head
from 1994 to 2002, the year he retired. Dorothy also worked at
the American School as a special projects coordinator; she had
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also held the post of director of student services at the American
College in London. She died in July, 2007.
Since his retirement Anthony has been at work on a number
of writing projects, including the first four volumes in the
“Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle as well as The Lives
of Ingolf Dahl, a biography of his stepfather, and A Walker’s
Alphabet, Adventures on the Long-distance Footpaths of Great
Britain. All of these books are available from the publisher at
Authorhouse.com or Authorhouse.co.uk – or from any of the
other online booksellers such as Amazon. In 2013 he began
to offer additional volumes in the Paddington Rec cycle at his
website, anthonylinick.com. These include Invasion of The Biscuit
Snatchers, My Dog’s Breakfast, The Great British Bark Off, “And
Your Little Dog, Too,” The Dogshank Redemption, Dog Day
Aftermath, The Paws That Refresh Us, A Barker’s Dozen, Barks &
Recreation, and the present volume, Fantastic Dogs And Where To
Feed Them.

Additional projects include work with other scholars in their
research into the life and compositions of Ingolf Dahl, additional
contributions in the area of the literary avant-garde – with several
publications in Beat Scene magazine, and the preparation of works
of fiction left by Dorothy – some of which can now be found
elsewhere on this website.
To return to the Paddington Rec page, click here.
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